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FONDEMENTS DU DIALOGUE CULTUREL
THE PROFESSIONALIDENTITY
OF THE (ROMANIAN) ACADEMIC
Petre Gheorghe BÂRLEA
„Ovdius‖ University of Constanța
gbarlea@yahoo.fr

Abstract:
Evaluating the performance of academic teaching staff is a necessary process, but
the present-day forms of numerical quantification (based on figures) may denature the
results. Scientometrics measures the results of spiritual activities as any material product is
measured, by submitting them to the rules of the market economy. The phenomenon of
evaluation by means of competence criteria charts favours imposture, levelling values and
annihilating human and professional identities hard to pigeonhole into a scheme or figure.
Keywords:
Professional identity, science, education, scientometrics, human values.

1. From the neo-liberal culture of knowledge to the culture of audit
1. 1. A few years ago, the official documents issued by the leading
bodies and the development policy offices of the European Union launched
a phrase that has become highly popular: ―the knowledge-based society‖.
This was the expression of confidence in the contribution that academic
research could bring to the development of all domains of public and private
life in Europe, to the resolution of the great economic and social problems that
the new organism was taking over from the structure of the acceding countries.
1. 2. In fact, there was nothing new about this ―European community
strategy‖. The periods of economic flourishing of human societies have
always been preceded and closely linked to major scientific discoveries,
while developed societies have been able to further, in their turn, scientific
research, the advancement of the arts, philosophical thought, etc.
1. 3. The top figures of the ―intelligentsia‖ rise to prominence
naturally: Archimedes proved his universal worth by theoretical and
7
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practical ―tests‖; so did Leonardo da Vinci. They and many like them were
not part of any strategy and were not monitored by anyone or asked to
complete a scientific Report. Nor were later great academics or researchers
categorised into any grid of evaluation criteria. And, if this had happened,
the results may not always have been spectacular. A few examples are
enough to demonstrate the delicate nature of the situation.
a) We have shown elsewhere that A. Schopenhauer revealed, in
newspapers and magazines, the formalism and pomposity of the great
philosophic systems, constructed by contemporary academics such as Hegel
and his circle. Around 1825, the latter had an overfull amphitheatre at the
University of Berlin, while the lectures of the posturing critic Schopenhauer
were hardly attended by two or three students. Neither his philosophic
system nor his books were better appreciated until much later. The former
would have scored many pointsunder all the headings of a current grid of
criteria, but would have lost a few points in the peer evaluation, as another
specialist in the field could bring arguments to refute his contributions. The
latter, however, wouldn‘t even have fulfilled the minimum necessary for
such a standardised evaluation grid, and in reality the academic authorities
actually excluded him from the academic and scientific milieu, without any
standardised set of criteria, but in an efficient manner. However, the same
reality, seen at a historical scale, shows us that both of them were and
continue to be, authentic values of human spirituality in the field1.
b) In the Romanian academic space, George Călinescu gave
magisterial lectures, with an overfilled amphitheatre, had an intense and
varied publishing activity, so he would have ―accumulated‖ many points of
academic credit. In reality, witnesses who are still living (such as Professor
Florica Dimitrescu-Niculescu, PhD) states that one did not have much to
learn from the history of Romanian literature – the official subject matter of
the course, as the Professor embarked upon considerations which had
nothing of the didactic structure of coherent lecture. In addition, at
examinations, he would evaluate the students‘ answers according to highly
subjective criteria (―You have rambled on with nerve, you get a 10!‖). The
time of his professorship was also marked by other kinds of idiosyncrasies,
absences, etc. He was, however, even in his lifetime, and has remained per
aeternuma ―revered master‖ of Romanian spirituality.
c) The great ―teachers‖ of the world and of some nations, such as
Socrates (here we could also enumerateJesus Christ, if the example did not
1

Arthur Schopenhauer, 2010, pp. 107-111.
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seem a blasphemy), and, closer to outer times, Petre Țuțea, with an
exclusively oral scientific, philosophic and didactic discourse, would not
even have been accepted in a higher education institution. They had no
―published work‖! Not to mention academic qualifications (diplomas,
certificates, etc.), as the context is easy to understand...
1. 4. In all these cases, which can be multiplied and nuanced much
further, we should make at least three observations:
a. What the world‘s great scholars transmit is, first and foremost, a
way of thinking. They give shape, for their contemporaries and for posterity,
to free thinking, to the capacity of making bold associations of ideas, even to
the aptitude of dreaming, of pursuing your dream and making it come true.
We speak here of a social efficiency which can hardly be fitted into any
matrix of ―scientific‖ evaluation.
b. The effects of their scientific and didactic undertaking are
manifested in time, their value increasing irrespective of the changes in
society, which demonstrates that the great ―teachers‖ are, as a rule,
visionaries. By contrast, the modern system of academic evaluation
measures the results hic et nunc. It is impossible for anyone to predict that
an article or a book, which has not yet been cited on Google Scholar, will
become writing of reference in the domain in a few years‘ time, when the
respective domain will evolve well enough for specialists to understand
their value...
c. There has always existed a certain kind of control over the
competences of those involved in the system of instruction, education and
research. One of the scholars whom will never tire of citing in our studies,
Michel Foucault, speaks of the ―procedures of organized control and
redistribution of discourse‖ by the State in any type of societies, through the
system of education and ―societies of savants‖2, that is through academies,
specialised institutes, etc. In principle, a neoliberal state should only assure
the conditions for education and research, as well as those for the
functioning of the ―knowledge market‖; in reality, recent research shows
that the state is cannot even assure these conditions by itself any more,
being assisted by private initiative, and that it is not in a flexible relation
with the market, either. More exactly, it is the market that controls the state,
said the philosopher from Collège de France, in another of his books3.
A British sociologist whose studies have been circulating in the entire
academic world for the past few years, Roger Burrows, investigates the
2

M. Foucault, 1998, p. 36 et passim.
M. Foucault, 2008, p. 116.

3
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phenomenon of the scientific and academic audit we are discussing here and
observes the same thing: the market imposes its rules on the functioning of
the state‘s mechanisms, which imitate it, actually:
„... thesole mechanism by means of which the state can legitimise itself
is by self-marketization‖4.
1. 5. This change of the relations between State and Market has effects
known to the academic field, as the above cited researcher remarks: higher
education and scientific research (in association or separately) pass from a
regime of ―trust„ to one of ―responsibility‖ (accountability). In the case of
the professors and researchers of the past, the status of instructor and creator
of scientific values was acquired through general recognition, accumulated in
time, also due to the fact that not anyone could have access to such pursuits.
Auditing is an older phenomenon, known since the 20th century, but it
was realised by a quite flexible system, by methods with a ―human face‖.
Academic qualifications and credentials, examinations, selection
competitions, the assessment of the results of one‘s work, the number of
disciples created, academic awards, etc. would confer both ―trust‖ and
―responsibility‖. The problems started when, from the germs of some older,
somewhat more rigorous criteria, the evaluation was transformed into
accountability (often contractual), and trust intocontrol. Then came the
gravest phase, the crisis from the beginning of our century, when
monitoring –collegial, hierarchical, institutionalized, though also regulated
by the free market, was replaced by numerical control.
2. The legitimacy of auditing systems and its human forms
Without any doubt, the ranking of values is a necessity in the
conditions of modern civilization and contemporary democratic societies.
In the domain of values, we might assume that the free market
spontaneously eliminates forgeries and poor quality products. In reality, we
all know that it is not so, which means that professional producers are
obliged to create their own specific systems of evaluation and accreditation
of competitive products. Specialized organisms of control and certification
are agreed upon, and these are submitted to certain national and
international rankings, with the attendant affiliations. For example,
producers of agricultural machines, of household appliances, electronic
devices, etc. adhere to (trans) national professional associations, which
recognise the authority validating the product and submit to minimal
4

Roger Burrows, ―Living by numbers? Metrics, Algorithms and the Sociology of Everyday
life‖, apud Vintilă Mihăilescu, 2015, p. 3.
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standards of quality. The legislative framework is also automatically created
to impose the compliance with these standards and with the respective
bodies, from the perspective of consumer protection. It is here that the role
of the state and of state unions intervenes, as protectors of their citizens.
Evidently, the free market continues to dictate its own standards in both
directions, that is also in the HQ, limited series production, as well as the
―mainstream consumer goods‖, a phrase which represents, more often than
not, a euphemism for various kinds of sub-products, substitutes, no name
products and so on.
In the domain of public services (health, social protection, public
safety, education), which presuppose spiritual values harder to control by
the free market, ―peer evaluation‖, that is of the specialists in the domain,
functions in parallel with the one of the beneficiaries. Especially in the
liberal professions, there are ―closed societies‖, such as the Society of
Architects, Psychologists, Physicians, Lawyers, etc., which protects both the
professionals and the beneficiaries of their ―products‖ from the unfair
competition of impostors, self-taught individuals, or of those professionally
and morally disqualified. In addition plus, for those selected by the system,
there are the internal standards of value ranking which function, doubled, as
usual, by the professional authority which each member of the respective
corporations acquires on the free market.
Understandably, these forms of authorization of public and private
services institutions and producers, as well as of those producing material
goods, are not infallible: the market continues to be full of falsified or, in
any case, of poor quality goods, while services continue being provided by
people without the minimal competences required or the corresponding
ethical qualities. To give only one example, the mass media show that at the
beginning of the third millennium there still are ―dentists‖ going through
villages (the most isolated) and performing surgery right in the beneficiaries
courtyards or tool sheds... . But we are not referring only to impostors or
others who, though in possession of qualifications diplomas, provide poor
quality services. Nor are we speaking now the state‘s role as protector of the
consumer, but about the strategies of preserving the being of peoples on a
historical scale, since the poor macroeconomic and social organization of
the great human communities, poor quality in health and education services,
in family protection, in stimulating sciences and arts question the very
future of mankind. The fact that in some statesthe control and protection
system works better than in others is not enough. Inequalities are sources of
conflict in themselves, because, at a certain moment, they cause migrations
11
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of population towards the developed areas, a phenomenon which has
already started and is still somewhat regulated by the authorities, but which
can elude official control, when its magnitude will go beyond the
controllable limits.
On the other hand, the ―systems‖ and ―services‖, even when they
become partially liberal, privatised, such as medical or educational
institutions, protection services, etc., maintain a close connection with the
state. Inprinciple, though, the education and health systems, the police, the
army and the administration remain in care of the state5. Then here comes
the problem of financing. A meagre Budget, in principle, must be
distributed according to criteria of quality, from the funding of a ministry
and its subordinated institutions to the retribution of each employee. This
situation objectively justifies the act of qualitative evaluations, at all levels,
according to the idea – correct, in principle – that the reward should
correspond to the performance.
One might say that states with a more solid economy and a more
generous budget allocated to education –since this is the topic our
discussion, with a particular focus on the higher education cycle –are not
constrained to resort to the application of such so called ―sociometric‖,
―scientometric‖, etc. evaluations. Until a few years ago, one could even hear
academics from France, Italy and even from the rigorous systems in
Switzerland and England wondering at the scientometric enthusiasm of the
countries which had recently joined the free world. A ranking of
universities, of professors and graduates, respectively, had emerged,
somewhat spontaneously, at a macroeconomic and socio-professional level,
insofar as in the pragmatic societies of the SUA and Western Europe, of
Japan and, more recently, China and others, the demand and offer of the
work market generates classifications, recorded by specialised agencies, but
also by the mass-media, by sociological studies, etc. They keep record of
how many Nobel Prize laureates graduated from a particular university, how
many presidents and high state functionaries, how many inventors, great
founders and leaders of multinational companies, and, ultimately, how many
5

Privatization was also implemented in these domains, though with questionable results. If
in the West there are private universities superior in quality to the state ones, in Romania
the race for quality seems lost for the former, because they were conceived according to
purely financial criteria from the very outset. In the area of health, the relation seems to be
reversed: the state system appears to be collapsing, while private health centres are better
organized, but financially inaccessible to the mass of beneficiaries. In the other domains,
the attempts are rather more timid in the former socialist states.
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employed and unemployed per cohort of graduates come out of universities
in every country. But the evaluations by indicator quantification had not yet
come down to the individual level of academic staff members, although this
was expected to happen. What was measured was the final and global result
of the work of a large team, and within it rankings emerged naturally, via
peer evaluation and responses from students, who opted for certain
disciplines and for particular teachers, within the framework of rationally
and flexibly designed curriculum, centred on competences which were
measurable, in their turn. Society, in its complexity, somehow acted by
means of the same regulating mechanisms, as the same specialists were
called upon to decide who should receive a raise in salary, the possibility of
choosing a more advantageous post, an award of merit or grants for
conducting advanced research in a domain in which one had already proven
one‘s professional excellence.
3. The quantification of professional evaluations or the hegemony of
the performance index
All these are far behind us now, constituting what the anthropologist
Vintilă Mihăilescu calls ―depressing nostalgias‖6for the good old times, fit
for novels like the ones in David Lodge‘s campus fiction series or those of
Frank Parkin – other names we hold dear, whom we often evoke in our
modest writings7. He, too, presents the academics‘ preoccupation with
accumulating professional capital formally and administratively
quantifiable, including the ―classic‖ tricks used in these circumstances, such
as participating in several conferences with the same presentation, with an
ever changing title, and so on.
All of a sudden, some 10 or 15 years ago, this forms of evaluation,
still acceptable rationally and emotionally, were transformed into a
straitjacket system placing one in to the dark and cold universe of dry,
abstract, impersonal, implacable figures. Grouped according to tables and
headings, the respective numbers rapidly and decisively turn one away from
the throbbing life which had somehow been preserved in the participations
in specialist symposia, from the privations and joys lived during the writing
of books and articles, from the challenge of the lecture hall full of students
or the seminar groups. All these have become dead headings under which
6

R. Burrow, loc. cit.
The British sociologist is referring, in the case of D. Lodge, to the novels Small World,
1984 and Nice Work, 1988, and in Fr. Parkin‘s case, not so much to his famous book The
Krippendorf‟s Tribe, as to The Mind and Body Shop.
7
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worrying statistics are aligned. Banal words acquire negative connotations
in the formulations of the items thus quantified: ―national‖ is not sufficient,
―international‖ would be preferable, the status of ―co-author‖ reduces one,
naturally, to a half, a quarter, a modicum of what one might have been,
according to the figure indicating the integral score for the respective feat.
In the end, all the numbers under the sections, rubrics and subheadings
are added up in a cumulative figure, which sounds like a verdict, after a
police inquest. The ordeal of confronting your own professional identity,
which began a few rubrics above, reaches a dramatic climax with the final
heading, entitled neutrally, but terrifyingly: ―Total‖.
Your real professional identity is given by a figure coming from the
virtual space, from a world you do not know much about. Some unknown
individuals may have once, somewhere, perhaps (we underline these
circumstances) come across books, articles, reviews written by you. It does
not matter who they are, how competent they are, if they have sought you
out specially or come across your text by accident, if they have read you and
cited with full knowledge of the case or only casually. The height of
absurdity is that it does not even matter if they have appreciated or criticised
you, what matters is only the fact that computer memory, through those
―RAMgigabytes‖ (whatever that means –anyway, the phrase sounds
terrifying) has recorded that reference, that citation in a footnote or text,
which may be rather inept, actually, not even this matters. Thus, a
feedbackhas been received out of somewhere, out of this universe,
oversaturated with information, which means that the information you have
transmitted exists and, through it, you, too, exist as a professional. You are
both happy and frightened, at the same time, as living beings are afraid of
the unknown, even if, paradoxically, it stirs their curiosity. That is their
scientific spirit...
The figure totalizing these citations is called the Hirsch Index, named
after the one who created the algorithm of the respective calculation.
Although it merges in the ―Total‖ we were talking about, seemingly being
seasoned with somewhat more humane items (more ―godly‖, as we would
say in an archaic Romanian formula), it remains the cornerstone of an
evaluation and it is a clearly proven fact that the official evaluators in the
Ministry of Education and in the evaluation agencies (CNCSIS,
CNADTCU, UEFISCDI) require it to be indicated separately, once again,
alongside the total figure.
Initially, we all thought that such evaluations were aberrations
spawned by the incompetence, negligence and bad faith of some bureaucrats
14
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from the national administrative structures. The managers of Romanian
education, ever changing during the last 25 years and always proving to be
inadequate and unsuited for the position they occupy, having had neither the
time and, more often than not, nor the drive to acquire the necessary
management expertise in the domain, have become notorious for their
manner of picking up ideas, fragments of theories, practical strategies and
experiments from various corners of the world, which they scrape together
and combine, despite their visible incongruences, in an attempt to apply
them to Romanian education, under the name of ―reforms‖. Before long,
they get replaced by others, who start all over again.
We have all found out, eventually, that things can be much worse. The
entire world has been seized by the demon of professional evaluation
quantification, in education at all levels, as well as in other domains of
activity. Globalization has its dark sides and its victims, like any epochal
phenomenon. The reduction of a man‘s personality to a figure seems to be a
part of this ―collateral damage‖. We have known for about a century or so
that an inmate of a prison or concentration camp is identified and called by a
number. So is a hospitalised patient. Of course, the reasons are different. In
the former case, the clear purpose is the annihilation of the personality of
one who has been officially divested of all one‘s civil rights. In the latter
case, it may be a matter of protecting the identity of a person who is in a
critical, delicate state. Footballers, too, wear a number on their t-shirt. But
this serves to indicate the role of each player in the team, while the surname
is privileged in the sports commentary, until it becomes the brandof a team,
a country, a continent. The streets in the great American cities, too, are often
known by numbers. In this case the reason is merely administrative. This
does not make them less dry and saddening, even if many of them are
teaming with life and human activity, while others have already acquired a
legendary status, like the Fifth Avenue in New York8.
All things considered, the reduction of human personality to a number
does not seem to be a factor of social development. Unfortunately, things
have evolved in this direction to such an extentthat the numerical
quantification of human value has acquired the hegemony of an
anthropological phenomenon, begetting at least one discipline claiming the
status of science, which means that man really tends to become no more
than a dry figure. The Romanian anthropologist discussing these aspects
cites Roger Burrows:
8

In the electronic medium it is labelled as ―the most expensive commercial street in the world‖.
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―... what happens when we reach a point at which there begin to appear metrical
aggregates of such complexity that they take us beyond a culture of auditing,
towards a different hegemonic project, in which systems of quantified control get to
possess their own personality, beyond the auditing procedures?‖

Further on, the English researcher reveals the impact that this
automatized system has on contemporary society:
―... [There emerged] a world in which the relations between measure and value are
increasingly decided by means of a new form of power, which consists in a code, a
software or an algorithm; a world in which the role of measurement and numbers
has got to have political priority over the aesthetic, the affective and the hermeneutic;
and a world in which the structure of feelings was fundamentally altered‖.

R. Burrows analyses the transformation into figures of six criteria
referring to academic performance, rather difficult to translate into
Romanian, although the items have become internationalized: ―citations –
that is the Hirsch Index; work-load models; transparent casting data;
researchassessments; teaching quality assessment; university league table‖.
It does not even matter that the number of these items keep changing,
that some of them are totally irrelevant for the personality of a teacher.
There are only a few aspects that count, of which few people are aware:
a. What is to be noted from the idea cited above is that, put together,
these criteria create a coherent system, which is applied mechanically and
indiscriminately (from one scientific domain to another) to all teachers, who
are turned into a bar code.
Eagerly filling in these self-evaluation charts, these practitioners of
education remain caught in a ―depressive complicity‖, says V. Mihăilescu,
―like a fly in a jar of honey‖.
b. What counts is the fact that this numerical control has already
become a state policy. The Romanian Ministry of Education and research
has already experimented the classification of universities and their
corresponding financing according to the figure resulted from the
completion of the general grid by each higher education institution, and at
present the process of their identification by a bar code is in full swing, with
a view to deciding on the financing for next year, as a measure avowedly
assumed by the official authorities.
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c. What also matters, however, is the more serious fact that ―value‖
and ―measurement‖ are put together, in the situation in which the delicate
elements of the former cannot be quantified numerically. Ingeneral,
intellectual work has invisible aspects, hard to pinpoint in the abstract
frames of ISI, Hirsch or other indices.
4. The identity crisis of the academic and its effects on tomorrow’s society
4. 1. The crisis of the system
Lucid commentators link the present situation to the general crisis of
Romanian education, unprecedented in the country‘s modern history: the
volatility of the so-called educational strategies, ―directly proportional with
the changes of government‖ can be assessed by the inconsistency of the
Education Law: between 1990 and 2004, it was modified 65 times!9
Inreality, the identity crisis of Romanian education is only in part
responsible for the identity crisis of its practitioners. The phenomenon is
ampler, as already seen. In all the countries in the world, the idea which
explains it is that of the incongruence between values and numerical
measurements. Or, in this sense, the evil is much deeper. A lucid analysis
shows that, since pupils and students are evaluated on the basis of a standard
multiple-choice test, in which they just tick some boxes, instead of
constructing their own argumentation, based on knowledge, on logic, of
correct and nuanced expression, there is little wonder that the teachers‘ work
is also evaluated by means of evaluation item charts10.
It is clear that the crisis situation is universal and that it stems from the
conflict between quantity and quality, from the incongruence between
authentic value and its quantification distorted by a numerical system,
which has acquired the status of a science in its own right: bibliometry or
scientometry or the science of university rankings. Some still have the
courage to dismiss them as ―pseudo-sciences‖11.
The author of one of the numerous articles published lately on the
topic under discussion cites the opinion of a ―remarkable professor‖:
“... perhaps what is quantifiable is not essential, and what is essential
is not quantifiable‖12.

9

Doru Costea, 2015, p. 21.
Ibidem.
11
***, ―Cum apreciem rezultatele cercetării științifice/How do we assess the results of
scientific research‖, in: România Literară, XLVII, no. 11, 13 March 2015, p. 23.
12
Marcel Cremene, 2015, p. 2.
10
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The question following from here, in the opinion of the above
mentioned author, is what is gained by quantifying the results of scientific
and didactic work and what would be lost by not quantifying them?
The problem is that the effects of applying or ignoring the process of
numerical or other kinds of evaluations can only be established by other
measurements. In other words, the process of measurements will never end.
Are measurements necessary? Definitely, yes! They distinguish
between the individuals of the same community, highlighting performance
and rewarding quality. Are scientometric evaluation criteria charts efficient?
Apparent so, as they offer a certain guarantee of objectivity. Inreality, they
are not, because the ―activity of an expert (professor, researcher) cannot be
reduced to a formula‖ (Cremene, loc. cit.).
Practically, as we have already said, only a group of experts in the
same domain and in the same speciality can make an adequate evaluation.
But here comes the natural human subjectivity, the team spirit (not to use
the term encountered in the studies cited, ―the university gang‖). Many think
that the Romanians get to be original in this respect, too... In this case, the
best solution is to appeal to external evaluators, but these, however, are not
familiar with the context of the activity of those under evaluation. More
often than not, however the officer from the Department of University
Quality Assurance and the sovereign Computer simply take charge.
4. 2. Changes of attitude
This digitalised system, elevated to the status of science and of an
activity governing education and research brings about profound changes in
the personality of the academic. This also happens in societies with
longstanding tradition in higher education, with criteria of excellence which
are well established in a coherent education system, as it is proved by the
seminal studyof Roger Burrows, a study beginning with this very aspect,
which shows a worrying change in British education:
“Many academics are exhausted, stressed, overloaded, suffering from
insomnia, feeling anxious, experiencing feelings of shame, aggression, hurt,
guilt, and «out-of-place»”.
In fact, the grid sets have changed the teachers‘ priorities and working
style. Until now, there were the familiar categories. There is that of the
professors with no inventions, no seminal books, but who systematically
and conscientiously transmit to their students fundamental knowledge and a
certain attachment to the profession; another one is that of those training
their students to think independently, to shape their own professional and
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social personality; a third category is that of the scholars with an impressive
oeuvre, who are not adept at transmitting their science to the young, for no
course of psycho-pedagogy in the world can substitute an inborn
pedagogical gift.
The extreme categories have always existed, though in relatively small
percentage. Now there is the risk of their developing within the structure of
the teaching body, due to the system of evaluation by criteria sets, numbers,
indices, bar codes. This is the category of the selfish professor, who,
serenely and uncaringly, sacrifices class activity to personal studies. And
there is, of course, the last category, of those ―with no true calling‖ for the
profession, people with no proper academic background, with no morals or
professional conscience, but who have specialized, by virtue of the natural
compensation law, in miming to perfection the exercise of didactic and
scientific activity at university level. The tables and rubrics of the criteria
sets mask their real identity, thus levelling the scale of values, under the
anonymity and coldness of the dry figures.
At present, all the categories concentrate upon the maximization of
the quality indices, but the advantages belong to the latter ones, to those
who know how to use the figures to which the others migrate, because ―the
position creates the competence‖. The basic principle is that foreshadowed
by the article cited: ―We cannot obtain but what we measure‖. The
techniques of accumulated the maximum possible number of ticked boxes in
the chart of evaluation criteria, with a minimum of effort invested and small
individual costs, are being learned fast. In other words, the quantity/quality
ratio is settled in favour of the first term. We have to reiterate that quality is
a truism, hard to assess. There is no indication anywhere of the efficiency of
a teacher in the lecture hall or seminar room. There is no knowing how often
one is absent from or late for these activities, how many student papers or
essays one reads, how these are discussed with the students, how one
organizes one‘s seminars or examinations so that they may have a formative
value, and not only summarily evaluative (―scientometric‖, again!). On the
other hand, the charts do not show the collegially proven reality that some
―academics‖ present at scientific symposia and publish in journals and
books if not the same materials, at least the same ideas, maybe with slight
changes, especially in the title. Not only the Romanians, but also the French
or others have adopted the illicit system of benevolently reciprocal citations:
―Cite me and I will cite you‖. I have read journals whose publication guides
contained the recommendation that at least one reference from its content
should be included in the materials submitted for publication by new
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contributors13. This is because journals, too, are evaluated according to the
same metrical system of quantification, which is closely linked to the
evaluation of their academic contributors14.
Consequently, few carry out conscientiously their main professional
duty: the instruction (and education, at least by offering role models) of the
students. When they are not up to their eyes in working on the kilometric
―applications‖ for POSDRU or other kinds of projects, which bring points to
the evaluation chart and money into the bank account, they devote
themselves entirely to the ―writing‖ and ―re-writing‖ of articles, the
―scientific‖ presentations, books, ―academic‖ journals, etc. In such
conditions, the evolution of the group of students comes last in the
academic‘s preoccupations, as this cannot be measured and does not bring
points anyway.
There many other perspectives on the problemexpounded here. The
Parisian weekly Le Pointhas discussed the aspect of the costs which the
French society incurs so that academics and researchers should attain the
parameters calculated according to the bibliometric indices. It has been
shown that the researchers paid from the budget of the state, namely of the
entire nation, get to publish the results of their research free of charge in
high class ISI indexed journals, especially in the topmost three that reign
supreme worldwide: Nature, Science, Cell. But one can gain access to them
only by paying a publication fee. If a researcher wants to make a
subscription, he has to pay about 3, 000 de euro per year. Therefore, the
state has to pay, via universities and research laboratories, in order to access
the results of its own research. What is even worse is that the main financing
body, that is the public at large, still cannot get to read these journals. The
ensuing discussion naturally shifts towards evaluating the authors of those
articles. Although the citations and impact factor of the journals is
inventoried, ―... no one has made a scientific demonstration of the
connection between the value of the research and the bibliometric index‖15.

13

Revue Française de Pédagogie, Paris, and the journal Studii de Știință și Cultură.
We have shown in another study what are the formulae of ISI evaluation and which is the
relation between the quality of academic publications and the real, concrete achievements
in the Romanian space, cf. P. Gh. Bârlea, ―Revistele academice de jurnalism și comunicare,
între rigoare și compromisuri/The academic journals of journalism and communication,
between rigor and compromise‖, in: Ilie Rad (coord.), 2014, pp. 45-69.
15
*** „Cum apreciem rezultatele cercetării științifice/How do we assess the results of
scientific research‖, loc. cit.
14
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Despite all these critiques, the system continues to be applied, and,
even worse, the false science of classifications looms large like a black
cloud over academic life. The academics‘ professional identity is decisively
reduced to a bar code.
5. Conclusions
5. 1. One cannot entirely contest the importance of evaluation criteria
sets. For a professor with a balanced activity, these can measure objectively
at least the visible side of his/her activity. Fortunately, the current set of
evaluation criteria for ―Philology‖, drawn up by Professor Alexandru
Gafton, from the ―Al. I. Cuza‖ University of Iaşi, is a model of equilibrium.
For example, the items include the editing of old texts, an activity as
difficult as it is lacking in visibility, and only a specialist is able to
appreciate the amount of scholarship and of physical and intellectual effort
required by such an undertaking, absolutely necessary for the domain16.
Still, these have to be completed by active cooperation with colleagues in
the field, with students, etc. Otherwise, in the anonymity of the figures in
the metric system, one may lose sight of both the authentic academics and
the impostors, because figures can be manipulated, or in any case, obtained
by more or less fair means, in the process of focusing the attention of all
academics on fulfilling the criteria under the chart headings.
5. 2. There was nothing incidental about our using the image of the
―black cloud‖ swallowing a multitude of individual identities which make
up a professional community. The absolutely miraculous evolution of IT
practices has already recorded the successful experience of the identity
transfer of an entire country into what is called a cloud. The English term
literally designates a ―cloud‖ and everyone should learn it as such, since it is
sure to become a global word, such as mouseor softor weekend. It
designates, in the IT register, the transfer of identity from the din sphere of
the real, historically, geographically, economically, organizationally and
spiritually determined, into the virtual space, administered by computers.
The experiment was described by the British weekly The Economist, in the
article ―How to back up a country‖, published in issue 7, March 2015,
which inspired the Romanian politologist Cristian Ghinea to write an article
16

Al. Gafton, Standardele minimale pentru conferirea titlurilor didactice din învățământul
superior și a gradelor profesionale de cercetare-dezvoltare/The minimal standards for the
conferring of academic titles in higher education and the professional degrees in research
and development, Anexa nr. 29 la Ordinul MEC nr. 6.560/2012, republicată ca Anexa
Ia/Anexa 11, în MO din 29.01.2015.
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with a very telling title: ―The country in the Cloud. Can a nation go into
cybernetic self-exile in case of a Russian invasion?‖17 It is about Estonia,
the country with the most advanced political and administrative cybernetic
system in the world. Each Estonian citizen also has an online identity, which
allows him/her to vote, do shopping, pay taxes, sign encrypted documents,
etc. The OfficialBulletin of Estonia does not even exist on paper anymore,
but only in its electronic version. The state which was, just like Poland,
dissolved and confiscated several times in its history, has made a ―plan B‖
of refuge, in case of necessity, in the virtual medium. Unfortunately, during
the most recent conflict with Russia, that of 2007-2008, the big neighbour
also attacked its electronic database, blocking for a while the activity of
banks and central local institutions. After this experience, the Lithuanians
identified the possibility of a transfer to backup spaces in the country, in its
embassies from various countries18, and, more recently, they have doubled
saving options by a contract with the Microsoft Company. The article in The
Economistrefers precisely to this:
―Wiping a country off the map is one thing. Wiping its data is another.
Estonians know what the former is like. They are determined to avoid the latter‖.
5. 3. The lesson to be learned from this that, inevitably, our identity
will be compressed in a server, in a personal account and under a certain
code. The public and professional life of an intellectual can occupy between
3 and 8 gigabytes. We do not even have to have them with us, although they
fit into a USB memory stick. We can access our data from anywhere, from
any device – laptop, pad, telephone–and we can offer others access to
ourselves, partially or totally. By filling in the evaluation charts, we take a
step further towards the minimalizing of our professional and institutional
existence and contribute to what is called ―saving‖ it in the virtual space.
From now on, we can communicate solely via this medium, we may
not need to see each other at conferences, lectures, etc., as the virtual space
erases real distances and brings us close, in its own way, by levelling the
playing field of our individualities. It is very likely, but very sad.
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Abstract:
In this study we have subjected Orwell‘s classic dystopia 1984 and Kadare‘s most
important anti-totalitarian allegory The Palace of Dreams to a comparative analysis focused
on their representation of the essential characteristic of totalitarianism – its urge to achieve
and maintain absolute control over all aspects of the individual‘s life. By juxtaposing and
comparatively analysing the key features of totalitarian control in Orwell‘s fictional
Oceania and in Kadare‘s allegorical rendition of the Ottoman Empire, we hope to throw a
more discriminating light on the fundamental conception of totalitarianism that is found in
the two novels.
Keywords:
Totalitarian, control, rebellion, the past.

Introduction
A definition of the social and political system that is pictured in
George Orwell‘s 1984 and Ismail Kadare‘s The Palace of Dreams, however
brief one may attempt to make it, is surely bound to include as an essential
characteristic the misguided political urge to achieve and maintain absolute
control over man in every dimension and manifestation of life, public and
private, physical and spiritual. Such is the ultimate object towards which the
whole complex structure of the totalitarian state apparatus, as depicted in
both 1984 and The Palace of Dreams, is directed. Beyond this identity of
visions regarding the essence of totalitarian rule, however, there are
important differences in the works of the two writers as to the particular
instruments and mechanisms which totalitarian governments use to pursue
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their goals. Even more importantly, the writers‘ conception of what it
actually means to achieve absolute control over human beings, is, to a large
degree, different in the two novels. It is the express purpose of this study to
exactly find out the extent to which these two famous literary pictures of
totalitarianism overlap, and also where they diverge. The pursuit of this
comparative tableau will involve us, firstly, in analyzing the way the
totalitarian government in Orwell‘s fictional Oceania conducts the grim task
of monitoring and oppressing its subjects, and, then, in confronting it to the
workings of the totalitarian Palace of Dreams in Kadare‘s allegory of the
late Ottoman Empire.
Instruments and mechanisms of totalitarian control in Orwell‟s
1984 and Kadare‟s The Palace of Dreams
The totalitarianism of Orwell‘s 1984 is conceived as an ideal type that,
strictly speaking, belongs to a technologically advanced future. In
accordance with the novel‘s science-fictional setting the tools and
instruments that the Inner Party of Oceania uses to control the vast empire
over which it rules, are, almost, unbelievably high-tech. In Orwell‘s bleak
prophecy of the future the progressive development of science and
technology brings to mankind neither material nor spiritual well-being, but
the inescapable yoke of an unheard-of tyranny, made all harsher, by its very
reliance on an advanced and sophisticated technology. Through telescreens,
hidden microphones and the like, the Party is literally able to see and hear
everything people say and do, whether they are out in the streets, in their
workplaces or even in the ―privacy‖ of their homes. In Oceania, even the
brutal questioning of political suspects is conducted in a ―scientific‖
methodical fashion, making full use of all the high-tech paraphernalia that
adorn the torture chambers of the oxymoronically-called ―Ministry of Love‖. 1
In this futuristic dystopia nothing is free. The close monitoring and
full control of the actions of the ―citizens‖ of Oceania is the first and easiest
task of the authorities. In this respect the latter are remarkably successful –
whether in public or in private every word spoken and every deed performed
by almost every Oceanic citizen is basically motivated by the hard-wired
instinct for self-preservation. Always fearing for their lives, the inhabitants
1

The questioning to which O‘Brien subjects Winston Smith follows a very precise schedule,
while special dials keep the torturer ―scientifically‖ informed about every step in the
conduct of the torturing process. G. Orwell, 2003, Animal Farm and 1984, pp. 321-335.
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of this prison-land, where ―Nothing was your own except the few cubic
centimetres inside your skull‖2 have long learned to incorporate the dos and
don‘ts of the official Party line within themselves, so that, most of the time,
their self-censorship makes direct intervention by the authorities
unnecessary. Living in the midst of an environment marked by universal
surveillance and ubiquitous spying, men in Oceania have either become
adepts in the art of dissimulating their feelings, or, even worse, have become
so thoroughly debased by the pressures of indoctrination as to feel
themselves comfortably at home in slavish captivity. In such circumstances
any idea of starting a rebellion against the Party seems outright foolish, so
much so that in Oceania the very word ―rebellion‖ has acquired a new
unlikely significance:
―Rebellion meant a look in the eyes, an inflexion of the voice, at the
most, an occasional whispered word‖. 3
The character of Julia is a perfect example of the fundamental
hypocrisy which orders the life of those citizens who, having not yet been
entirely brainwashed by the incessant propaganda, have found spiritual
refuge behind the mask of social conformity. Pretending to be a fanatically
loyal adherent of the Party line, Julia harbours an intense inner hatred of the
whole Oceanic system, especially of its puritanical sexual morality. People
like Julia have grown so much accustomed to this schizophrenic mode of
existence that they remain completely indifferent to the patrolling
helicopters that snoop into their windows.
On the other hand, what people find a fearsome challenge is escaping
the Thought Police, whose duty is to disclose what actually lies behind their
words and actions. In order to accomplish this seemingly impossible task,
the Thought Police monitor all aspects of the citizens‘ lives, especially such
minutae as involuntary body reflexes, facial expressions or slips of the
tongue. These are, then, interpreted as signs that betray the inner thoughts of
the people which they would never dare to express openly. 4 In such
circumstances, with an ever vigilant Thought Police that expertly analyses
2

Ibid., p. 112.
Ibid., p. 152.
4
Winston Smith reflects: ―Your worst enemy was your own nervous system. At any moment
the tension inside you was liable to translate itself into some visible symptom.‖Ibid., p. 147.
3
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everything human, down to one‘s involuntary nervous tics, the eventual
punishment of all hidden dissidence, despite all cautionary measures to
avoid it, remains only a question of time. As Winston Smith is well aware
from the very beginning of his doomed attempt at private rebellion, in the
end no one can escape the sensitive tentacles of the totalitarian state.
Besides the more direct method of police control, the party has
devised other more subtle means to enforce a condition of complete
servitude on the people. Building on the delirious notion that human nature
is ultimately plastic and, by a due application of human engineering, can be
transformed according to the wishes of the Party, the oligarchs of Oceania
have long sought to fashion a new kind of man, completely subservient to
the interests of the state, and yet entirely unaware of any feeling of
servitude. 5 This inhuman endeavour begins right from the very beginning,
with the training of children in organizations like the Spies that, before
children have had time to develop a personality of their own, cast them into
e prefabricated mould, whose one and only purpose is serving the Party. The
results of this fundamental remodelling of human nature have gone very far
indeed, to the point where such basic human relationships as that between
parents and children have been completely overturned, so that now parents
exercise no authority whatsoever over their offspring, but, on the contrary,
fear their spying and denunciations. In this radically altered social
environment the Party finds it quite easy to rule supreme without
encountering any big challenge.
If the brainwashing of children provides its social foundations, other
instruments and methods are used to sustain the heavy oppressive structure
of the totalitarian state. The Party forces the people to physically exercise
every morning, and then to work overtime till they are completely exhausted
and, thus, unable to think or do much else during the rest of the day. More
importantly, their very senses are all the time, everywhere, bombarded by
propaganda messages which, in addition to forcefully indoctrinating the
citizens with their simplistic notions, create an environment perfectly
unsuitable for reflective and concentrated thought – the ubiquitous portrait
of Big Brother, for one thing, is a constant reminder of the impossibility of
free thought and action. Even the most basic instincts like the sex drive are
5

O‘Brien in one of his explanations to Winston reveals: ―We create human nature. Men are
infinitely malleable...‖ Ibid., p. 344.
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brought within the pale of Party control. By decreeing and enforcing a very
strict sexual code on its subjects the Party manages to obstruct the natural
release of their sexual energies, and, then, to perversely channel them into a
beastly hatred directed against the ―enemies of the people‖.
The Party‘s control over all available sources of information is so
thorough that it does not even allow people to keep photographs or written
records of the past, as these might, in time, turn into pieces of evidence that
could not be accounted for by the latest version of totalitarian history. A
result of this strange prohibition is that people in Oceania tend to have
blurred memories, as they have no firm ground on which to anchor their
fading recollections of the past. Consequently, building on the dark wisdom
succinctly expressed by the slogan ―Who controls the past, controls the
future‖6, the Party has managed to reduce history into an ever-changing
narrative that only serves to legitimize its latest political twists and turns,
while ―facts‖ are constantly being made up in order to lend credibility to the
most outlandish fictions. Such attempts to erase the personal and the
collective memory of the people in order to implant in their stead the Party‘s
phoney version of a fabricated past, constitute yet another building block of
the total, absolutely controlled society in Oceania.
Over and above the aforementioned practices aimed at gaining control
over the people, stands the radical transformation of language, which, it is
hoped, will, in due time, bring about the ultimate perfection of the
totalitarian utopia. Following to its logical conclusion the premise that
concepts and ideas cannot exist apart from the language in which they are
expressed, the specialists of the Party have invented a new artificial
language, called Newspeak, which will gradually, according to a precise
schedule, take the place of English as the common medium of
communication in Oceania. This intentionally degraded speech will make it
impossible for people to conceive of anything that contravenes the truths of
the Party, as it lacks the necessary words and structures to do so. The final
triumph of Newspeak over English is projected around the year 2050, which
will thus mark the consummation of the final stage in the totalitarian pursuit
of control over the minds of men. According to this end of history scenario,
from that time onwards nothing substantial will ever happen in Oceania, as
the very potential of people for rebellion will have been cancelled out in
6

Ibid., p. 119.
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advance by the removal of all mental tools that make it possible to even
conceive of the idea of rebellion.
Kadare‘s presentation of totalitarianism, like Orwell‘s, focuses
primarily on its relentless drive to enforce utter control over the people. 7
Unlike the Orwellian variety, however, which draws a demarcation line
between those citizens that are subject to the strictest surveillance regime
and the so-called Proles who are left relatively undisturbed in their ―happy‖
state of benighted intellectual primitivism, Kadare‘s system of social and
political surveillance as described in The Palace of Dreams is an all
encompassing system that leaves no one outside its firm grip. One could
even say that the Albanian writer‘s allegorical vision of totalitarianism,
albeit outwardly less violent, nasty and brutish than that of Orwell,
represents, essentially, the deepest circle of this hellish system of organizing
man in society. The Palace of Dreams itself, the most important of all the
governing institutions in the totalitarian state, stands as the hub of a vast
spider‘s web that reaches out to the farthest corners of the great despotic
empire. From such diverse quarters, the written dreams of people from all
rungs of society are gathered by hordes of couriers to be studiously
classified and deciphered by specialists in the Palace‘s headquarters. The
latter have mastered the esoteric art of unmasking subversive political ideas
behind what at first sight look like absurd kaleidoscopic oneiric imaginings.
Dreams, likewise, leave the chaotic realm of sleep and enter into a system of
files ordered according to very strict bureaucratic rules.
Like 1984, The Palace of Dreams is essentially about a system of
political control managed by a self-perpetuating oligarchy. It might even be
said that, though Orwell‘s dystopian world has become a by-word for the
strictest totalitarian practices, in Kadare‘s novel the idea of political control
is presented as having reached an even deeper level of development. 8 While
the telescreens and the spies in 1984 observe and record everything that is in
principle observable and recordable – even diaries or involuntary facial
twitches – the experts in Kadare‘s Palace of Dreams manage to transcend
7

The Palace of Dreamshas been characterized as: “... the novel of the political file, that is,
of spying, surveillance, investigation.‖B. Kuçuku, ―Kryevepra e fshehur‖, in I. Kadare,
1999, Pallati i Ëndrrave, p. 211. (Translation mine).
8
According to Tefik Çaushi, the institutional control of dreams in Kadare‘s novel: ―…
constitutes the extreme of political brutality and arbitrariness of a state against its
citizens.‖ T. Çaushi, 1993, Universi letrar i Kadaresë, p. 31. (Translation mine).
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the limitations of the senses and penetrate into the dark region of sleep. The
people in Kadare‘s allegorical vision of totalitarianism have completely
given over their lives to the state – they do not even retain control over the
deep consciously inaccessible recesses of their minds, which, as is
commonly believed, are the wellsprings of dreams and visions. Whereas the
dreamer himself has no control whatsoever over the content of his dreams,
and no inkling on what they mean (as a rule he forgets all about his dreams
soon after waking up), the state substantiates such vague oneiric apparitions
by attributing to them precise political meanings, and, then, preserves them
in its archives for tens or even hundreds of years (in an obscure corner of the
Palace‘s archives Mark Alem comes across the transcripts of the sacred
dreams of the founders of the Empire).
The explicit purpose of this seemingly grotesque and absurd process
of dream interpretation is the preemptive discovery of plots and conspiracies
directed against the safety of the Sultan, and, by extension, of the whole
imperial state. Not only that, but there are rumours that fake dreams are
fabricated by powerful clans in the Palace, with the insidious purpose of
influencing state policy in such a way as to undermine the power of rival
political factions. The most important function of the work done in the
Palace, however, the most fundamental reason of its existence, concerns the
fact that through analyzing the people‘s unconscious, the ruling caste of the
Empire gets to know all about their hidden thoughts and passions – an
invaluable trove of information, inaccessible in any other way, that makes
maintaining control over men‘s souls all the easier. Furthermore, in a social
and intellectual climate pervaded by the superstitious belief in the prophetic
significance of dreams, the people become progressively less critical about
what happens around them, their reasoning powers having been lulled into
sleep by the oneiric mysticism which has become almost an official
ideology in the Empire. Consequently, unable to form and to act upon an
objective picture of reality, they pose little risk for the tyrannical ruling class
of the Empire. In The Palace of Dreams it seems as if a whole nation has
been hypnotised into submission by methods as subtle as they are effective.
The methodical control over people‘s dreams in Kadare‘s The Palace
of Dreams is, in a very important respect, different from the methods of
control presented in Orwell‘s 1984. In 1984 there is a constant emphasis on
the fundamental dichotomy between man‘s inner world (unobservable
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thoughts and feelings) and his behaviour (observable words and actions). 9
The annulment of this fundamental breach is the major objective of the
totalitarian state. As yet, however, despite the employment of countless
instruments and methods, people (at least some of them) still manage to
retain control over their internal beings. On the other hand, in The Palace of
Dreams totalitarian man is at perfect peace with himself – there is no
conflict inside him, no discrepancy between thoughts and actions – while
the state reaches out for his dreams, which he hands in willingly (the
dreams‘ written transcripts). 10 In Kadare‘s world, it seems, the old divide,
still insurmountable even in Orwell, between the subjective and the
objective, has finally ceased to exist. Social reality has become one
homogenous indivisible whole that is fully controlled by the state.
Similarly to what happens in 1984, in The Palace of Dreams the
totalitarian state is engaged in an effort to control the historical past. Feeling
intensely suspicious of the interest of the noble Quprili family in Albanian
epic poetry, the Ottoman Sultan decides to send a special task force to the
Balkans commissioned to methodically and thoroughly uproot this
centuries-old literary folk tradition. Since Albanian epic poetry in Kadare‘s
allegorical novel clearly represents the nation‘s fictionalized sense of its
past, preserved according to a code that has nothing in common with the
way official history is written and rewritten by the state, its intended
destruction by Ottoman bureaucrats is unmistakably reminiscent, both in its
object and in its method, to the industrialised refashioning of the past in
1984. In Orwell‘s 1984 whatever remains of the pretotalitarian past is
confined inside the heads of those citizens that can still vaguely remember
that by-gone age, as all written documents from the period have long been
destroyed by the state. Likewise, in Kadare‘s The Palace of Dreams the epic
tradition of folk songs, which yet preserves a recollection of past history
from pre-imperial times, has managed to survive by being orally transmitted
from one generation of bards into another. The extent of the gap between
this ultimate preserve of a pre-ideological version of the past and the official
histories of the Empire is indicated by the fact that in the latter the Sultan is
glorified as a quasi-mythical being, set apart from all ordinary mortals,
while in the Albanian folk epics there is no mention of him whatsoever.
9

Winston Smith feels safe only while lying in bed at night in pitch black darkness.George
Orwell, 2003, Animal Farm and 1984, p. 191.
10
Ismail Kadare, 1999, Pallati i Ëndrrave, p. 39.
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In both 1984 and The Palace of Dreams the struggle of the state to
eliminate all vestiges of an unchanging past is also closely connected to its
handling of foreign policy. History, in 1984 is constantly rewritten from
scratch whenever Oceania switches alliances with the other two world
powers – Eurasia and Eastasia. In The Palace of Dreams the state operation
against the Albanian epic tradition is also reflective of the move of Ottoman
diplomacy towards friendlier relations with Russia, and the increase of
tensions with Austria. Clearly, then, in both novels the past is presented as a
malleable medium that serves the political needs of the present.
In the end, when all sophisticated methods of surveillance and control
have failed to give their due results, the totalitarian regimes in both Orwell‘s
1984 and Kadare‘s The Palace of Dreams relapse into the old habit of
despotism – subjecting the unprotected individual to extreme physical
violence. In 1984 physical violence is represented as an embodiment of
absolute evil, which might even be used to symbolize the nature of the
whole relationship between the totalitarian state and the people. Unlike the
primitive violence of the jungle, however, totalitarian violence is not of a
personal or spontaneous kind. The perpetrators of totalitarian violence in
1984 are not portrayed as human beings but as blind impersonal forces that
act on their orders with an almost robot-like thoughtless efficiency. Among
the many violent scenes in 1984 the one when the two clandestine lovers –
Winston and Julia – are caught, arrested and reduced into two trembling
pathetic figures by the black uniformed thugs of the political police is
particularly suggestive in drawing the contrast between the frailty and
vulnerability of the naked human body (Winston and Julia are naked and
defenceless in their secret room when they are caught out) and the
inexorable anonymous violenceof the totalitarian state epitomised by these
―solid men in black uniforms, with iron-shod boots on their feet and
truncheons in their hands‖. 11
Though the representation of the physical dimension of totalitarianism
in The Palace of Dreams is less prominent than in 1984, it is by no means
absent. In fact, such related episodes as the arrest of Kurt and the brutal
killing of the Albanian bards at the Vizier‘s palace while they are giving
their yearly performance of Albanian epic songs, tell of a conception of
totalitarian violence very similar to the one found in 1984. The scene which
11

George Orwell, 2003, Animal Farm and 1984, p. 298.
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describes how a special death squad of the Sultan‘s guards carries out his
deadly orders, suggests the same Orwellian conception of the totalitarian
organs of the state as unthinking machine-like instruments which inflict
violence in a blind impersonal manner. Similarly to the scene of Winston‘s
and Julia‘s arrest in 1984, here, too, the actions of the special squad are
depicted as completely irresistible – even Kurt, long famous as ―the wild
rose of the Quprili tribe‖12, to the surprise of all the people gathered to hear
the bards in the Vizier‘s palace, is completely quiescent when the guards
handcuff him. Likewise, the host himself, the mighty Ottoman Vizier who is
also Kurt‘s brother, is completely petrified by the unfolding of the violent
scene in front of him, and, as if in a hypnotic state of immobility, makes no
attempt to counteract what the Sultan has decreed.
The absolute effectiveness of totalitarian terror in both 1984 and The
Palace of Dreams cannot be fully explained by the calculations that the
victims might make as to the very uneven balance of forces between their
capacity for resistance and the infinitely superior capacity of the totalitarian
state for violence. Neither is it a result of the victims‘ fear that resistance
might actually worsen their lot. In fact, they seem to cherish no illusions
about the fate that awaits them – Winston has long lived with the fixed idea
that his eventual liquidation is only a matter of time, while the Vizier, as it
can reasonably be fathomed from some of his obscure remarks to Kurt, is
already deeply suspicious of the Sultan‘s intentions towards his family long
before they are put into effect. It seems that their renunciation in the face of
totalitarian violence results from an inbuilt fatalistic conception which
attributes to the workings of the totalitarian state the same ineluctable
rigidity as that of the iron laws of nature or the supreme will of the gods.
According to this implicit philosophy of life, acting against the might of the
totalitarian juggernaut would be a completely absurd and futile endeavour.
In both 1984 and The Palace of Dreams, then, even the minds of those who
have managed to see through the cruder lies and fabrications of totalitarian
propaganda, have been quite unconsciously infused with an ideological
fatalism that makes them, in the long run, completely innocuous to the
ruling tyranny. This mistaken metaphysicizing of a contingent state of social
and political relationships, that the people, if only they understood its true
12

Ismail Kadare, 1993, The Palace of Dreams, (Barbara Bray, Trans.), New York: Arcade Publishing.
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nature, could actually abolish, represents the ultimate triumph of the
totalitarian state in achieving and maintaining control over its subjects.
Conclusion
As we tried to show in the detailed analysis above, the instruments
and mechanisms through which the totalitarian regime in George Orwell‘s
1984 achieves and maintains control over the people are varied and
sophisticated. The telescreens and the hidden microphones (high-tech
products that paradoxically subserve a fundamentally obscurantist and
barbaric regime); the ubiquitous spies; the rigid regimentation of the whole
population, from the children upwards, into organisations whose undeclared
purpose is the breaking of individual wills and the melting of individual
identities into an anonymous collective selfhood; the incessant propaganda
that brainwashes people and stimulates their basest instincts; the mutilation
of natural language so that, even in principle, it can no longer express
dissident thoughts; the cruel and brutal employment of physical violence –
these and other such similar instruments, practices and methods all serve the
ultimate aim of the totalitarian state to perpetuate itself in power by
exercising total control over the individual and society. In pursuing this
inhuman goal the totalitarian state functions almost like an inexorable
impersonal entity which crushes the individual with all the unbearable
weight of its repressive structures.
The totalitarian regime in Kadare‘s The Palace of Dreams, following
the same ultimate aim of universal control as the Inner Party in Orwell‘s
1984, has managed to find a hidden passageway that gives it access to the
innermost thought and feelings of its subjects. Whereas the Thought Police
in Orwell‘s Oceania uses all sorts of special devices to decipher what the
citizens actually think behind the mask of social and political conformity
that they have been forced to wear, in Kadare‘s totalitarian empire the
effectiveness of ideological manipulation is so great that the people
themselves, brainwashed by the carefully constructed cult of ―the dream‖,
voluntarily hand over their nightly imaginings to the state, in the absurd
hope that among these chaotic visions, which they themselves do not
understand, there might lie hidden some message of great significance to the
government. Once in the Palace, the myriad dreams collected from all the
corners of the Empire, are subjected to a careful highly bureaucratized
process of selection, classification and interpretation whose object is the
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total control of the individual – by probing into the unconscious depths of
the individual‘s psyche the master manipulators that govern the empire gain
an invaluable fount of information, which is then used as a basis on which
they build their repressive policies. In this way, without having to rely on
the many and diverse methodsof control described in Orwell, the whole vast
population of the empire is turned into a malleable homogenous mass which
can be shaped in the image that best suits the totalitarian elite.
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Abstract:
The paper looks at the spatial manifestations of violence, aiming to define the
category of spatial violence by focusing on the recent urban history of Bucharest; it
establishes links with the longer history of natural and inflicted disasters that defined the
city, and it explores the spatial, urban, social and symbolical conflicts that occured during
the last 25 years, pointing at their consequences on the social and urban substance of the city.
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Introduction
…we can state that as a rule, the city is a dissimulated graveyard.
Lying underneath the perceptible layers of urban consciousness, the city´s
double (the original sacrifices) is a reminder of an anxiety that must have
been constantly appeased by the continuous offering of scapegoats. 1
The aim of this study is to investigate the ways in which the concept
of violence can be retrieved in the spatial developments at the urban level.
The paper will look at several ways of defining the concept of violence, in
order to focus on the particular relation between violence and space, and to
identify correspondences with the historical reality of Bucharest.
While interpreting recent urban history through the concept of
violence, the research will cast a new light on urban developments of the
21st century. A reading of Bucharest through the traumatic ways through
which the city has continuously rebuilt its urban identity could be a useful
model for analysis for similar phenomena around the world.
1

B. Kenzari, 2011, p. 153.
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Still, unlike elsewhere, the new dynamic of the postindustrial, global
forces which play a significant role in the 21st century Bucharest are
complicated here by the historical, legal and economic violence induced by
the abrupt succession of opposite political systems - from pre-World War II
capitalism to post World War II communist dictatorship and finally to the
local post-socialist context after 1990.
Violence and space
Violence is generally understood as an imposition of force upon the will
of other, resulting in an alteration of the other´s initial status, either by physical
force or by psychological intimidation. According to Jean Luc Nancy2, a
minimal definition of violence would be the working of a force that remains
exterior to the dynamic or energetic system upon which it is imposed.
In speaking about violence in the global world, cultural theorist Slavoj
3
Ţiţek makes a distinction between ―subjective‖ and ―objective‖ violence. For
him, subjective violence is the most visible form of violence, the one
performed by a ―clearly identifiable agent‖ - acts of crime and terror, civil
unrest, international conflict - but at its turn it includes two forms of
―objective‖ violence, which are more generalized and invisible. First, there is
the symbolic violence, which is embodied in language and is linked to the
―imposition of a certain universe of meaning‖4. Systemic violence, on the
other hand, accounts for the ―often catastrophic consequences of the smooth
functioning of our economic and political system‖5. The two types of violence
(subjective & objective) are intimately related but cannot be viewed from the
same standpoint. Subjective (visible) violence must be understood as an
outburst generated by a background of permanent and invisible (objective, for
Ţiţek) violence, a sort of ―systemic dark matter‖ which enables and sustains
all obvious signals of conflict6.

2

J.L. Nancy, 2000, p.6.
S.Ţiţek, 2008, p. 2.
4
In this respect, we may relate Ţiţeks understanding to Bourdieu´s classical definition of
symbolic violence, as being inscribed in the very core of the social. For Bourdieu, symbolic
violence is part of a larger family of concepts (symbolic power, symbolic domination etc.)
which all contribute to the socialising of the subject.
5
Ţiţek, 2008, idem.
6
Ibidem.
3
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The World Health Organization (WHO) defines violence as ―the
intentional use of physical force or power, threatened or against oneself,
another person, or against a group or community that either results in, or has
a high likelihood of resulting in, injury, death, psychological harm, maldevelopment or deprivation‖7. The addition of ―power‖ to the physical force
thus ―broadens the nature of a violent act and expands the conventional
understanding of violence … to include threats and intimidation.‖ The ―use of
force or power‖ should then be understood to include neglect and all types of
physical and psychological abuse‖. 8 Neglect will thus come up as a pertinent
notion when further discussing the spatial manifestations of violence.
As a particular form of violence, urban violence9 has generally been
identified with street violence, civil unrest, conflict criminality, street gangs,
organized crime or vandalism in urban space. Yet, more than the extreme
forms of violence (crime, physical and psychological abuse, open conflicts,
war etc.) which suppose a visible conflict, there are also invisible forms of
violence (psychological, ethical, political and not in the least, symbolical) harder to identify but no less harmful or with lesser consequences. In defining
spatial violence, we are dealing with types of urban violence that evolve from
the aggression against the physical space of the city, leaving perceptible and
most often irreversible marks.
When targeting space, violence is always accompanied by a remodeling
– most often radical - of the topographical or morphological qualities of space.
There is no spatial violence without spatial transformation; while there can be
spatial transformation without violence. Among the forms of violence that
occur in urban space, this paper is interested in violence upon space, violence
made visible through direct spatial transformation – an instance that will be
further called spatial violence.
Investigations of the effects of extremely traumatic events have shown
that trauma has been inflicted not only upon people but also upon space,
7

World Report on Violence and Health, 2002, p. 5.
Ibidem.
9
Acts of violence in cities know an unprecedented growth, due mainly to the increase of the
urban world. Today, more than half of the world population lives in cities. The UN
Population Fund‘s ‗State of World Population 2007‘ report speaks of the beginning, with the
21st century, of an ―urban millennium‖. The high concentration of population in small areas
often combined with poverty, social exclusion or improper living conditions are increasing
the chances of everyday conflict between urban dwellers. Moreover, overcrowded areas are
much more vulnerable to natural disasters (earthquakes, floods, fires, hurricanes).
8
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container of a spatial memory, which in this case becomes a traumatic memory
that has to be overcome and healed. In discussing the dramatic events of 9/11,
Edward Casey10 speaks of the mourning of place, lost place: ―mourning was
beginning not only for the human victims but for the buildings themselves. And
not just for the buildings as such but for their real and symbolic place in
people‟s lives. The wound, we might say, was to the body of the place of the
polis. The trauma inflicted was on place as well as people. ‖11 More than being
just a physical reminder, places play a central role in the preservation of public
memory. Actually, the destruction of cities has often been equated with the
destruction of memory, or even with the razing of history. 12
In evoking the damages undergone by contemporary cities, Karen E.
13
Till uses the term ―wounded city‖ in order to define not only the physical
damage suffered by the urban architecture at a certain point in time and as a
consequence of a momentary disaster or event in history, but rather as the
result of a chain of events, that all come to structure and determine the
physical and social space of the city.
The violent dynamics of spatial transformations will be further discussed
for the particular case of Bucharest, a city where spatial violence has been
consistent with its development. This history of violent chains of events will
be sk etched for the 19th and 20th centuries.
Moreover, the demolition rhythm of the last 25 years in Bucharest can
be inscribed in a continuity of spatial violence, always present during its
history, but exacerbated with the massive demolitions of the 1980s for the
construction of the House of the People and the civic center.

10

Ed. Casey, 2004, p.40.
Ibidem.
12
Ever since the paradigmatic Carthaginem esse delendam (Chartago must be destroyed)
attributed to Cato the Elder (234-149). (The authenticity of the saying is examined by
Ch.E.Little, The Classical Journal, Vol. 29, no. 6, 1934, pp. 429-435).
13
I define „wounded cities‟ as densely settled locales that have been harmed and structured
by particular histories of physical destruction, displacement, and individual and social
trauma resulting from state-perpetrated violence. Rather than harmed by a singular
„outside event‟, these forms of violence often work over a period of many years - often
decades - and continue to structure current social and spatial relations, and as such also
structure expectations of what is considered „normal‟. K. E. Till, 2012, p. 6.
11
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Bucharest – a guerilla territory
As reflected by historical accounts, starting with the pre-modern
period14, Bucharest has had constant problems in defining and maintaining
its identity as the center of political and administrative power. The
geographical and geopolitical context was very problematic, and the ruling
court was constantly on the move in front of invading foreign armies
(Ottoman, Austrian, Russian); the urban fabric was constantly aggressed by
those military moves and by the usual pests of the time: fires, epidemics,
earthquakes.
The city of Bucharest has historically been under the sign of disaster,
continuously alternating between natural and inflicted catastrophes. Great
earthquakes and fires marked the 19th century, destroying a significant part
of the buildings of the time: the ―Great earthquake‖ (Cutremurul cel mare)
of 180215, another important earthquake in 1838 was followed by the ―Great
Fire‖16 (Focul cel mare) of 1847, which burnt down 12 churches and 2000
residential buildings, being the largest fire accounted by historical documents. 17
Another important earthquake of 1940 remained as a historical
moment of distress, marked by the spectacular destruction of the Carlton
building, the highest building made of reinforced concrete in Romania. 18
The earthquake was soon to be followed by the historical bombing of
the Bucharest in 1944, which left behind a desolated landscape of
destruction – to name just a few of the significant buildings heavily
damaged: the National Theatre, the main Railway station (Gara de Nord),
the University building, the Romanian Atheneum, the Royal Palace. 19
But probably the most important natural disaster of the century,
psychologically and symbolically engraved in the collective conscience was
the earthquake of 1977. The seism destroyed a large part of the city center
and resulted in the death of almost 1500 persons in Bucharest alone.
14

D.Papazoglu, (1891) 2005; Gh. Parusi, 2005.
When the Colțea Tower – the highest monument of the time - is supposed to have fell,
along with numerous buildings that were either entirely destroyed or severely damaged.
The earthquake seems to have been the strongest that ever hit Bucharest (7, 5-7, 8 on the
Richter scale). Cf. Parusi, 2005, p.110.
16
Gh. Potra, 1981, p. 189.
17
Gh. Parusi, 2005, pp.167-175.
18
It is just after this cataclysm that were imposed the first seismic construction norms (1943).
19
Gh. Parusi, 2005, pp. 225-228.
15
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What we can say about natural disasters is that they created a
psychological framework that offers justification to politicians and
developers to promote their own agendas.
It is what happened immediately after 1977: the idea of a gigantesque
project that would turn the image of Bucharest into a center of monumental
power started after the great earthquake. The project was publicly
announced in 1984, symbolically seen as the 40th anniversary of the
―revolution of social and national liberation‖20. The inauguration of the
building site was also supposed to mark the re-election of Nicolae
Ceaușescu as the general secretary of the Communist Party. The whole
project, that involved the erasure of a fifth of the historic Bucharest (6km2)
21
, consisted of the construction, along with the House - officially named the
House of the Republic and popularly known as the House of the People - of
a 3, 5 km long East-West axis, one that would originate at and be dominated
by the House as the locus of Power. Anthropologists such as Ger
Duizings22speak about this huge operation of destruction using Michael
Herzfeld‘s concept of ―spatial cleansing‖23. Extending the concept, we
might consider it also a social cleansing, one that resulted into a massive
and traumatic destruction of the urban and social substance of the city. The
House itself has been associated, more than once, with an architectural and
urban monster24, an anomaly connected to Ceaușescu‘s madness and
delirious desires, or, as theorist Doina Petrescu puts it,
―a challenge to order, to architectural orders to urban order (s). It defies and
exceeds. It carries the disproportionate measure of hubris and the violence of the
hybrid. The hybrid is literally a product of a violation. In the present case, there is a
violation of reason by a totalizing hubris of an ideology, a violation of the city by a
strategic implantation, a violation done to architecture itself by disregard for its rules.
25
‖

Nicolae Ceaușescu exploited the disastrous consequences of the 1977
earthquake in order to promote his own political agenda: the reconstruction
20

Informația Bucureștiului, September 26, 1984, 1, apud I.Tulbure, 2013, pp. 85-86.
A. Pandele, 2009, I. Iosa, 2006.
22
G. Duizings, 2011.
23
M. Herzfeld, 2006.
24
D. Petrescu, 1999, p. 190.
25
Ibidem.
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of Bucharest, a Socialist Capital-city that would be envied by the whole
world. The ruins of the earthquake were a pretext to create even more ruins,
in an unprecedented demolition campaign. We may apply here Naomi
Klein´s doctrine of shock: starting from the implications and effects of the
Iraq wars, Klein demonstrates how cataclysms are often used by the political
power in order to impose their will, taking advantage of the poor or
inexistent immediate resistance of the general public.
“Believers in the shock doctrine are convinced that only a great rupture - a flood, a
war, a terrorist attack - can generate the kind of vast, clean canvases they crave. It
is in these malleable moments, when we are psychologically unmoored and
physically uprooted, that these artists of the real plunge in their hands and begin
their work of remaking the world.” 26

As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the above-depicted events
are drawing a grim background picture for whoever looks at the history of
Bucharest in search for a continuity of a positive urban development. As it
will be shown in the following pages, the political changes occurring in
1989 - although apparently radical, did not change in a significant way the
trend of spatial violence characterizing the city.
Bucharest, after the 1990s. Direct urban violence and hidden
patrimonial violence
The 1990s is a complex decade defined by the inevitable turmoil of a
transition from the dictatorial Ceaușescu regime towards the unclear and
contradictory horizons of a so-called open market economy, which strived to
define itself in the process. Belonging to the same background sk etched
above, there are two elements that we would like to mention here:
First, the violent claim of various political factions over the
geographic, urban and symbolic center of the city (University square): the
political and civic groups opposed to the newly installed regime occupied
the place in spring 1990, thus spatially marking an intense political struggle.
This escalated into the unexpected and unprecedented invasion of Bucharest
by the miners from Valea Jiului, called by the President of the time27 ―to
defend democracy‖, call that resulted in the sacking of the buildings
26

N.Klein, 2014, location 524.
Ion Iliescu was the first President of Romania after 1989, and had three mandates: 1989 1992, 1992-1996 and 2000-2004.
27
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surrounding the area. 53 days of continuous demonstrations ended violently
in June 1990 - a historical moment known as the ―University square
phenomenon‖, that definitively marked the square as an important public
space and a place of memory. 28
Second, the permanent and diffuse erosion of the built heritage,
combined with intensified moments of spatial violence, could be seen as a
combination of objective (generalized) and subjective (sudden outbursts)
violence, in the terms of Ţiţek (that we have mentioned previously).
The last 25 years have been marked by a subtle, yet constant violence
of the dynamics of spatial changes in recent Bucharest. This situation is due,
on one hand, to the difficulties of the post-communist transition in Romania
- translated into spatial and urban transformations resulting from an
intensified gentrification that accompanied the retrocession of land and
house ownership. 29 On the other hand, the definition and implementation of
the heritage protection legislation30, as well as the public acknowledgement
of the cultural value of build heritage were long and slow processes that
only enabled the fragile status of the latter. These conditions were often
combined with a precarious physical status of the historical buildings and a
growing real estate and land speculation, especially from the mid 90s until
the mid-2000s. Moreover, the privatization of a large part of the State
ownership – in most of the post-socialist countries – coincided with an
accentuated decline of public resources, which often accentuated the
urbansegregation and polarization processes.
A series of laws were meant to solve the retrocession process of the
90s. The first law about the restitution of nationalized buildings (112/1995)
was a compromise: while it promised former owners refunds for their
houses, it allowed actual tenants (many of which political tenants) to acquire
their own homes from the State. Instead of being a moral and material
compensation for injustices committed more than half a century ago, the law
only accentuated or even generated additional conflicts issued in the

28

For an exhaustive account of the University square phenomenon, see Al. Gussi, 2002,
„Construction et usages politiques d‘un lieu de mémoire. La Place de l‘Université de
Bucarest‖, in Studia Politica, Vol.II, Number 4, pp. 1057-1091.
29
Abusively confiscated by the communist regime during the nationalization process that
took place between 1947-52, and progressively retroceded after 1990.
30
V. Marin, 2010.
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uncertain ownership status of the houses. Thus, a reparatory measure supposed
to sanction violence had the opposite effect, that of stimulating conflict.
The changes induced by the progressive abandonment of the
communist system implied a profound restructuring of the social relations,
of the relations between the inhabitants of the city and the city space but
also huge difficulties in managing the urban phenomena accompanying the
transition. These changes have had an important impact on the whole public
administration system, characterized by a gap between the rapidity of urban
processes and the mentalities that are supposed to manage and govern them.
As shown by some researchers31, even public administrators that had not
been active during communism tend to perpetuate corruption practices and
institutional inertia, in spite of their own critique of the system and their
declarations of modernity. This is an important aspect that describes the
gentrification forces in the case of the Romanian post-socialist context, and
more specifically when discussing the case of Bucharest. Unlike classical
gentrification32, determined by the influx of capital belonging to a
managerial, educated middle-class, in most of the post-socialist countries of
Eastern Europe, one of the main agents of gentrification is the State itself,
administrator of a huge reserve of real-estate capital - either the result of former
nationalization or belonging to the State reserves undergoing privatization.
As shown by scholars coming from the social sciences, such as Liviu
Chelcea33, we deal here with a reversed balance between the accumulation
of financial capital (almost inexistent, especially in the early 1990s) and the
ownership over urban space. In this case, ownership precedes and in most
cases replaces financial capital, while the gentrification agents include
public servants, real-estate agents, or well-placed political tenants. All these
categories of actors take advantage of the complicated context defined by
uncertain or conflicted ownership over land and buildings.
Starting with the mid-90s, the gentrification strategies began to
diversify and become more and more sophisticated. To name a few: access
to property based on former political connections and criteria; the design of
new political instruments for real estate attribution; preferential and cheap
acquisition of State owned buildings, the relocation of poorer tenants and/or
the economical incapacity of the original owners or their descendants to
31

S. Rufat, 2011.
As defined by authors such as Neil Smith (1986) or Sharon Zukin (1987).
33
L. Chelcea, 2000.
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maintain the houses. All those developments led to important mutations in
the social structure of the residents, but also in significant spatial
remodeling. 34 Many of these processes affected central or protected areas
(where most of the previously nationalized houses were situated), involving
historical buildings as well as an architectural heritage characteristic for the
historical evolution and coherence of the urban tissue.
This already conflicted and complex context becomes further
complicated by the arrival of corporate real-estate developers35 (early and
mid-2000s) - leading to a real estate and construction boom in the interval
2004-2007, as well as by the installation of the global economic crisis in
2008, with long-lasting effects on the construction industry. Starting with
the 2000s, gentrification and relocation practices in Bucharest become more
violent – through the accentuated ethnic36 dimension of the relocations, but
also by the emergence of a new type of corruption practices through the
association between former owners (or fake claimers to ownership),
restitution lawyers and employees of local administration, or even
politicians. This phenomenon becomes more aggressive after 2005, a year
marking the end of the 10-year period of interdiction to sell restituted
properties37, which prevented former owners to financially benefit from
their assets. Before 2005, direct sell of restituted properties still occupied by
state tenants was possible only through complicated legal artifices
engineered by real-estate agents and lawyers. After 2005, the procedures
were simplified and the exchange of property became easier, thus eviction
proceedings and social remodeling around real estate became more violent.
If evicted historical buildings – already in a poor physical condition could not be demolished, one way of cleaning the land for further
development was to let them deteriorate until they reached a state of selfdecay and thus either tear them down for safety or let them disintegrate by
themselves. This is a recurrent strategy used by former owners and by realestate developers that acquired historical buildings, but also by the
Municipality itself, when it comes to old buildings in its ownership.
In stating the alarming situation of the built heritage in Romania, the
2009 Report of the Presidential Commission regarding built heritage38
differentiates several types of aggressions that affect historical buildings:
34

L. Chelcea et al., 2015.
As opposed to the 1990s, when gentrifying agents were rather individuals than corporate
developers. Chelcea & al., 2015.
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Evictions directly involving and addressed to Roma population inhabiting houses with
unclear ownership status.
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Imposed by the restitution law 112/1995.
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Raportul Comisiei prezidentiale privind patrimoniul construit, siturile istorice si naturale,
2009, p.71.
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physical decay due to lack of maintenance, physical deterioration due to
inappropriate and harmful (or unqualified) interventions, aggressive use and
neglect resulting in decay and finally total deterioration, abandonment
followed by criminal arson, squat or vandalism causing irreversible damage.
Another type of situation would be the aggression by proxies, involving new
buildings (different in scale, materials, colors, urban implantation) that
significantly affect and deteriorate the image and functioning of
historical/protected areas.
There is yet another very particular element that became more and
more present towards the end of the 2000s – the growing implication of the
Municipality in large scale regeneration or redevelopment projects that
involved systematic and aggressive relocations of economically and socially
deprived residents, who could not oppose any resistance to these processes.
This was happening on the background of a psychological distance,
acquired 15 years after the change of the political regime – from the trauma
installed by the previous demolitions and redevelopments that had taken
place in the 1970s and 1980s, in most of the Romanian cities. 39 This violent
history, occurring at a national scale, compromised any attempt that would
have been made immediately after 1989 in terms of municipal and state
interventions in the urban development of cities. On the other hand, a shift
in the local governance took place after 2008, when along with the new
zoning regulations the state was allowed to use the eminent domain for the
construction of local roads, thus allowing and encouraging the Municipality
to expropriate land for the construction and rehabilitation of the latter. 40
One example of such urban projects is the recent and very debated
construction of the Berzei-Uranus Boulevard, a large re-development
project involving an important protected area, developed mainly at the end
of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th. Started in 2010, the
operation supposed the construction of a multi-lane urban express-way and
in the process, it involved the clearing of 93 parcels, the expropriation of 83
buildings (all of which were situated in the area of protection of a historical
monument) and the demolition of 13 historical monuments41, together with
the almost entire clearing of the North front of the Buzesti street, built in the
period 1852-1911. According to architectural historian Hanna Derer42,
fragments of this front were some of the oldest continuous urban fronts in
Bucharest, characterized by an exceptional historical and architectural value.
39

But also in the country-side, redevelopment and actually erasure of entire villages
completed the destruction of city centers in the name of „systematization― that would
contribute to the completion of the Socialist city.
40
For a broad discussion concerning the evolution of urban governance, see E.Ion, 2013.
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It also implied the eviction of 1000 residents, some in very aggressive
circumstances (at night, in winter). Many of the demolished buildings were
already in an advanced state of physical decay and inhabited by a poor
population, some of who were squatting. These actions of the Municipality
were met with an unprecedented wave of protests organized by the civil
society43 questioning the public benefit of the whole operation, the
implication on the further development of the city, the destruction of
architectural and urban heritage and finally the moral and human
consequences of the evictions.
The specificity of the recent urban phenomena in Bucharest –
gentrification activated by both private actors and Municipal projects accelerated the disappearance of an important part of the built heritage that
in the 90s was either in a poor physical condition or on the way to become
so, thus contributing to an accentuated decay of the urban and social
cohesion of significant parts of the city. The intensity and recurrence of
these phenomena (neglect, decay, evictions) entitles us to include them in
the concept of spatial violence.
Summing up the content of the above pages, we tried to make an
inventory of the circumstances where urban spatial violence occurs, of the
ways and methods through which it becomes manifest and of the
consequences it had on the city of Bucharest. This may offer a new
instrument for analyzing and qualifying urban development. While the
processes described are slow and diffuse, framed by carefully designed legal
moves, it is still about direct violence, practiced by private, institutional and
public actors against buildings, against people who inhabit them and
ultimately against the public spaces of the city.
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Abstract:
By the second half of the nineteenth century, Romania`s cultural and architectural
background was facing one of the most significant transformations in its history until today,
being clearly influenced by the French model.
Perhaps the best known French architect who worked in Romania at the time was
Paul Gottereau, his work still being representative today when referring to some of the most
characteristic Modern Era architecture in our country. He created a vast public and
residential architecture, responding to both the private needs of the aristocracy, as to the
ones of the Royal Crown in the new Kingdom of Romania. This paper tries to portrait the
lost image of the architect through some of his most important works, at the same time as
presenting several unknown aspects concerning his biography.
Keywords:
Paul Gottereau, architecture, nineteenth century, French model, cultural heritage.

The development of Romanian architecture in the second half of the
nineteenth century remains an important research topic. Against the
backdrop of a strong influence of Western culture, the Romanian city, and
especially Bucharest as its capital city, was facing during this period with
the greatest transformation in its history until today. ―If in the fields of
literature and philosophy, the French cultural supremacy is competed by a
strong German influence, and if the first Romanian painters studied in
Munich and not in Paris, the architecture, instead, is clearly dominated by
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the French model.‖1 Before the adoption of the first coherent Bucharest
building regulation in 1878, the transformation and upgrading of the old
medieval urban structures occurred gradually as a result of the new urban
regulations, partiallyinspired by Western law. Only later it tooka more
accelerated course with the great urban Hausmannian type operations. In
Bucharest and, moreover, in many European cities, the direct influence of
large-scale interventions due to Baron Haussmann, the prefect of Paris, is
manifested in the design and implementation of the whole boulevards
system and in building a coherent architectural framework, in a French
eclectic style2.
At a more individual level, things were, particularly, possible because
of the academic environment of the time. In the late nineteenth century and
early twentieth century, a huge wave of Romanians, mostly appertaining to
the higher society, left to Paris for their studies in the most prestigious
school of architecture of that time, École des Beaux-Arts. Also, the
Romanian State, taking over onthe Western model, follows to achieve major
public projects in the capital, organizing therefore different international
architectural competitions. As a result, foreign architects, many of French
origin, propose building designs or came to work in Romania. Some of them
settled here designing, in addition to these public buildings, an impressive
residential architecture, mostly for the Romanian aristocracy.
In the last century, a lot has been written on the subject, generally
presenting a large view on the phenomenon. In reference, works such as
Arhitectura pe teritoriul României de-a lungul veacurilorwritten by Grigore
Ionescu orIstoria Bucureștilor: din cele mai vechi timpuri până în zilele
noastreby Constantin Giurescu, and in various articles published about the
French influence in our country, are mentioned only the main architects who
contributed to the delivery of an eclectic French style to Romanian
architecture and their most notable achievements. However, in addition to several
reference papers, these architects remain unknown to the literature, most of their
projects not being uncovered and investigated, much less published.

1

Mihaela Criticos, Ana Maria Zahariade, ―Influences française dans l'architecture roumaine
moderne (1800-1945) ‖, in : La mémoire des murs. Lésprit fran ais dans larchitecture de
Roumanie (sous la direction de Iulian Capsali), Bucharest, Institutul Cultural Român, 2006, p. 162.
2
Nicolae Lascu, Legislaţie şi dezvoltare urbană – Bucureşti 1831-1952, PhD thesis,
Bucharest, „Ion Mincu‖ University of Architecture and Urbanism, 1997.
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Perhaps the best known French architect who worked in Romania in
the second half of the nineteenth century is Paul Gottereau, his buildings
still being representative today when referring to some of the most
characteristic Modern Era architecture in our country. He created a vast
public and residential architecture, responding both to the private needs of
the aristocracy, as to the ones of the Royal Crown of Romania. This paper
tries to portrait the lost image of the architect through some of his most
important works, at the same time as presenting several unknown aspects of
his biography.

Figure 1 - Paul Gottereau
Source: Louis Blanc Album, Romanian Academy Library

Paul Gottereau was born in Perpignan, France, on 29 March 1843, as
the son of Alfred Gottereau and Marie Pauline Gottereau (born Perrin). He
came from a family of artists, especially from his mother side. One of his
best known relatives was his uncle, Émile César Victor Perrin, a painter and
an art critic, for many years in charge of the Paris Opera as its General
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Administrator, a service for which he was decorated with the Commander
rank in the French Legion of Honor3.
Considering his artistic background, but probably most influenced by
his father, himself an engineer and an architect, Paul Gottereau decided
following a career in architecture. Therefore, in 1864, he was admitted in
the second grade of the most prestigious school of architectureof the time in
France, École des Beaux-Arts. In the pages of the publication Les
architectes de l' École élèves the Beaux-Arts, containing the names of all
those who have studied at the Beaux-Arts from 1793-1907, we find the
following concerning Paul Gottereau:
„GOTTEREAUAlfred-Jules-Paul, né 1843 Perpignan, prom. 1864, élève Paccard,
méd. E. U. 1889, ο I. 1898 Ç. Trav. : Crédit foncier. Agric., Palais “Dacia
Romana», salles palais Royal, Ecole franc. Mon. Francais morts Dobrudja, Caisse
dépots et Consign., agrand. Palais royal, bibliothèque Université, palais Cotroceni
prince héritier. Arch. À Bucharest, Strada Combia, 7. ”4

The entrance exam involved testing (written and oral) in mathematics,
descriptive geometry, history5, sk etch and architecture. As a student of
Alexis Paccard, an old pensioner of the French Academy in Rome, he
participated in different courses and competitions presented in the
curriculum. Paul Gottereau school transcript show us he obtained results
atthe four construction subjects - stone, wood, metal and general
constructions. 6Certainly, the pleasure and ease to study construction,
considered the hardest material in the second grade, was due to the influence
that his father, himself an engineer by training, has had on the young Paul.
These projects involved a series of drawings in which students presented
how the building was structurally designed with attention to the detailingof
stone, wood and metal, and with mathematical calculations to demonstrate
the building wood stand. Even though he also enrolled in various
3

A.N.F. (French National Archives), ―Base de données Léonore: dossiers de titulaires de la
Légion d'honneur, 1800-1976‖, Dossier ― Émile César Victor Perrin‖.
4
Penanrun, David de, Roux et Delaire, 1793-1907 Les Architectes Élèves de l'École des
Beaux-Arts, Paris, Librairie de la Construction Moderne, 1907, p. 279.
5
The history testing is included as subject for the entrance exam exactly in the year 1864,
the year Paul Gottereau was admitted.
6
A.N.F. (French National Archives), ―École nationale supérieure des Beaux-Arts‖
Collection, Dossier AJ52/367.
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architectural contests at school during the year 1865, his transcript doesn`t
show him obtaining any results.
The last record of him at the Beaux-Arts is in the beginning of 1866,
the young student never getting beyond the second class. However, not
graduating wasn`t a problem at the time, since ―in the nineteenth century
they [Beaux-Arts students] had a higher status than that of many architects,
for if a former student could rightfully call himself an architect and an
ancien élève de l'École des Beaux-Arts, probably the latter title meant
more‖7. Unfortunately we don't have any record of him between 1866 and
18738. He probably left school because, as many other Beaux-Arts students
did, he decided to take a fulltime job as an architect.

Figure 2 - Central University Library, Bucharest

7

Arthur Drexler, The Architecture of the École Beaux-Arts. London, Secker and Warburg,
1977, p. 85.
8
1873 is the year when he cosigns with his father the project for the Metropole Hotel on
Calea Mogoșoaiei (ancient name of nowadays Calea Victoriei), as far as we know this
being his first project in Romania.
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We know for sure that this is what he did later on, after he came to
Romania, a country where he has spent more than 30 years and he loved it,
if not more, at least the same as his native France, as he declared in an
interview given to thePrintre Hotare, a Romanian magazine, in 1909. Just
as he was influenced by his father in following an architecture career,
probably his father was also the reason for his coming to Romania. Alfred
Gottereau, after traveling to many European cities, especially in France,
Spain and Italy, contributing to their gas alimentation as an entrepreneur and
engineer, arrived in Romania in 18679, with the same purpose. He remained
here for at least five years, a
period in which he helped
build the Bucharest Gas
Plant on the Filaret Hill,
„being in turn a mason, a
locksmith, a mechanic and
an architect‖10. Therefore,
following his father steps to
Romania, Paul Gottereau
arrived in our country, a
country where he will find a
home, he will build a
brilliant career and a name
for the Romanian people to
remember and pronounce so
often
nowadays,
when
passing by the city oldest
streets.
Figure 3 - Demostene Cuculi House,
Bucharest

9

Ulysse De Marsillac, Bucureștiul în veacul al XIX-lea, Bucharest, Ed. Meridiane, 1999,
pp. 291-295. Edition translated after Ulysse De Marsillac, Guide du Voyageur à Bucarest,
Bucharest, Imprimerie de la Cour (Ouvriers Associés), 1877.
10
Ibid.
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The public building projects are the most representative for the work
that Paul Gottereau has done in Romania during the years, many of which
are still preserved. His approach to designing large scale of public buildings,
mostly in a neoclassical architectural language, is not surprisingly given his
distinguished education at École des Beaux-Arts. One of his best known
projects is that for the CEC Bank11 in Bucharest, build on Calea Victoriei,
on the same site where a previous building having the same destination, but
much smaller, existed. 12 Still, his important place on the Romanian
architectural stage is strongly related with the projects he was commissioned
to do by King Carol I himself: The Royal Palace on Calea Victoriei 13,
Cotroceni Palace and ―Carol I‖ Central University Library14. Besides these
major building projects, he took part in designing other different public
buildings, such as for the Financial Society of Romania, the French Circle
or for the Romanian Bank. His relation with the public and academically
stage of the French architecture was never interrupted, given his constantly
contact he had with it. In 1889 he was part of the team that organized the
Romanian participation at the Universal Exhibition in Paris, the same
exhibition for which he was offered a bronze medal for the works he
exposed there, consisting in the spectacular interiors he had designed earlier
for the Royal Palace in Bucharest. 15
In addition to the public building projects over the years, Paul
Gottereau also designed a great number of private houses projects, built
either in an urban or a rural environment. Commissioned mostly by nobility
families, these houses reflected, in such an obvious way, the Romanian
society openness to the modern world, and especially, by the second half of
the nineteenth century, the following of a much loved model, the French
one. To mention only a few of them, but certainly not the only ones of a
great architectural value, we have to state here the houses he designed for
the Cantacuzino, Lahovary, Marghiloman, Văcărescu, Carp families, in
Bucharest or on their country retreat sites.
11

The CEC Bank or Casa de Economii și Consemnațiuni, as known in Romania.
The first building for the CEC Bank was also designed by Paul Gottereau in collaboration
with his father, Alfred Gottereau.
13
The original building designed by Paul Gottereau was destroyed in a fire in 1926.
14
Ancient Palace of ―Carol I‖ University Foundation.
15
George Bibescu, 1889 Exposition Universelle. La Roumanie – avant, pendant, après,
Paris, Imprimerie typographique J. Kugelmann, 1890, p. 175.
12
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Figure 4 - Marghiloman Manor, Buzău
Source: www. delcampe. net

We found very interesting and most of all very representative an
interview Paul Gottereau gave for the Romanian magazine Printre Hotare
in 1909 regarding his work, but most of all highlighting his contribution to
the Romanian architectural development in the second half of the nineteenth
century. His legacy is so important, not only for the magnificent buildings
he left behind and which nowadays represent a great part of our national
cultural heritage, but especially because he was one of the architects that
have experienced the first needs and pressures of his job in our country.
With his care and perseverance, different crafts in the construction field had
developed greatly after him starting working here. He found these trades
into the most primitive state: locksmiths and blacksmiths, carpenters and
joiners, tinsmiths, glass and stone cutters, sculptors did not exists properly,
so for all the objects with a more artistic appearance, which depended on
these trades, architects were forced to address foreign countries, often
having to wait for several months for the orders arrival. Slowly, through the
advice given on the materials and models, Paul Gottereau managed to
convince a lot of small merchants and craftsmen to soar in industrial
enterprises which, given the growing needs of the country, could not fail.
Due to the trend introduced by him at the time, a great number of new
establishments were able to produce all the necessary in the construction
field. Gottereau contributed greatly to the prosperity and development of
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industrial establishments, such as the following: B. Gaiser, Weigel, Haug,
August Zwoelfer, Storck, Schmiedigen, Oscar Spaethe, Lemaitre, Teirich, etc.16
His more than 30 year work in our country was recognized during his
lifetime, by both the Romanian and the French State. Thus, in 1881 he was
offered the Crown of Romania Order in the Officer rang17 and also, by the
decree given on 31 December 1897, Paul Gottereau was named ―Chevalier‖
of the French Legion of Honor. 18 Towards the end of the 1910 s, he had moved
back to France, where he lived with his family until his death in 1924.
For his great contribution to the Romanian architecture in the
nineteenth century and most importantly for leaving us with such an
amazing legacy, a legacy that nowadays is considered part of our national
cultural heritage, Paul Gottereau stays remembered today us one of our
greatest architects.
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Abstract:
The article investigates the im/politeness lexicon in mid-nineteenth century
Romanian, based on the analysis of a literary corpus (belonging to the Forty-Eighter
writers). The observations try to account for the diachronic variability of im/politeness
appraisal in the Romanian Principalities. The results based on the mid-nineteenth century
corpus are compared with those of our previous studies on im/politeness in the Romanian
princely courts (seventeenth–early eighteenth century chronicles corpus). The article
focuses on the relationships between im/politeness and emotion, intentionality, self image,
tracing the marks of a politeness continuum.
Keywords:
Politeness, impoliteness, metacommunicative, emotion, intentionality.

1. Theoretical and methodological aspects
The article aims to highlight the relationships between im/politeness
and such aspects as emotion, intentionality, self image, tracing the marks of
a politeness continuum, in mid-nineteenth century Romanian. The analysis
is based on a literary corpus (belonging to the Forty-Eighter writers).
Starting from the characters‘ and the narrator‘s commentaries regarding
in/appropriate interpersonal behaviour, the paper aims to account for the
diachronic relativity of the im/politeness evaluations and to reconstruct
historically situated practices (Kádár 2014) in the Romanian Principalities.
In this study, im/politeness is viewed from the perspective of historical pragmatics
(Jucker 1995; Jucker & Taavitsainen 2010; Culpeper & Kádár 2010).
The analysis favours a first order im/politeness approach
(im/politeness1), thus the interpretation and comments of the participants
regarding interaction will be more important than the second order, i. e.
theoretical, perspective. A first order im/politeness approach is mainly
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concerned with the participants‘ evaluation of behavioural elements. We
shall consider what is evaluated by the fictional instances of the texts
(characters and narrators) as in/adequate for the interpersonal relationships
in a given communicative situation (complying with/violating expectations);
we shall also focus on a positive or negative relational management,
sometimes triggering positive or negative emotions. ‗Politeness‘ and
‗impoliteness‘ will be used as theoretical classificatory terms in order to
account for the discursive phenomena.
Metacommunicative aspects are a matter of reflexive, metapragmatic
awareness (Verschueren 1999, 2000, 2012). Within the social practice,
individuals have different degrees of awareness, depending both on their
cognitive abilities and attention to stimuli; one can suggest that awareness is
both attentional and intentional. The metacommunicative aspects refer to
―reflexive interpretations and evaluations of social actions and meanings‖,
including the participants‘ use of the im/politeness lexicon (Kádár & Haugh
2013: 186-187). Our way of referring to metacommunicative aspects
overlaps with ―classificatory‖ politeness
(Eelen 2001) and
―metacommunicative expressions‖ (Taavitsainen & Jucker 2008, Jucker
&Taavitsainen 2014). It has been noticed that an ―abrupt‖ or ―brutal‖
transformation of the social practice (to which politeness belongs) leads to
―conceptualisations or discourses of politeness that do not resemble at all
their previous state‖ (Kádár & Haugh 2013: 171); thus, the process of
changing social norms is a relevant stimulus capturing the individuals‘
attention and involving salient awareness.
Even if it favours a first order perspective on im/politeness, our
approach does not neglect the theoretical perspective. The characters‘
reasonable choices and personal interest, the dependence of (non) verbal
behaviour evaluation on social norms (Culpeper 2011) and on the ―sociality
rights‖ (Spencer-Oatey 2007; Culpeper 2011) will be also observed. We
have in mind a combination of the uptake (highly important from an
im/politeness1 perspective–Locher &Watts 2005; Locher & Watts 2008: 80)
with intentionality (as a post-factum construct–Culpeper 2011: 49). We shall
also observe how the image of the self is influenced by the interactional
flow and the conversational history (Spencer-Oatey 2007).
The mid-nineteenth century corpus consists of literary texts of some
important authors, the so-called ‗forty-eighters‘ (V. Alecsandri, D.
Bolintineanu, C. Negruzzi, I. Ghica, M. Kogălniceanu, I. Heliade62
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Rădulescu, etc.); these writers closely observe the socio-cultural and
language changes. Studying characters‘ and narrator‘s evaluations within a
literary corpus involves acknowledging the fact that everything is filtered by
a more or less aware author, biased in many ways (by his literary, sociocultural, etc. background). What connects the authors included in the corpus
is the fact that they form a generation (they are more or less the same age,
they publish in the same literary journals, they have common socio-political
goals, they are friends), they could be seen as a network or ―discursive
community‖ (Jucker & Kopaczyk 2013). The selected texts are plays,
novels, short prose, memoirs, literary correspondence, original writings or
adaptations of (usually) French texts, illustrating mainly the romantic
literary ideology. The data were manually retrieved, according to the so
called ‗philological method‘. The time frame taken into account is, roughly,
1830-1870.
2. Historical and cultural context
Situated in a region (―neighbourhood‖) of ―competing and never
friendly great powers‖ (Hitchins 2014: 22), the Romanian principalities of
Wallachia and Moldaviahad an Eastern political and cultural model,
inherited from Byzantium and influenced by the Ottoman Empire. Western
influence (mainly French) started since the Phanariot period (1711/17161821): Phanariot princes were admirers of the Enlightenment philosophy
and of French literature, the young elite was educated by French professors.
Yet, the eighteenth century accentuated, for some aristocrats, the
orientalism, the way of life was still almost medieval/feudal, in contrast with
the dynamic West (Boia 2002). After 1821, a quite rapid and radical
opening of the Romanian elite towards the values of western civilization is
easily observed (Boia 2002); the elite passionately adopts the western
European cultural model, mostly French (Boia 2002, Djuvara 2013). The
―active minority‖ attracts the whole society in the change of the frame of
reference (Djuvara 2013). The process of acculturation, which began in
eighteenth century, reveals the most rapid and spontaneous westernization
in Eastern Europe at the beginning of the following century (Djuvara 2013).
The wars against the Ottoman Empire, the peace treaties and diplomacy
progressively boosted Russia‘s position in the principalities, starting with
the end of the eighteenth century. Russia was a modernizing agent, along
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with the young generation of intellectuals educated in Western Europe
(Vintilă-Ghiţulescu 2013: 16).
Starting with the nineteenth century, there is a ―Europe‖ concept in the
Romanian thinking. Europe means the centre and west of the continent, an
urban and industrial modern world, dynamic, highly civilized. Starting with
the nineteenth century, we could speak of a (political, administrative,
economic, social, cultural and intellectual) ―Europeanization‖ of Romania
(Hitchins 2014: 3):
No significant aspect of the public and private life of the elite and of those
who aspired to join it was left untouched by “Europe” (Hitchins 2014: 76).
The exterior elements of the cultural model, linguistic and discursive
acquisitions included, ―define values and symbols, strongly modelling
people‘s life‖ (Boia 2002, our translation). In less than two generations, the
Byzantine and oriental model is replaced by the western one; the western
model brings two vital elements in the Romanian society: modernization
and national ideology (Boia 2002).
Between the Russian protectorate and the outbreak of the 1848
Revolution, Romanian society was in a state of flux: Ottoman suzerainty
versus the desire of independence; representative government versus
Russian interference; Eastern tradition versus Western innovation. ―Striking
contrasts were everywhere manifest – in dress, language, and customs‖
(Hitchins 2014: 84). The shaping of modern Romania accelerated after the
Revolution of 1848 (Hitchins 2014: 76): the union of the principalities is
achieved in 1859; a Constitution is adopted in 1866 (the model of this
Constitution is the Belgian Constitution of 1830); in May 1866 starts the
rule of the foreign prince Carol.
The intellectuals who prepared the revolution, fought in the
Revolution of 1848 and who finally saw their wishes come true, were
―inspired by a single, all-encompassing goal: to raise the Romanian nation
out of its backwardness and to bring it into communion with the modern
world, which, to them, meant Western Europe‖ (Hitchins 2014: 88,
emphasis added). The representatives of this generation of intellectuals were
animated by the ―spirit of the time‖, a form of liberalism, which became
known as Forty-Eightism (paşoptism) and its representatives as fortyeighters (paşoptişti). The generation of 1848 had first-hand acquaintance
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with Western Europe: the great majority of the representatives of this
generation studied in French or German universities, for all of them Paris
was ―their spiritual second home‖ (Hitchins 2014: 92). Socially, they
represented the upper and middle class, an elite strongly determined to
change the Romanian society.
3. The analysis
The observations regarding the nineteenth century corpus will be
compared with the results of our previous studies (Constantinescu 2013,
forth.) based on the analysis of Romanian chronicles of the mid-seventeenth
– early eighteenth centuries.
3. 1. Im/politeness lexicon
Within the context of the princely court, as revealed by the
chroniclers, the key lexeme was cinste (< Sl. čĭstĭ), its‘ most important
meaning being ‗honour‘, but also ―consideration, politeness, esteem,
respect‖ (DA). Cinste appeared in collocations with a primi, a petrece, a
merge, a duce, a aduce (cu) (‗to receive‘, ‗to accompany‘, ‗to leave‘, ‗to
take someone‘, ‗to bring someone (with) ‘). These forms were accompanied
by lexemes indicating ritualised exterior behaviours: pompă, fală, alai
(‗pomp‘, ‗glory‘, ‗suite‘). Cinste has also a derivative, the verb a cinsti, with
either an abstract meaning (‗to honour‘) or a more concrete one (‗to offer
food and drinks‘); sometimes, in the text of the chronicle, it is difficult to make
a distinction between these two meanings, as sometimes they seem to overlap.
In the mid-nineteenth century (due mainly to the massive LatinRomance borrowings), the metacommunicative lexicon of politeness is
more diverse: cinste is no longer a key lexeme, only the verb a cinsti is still
used in this sphere. Instead, the nouns that appear quite frequently are: sevas
(<Ngr. sévas) ‗respect‘, respect (<Fr. respect, Lat. respectus) ‗respect‘,
politeţe (<Fr. politesse) ‗politeness‘, manieră, maniere (<Fr. manière)
‗manners‘, amabilitate (<Fr. amabilité, Lat. amabilitas, -atis) ‗amiability‘,
familiaritate (<Fr. familiarité, Lat. familiaritas, -atis) ‗familiarity‘, stimă
(<It. stima, Fr. estime) ‗esteem‘, tact (<Fr. tact, Germ. Takt) ‗tact‘,
graţiozitate (<Fr. gracieuseté, Lat. gratiositas, -atis, It. graziositá)
‗gracefulness‘, bunătate (<bun‗good‘) ‗kindness‘, galantomie (<galantom <
cf. Fr. galant homme, It. galantuomo) ‗gallantry‘, bun simţ ‗common sense‘.
The adjectives (sometimes nominalized) are: politicos (<Ngr. politikós)
‗polite‘, respectuos (< Fr. respectueux) ‗respectful‘, amabil (< Fr. aimable,
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Lat. amabilis) ‗amiable‘, afectuos (< Fr. affectueux, Lat. affectuossus)
‗affectionate‘, franc (<Fr. franc) ‗frank‘, civilizat/ă (cf. Fr. civilisé)
‗civilized‘, galant (< Fr. galant, It. galante) ‗gallant‘, cumsecade‗decent,
honest‘, cordial/ă (< Fr. cordial, cf. It. cordiale) ‗cordial‘, îndatoritor (<a se
îndatori) ‗obliging‘. Besides a cinsti (<Sl. cǐstiti) ‗to honour, to respect‘, the
verbs used are less varied: a respecta (<Fr. respecter) ‗to respect‘, a stima (cf. Fr.
estimer) ‗to esteem‘, a onora (<Lat. honorare, Fr. honorer, It. onorare) ‗to
honour‘. The most frequent adverbs are politicos and respectuos.
As regards impoliteness, most of the examples from the chronicles are
centred on cinste (in negative or ironical uses) and its derivative (necinste);
an interesting class refers to the difference in social ranking (mojic, mojicie
‗boor, boorish/rudeness‘) and makes reference to inappropriate behaviour.
The corpus of the mid-nineteenth century also reveals a variety of terms, the
disappearance of cinste as a key lexeme and the resistance of the terms
associating the low social status with the lack of education (mojic, mojicie
etc.) or improper education, with the lack of openness towards the new rules
of social behaviour (a reproach especially addressed by women to men).
The nouns involved in the sphere of impoliteness are: obrăznicie (<
obraznic) ‗rudeness, insolence‘, batjocură ‗ridicule, insult‘; insultă (< Fr.
insulte) ‗insulte‘, insolenţă (< Fr. insolence, lat. insolentia) ‗insolence‘,
mojicie (<mojic< Rus. mužik, ―low social class‖ and (as a result of this low
ranking) ―uneducated, uncivil‖) ‗roughness, rudeness‘, impertinenţă (< Fr.
impertinence) ‗impertinence‘, lack of something polite: sevas (<Ngr. sévas)
‗respect‘; respect (<Fr. respect, Lat. respectus) ‗respect‘; delicateţe (<Fr.
délicatesse) ‗delicacy‘. The adjectives (sometimes nominalized) frequently
used are: obraznic (obraz-nic, obraz ‗cheek‘) ‗insolent, rude‘, mojic ‗boor‘,
modârlan‗rude, boor‘, neruşinat (<ruşine ‗shame‘) ‗shameless‘, grosolan (<
It. grossolano) ‗rough, rude, gross‘, impertinent (< Fr. impertinent, lat.
impertinens, -ntis) ‗impertinent‘, fără (de) obraz (lit. ‗with no cheek‘)
‗shameless‘, bădăran (< Hung. badaró) ‗rude, rough, boor‘. Again, the
verbs are a smaller category: a se obrăznici (refl.) ‗to become rude‘, ‗to start
behaving in a rude manner‘, a insulta (< Fr. insulter, Lat. insultare) ‗to
insult‘, a batjocori ‗to ridicule, to insult‘. As for the adverbs, obraznic
‗rudely‘ is the most frequent.
The choice of words depends on the age of the character or the
generation of the author; for instance, the older characters or authors older
than most of 1848 generation use more terms of Greek origin: sevas,
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catigorie (<Ngr. katigoría) ‗slander‘, catahrismie (<Ngr. katáhrisis)
‗abuse‘. Lexical choice is not only an indicator of the character‘s age, but
also of an attachment to the older social norms.
In what follows, we shall present our observations regarding the
metacommunicative aspects revealed by the characters‘ and narrator‘s
interventions. It should be mentioned that there are similar evaluative lexemes
both of verbal and nonverbal (an action, a gesture, etc.) behaviour, related
both to the current interaction and to a more general frame (based on
interactional history), both in praesentia or in absentia.
3. 2. Im/politeness appraisal and emotional implications
Im/politeness terms are connected with several affective terms,
politeness leading to positive and impoliteness leading to negative emotions.
Sometimes, affective terms designate a source of politeness – for example,
gratitude could be a source of respect:
1. Mă închinai pătruns de recunoştinţă ... VA P, 578
I bowed full of gratitude...
2. Respectul lor pentru persoana împăratului Rusiei era izvorât din
recunoştinţă, căci Rusia pusese capăt domnirii fanarioţilor... VA P, 368
Their respect for the emperor of Russia came from gratitude, as Russia
put an end to the Phanariot rule…
3. În acest palat era rezidenţia de vară a îmbunătăţitei împărătese Mariei,
al căria nume cu sevas şi recunoştintă se răspunde de cii sărimani şi filantropi.
GAs II, 339
In this palace there was the summer residence of the kind empress Maria,
whose name is pronounced with respect and gratitude by the poor and by
philanthropists.

Gratitude and respect are explicitly connected in examples 2 and 3,
while in example 1 the gesture of bowing could be connected with respect,
but only the affect is expressed.
In some contexts there is a direct connection between respect/esteem
and affection, admiration, love, adoration (durative emotional states), while
in some others a momentary state is evoked (pleasant):
4. Am petrecut două săptămâni vesele în capitala Besarabiei, unde am găsit
cea mai bună priimire şi cea mai cordială ospeţie. CN PT, 46
I spent two cheerful weeks in the capital of Bessarabia, where I found the
best reception and the most cordial hospitability.
5. Contele [Cavour] mă primi cu o simplitate afectuoasă, mă puse lângă
dânsul pe canapea... VA P, 557
The count [Cavour] welcomed me with affectionate simplicity, inviting me to
sit next to him on the sofa...
6. Societatea lui era plăcută, manierele lui afectuoase, convorbirea lui foarte
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atrăgătoare... VA P, 457
His company was pleasant, his manners affectionate, his conversation very appealing...
7. ... nu era nimica sămănând a fudulie, a hauteur, în raporturile dintre boierul
cel mare şi omul lui de casă. Acesta era tratat cu o familiaritate binevoitoare, adesa
chiar afectuoasă. RR, 66
... there was nothing like pride, like hauteur, in the relationship between the
grand boyar and his protégé. The protégé was treated with benevolent, often even
affectionate, familiarity.
8. prin manierele lor plăcute, mă siliră a mă crede în Valahia iarăşi ca într-o
ţară civilizată. VA P, 190-191
…by their pleasant manners they determined me to consider myself again in
Wallachia like in a civilized country.
9. Alexis o privi [pe verişoara lui călugăriţă] cu o respectuoasă admirare şi
crezu că vede un palid serafim... VA P, 505
Alexis looked at her [his cousin, a nun] with respectful admiration and he
thought he saw a pale seraphim...
10. …părinţii lui erau fericiţi şi mândri de dânsul, căci el le arăta o afecţie
respectuoasă... VA P, 496
... his parents were happy and proud of him, as he showed them a respectful affection...
11. Această bătrână păru încântată. Ea stima şi iubea pe Elescu. B, 302
The old lady seemed delighted. She esteemed and loved Elescu.
12. Sfătuirile pline de bunătate care îmi da şi laudele ce îmi prodiga pentru
propăşirile ce făceam sub direcţia lui, îmi însuflaseră atât respect şi atâta iubire
pentru el, încât ... VA P, 60
His kind pieces of advice and his praising of my artistic progress under his
supervision inspired me with such a respect and love for him that…
13. – Te respect şi te ador! zise Alexandru... B, 196
- I respect you and I adore you! said Alexandru...

The expression of emotion is not new in this context, it is quite similar
to the findings regarding the seventeenth-early eighteenth centuries. There
were affective terms: milă, dragoste, bucurie, blândeţe (‗charity‘, ‗love‘,
‗joy‘, and ‗kindness‘), indicating closeness between the participants; the
affectivity was marked within an official hierarchy, when the political-social
distance between the participants was small or the direction is from a
superior towards an inferior. In the mid-nineteenth century corpus, the affect
regards mainly a private relationship: between (future) family members
(examples 9, 10, 11), lovers (example 13) or friends (4, 6); there is an affect
implied by a public relationship based on socialization (example 8) or on
tutoring (example 12). The only official, diplomatic situation where an
affective term emerges is illustrated by example 5: the visit of diplomat
Alecsandri to prime-minister Cavour. Example 7, marking positive affect in
the close relationship between a social superior (the grand boyar) and his
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inferior (the protégé), reveals continuity in the Romanian mentality
regarding the appropriate relation management. Besides the continuity of
expressing positive emotions in interaction (in symmetrical or asymmetrical
relationships), revealing a cultural trait of the Romanian society, one cannot
disregard the importance of the Romantic literary ideology, predominant
during the nineteenth century, ideology which emphasizes affectivity.
The locutor‘s behaviour triggers an affective response when it is
appraised as inappropriate: the locutor could be upset, vexed, nervous,
furious (transitory affective states) or he/she could express hatred towards
the person negatively evaluated (durative affective state):
14. Mariţa: Bătrână! Ce ai zis bătrână? Puşchiule făr‟ de obraz!/ Mă duc,
mă duc c-am să leşăn şi mă-nnăduş de necaz. PND, 363
Mariţa: Old! You called me old? You shameless kid! I‘m leaving, I‘m
leaving as I‘ll faint and I’m so angry, I can’t breathe.
15. Elena era supărată: „O asemenea cutezare - îşi zicea ea - este o
insultă... Ce voi face? (...) ‖ B, 194
Elena was upset: ―Such an insolence – she said to herself – is an insult...
What am I going to do?‖
16. Elena scoase un ţipet. „Iată încă un nebun! îşi zise ea după cea dintâi
impresiune, dar astă dată este o impertininţă, o insultă!" Ea se necăjise în
adevăr... B, 193
Elena let out a cry. ―Here‘s another madman! she said to herself after her first
impression, but this time this is an impertinence, an insult!‖ She was vexed indeed.
17. ... acum uitase durerile ce-i cauzase insulta lui Alexandru. B, 215-216
… now she had forgotten the pains Alexandru‘s insult had caused her.
18. Dridri, la această grosolană aluzie, se roşi pe obraz şi observă cu
glas indignat:... VA P, 417-418
Dridri, hearing this rude allusion, turned red and replied in an indignant voice: …
19. Chiriţa (intrând furioasă şi făcându-şi vânt cu basmaua): ... VA T1, 399
Chiriţa (entering furious and fanning her handkerchief): …
20. Tarsiţa [vorbind cu Lipicescu]: (...) Radu-i un impertinent ambiţios,
nesuferit... îl urăsc din toată inima... VA T2, 350
Tarsiţa [addressing Lipicescu]: (...) Radu is an ambitious impertinent,
repugnant... I hate him with all my heart...

Besides the lexical affective items explicitly framing the emotional
response, the emotion could be reconstructed (Plantin 2011) according to
the exterior manifestations (turning red, suffocation, the tone of voice, etc.).
In the chronicles, the emotional implication of the target or of a third party
was marked by lexemes such as sadness and anger. The emotional lexicon
appears to be rather constant, although there is a more evident scale of
negative affect (upset, vexed, furious, hatred) in the modern texts, all
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illustrating a private setting: in praesentia of the recipient (example 14),
sometimes in interior monologues (examples 15, 16); in the narratorial
interventions (examples 17-19); in the absence of the recipient, the
evaluation appears as a confession (example 20). Impoliteness events seem
to provoke a negative emotion that could affect the response to the appraised
inappropriate input.
3. 3. The politeness continuum
While the key lexeme cinste was used with terms conveying an
exterior behaviour (pompă, fală, alai ‗pomp‘, ‗glory‘, ‗suite‘) or with
adjectives implying gradability (mare, foarte ‗great‘, ‗very‘), in the modern
texts there are collocations with two apparently synonymous terms: stimă –
respect, a stima – a respecta, a respecta – a cinsti:
21. Zoiţa: (...) Dar să ştii că eu oi apăra pe serdarul Mândru, pe care îl respect şi-l
cinstesc, şi niciodată nu voi lăsa să-l batjocorească cineva dinaintea mea! PND, 333
Zoiţa: (...) You should know that I shall defend boyar Mândru, whom I
respect and honour, and I‘ll never allow anyone to insult him in front of me!
22. El începuse a stima şi respecta pe Elena... B, 201
He began to esteem and respect Elena...
23. Stan: D-ta trebuie săcinsteşti şi să respecţi pe bărbatul d-tale. PND, 317
Stan: You [pol. pron.] must honour and respect your [pol. pron.] husband.

In fact, there seems to be a scale, increasing the degree of reverence
from stimă to respect or from a stima to a respecta and further to a cinsti/a
onora; at the same time, there is a difference in the interior/exterior
manifestation of the participants as regards the recipient (s), the lower
degree of reverence is connected with the internal attitude, while the higher
degree of reverence is connected with both internal attitude and
exteriorization. The verb a cinsti does not appear alone (in contrast with the
situation in the seventeenth-early eighteenth century chronicles), but
collocating with other verbs involved in the scale of deference – one could
hypothesize that the meaning ‗to honour‘ was less prominent for lay
persons; the more concrete meaning could have been more prominent in the
mid-nineteenth century than the abstract one, the collocations with apparent
synonyms reinforcing accordingly the abstract interpretation of the verb.
The behaviours that are positively evaluated could be distinguished by
some quite subtle traits (Watts‘s 2003 distinction between politic and polite
behaviour could be useful). Politeţe (politeness) seems to be connected with
distance (in a deferential sense, what Brown and Levinson would label
negative politeness) in Bolitineanu‘s novels:
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24. Aceste dame îl întâmpinară cu o politeţă la care el nu se aştepta. Venirea
lui făcu mai multă impresiune asupra postelnicului George, care, îndată ce-l văzu, îl
luă în braţe şi îi zise: B, 179
The ladies greeted him with an unexpected politeness. His arrival made a
more powerful impression on boyar George who, as soon as he saw him, embraced
him and said:...
25. Ea nici nu-l întrebă unde a fost, răceala ei umplu inima lui de bănuieli...
Salută cu politeţă şi trecu înainte. B, 188
She didn‘t even ask where he had been, her coldness filled his heart with
suspicion... he greeted politely [lit. with politeness] and moved forward.

The above presented situations reveal the evaluation from the
perspective of the male character. He (the guest) is surprised by the way he
is greeted by persons he used to have a close relation with (the ladies), while
the male host expresses joy in receiving him (the boyar‘s gesture of
embracing him could express a positive affect). The contrast in the
feminine/masculine characters‘ reaction could suggest that ‗politeness‘ is
linked to a cold-deferent kind of attitude. This idea could be supported by
the second example, where an explicit cold attitude of the feminine
character triggers a polite salute (that again could imply a lack of emotion,
thus a cold-deferent attitude). Politeness appears as a positively (but cold)
marked behaviour.
It seems that familiaritate (familiarity) represents closeness (positive
politeness in Brown and Levinson‘s framework):
26. Elena chemă pe Caterina şi îi prezintă pe Elescu. Cea din urmă răspunde
la prezintare cu o familiaritate franşă. — Îţi place mult politica? îi zise ea. B, 131
Elena called Caterina and introduced Elescu to her. Caterina responded with
a frank familiarity. – Are you [sg.] found of politics? she asked him.

Familiarity is another type of positively marked behaviour (cf.
Sifianou 1992). Tact, maniere, bun simţ, respect (tact, manners and common
sense) seem to convey the adequacy frame of behaviour (i.e., politic
behaviour), but their connection with affective terms (see supra) determines
a shift towards a positively marked behaviour (i.e., polite). Within the realm
of positively marked behaviour, one can notice a difference between a
―cold-deferent‖ behaviour (politeţe) and the other terms connected with
positive affects (―warm‖ behaviour).
In Alecsandri‘s memoirs of his diplomatic activity there are some
terms reflecting a positively appraised behaviour of a superior; the
evaluation (graţiozitate ‗gracefulness‘, bunătate ‗kindness‘) is made by the
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inferior. The narrator assumes his status inferiority and, as a recipient, he
positively evaluates the attitude of his superior:
27. Lordul Malmersbury avu bunătatea a răspunde că (...) Englitera le va
conserva [românilor] stima ce merită oamenii practici… VA P, 587
Lord Malmersbury had the kindness to answer that England would show
them [Romanians] the esteem deserved by practical people…
28. Mă închinai respectuos şi ieşii din cabinetul împărătesc, încântat şi transportat
de graţiozitatea cu care Maiestatea Sa mă tratase timp de o oră. VA P, 572
I bowed respectfully and went out of the imperial study, delighted and
transported by the gracefulness His Majesty showed me for an hour.
29. – Vă mulţămesc, Mylord, în numele compatrioţilor mei, răspunsei
închinându-mă, şi adaug mulţămirile mele personale pentru bunătatea cu care m-aţi
ascultat şi mai cu samă pentru graţiozitatea cu care aţi dat chiar acum titlul de Prinţ
colonelului Cuza. VA P, 589-590
– Thank you [pl. ], my lord, on behalf of my compatriots, I replied bowing to
him, and I add my personal thanks for your kindness of listening to me and
especially for your [pl. ] gracefulness of calling colonel Cuza a Prince.

One can hypothesize that a person with an inferior status does not
expect a deferent behaviour towards him/her from a superior; thus, when an
inferior is treated as an equal by his superior, the type of behaviour is
unexpected, being construed as an extra positive mark. The situation could
reveal, in the recipient‘s interpretation, the implications of a Romanian
cultural characteristic, with a high distance to power (according to
Hofstede‘s system) in the calculus of what could be appropriate behaviour
when an inferior is the recipient.
3. 4. Im/politeness and the self
Even if most of the examples seem to illustrate a focus on the
individual self, there are some examples showing a connection with the
collective and relational selves:
30. Galantescu: Foarte adevărat, domnul meu, şi te rog a fi gata a-mi da
blagoslovenia în loc de tată, căci pe dumneata te respectez mai mult decât pe oricare
altul. PND, 124
Galantescu: Very true, dear sir [lit. my sir], and please be ready to give me a
fatherly blessing, because I respect you [pol. pron.] more than anyone else.
31. Cine (...) nu s-au încredinţat de respectul tinerilor cătră bătrâni? VA P,
109/ respectul tinerilor pentru bătrâni VA P, 139
Who is not convinced of the young people‘srespect towards the elders? / the
young people‘srespect of the elders

As regards the intricate connection between relational and collective
selves, example 30 (similar to example 2, supra) suggests that the ―respect‖
evaluation applies to a generation or even a people, conveying the
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importance of different relationships (child-parent, descendent-ancestor and
beneficiary–benefactor) of the speaker with the recipient at the same time.
A highly ranked character could be very sensitive to the lack of
expected behaviour, to the ignoring of his higher status or, as a third party,
to the ignoring of higher status by an inferior:
32. Neamuş (încet, cătră Vulpe): Văzut-ai aşa obrăznicie! Radu n-au sărutat
mâna vărului Iorgu.
Trufandachi: Lipsa de sevas. VA T2, 292
Neamuş (lower voice, to Vulpe): Have you seen such rudeness! Radu did not
kiss cousin Iorgu‟s hand.
Trufandachi: Lack of respect.

The example reveals diverging frames of reference between the
old/modern way of social interaction: not kissing a (perceived by others)
superior‘s hand infringes the old sociability rights (to which the characters
adhere), but maps the new sociability rights (of Radu, a young man
educated in France). The example accounts for the diachronic relativity of
‗politeness‘ (Kádár & Haugh 2013). There is a clash in the reference frames
of the old and new generations and a sign of a transition from a strictly
hierarchical society to a looser hierarchy within a more democratic setting.
In the chronicles, only the relational and collective selves of the target were
affected by impoliteness in formal settings, an important role was assigned
to status recognition (by birth or political). It seems that status recognition is
still important in mid-nineteenth century, especially when the character
appraising the behaviour of another interactant belongs to the upper classes.
3. 5. Im/politeness and intentionality
Politeness appears as a desideratum; according to the characters‘ or
narrator‘s interventions, politeness should be targeted (deontic stance) at
parents, social superiors, and husbands (both in private and public settings):
33. Evghenidis: Eşti în prezenţa Sfatului, domnule, în prezenţa miniştrilor, şi
trebuie să răspunzi cu respect. VA T2, 341
Evghenidis: You are [sg. ] in the presence of the government, sir, in the
presence of ministers, and you [sg. ] need to answer respectfully [lit. with respect].
34. Să fim drepţi şi să ne închinăm cu respect şi recunoştinţă dinaintea
memoriei părinţilor. Ei prin traiul lor păreau a face parte din seculul XVI, dar au
avut meritul sublim de a întroduce în Patria lor un secul de progres şi de regenerare,
seculul XIX, adus din străinătate prin copiii lor. VA P, 368
Let‘s be right and bow with respect and gratitude to the memory of our
parents. By their way of living, they seemed part of the sixteenth century, but they
had the sublime merit of introducing in their country a century of progress and
renewal, the nineteenth century, brought by their children from abroad.
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35. Anastase: (...) Arghiriţo dragă, ţ-am zis să nu-i răspunzi, ea ţi-este mumă,
dacă mi-e mie nevastă, trebuie s-o respectezi, fata mea (...) PND, 188
Anastase: (...) Dear Arghiriţa, I told you not to answer back, she is your
mother since she‘s my wife, you have to respect her, my daughter…

Politeness is invoked as a norm when the lack of appropriate
behaviour is compensated by action– the character challenges the
interlocutor who called him ―rude‖ to a duel:
36. Nicu: Pentru că voiesc să-ţi dau o lecţie de politeţă. VA T2, 269
Nicu: Because I want to teach you a politeness lesson.

Although it is not always evident that there is an offending intention,
the uptake indicates that there is a perceived/attributed intention (maybe
with one/two exception (s), when the interlocutor laughs while negatively
evaluating the locutor). The impolite intervention could be a reaction to a
previous remark perceived as offensive:
37. - Cel puţin eu îţi mărturisesc, cucoana mea, zise acest domn ofensat, că
nici eu nu am văzut pe vreo damă puind o grădină cu flori pe cap, ca dumneata. Mă
iartă, dar parcă eşti o bre...
- Ah! ce obrăznicie! strigă doamna Bîlcioaia făcându-se că leşină. PRR, 232
- At least I confess, my lady, said the offended gentleman, that I have never
seen a lady putting a garden of flowers on top of her head like you [pol. pron.] did.
Forgive-me, but you seem to be...
- Ah! Such rudeness! cried madam Bîlcioaia while pretending to faint.

The lady criticized the way the gentleman was dressed: this event,
perceived as negative (see the adjective ofensat ‗offended‘ in the narratorial
intervention), leads to a critique of the way the lady arranged her hat, and
this intervention triggers the explicit negative appraisal.
Regarding intentionality in the chronicles, similar to the findings in
the modern corpus, most of the examples reveal an uptake of the verbal and
nonverbal behaviour as offensive and intentional. The ―aggressor‖ is
sometimes unaware of the effect of his/her behaviour, while in other
situations there is an intention to offend and an associated uptake
(Constantinescu ms.).
The following examples reflect a negatively evaluated behaviour but
without a negative effect (maybe without a real uptake):
38. Marghioliţa (dinîntru): Fugi, obraznicule, că m-ai spăriet [o speriase
sărutându-i umărul] (...) Ha, ha, ha ! cât îi de obraznic!VA T1, 297
Marghioliţa (from her room): Go away, you rude, you have frightened me [he
surprised her by kissing her shoulder] (...) Ha, ha, ha! he is so rude!
39. – Eşti un impertinent! zise principesa râzând; dar îţi iert pentru că ai fost
profet... S-a dus la băi... B, 206
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- You are an impertinent! said the princess laughing; but I forgive you since
you‘ve guessed [lit. you‘ve been a prophet]... he went to the baths.

As most of the examples are from plays, there is a less evident
author‘s control. Nevertheless, the playwright‘s intervention is present,
indicating the way the readers should interpret a line:
40. Arbore: Dacă mă ştii, ce mă mai întrebi de nume?... Ai prins orbul
găinilor?
Lipicescu (obraznic): Ei!... ş-apoi?... VA T2, 287
Arbore: If you know me, why do you keep asking for my name?... Have you
become blind?
Lipicescu (rude): Well, so what?...
41. Stâlpeanu: (...) (întorcându-se cătră Lipicescu) Cât pentru tine, ciocoiule,
acu să ieşi din casa vărului Iorgu şi să nu te mai arăţi pe-aici... ieşi!
Lipicescu (obraznic): Nu priimesc poronci de la dumneta. VA T2, 356-357
Stâlpeanu: (...) (turning to Lipicescu) As for you, upstart, get out of cousin
Iorgu‘s house right now and don‘t you ever come again... get out!
Lipicescu (rude): I‘m not taking orders from you [pol. pron.].

4. Concluding remarks
In our corpus, the comments on polite behaviour are more frequent in
the narratorial sphere than in the characters‘ domain. Maybe polite
behaviour is not as salient as impolite behaviour, or its adequacy does not
trigger an explicit appraisal. Nevertheless, it is interesting to see that there
are situations when the speaker evaluates his/her own behaviour as
complying with the norms or expectations (self-monitoring, examples 12,
13, 21, 31).
For the Romanian society of the mid-nineteenth century Hofstede‘s
parameters would be: collectivism, high distance to power, and lower
distance in the social relationship. The collectivism parameter is connected
to the closeness and affectivity between participants in interaction;
politeness is not only face-enhancing, but also face-constituting (it is a part
of identity construction), even though less salient than impoliteness (there
are more politeness evaluations in the narratorial discourse).
In the formal setting of the feudal court, it was (quasi) obligatory to
show deference or closeness through exterior manifestations, as politeness
was a ritualised behaviour; the ritualised behaviour was doubled by
stereotypical lexical means of appraisal. The mid-nineteenth century reveals
a wide variety of private and public relationships, as well as the importance
of socialization; the exterior manifestations are a norm in certain settings
(for example, diplomacy) and the calculus of appropriateness differs from
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one frame of reference (the old) to another (the modern). The politeness
lexicon is rich and seems to distinguish between different types of
appropriate and positively marked behaviour. Many instances of
metapragmatic comments arise as a result of the very salient awareness of a
brutal change of the reference frame in a given context.
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Abstract:
Fericire (happiness) – conceptualization and lexicalization in Early Modern Romanian.
The paper deals with the conceptualization and lexicalization of the prototypical
affect /fericire/[/happiness/] during the Early Modern Romanian period; based on a case
study (Dinicu Golescu‘s text, Însemnarea călătoriii mele / Notes on my travel, 1824-1826,
representative for the period in discussion), we shall analyse, from a contextual-semantic
perspective, the words corresponding to the concept of happiness. These terms put forward
a new conceptual-semantic dimension of happiness [Rom. fericire], culturally and
historically justified (the orientation toward the Western values of the Enlightenment):
happiness as moral ideal, as goal value. The concept is thus refined and the words (fericire,
fericit) acquire new meanings that can be contextually decoded. The case of happiness is
exponential for the general cultural, historical and linguistic mutations that emerge in the
Romanian Principalities within the process of transition to modernity.
Keywords:
Affectivity, happiness, cognitive-affective pattern, conceptualization, affective lexicon.
Résumé:
L‘article propose une description de la conceptualisation et de la lexicalisation de
l‘affect prototypique /fericire/[/bonheur/] pendant l‘époque roumaine prémoderne;
l‘analyse contextuelle-sémantique des mots correspondants au concept de bonheur est
basée sur une étude de cas – un texte représentatif pour la période en discussion
(Însemnarea călătoriii mele / Notes sur mon voyage, 1824-1826, par Dinicu Golescu). Ces
termes actualisent une nouvelle dimension conceptuelle-sémantique du bonheur [roum.
fericire], justifiée du point de vue culturel-historique (l‘orientation vers les valeurs
occidentales de l‘époque des Lumières): bonheur comme idéal moral, comme valeur-but.
Le concept est ainsi nuancé et les mots (fericire, fericit) acquièrent de nouvelles significations, qui
peuvent être décodées contextuellement. Le cas du concept de bonheurest exponentiel pour les
mutations générales, culturelles, historiques et linguistiques, spécifiques à l‘espace roumain
pendant la période de transition vers la modernité.
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1. Introduction
L‘article vise une analyse de la dynamique de conceptualisation et
lexicalisation d‘un affect complexe et spécifique, /bonheur/ [roum.
/fericire/], circonscrit à l‘espace culturel roumain et à la langue roumaine
pendant l‘époque de transition vers la modernité (le début du XIXème siècle).
Nous prenons comme point de départ la prémisse que les affects
représentent des formes particulières de vie culturelle, dépendantes du
contexte culturel, social et de la mentalité de l‘époque où ils fonctionnent et
s‘actualisent. Divers paradigmes théoriques qui s‘intéressent de l‘affectivité
soutiennent, d‘une manière unanime, cette dimension culturelle et sociale
des émotions (pour une synthèse théorique, voir Lutz/White 1986, Reddy
2001, cf. aussi Stoica 2012, 2014). Les recherches récentes d‘anthropologie
culturelle ont souligné l‘existence des divers modèles cognitifs affectifs
(cognitive model for emotions, Russell 1991: 428, définis comme certains
systèmes de croyances concernant la nature de l‘émotion, ses mécanismes,
son fonctionnement et son rôle spécifique etc.), qui imposent une certaine
codification verbale et/ou paraverbale des émotions, en distinguant entre
cultures à hyper- et à hypo-conceptualisation affective (Levy 1984), entre
cultures extroverties et introverties etc. Ces modèles cognitifs-affectifs sont
diachroniquement et diatopiquement variables, en accord avec l‘évolution de la culture
et de la civilisation d‘une certaine société. Par conséquent, les mutations historiques du
contexte culturel impliquent des changements dans la conceptualisation de l‘affectivité
et, implicitement, dans la lexicalisation correspondante.
On peut accéder à ces caractéristiques culturelles par l‘intermédiaire
delexique de l‟affectivité. Le parcours historique des émotions, la
dynamique diachronique de conceptualisation, peuvent être récupérés et
étudiés par l‘analyse textuelle du vocabulaire affectif. L‘actualisation des
mots affectifs dans des textes représentatifs pour une certaine époque
culturelle peut refléter la dynamique conceptuelle-historique d‘un certain
modèle cognitif-affectif, spécifique à une certaine culture.
Du point de vue théorique et méthodologique, la nature protéique de
l‘affectivité impose la nécessité d‘une approche interdisciplinaire, en
conjuguant les méthodes linguistiques d‘analyse (contextuelle-sémantique et
lexicale) avec certains concepts-clés et résultats des recherches sur
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l‘anthropologie des émotions (voir Averill 1980, Harré 1986, Lutz 1988,
Oatley 1993) ou sur l‘histoire culturelle des émotions (voir Reddy 2001,
Nagy/Boquet 2008, Boquet 2010, Frevert 2011, Frevert et. al. 2014).
L‘objectif de la présente étude serait, donc, l‘analyse conceptuelle et
linguistique (lexico-sémantique) du /bonheur/ [roum. fericire], par rapport à
la dynamique historique-culturelle de la période roumaine prémoderne.
2. L‟époque roumaine prémoderne. Aspects du contexte culturel
et de mentalité
Pendant le processus de transition vers l‘époque moderne, l‘espace
roumain connait une série d‘importantes mutations qui reconfigurent
progressivement son profil culturel et de mentalité et qui trouvent leur reflet
dans l‘expression linguistique (lexico-sémantique). Le trait principal est
l‘interférence, la fusion organique entre un modèle culturel traditionnel,
oriental-balkanique, et un modèle nouveau, moderne, de source occidentale;
la spécificité de l‘espace culturel roumain prémoderne consiste, donc, dans
le croisement entre deux structures mentales apparemment contrastantes
mais, néanmoins, intimement harmonisées dans une configuration culturelle
sui generis. Progressivement, l‘orientation vers l‘occident européen a
comme résultat une conversion vers une structure cognitive-affective
nouvelle, une synchronisation (naturelle et nécessaire) avec des modèles
linguistiques et culturels plus raffinés, un changement de mentalité culturelle. Ces
mutations deviennent transparentes dans l‘évolution de la vie culturelle.
Du point de vue littéraire, les œuvres artistiques originales se
diversifient, les traductions de la littérature occidentale s‘intensifient
rapidement (en même temps, jusqu‘au milieu du XIXème siècle, on
continue à traduire des textes de provenance orientale – les livres de
sagesses). D‘ailleurs, une particularité de ce processus de transition vers la
modernité est le fait qu‘il ne se produit pas comme un changement brusque,
contrastif, pendant lequel l‘ancien soit remplacé d‘une manière antagonique
par le nouveau, mais il apparait plutôt comme résultat d‘un syncrétisme
spécifique entre les modèles culturels préexistants, traditionnels, et les
modèles nouveaux, occidentaux (Cornea 1966, 1972, Manolescu 1990,
Zamfir 2012).
Symptomatique pour ce caractère protéique, ―hybride‖, du profil
culturel de l‘époque de transition est la forme de manifestation des idées
culturelles occidentales implantées dans l‘espace roumain. D‘une part, elles
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interfèrent et même fusionnent dans une symbiose particulière: les auteurs
de la période adhèrent au néoclassicisme, mais aussi aux idées des Lumières
ou du (pré) romantisme. Les idées des Lumières et du préromantisme sont
coalescentes: le sentimentalisme, spécifique au (pré) romantisme, s‘associe
quelquefois avec un didactisme éthique, spécifique à la pensée des
Lumières: l‘idéal moral de la vertu, de l‘illumination intellectuelle, du
bonheur et du bien-être et prospérité équilibre l‘effusion sentimentale,
délinéant un profil conceptuel spécifique à la littérature de l‘époque1.
D‘autre part, les idées des Lumières et du préromantisme occidentaux
se greffent sur une structure mentale et culturelle classique et traditionnelle,
se superposent à des principes profondément figés dans la mentalité
collective, en résultant une synthèse originale, atypique en contexte
européen (Anghelescu 1971: 40). Un trait particulier pour l‘espace culturel
roumain est représenté par la manière spécifique par laquelle les idées des
Lumières ne contredisent pas polémiquement la tradition religieuse (comme
en Occident), mais elles s‘appuient sur cette tradition. Le sentiment
religieux reste constant pendant l‘époque, reconfiguré par la perspective des
valeurs éthiques de l‘époque des Lumières. Les valeurs traditionnelles
s‘avèrent importantes: la pensée et la sensibilité religieuse continuent à
orienter la perception générale sur l‘univers (Cornea 1966: 28). Le respect
pour la divinité (frica de Dumnezeu – la peur de Dieu), l‘amour pour l‘autre
(l‘agapé), valeurs chrétiennes primordiales pendant l‘époque ancienne, sont
encore présentes, mais corrélées avec des idées modernes d‘influence
occidentale; parmi les plus importants concepts valorisés pendant cette
période se trouvent les notions de patrie / nation et, en contiguïté, le
patriotisme – l‟amour pour la patrie2 (affect nouvellement conceptualisé).
1

„L‘idéal „esthétique‖ préromantique se superpose en grande partie à l‘idéal moral et
culturel de la pensée des Lumières [...]: la vertu, l‘illumination intellectuelle, le bonheur et
le bien-être matériel, traits de caractère et qualités qui ne contredisent pas encore la figure
tumultueuse du romantique‖ (Anghelescu 1971: 249), notre trad.
2
„Dès sa première phase: 1780-1830, la littérature roumaine moderne apparaît fortement
marquée par le changement du concept de patrie en celui de nation. Elle exprime la
physionomie morale d‘un peuple en plein processus d‘appropriation consciente de son
destin‖ (Cornea 1966: 19), notre trad.; en analysant l‘émergence du concept naţiune dans
l‘espace roumain prémoderne et la lexicalisation correspondante, Drace-Francis (2006: 8184) remarque: ―Naţie, then, only came into really widespread use in the Principalities in the
1820s and after. It begins to define something that is not in existence, but needs to become
so‖ (ibid.: 84).
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On peut constater, ainsi, la délimitation d‘un idéal éthique, ayant au centre
la vertu, le bonheur individuel vécu par l‘intégration harmonieuse au sein de
la communauté3.
Du point de vue linguistique, le roumain littéraire se modernise
rapidement; on remarque la diversification desgenres littéraires, une
diversification stylistique et, implicitement, une diversification des moyens
d‘expression lexico-sémantique: le plus important phénomène est
l‘enrichissement néologique (latino-roman).
Dans ce contexte, d‘importantes mutations affectentla mentalité et la
sensibilité collective. Un changement essentiel concerne, entre autres, la
conceptualisation de l‘affectivité. La subjectivité, les sentiments individuels
sont focalisés, une crise de la sensibilité se manifeste (voir aussi VintilăGhiţulescu 2006, Simion 2008), le modèle cognitif affectif médiéval
(collectiviste, hiérarchique, religieux) s‘oriente vers une structure nouvelle,
occidentale, dans laquelle les émotions, la sensibilité et leur expression
occupent une place centrale4.
La conceptualisation de l‘affectivité se raffine, de nouvelles formes de
vie affective sont distinctivement conceptualisées, plus nuancées et plus
diverses par rapport à l‘époque précédente (le patriotisme (roum.
patriotism), l‟égoïsme (roum. egoism), l‟envie (roum. invidie), la jalousie
(roum. gelozie) etc.). La conséquence est l‘enrichissement et la
diversification lexicale (l‘emprunt des termes affectifs – du néogrecque et,
plus tard, du français ou latin savant – qui peuvent designer plus
précisément de nouvelles nuances de conceptualisation) et sémantique
3

„On préconise comme idéal positif la vertu, y compris l‘accomplissement du bonheur
intime, par l‘adoption des valeurs morales, qui implique premièrement l‘intégration
sociale‖ (Cornea 1966: 32), notre trad.; ―Le vrai héritage qu‘on doit laisser à nos fils est: la
peur de Dieu, la sainte éducation, le comportement adéquat envers tous les gens, un honnête
métier et l‘amour pour la patrie‖, G. Pleşoianu, Préface à Gramatica franţuzească par M.
Fournier, Bucureşti, 1830, ibid.).
4
Avec un déphasage chronologique et culturel inhérent, cette nouvelle réalité correspond à
un phénomène similaire manifesté dans l‘espace occidental à l‘époque des Lumières. Le
XVIIIème siècle représente „le siècle de la sensibilité‖ („era of sensibility‖, Frevert 2014:
12, voir aussi Dumonceaux 1975, Steward 2010):l‘émotion occupe une place centrale; la
vie affective est découverte, mise en évidence, décrite et évaluée. Dans une époque du
rationalisme cartésien, le phénomène semble contradictoire. Mais, la découverte de la vie
intérieure, de l‘affectivité profonde et individuelle s‘inscrit dans un processus plus
complexe d‘analyse et de compréhension rationnelle du sien; les émotions, les passions
deviennent objets d‘ (auto-) analyse (Frevert 2014: 12-14).
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(progressivement, des mots anciens, préexistants, acquièrent de nouvelles
significations affectives, en accord avec les nouvelles nécessités de
conceptualisation; le résultat est, assez souvent, la polysémie, qui peut être
contextuellement désambigüisée, voir Stoica 2015). Progressivement,
jusqu‘au milieu du XIXème siècle, on peut constater la formation d‘un
vocabulaire psychologique-affectif nuancé et modernisé, apte à désigner les
nouveaux affects conceptualisés.
3. /Fericire/[/bonheur/] – conceptualisation et lexicalisation dans
l‟époque roumaine prémoderne
Un cas exponentiel pour ces mutations culturelles, conceptuelles et
linguistiques, est celui de l‘affect prototypique /bonheur/, qui, pendant la
période de transition vers la modernité, fait l‘objet d‘une revalorisation
conceptuelle et lexico-sémantique. En ce qui suit, nous allons essayer
d‘esquisser une description conceptuelle-sémantique de cet affect et des
mots correspondants, dans une perspective interdisciplinaire, à la base d‘une
analyse contextuelle-sémantique des mots désignant le/bonheur/ dans un
texte représentatif du début du XIXème, Însemnarea călătoriii mele [Notes
sur mon voyage, notre trad.] par Dinicu Golescu.
3. 1. /Fericire/[/bonheur/]– concept psychologique, philosophique,
anthropologique
/Bonheur/ est un concept complexe et protéique, décomposable en
plusieurs dimensions particulières, qui a été analysé et défini à travers
diverses perspectives théoriques.
Du point de vue psychologique, le /bonheur/est considéré un
sentiment/émotion qui, corrélé (e) à d‘autres émotions semblables (joie,
contentement etc.), couvre un espace affectif global, ayant un caractère
primaire et universel (Ekman 1992, Wierzbicka 1999 etc.), conceptualisé
dans toutes les cultures et montrant une lexicalisation quasi-équivalente.
Du point de vue philosophique et anthropologique, le /bonheur/est
défini moins comme un affect (angl. happiness as a state of mind), mais
plutôt dans des termes concrets, désignant un état positif, de bien-être (angl.
well-being), de satisfaction par rapport à un certain mode de vivre et à
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certains désirs, buts et attentes (cf. le concept aristotélique eudaimonia) 5.
Cette dernière acception du /bonheur/semble dominer la littérature
historique et philosophique, à partir de l‘époque prémoderne (XVIIIème
siècle) (cf. le concept de pursuit of happiness, Thomas Jefferson) 6 et
jusqu‘aujourd‘hui7.
3. 2. /Fericire/ [/bonheur/] – perspective linguistique (conceptuelle-sémantique)
Du point de vue lexico-sémantique, la conceptualisation et la
lexicalisation du /bonheur/ ont été analysées pour diverses langues, parfois
par comparaison avec des affects complémentaires similaires (cf. joie,
contentement etc.); plusieurs caractéristiques contextuelles-sémantiques
peuvent être délimitées (pour une synthèse, voir Stoica 2012) 8.
En ce qui suit, on retient deux paradigmes théoriques d‘analyse
(cognitive) qui ont comme objet le concept /bonheur/: le modèle de la
métaphore conceptuelle (Kövecses 2012) et le modèle du métalangage
sémantique naturel (Wierzbicka 1999); les deux théories mettent en
évidence des traits de conceptualisation spécifiques, qui peuvent être utilisés
5

―‖Happiness‖ in this sense concerns what benefits a person, is good for her, makes her
better off, serves her interests, or is desirable for her for her sake. To be high in well-being
is to be faring well, doing well, fortunate, or in an enviable condition. […] happiness refers
to a life of well-being or flourishing: a life that goes well for you‖ (SEPh, happiness);
―Such happiness is usually understood in terms of contentment or ‗life-satisfaction‘ [….];
When discussing the notion of what makes life good for the individual living that life, it is
preferable to use the term ‗well-being‘ instead of ‗happiness‘ (SEPh, well-being).
6
―The well-being usage clearly dominates in the historical literature through at least the
early modern era, for instance in translations of the ancient Greeks' ‗eudaimonia‘ or the
Latin ‗beatitudo‘, though this translation has long been a source of controversy. Jefferson's
famous reference to ―the pursuit of happiness‖ probably employed the well-being sense‖
(SEPh, happiness).
7
Pour l‘histoire du concept, voir aussi MacMahon 2006, White 2006, Mauzi 1960.
8
La définition lexicographique du mot fericire n‘est pas suffisamment distinctive, ayant
comme genre prochain un autre terme affectif, mulţumire [contentement]; deux traits
importants sont, toutefois, soulignés: le degré maximale de l‘intensité et de la satisfaction
du but: „stare de mulţumire sufletească, intensă şi deplină‖ „état de contentement de l‘âme,
intensive et complète‖ (DEX, notre trad.) (cf. fericit: „care se află într-o stare de
deplinămulţumire sufletească, plin de bucurie‖, „qui est dans un état de compl
etcontentement d‘âme, plein de joie‖ (DEX, notre trad.), „care se află într-o stare de
înaltămulţumire sufletească‖, „qui est dans un état de grand contentement d‘âme‖ (DA,
notre trad.).
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pour une description plus exacte et plus nuancée des concepts et,
implicitement, du sens des mots qui les désignent.
Kövecses (2012: 159-182), en analysant les termes désignant le
/bonheur/ en trois contextes historiques et culturels différents (La
Déclaration d‟Indépendance, Le Nouveau Testament et le contexte (angloaméricain) quotidien), remarque la variabilité diachronique du concept, en
fonction de la dynamique culturelle, et distingue trois modèles cognitifs
prototypiques pour le /bonheur/ (170-171): ―bonheur comme réponse
immédiate‖ („happiness as an immediate response‖), ―bonheur comme
valeur‖ („happiness as a value‖), ―bonheur comme être heureux/joyeux‖
(„happiness as being glad‖), correspondant aux hypostases psychologiquephilosophiques state of mind – well-being (voir supra, 3. 1.) (cf. aussi
Kövecses 2004: 24, pour les métaphores conceptuelles du /bonheur/).
En analysant la paire joy/joyful – happy, Wierzbicka (1999: 52) met en
évidence les caractéristiques suivantes pour l‘anglais happy:auto-orientation
marquée („something good happened to ME‖); caractère rétrospectif en se
rapportant à un événement-stimulusantérieur; degré maximal de satisfaction
du but/des désirs préexistants (qui peut être désigné par la formule ―Je ne
veux rien d‘autre maintenant‖ (―I don‘t want anything else now‖). Le
scénario sémantique pour happy est le suivant: ―Heureux (X a été heureux):
(a) X a senti quelque chose (parce que X a pensé quelque chose); (b) parfois
une personne pense: (c) ―certaines bonnes choses se sont passées pour moi;
(d) J‘en veux d‘autres; (e) Je ne veux rien d‘autre maintenant‖; (f) quand
cette personne pense comme ça, cette personne sent quelque chose du bon;
(g) X sent quelque chose comme ça‖ (Wierzbicka 1999: 52, notre trad.).
Dans le cadre d‘un autre modèle d‘analyse, à partir des paramètres
descriptifs délimités dans les études de linguistique, psychologie et
anthropologie, l‘affect-type /bonheur/ peut être décrit du point de vue
conceptuel et sémantique dans les termes d‘un scénario sémantique
prototypique (Stoica 2012); les dimensions fondamentales sont: /énergie
psychique/,
/subjectif/,
/cause
connue-inconnue/,
/évaluation
transactionnelle/, /nouveauté/, /euphorique/, /relevant pour le but/, /force/,
/control/, /actif-motivationnel/, /compatible avec la norme privée/, /effet
connu/, /-+ expressive/, /intensité maximale/, //momentané/duratif//, /degré
de satisfaction maximale/, /auto-orienté-intériorisé/ (Stoica 2012: 320).
Quand même, ce schéma sémantique prototypique peut connaître
d‘importantes variations contextuelles, qui reconfigurent le cadrage
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standard. Les affects sont contextuellement variables, étant dépendants du
cadre culturel plus large dans lequel ils s‘intègrent. Leur conceptualisation et
lexicalisation suivent cette dynamique et, par conséquent, la délimitation d‘un
modèle prototypique n‘offre qu‘un schéma standard, abstrait, à l‘analyse
conceptuelle-sémantique proprement-dite. Seulement une recherche attentive et
détaillée des hypostases contextuelles des mots affectifs désignant le
/bonheur/peut compléter/valider ce schéma sémantique prototypique.
3. 3. La dynamique diachronique de la conceptualisation et de la
lexicalisation du /bonheur/; de l‟époque ancienne à l‟époque
prémoderne
La conceptualisation du /bonheur/comme affect distinct et sa
lexicalisation courante dans des termes spécifiques semblent devenir plus
précises au cours de la transition vers l‘époque moderne.
Une analyse antérieure (Stoica 2012) concernant la conceptualisation
et la lexicalisation d‘un autre affect prototypique, joie [roum. bucurie], dans
l‘ancien roumain (incluant la tonalité affective particulière /bonheur/ –
roum. /fericire/), a mis en évidence quelques traits spécifiques à l‘époque et
au roumain ancien. La lexicalisation sous la forme nominale fericire
recueille assez peu d‘occurrences dans les textes anciens et, dans la majorité
des contextes, le mot ne désigne pas tant un affect individuel, subjectif, que
– plutôt – une réalité affective plus générale, avec la focalisation du
paramètre degré maximal de satisfaction et de la dimension euphorique
(Stoica 2012: 314). Cette réalité lexico-sémantique peut être signifiante pour
le profil cognitif-affectif de l‘époque ancienne, qui semble manifester une
certaine propension vers les formes affectives momentanées, fortement
intensives, qui impliquent l‘extériorisation et l‘expérience collective (les
mots qui désignent ces variantes intensives-expressives de la joie sont
dominants dans l‘ancien roumain:bucurie, bucuros, veselie, vesel). Les
actualisations en forme adjectivale (fericit) sont plus fréquentes et les sens
affectifs sont plus précis: soit le sens descriptif-évaluatif, en relevant une
qualité d‘un objet/d‘une personne/réalité ―béni, donné avec‖9 (souvent en
syntagmes stéréotypés fericita domnie [heureux règne], fericitul domn [heureux
roi], fericit suflet [heureuse âme], fericită viaţă [heureuse vie], synonyme avec
9

Dans ces contextes, fericit (<ferici < ferice <lat. felix, felicem) actualise le sémantisme de
son étymon indirect, felix, qui, en latin, a suivi la dynamique sémantique: „féconde‖ >
„favorisé par les dieux‖ > „béni‖ > „satisfait en degré absolu‖.
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binecuvântat [béni]), soit, plus rarement, le sens affectif proprement-dit
(désignant un affect d‘un sujet-expérimentateur bien individualisé).
Au cours de la transition vers la modernité, l‘affect type /bonheur/est
conceptuellement et lexico-sémantiquement revalorisé, en reflétant in nuce
la dynamique générale de la modernisation et de la diversification dans la
conceptualisation et la lexicalisation de l‘affectivité enregistrées à l‘aube de
l‘époque moderne.
Les textes de cette période (poétiques, dramaturgiques, voir des
auteurs représentatifs comme Conachi, Asachi, Mumuleanu etc.) attestent
des occurrences fréquentes des mots fericire, fericit, mulţumire, mulţumit
(désignant l‘affect proprement-dit, subjectif-individuel), souvent associés
avec d‘autres mots désignant des affects collatéraux (comme amour – roum.
dragoste), ce qui indique un repositionnement central du concept en
discussion au cadre du modèle cognitif-affectif de l‘époque de transition.
L‘analyse contextuelle-sémantique des mots fericire-fericit [bonheurheureux] (à côté d‘autres mots sémantiquement proches:mulţumiremulţumit, bucurie-bucuros etc. [contentement-content, joie-joyeux]) indique
l‘actualisation, au moins, de deux dimensions conceptuelles-sémantiques
distinctes (les mots devenant ainsi polysémiques) (voir supra, les
distinctions appartenant aux recherches psychologiques et philosophiques):
(a) /bonheur/comme état affectif, auto-orienté (sens psychologique
proprement-dit, cf. angl. happiness as state of mind);
(b)/bonheur/comme bien-être, hétéro-orienté; /bonheur/ comme
valeur-but (sens culturel-philosophique, cf. angl. happiness as well-being).
Le premier sens est celui préexistant, indiquant l‘affect prototypique
/joie/ [roum. /bucurie/] avec un degré intensif maximal; la fréquence accrue
et l‘actualisation corrélée avec d‘autres mots désignant des affects
subjectifs-individuels (voir /amour/[roum. /dragoste/]) indique un point
sensible de conceptualisation affective, activée plus intensivement au cadre du
modèle affectif de l‘époque de transition. Comme déjà remarqué (Rosenwein
2007), la transition vers la modernité semble impliquer la réorientation de
l‘expérience collective-sociale des émotions (caractéristique au modèle culturelaffectif médiéval) vers une expérience individuelle de l‘affectivité.
Le deuxième sens actualisé contextuellement représente une nouvelle
dimension conceptuelle-sémantique du /bonheur/, justifiée du point du vue
culturel et historique. Dans le nouveau contexte de l‘époque, on constate
l‘insertion des idées et valeurs culturelles occidentales, des Lumières ou
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préromantiques, qui imposent de nouveaux concepts et, implicitement, de
nouveaux nécessités de lexicalisation (voir, supra, 2.). Ainsi, à côté de la
signification courante, commune, affective-subjective, /bonheur/ [/fericire/]
acquiert une acception circonscrite du point de vue historique et
philosophique, politique et culturel – /bonheur/comme bien-être, comme
valeur-but, spécifique à une communauté tout entière (voir, supra, 2., 3.1.).
4. Brève analyse – /fericire/ [/bonheur/] – conceptualisation et
lexicalisation dans Însemnarea călătoriii mele (Notes sur mon voyage,
notre trad.) par Dinicu Golescu
Suivant les idées théoriquesdélimitées ci-dessus, on propose une brève
analyse contextuelle-sémantique des termes désignant le /bonheur/présents
dans un texte représentatif de l‘époque, le journal de voyage Însemnarea
călătoriii mele, écrit par Dinicu Golescu entre les années 1824-1826.
Dinicu Golescu est un écrivain marqué par la pensée des Lumières
(par rapport aux idées et à la forme littéraire – mémoires, avec des
fragments méditatifs-philosophiques, reflétant une pensée politique nouvelle
(Anghelescu 1990: XXXIII) ). Le texte entier soutient les idées
fondamentales de l‘époque des Lumières: le progrès par la culture,
l‘éducation, le bon travail, la vertu comme idéal éthique, au service de la
nation (dans le texte, naţion, naţie), de la patrie (Anghelescu 1990: XXXV).
Dans ce contexte, l‘un des concepts récurrents et fréquemment lexicalisés
est celui de bonheur, dans la nouvelle dimension d‘influence
occidentale:/bonheur/comme valeur-but, idéal moral, comme bien-être
(prospérité matérielle) (cf. le syntagme-concept anglais pursuit of happiness). Le
texte atteste le raffinement du concept de /bonheur/ (roum. /fericire/) et,
implicitement, la diversification sémantique des mots qui le désignent.
Vues dans une perspective linguistique, les mutations sont seulement
sémantiques et pas lexicales: la lexicalisation est unitaire, par les mots
préexistants, fericire-fericit, mulţumire-mulţumit, mais réinvestis du point de
vue sémantique.
L‘analyse contextuelle-sémantique (des collocations lexicales
immédiates ou des isotopies mezotextuelles) de ces termes indique quelques
dimensions conceptuelles spécifiques pour le /bonheur/10; le schéma sémantique
10

Notre analyse fait abstraction de la dimension conceptuelle de base du fericire – comme
affect proprement-dit, subjectif-individuel (elle va faire l‘objet d‘une future analyse). Dans
le texte de Dinicu Golescu les mots désignant cette dimension conceptuelle sont plus variés
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prototypique ou les variés modèles conceptuels mentionnés ci-dessus (voir supra,
3.2.) enregistrent des variations importantes pour certains paramètres:
(a) /Fericire/[/bonheur/] comme idéal moral, valeur-but (cf. angl.
pursuit of happiness).
C‘est la dimension fondamentale, supra-ordinatrice, qui correspond à
la signification historique-philosophique spécifique au courant de pensée
des Lumières. Par rapport au modèle cognitif prototypique décrit par
Kövecses (2012), le /bonheur/ [/fericire/] est conceptualisé
métaphoriquement comme objet dynamique ou comme voyage. Les
paramètres variables sont le caractère subjectif et la cause.
En tant que trait constant, le sujet-expérimentateur n‘est pas
individuel, mais collectif ou générique: l‘affect en discussion (dansla mesure
où on peut le considérer encore un affect) appartient à une entière
collectivité, désignée directement par de mots spécifiques:naţie [nation],
norod, neam [peuple], patrie [patrie], românii [les roumains], om [les
gens]) ou récupérable par des diverses collocations adjectivales ou
pronominales (obştesc [collectif], toţi de obşte [tous ensemble]):
(1) „Mult m-am depărtat de descrierea Vienii, dar mult mi s-au amărât sufletul
văzând adevărata fericire a altor neamuri‖ (p. 21) […le vrai bonheurd‘autres
peuples];
(2) „Întrând în hotarele crăiii Bavariii şi puţin călătorind, numaidecât s-au cunoscut
dreapta şi dulcea oblăduire, fericirea slobozenie a norodului şi îndrăznealacea fără
de obrăznicie‖ (p. 87) […le bonheur …du people…].

Le paramètre cause peut s‘actualiser sous des formes variées (dans
l‘esprit des valeurs des Lumières, avec un but moral-éducatif): une bonne
conduite morale; bon travail; culture-éducation etc. :
- ordre/rectitude politique-administrative-juridique (pravili drepte,
dreptele hotărâri pravilniceşti [lois justes, justes décisions législatives]):
(3) „un strein, cum va intra în satele lor, numai după cele ce vede cunoaşte a lor
vrednicie şi că au pravili drepte, spre fericireanaţii‖ (p. 6) [… ils ont des lois justes,
pour le bonheur de la nation];

(fericit, mulţumit-mulţumire, bucuros-bucurie-a se bucura, vesel-veselie-a se veseli), mais,
en même temps, plus rarement actualisés.
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(4) „bez aceasta supărare nu mai este alta, ci numai obşteascăvieţuirevesălăşi
fericită, care să pricinuieşte din dreptelehotărâripravilniceşti‖ (p. 20) [… une vie
socialegaie et heureuse, grâce aux justes décisions législatives] [Dans ce contexte,
la collocation synonymique vesălă-fericită [gai-heureux] met en évidence deux
dimensions différentes de la joie [roum. bucurie] comme affect générique prototypique: la
dimension extériorisée-collective, à intensité moyenne:vesel [gai] – et la dimension
intériorisée, à intensité maximale: fericit [heureux] (avec un sujet collectif) ];

-éducation-culture:
(5) „într-acest oraş [Ermanştad, Sibiu] au toate chipurile de bune îngrijiri, spre buna
orânduială, spre odihnă, spre podoabă şi spre înlesnireaînvăţăturii şi spre toate
urmările carele aduc pe om la fericire‖ (p. 8). [… des bonnes mesures, pour l‘ordre,
pour la tranquillité, pour la beauté et pour l‘éducation … qui conduisent les gens
vers le bonheur].

Certains contextes (voir les exemples 6-9) mettent en évidence
explicitement l‘actualisation du modèle cognitif de /bonheur/comme valeurbut (happiness as a goal, Kövecses 2012), fondé sur la conceptualisation
métaphorique comme object dynamique (happiness is adesired state,
happiness is amoving desired object) ou comme voyage (Kövecses 2012:
163, 180) 11. Les collocations lexicales (parfois stéréotypées) indiquent cette
dimension conceptuelle – le but:a dobândi (acquérir), a căuta (chercher), a
câştiga (gagner); le caractère dynamique/voyage: pe/în calea fericirii (sur le
chemin du bonheur), bine mânat pe calea fericirii (bien conduit sur le chemin
du bonheur), spre drumul fericirii (vers le chemin du bonheur), a se îndrepta
spre (se diriger vers):
(6) „un neam aşa iubitorde muncă, aşa binecrecut, bine învăţat în datoriile sale, bine
prăvilnicit în dreptăţile sale, bine mânat pe caleafericirii‖ (p. 7) [un peuple qui aime
tellement le travail, bien élevé, bien instruit dans ses devoirs, avec de bonnes lois,
bien conduit sur le chemin dubonheur] [à remarquer aussi le paramètre cause
actualisé comme travail (roum. muncă), éducation (roum. binecrescut, bine învăţat),
ordre (roum. bine prăvilnicit) ];

11

En analysant la conceptualisation du bonheur (angl. happiness) dans la Déclaration
d‟Independence de Thomas Jefferson, Kövecses (2012: 180) délimite des schémas
conceptuels parallèles: „The model of happiness in the Declaration portrays the concept as
a desired future state, a goal to be achieved. It is the government‘s duty to make it possible
for the people to achieve it. [...] Simply put, happiness itself is a life goal. [...] The model of
happiness that the Declaration provides comes from three conceptual metaphors: happiness is a
moving desired object, a purposeful life is a journey, a free action is free motion‖.
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(7) „aceste fapte bune ale otcârmuitorilor şi ale fiilor nobleţii, ce caută şi
îndireptează pre norod spre fericire‖ (p. 56) [ces bonnes actions des dirigeants… qui
visent et conduisent le peuple vers le bonheur];
(8) „toţi de obşte [... ] să ne îmbrăcăm cu haina milostivirii, a unirii şi a virtuţii [... ].
Şi atunci şi noi, fieşcine, vom câştiga adevărata cinste şi fericire‖ (p. 52)
[tousensemble […] on doit mettre l‘habit de la charité, de la solidarité et de la vertu
[…]. Et … on gagnera … le bonheur] [Le paramètre cause s‘actualise
abstraitement, sous la forme des valeurs chrétiennes-collectives: la charité
12
(milostivire), le souci pour l‘autre, la solidarité sociale (unire), la vertu (virtute) ];
(9) „vorbesc pentru folosul patriii mele, pentru deşteptarea, pentru luminarea,
pentru înfrumusiţarea, şi în scurt: pentru fericirea ei‖ (p. 31) [je parle pour le
biende ma patrie, pour son soulèvement, pour son illumination, pour son
embellissement, brièvement: pour son bonheur…] [Le contexte contient une
explicitation directe du concept bonheur comme valeur-but, par une quasi-définition
syntagmatique, énumérative; le bonheur, rapporté à la patrie, est la valeur-but suprême qui peut
être acquise par le progrès culturel-esthétique – conception typique à l‘époque des Lumières].

Cette dimension conceptuelle du /bonheur/reflète, pour l‘espace
roumain aussi, la manifestation d‘une tendance spécifique à l‘époque des
Lumières (et continuée jusqu‘au XIXème siècle): la moralisation et la
politisation des émotions (moralization/politization of emotions, Frevert
2011: 8). Certains affects tendent à être politiquement valorisés et
instrumentalisés: un tel affect est le bonheur, individuel et collectif,
conceptualisé comme valeur-but et devenu un droit civil, profondément figé
dans les idées politiques modernes13 (cf. angl. pursuit of happiness).
(b) /Fericire/[/bonheur/] comme bien-être, appartenant à une
collectivité; cette dimension conceptuelle est subordonnée à la première, en
s‘explicitantdans des termes concrets (cf. angl. happiness as well-being).
12

La philosophie morale des XVIIIème-XIXème siècles focalise les affects sociaux, la
croyance qu‘une société peut fonctionner par le partage des émotions collectives qui
peuvent consolider la communauté (la sympathie / l‘empathie, l‘amitié, la bienveillance, la
reconnaissance, l‘amour pour la patrie, l‘honnêteté, la fidélité, la confiance) (Frevert 2011: 25).
13
„...politicization of emotions, as they emerge in the moral philosophical discourse of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Traces of political valorization and instrumentalization
could also be found in those conceptions of order that elevated ‗the pursuit of happiness‘ to
a civil right, and turned the ―greatest happiness of the greatest number‘ into a core idea of
modern politics‖ (Frevert 2011: 8).
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Les contextes plus larges indiquent clairement cette acception concrète du
concept, qui est expliqué et mis en opposition avec la pauvreté, la vie précaire ou
superposé à la richesse, le bien-être, la prospérité, variablement lexicalisés:
(10) „iar norodul unguresc nu este fericit. Sunt îmbrăcaţi prost, au lăcuinţă
proaste şi făr‟ de multă avere‖ (p. 10) [le peuple hongrois n‘est pas heureux. Ils
sont pauvrementhabillés, ils ont de pauvres maisons et ils ne sont pas trop riches];
(11) „văzându-i cinevaş cum sunt de bine şi curat îmbrăcaţi la vremea muncii,
iarăşi îi hotăreşte că sunt fericiţi‖ (p. 46) [si quelqu‘un les voit si bien et proprement
habillés… il les croit être heureux];
(12) „Unii lucrează şi mai puţin [... ]. Şi cu toate acestea, sunt mai fericiţidecât
românii noştri, care lucrează numai 12 zile pe an. Acum judece fieşcare care pot fi
pricinile de a fi mai în bunăstare aceia care muncesc altora peste 200 zile pă an de
cei ce lucrează numai 12‖ (p. 11) [Quelques-uns travaillent peu …. et pourtantils
sont plus heureuxque nos roumains…] [Le contexte associe d‘une manière
explicative les mots fericit [heureux] et bunăstare [bien-être/prospérité] dans une
relation de synonymie contextuelle].

D‘autres contextes attestent le mot fericire au pluriel; cette
actualisation indique lade-sémantisation affective proprement-dite et le
glissage sémantique de l‘abstrait vers le concret; pareil au cas déjà
mentionné (ex. 9) plus haut, le terme-concept fericire est justifié par une
formule explicative-didactique (voir ex. 13: cum este [par exemple]):
(13) „cât am şăzut la Viena, vrând să bag seama mai mult la alte întocmiri, ce caută
spre buna pază, podoabă, odihna obştii şi în scurt spre toate fericirile, cum este:
îngrijirea pentru facereadrumurilor, apoi udatul şi măturatul necontenit, felinarele
care luminează de cum însărează şi până să face zioă în toată Viena‖ (p. 24) [… les
mesures … pour la sécurité, la beauté, la tranquillité de la société … brièvement
pour tous les bonheurs, comme par exemple:…];
(14) „mai cu denadinsul luând seama la cea în tot chipul obşteascăfericire, ce
vedeam la toate treptele boiereşti şi bresle neguţitoreşti, cum şi la obştea norodului,
mă aflam în mare mirare, neştiind cum să poate tot într-o vreme să fie toţi bogaţi [...
] Şi de la toţi am luat răspuns că aceasta este cea de acuma mai mare politicească
chibzuire a otcârmuitorilor Evropii, de a îndemna şi a îndrepta pe tot lăcuitorul spre
drumulfericirilor, hotărând că: în oricare parte de loc va fi bogăţia numai la câteva
persoane numărate, acel loc este hotărât sărac, dimpreună chiar şi cu acei bogaţi, şi
că atunci este bogăţiia statornică, când toţi deobşte sunt fericiţi‖ (p. 82) [… le
bonheur général … tous soient riches [. . ]…. diriger les peuples sur le chemin
desbonheurs … la richesse est constante quand tous ensemblesont heureux] [Le
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contexte plus ample met en lumière le concept bonheur comme idéal de prospérité
collective; les collocations lexicales soutiennent ce sens spécifique:spre drumul
(vers le chemin) – le bonheur comme but dynamique; toţi deobşte (tous ensemble),
obştească fericire (bonheur commun) – le caractère collectif; le sens concret est
indiqué, d‘une part, par la forme de pluriel et, d‘autre part, par l‘association
contextuelle récurrente avec des mots rapprochés, dans une relation de contiguïté
conceptuelle-sémantique:bogăţie, bogaţi (richesse, riche) ].

Certains contextes plus amples attestent des isotopies où les mots
désignant le /bonheur/s‘associent avec des termes désignant des concepts
contextuellement contingents (affectif ou non). Dans quelques situations, on
constate de proches collocations quasi-synonymiques; la collocation se
justifie sémantiquement (la nécessité d‘une différentiation sémantiquecontextuelle entre les deux mots) ou expressivement (la nécessité de marquer une
différence de gradation intensive du paramètre degré de satisfaction):
(15) „Aciia am avut noroc de a vedea încoronaţia a măririi-sale împărătesii a
împăratului Austrii, Franţişc al doilea [... ] nu am putut să-m opresc lacrăma care mi
s-a pricinuit de mulţimea glăsuirii şi strigării a norodului, ce cu toată a lor
sufleteascămulţumire-i ura fericire, cuvântând: „Treiască împărăteasa noastră!‖ (p.
17). […le peuple, qui lui [à l‘impératrice] souhaitait du bonheurde tout son cœur,
bien content…].

Le contexte actualise le premier sens de fericire, d‘affect proprementdit, individuel; la collocation synonymique mulţumire – fericire apparait
comme justifiée sémantiquement: elle indique la différentiation sémantique
des deux mots voisins; le mot qui désigne ici le concept du bonheur est
mulţumire (prototypiquement à intensité moyenne), ayant le trait sémantique
degré de satisfaction focalisé par la collocation intensive toată a lor
sufletească [ (tout leur contentement/bonheur) d‟âme].
Dans un autre contexte, la collocation quasi-synonymique fericiremulţumire se justifie d‘une manière intensive-graduelle:
(16) „Foarte mic lucru este, şi făr‘ de mulţumiresufletească, făr‘ de laudăşi cinste,
de a stăpâni un om măcar multe împărăţii cu a sa numai tiranicească putere şi
prăpădeniia norodului. Şi iarăşi, marefericire, mulţumiresufletească, laudăşi
cinsteeste când un stăpânitor este încredinţat că acel puţin norod pe care el îl
otcârmuieşte, că îl iubeşte‖ (p. 18) [… grand bonheur, contentement d’âme …
quand un roi sait que son peuple… l‘aime].
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Les mots sont associés en opposition et in crescendo; le quasisynonyme mulţumire est attesté en syntagme stéréotypé avec l‘adjectif
sufletesc (de l‟âme); la collocation adjectivale, sans être pléonastique, a la
fonction d‘indiquer le sens affectif-abstrait du terme, polysémique
(actualisé, en d‘autres contextes, à sens déclaratif). Le contexte actualise une
isotopie affective plus étendue, où le bonheur comme état positif général
s‘associe avec l‘hypostase autoritaire-hiérarchique14de l‟amour (le roi
„stăpânitor‖ – le peuple „norod‖).
D‘autres isotopies associent le/bonheur/ (comme valeur collective)
avec des affects particuliers, récemment conceptualisés à l‘époque:l‟amour
pour la patrie, la fierté nationale; les concepts immédiatement contingents
sont ceux de nation-patrie. Les exemples mettent en évidence les mutations
importantes qui interviennent pendant l‘époque prémoderne en ce qui
concerne la conceptualisation de l‘affectivité. Des affects de base,
lexicalisés globalement dans l‘ancienne époque (fericire-bucurie [bonheurjoie]; dragoste [amour]; mândrie [fierté]) sont nuancés conceptuellement;
des formes et tonalités affectives nouvelles sont différentiées du point de
vue conceptuel et lexico-sémantique. Dans le contexte de la transition vers
la modernité, de nouveaux concepts deviennent importants et sont focalisés
par des lexèmes spécifiques ou par des collocations adjectivales à fonction
distinctive15: patrie [roum. patrie], nation [roum. naţie], compatriote [roum.
compatriot], patriote [roum. patriot], société [roum. societate], langue
nationale [roum. limbă naţională] etc.; à la suite, de nouveaux nécessités
d‘évaluation affective et, donc, de nouveaux concepts affectifs
apparaissent:le bonheur collectif, le patriotisme, la fierté nationale:
(17) „O, ce bucurieşi ce întristarene-au coprins! Bucuriecăci am văzut din neamul
nostru aşa voinici ostaşi, bine îmbrăcaţi, bine învăţaţi şi bine îndemnaţi în
14

Cette hypostase typologique de l‘amour a été différenciée dans Stoica 2012, p. 348-364.
Les termes désignant les concepts de patrie-nation connaissent une dynamique lexicale
intensive à l‘époque roumaine prémoderne, quand les mots de base développent des
familles lexicales diverses: patrie (1688) < lat. patria, fr. patrie, DA), patriot (1773)
«compatriot»; «personne qui aime sa patrie» (< ngr. πατριωτης, fr. patriote, germ. Patriot,
DLR), patriotism (1787) (< ngr. πατριωτισμος, fr. patriotisme) (cf. ses dérivés attestés en
époque: patriotic, patrioticesc, patriotesc, patrioticeşte); naţie (1796) (< lat. natio, -onis, fr.
nation, germ. Nation) (cf. les dérivés national, 1799, naţionalicesc, 1800, naţionalism,
1830 – à sens vieilli «sentiment d‘amour pour le spécifique et les traditions de sa nation»,
naţionalist, 1808, «naţional»).
15
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caleafericiriişi a cinstirii. Şi întristareiarăş, căci văzând fericirea acestora,
mândriianaţionalicească, ne-am adus aminte şi de vrednicii de milăai noştri fraţi
români, ce odată au fost vestiţi‖ (p. 79). [O, quelle joieet quelle tristesse …
Joieparce qu‘on a vu des soldats de notre peuple si bien habillés, si bien instruits et
si bien conduits sur le chemin dubonheur … en voyant leur bonheur, la
fierténationale…];
(18) „Această maică patriesă va bucura, căci cei adevăraţi fii ai ei vor începe să să
arate că au virtute şi că au cunoscut datoriile lor către ea. [... ] Acest pământ este o
maică care îş iubeştepre toţi fiii [... ]. Aceasta este o hrănitoare, care îş dă laptele cu
atâta bucurie cu cât el este primit. [... ]. Pentru aceasta dar patrie trebuie să ne
sârguim, căci toată norocirea şi toată slava cea adevărată a unui bun patriot aceasta
este‖ (p. 56) [La mère patrie va être joyeuse […]. Cette terre est une mère qui aime
tous ses fils […]. Pour cette patrie on doit faire des efforts, car cette chose-là
représente tout notre bonheur et tout le vrai éloge d‘un bon patriote].

Certaines isotopies focalisent la dimension collective du concept
fericire comme valeur-but/idéal moral; les collocations récurrentes
sont:obşteasca fericire, fericirea obştii, toţi de obşte (le bonheur collectif; le
bonheur de la communauté, tous ensemble). Au niveau contextuel, on peut
reconstituer l‘appel implicite aux affects moraux et sociaux, courants
pendant l‘époque:la solidarité (unirea spre folosul obştii), l‘amour pour la
patrie (patriot), la sympathie/empathie/l‘amour pour l‘autre; elles sont
associées causativement au /bonheur/comme but (on remarque l‘occurrence
particulière du verbe ferici [rendre heureux], ex. 19):
(19) „Nu o să ne învrednicim să vedem o rază de lumină care să ne îndrepteze spre
obşteascafericire. [... ] unirea, zic – cea spre fericireaobştii, căci, după aceasta, vin
toate fericirile; iar făr‘ de aceasta, nici un bine în lume nu să întemeiază; şi căci în
obşteascafericireva găsi fieşcare şi pe a sa […]. Unirea spre folosul obştii ne
fericeşte, unirea slăveşte, unirea întemeiază tot binele. După aceasta alergând,
fraţilor, să o îmbrăţişăm, ca prin fapte să ne cunoaştem că am vrut, dar n-am putut
să slugim patriii!‖ (p. 112) […la solidarité pour le bonheurcommun, car après elle,
viennent tous les bonheurs […]. La solidarité pour le bien de la communauté nous
rend heureux…] [Le cotexte atteste la variation des formes singulier-pluriel du mot
fericire, indiquant les deux dimensions conceptuelles-sémantiques contingentes,
mais différenciées par le degré d‘abstraction:le /bonheur/ comme valeur-but
(concept abstrait, actualisé exclusivement au singulier, fericire) – le /bonheur/
comme bien-être/prospérité matérielle (concept concret, qui peut s‘actualiser aussi
au pluriel, fericiri].

Dans l‘exemple (20), le contexte atteste une isotopie affective particulière:
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(20) „trebuie să ne împuternicim şi să judecăm care sunt datoriile unui bun patriot
[…] şi care sunt acele ce dezrădăcinează toate fericirilenoastre; şi aşa, toţi de obşte,
depărtând de la noi cele rele fapte şi îmbrăţişând pe cele bune (a cărora cel dintâi pas
este unirea spre obştescul folos), să ridicăm mâini rugătoare
cătremilostivulpărinteleceresc, să ne înderepteze spre drumulfericilor, şi să cerem
tot chipul de ajutor de la preînălţatul nostru domn, ca de la un părinte şi ca de la un
mădular neamului românesc, ca să putem urma cele mai nainte zisă foloase către
naţie, căci, cum am mai zis: în fericireaobştiine vom găsi fieşcare în parte şi pre a
sa‖ (p. 85). [on doit … juger quels sont les devoirs d‘un bon patriote […] et quelles
sont les choses qui détruisent tous nos bonheurs; et ainsi, tous ensemble, […] on
doit dresser des mains priantes vers le clémentPèreCéleste, pour nous conduire sur
lechemin desbonheurs et Lui demander son aide […] pour qu‘on puisse suivre les
bonnes choses pour la nation, car […]: dans le bonheurde la communauté chacun
trouvera le sien].

Trois affects y sont associés:le bonheur collectif (comme valeur et
idéal moral d‘une nation/patrie), le patriotisme et le sentiment religieux
(reconnaître l‘autorité divine et la relation affective en forme
hiérarchique:mâini rugătoare către milostivul părinte ceresc [des mains
priantes vers le clément Père Céleste]). La caractéristique culturelle de
l‘époque roumaine prémoderne est ainsi illustrée: la symbiose des modèles
culturels (anciens-modernes), la fusion des idées occidentales modernes (spécifiques
à l‘époque des Lumières) – le bonheur comme idéal moral d‘une nation, le
patriotisme –, avec des valeurs traditionnelles, anciennes – le sentiment religieux.
5. Conclusions
L‘analyse réalisée met en évidence le caractère complexe et protéique
des concepts affectifs et, en même temps, leur variabilité et dépendance
culturelle-historique. Le cas particulier du /fericire/ [/bonheur/] en est relevant, car, au
cours du processus de transition vers la modernité, l‘affect-type /fericire/
[/bonheur/]est revalorisé du point de vue conceptuel et lexico-sémantique.
L‘analyse contextuelle-sémantique des mots désignant le /bonheur/
dans le texte de Dinicu Golescu (un texte représentatif pour le profil
culturel, littéraire et linguistique de la période) a souligné d‘importantes
mutations de son schéma sémantique prototypique, aussi que la
configuration d‘une nouvelle dimension conceptuelle, justifiée du point de
vue culturel et historique:/fericire/[/bonheur/] comme valeur-but, comme
idéal moral, comme bien-être (sous l‘influence des idées occidentales, de
l‘époque des Lumières). Révélatrice pour les changements de mentalité
culturelle et politique de la période est aussi la corrélation du concept
/fericire/[/bonheur/] (et des mots correspondants) avec des concepts
nouveaux (affectif/non-affectifs) (et des mots correspondants), faiblement
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conceptualisés ou non-différentiés à l‘époque précédente:l‟amour pour la
patrie (le patriotisme – roum. patriotisme), l‘idée de nation (roum.
naţie/naţiune), patrie (roum. patrie) etc.
Du point de vue lexico-sémantique, le cas particulier des mots
désignant le /bonheur/ (les mêmes qu‘à l‘époque antérieure:fericire-fericit;
collatéralement, mulţumire-mulţumit) reflète la dynamique générale du
lexique de la période roumaine prémoderne, l‘enrichissement et la
diversification sémantique: les mots acquièrent de nouvelles significations,
beaucoup plus nuancées, décodables dans leur contexte d‘occurrence.
Par rapport à l‘époque ancienne et à la dynamique de la
conceptualisation de l‘affectivité du collectif vers l‘individuel (dans la
période en discussion), on remarque le caractère bivalent individuel/collectif
des mots désignant le /bonheur/. D‘une part, on constate une tendance de
hypermarquer le trait individuel (/fericire/comme affect subjectif, bien
représenté dans les textes poétiques ou dramaturgiques de l‘époque); d‘autre
part, dans la nouvelle dimension conceptuelle analysée plus haut (/fericire/
comme valeur-but, idéal moral, bien-être), les mots enregistrent la tendance
contraire, de hypermarquer le trait collectif (/fericire/comme propriété d‘une
communauté entière, c‘est à dire nation/patrie); on constate, ainsi, dans une
acception renouvelée, la reconfiguration de la dimension /+collectif/de
l‘affectivité, spécifique à l‘époque ancienne.
La configuration conceptuelle-sémantique des mots fericire/fericit,
complexe et hétérogène, met en évidence l‘interférence des modèles
cognitifs-affectifs et culturels pendant l‘époque de transition vers la
modernité; des dimensions conceptuelles-sémantiques nouvelles fusionnent
avec d‘autres plus anciennes, dans une modalité unique d‘expression
lexicale. Le contexte culturel et historique peut influencer et modeler les
concepts affectifs et les sens contextualisés des mots correspondants mettent
en lumière cette dynamique; la transition vers une nouvelle étape historique
se reflète dans et par la langue.
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Abstract:
Antim‘s Didahii have always been a great topic of debate but very often the
discussion has remained at a general level. Our approach aims to reveal a virtual aspect of
the ―Didahii‖. The originality of Antim‘s homilies, affirmed as well as contested, consists
of both implicit dramatic structures and specific forms of expression. These are themes and
reasons of a behaviour dictated by a conjuncture understood as a play convention.
Keywords:
Play, protagonist, performance, conflict, role, stage.

The metropolitan bishop Antim, Wallachian by adoption, belongs to
the family of the great spirits who think ahead of their time. It was at the
Court of Brâncoveanu where he played the mediating role between the
cultural influences of the West and the former Byzantium. However,
towards the professors of the Princely Academy or towards the
representatives of the Italian school (Anton Maria del Chiaro) or the Greek
school (Hrisant Nottara), which also played a mediating role, Antim seems
to have been pursuing a higher goal, i. e. creating the premises of a novelty
oriented climate.
His tragic destiny is marked by the ideas he advocated. In this spirit,
his work, Didahii (which could be translated as ―Homilies‖ or ―Sermons‖),
must be understood as an attempt to enliven the Romanian historical
context, which at the time was set in strictly imposed patterns.
Antim‘s Didahiihave always been a great topic of debatebutvery often
the discussion has remained at a general level. Our approach aims to reveal
a virtual aspect of the Didahii. The originality of Antim‘s homilies,
affirmedas well as contested, consists ofboth implicit dramatic structures
and specificforms of expression. The first argument for our assertion is
offered by G. Călinescu; in his well-known work, he remarks ―the
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spontaneity of exordia, the natural crossing from a material plan to an
allegoric one, the familiar returns to the topic, the indignation, the
desolation, the complaints, the rhetorical questions refrained from becoming
bombastic... ‖1, which thus emerge as themes and reasons of a behaviour
dictated by a conjuncture understood as a play convention.
The main issue is that of the relation between Antim‘s sermon and his
models (if they ever existed!), as we understand the model in terms of
heuristics, as an expression of the orderingand constructive tendency of the
Logos. As we know, the content of the sermonis invariable, being reduced, in
essence, to the vulgarisation of the Scriptures‘ dogmata (it is not necessary to
distinguish here among ―omilie‖, ―cazanie‖ and ―didahie‖). Thereby, the models
offered in time by the great Christians lead to strict formalisation.
In his sermons, Antim succeeded in detaching himself from these
models not only by freshening up the officialised language, but also by
forcing the canonical patterns, provoking his auditorium to participate in a
cultural act (he quotes or mentions ancient writers and philosophers,
expounds theories); therefore, he digresses from the dogmatic or moral
topic, in the sense of actualising the discourse.
Antim varies the spectacle he offers to the audience according to the
circumstances, using not the norms of the canon, but those of commonsense.
There is no doubt that such a discourse is more than efficient.
We perceive Antim as an intelligent, skilful, open-minded protagonist
with a surprising on-stage mobility. The text of the dramais recomposed in a
complex discourse, which makes use of both oratorical and dramatic
procedures. Thetheatricalforms and the spectacular valences generate
dramatic structures.
Thus, we distinguish between two categories of relations, which have
the protagonistAntim as an element which establishes the order: Antimin
relation to the others and Antim in relation to himself.
In a general context, this relational level is subordinated to
functionality but, when referring to actualisation, one must take into account
the current signification ofperformance.
The final aim of the text supposes its actualisation in the spectacle.
The text compresses the theatrical competence. The signs of theatricality are
to be perceived without effort, although the text cannot be ascribed to any of
the species of the dramatic genre. According to the Hjelmslevianmodel,
theatricality functions in the surface structure, in the ―form of expression‖,
but Antim‘s discourse does not seem to be subject to the division in
discontinuous acts and scenes; besides, given the fact that every text sample
is only a fragment from agreat spectacleof the world, changing the play
1

George Călinescu, Istoria literaturii române de la origini până în prezent [The History of
Romanian Literature from its Origins to the Present], 1982, p. 386.
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registers, as well as sk etching some debates, reducedto a sole censor, does
it not substitutethe former ones? Functionally, we can detect aglobal
discourse, which includes another discourse, the relation between the sender
as orator and the receiver as hearer being switched in sender-character and
receiver-character. Certainly, in this case the circumstances of the discourse
are decisive, though the usual procedures for motivating the passage from
one dramatic situation to another, e. g. the monologue, are still used. The
ensuing relations require the introduction of the concept of opponent, in
order to clarify what we have already called the conflict.
This conflict involves a powerful scenic tension, highlighted through
the most spectacular dialogued monologue inside the text. On the other
hand, Antim‘s discourse comes to life by virtue of the generous offer of the
historical and political realityof his time, but mostly because he was aware
of the role he had to play. Being the focusing centre implies restrictions at a
certain moment, subordinating them to a moral responsibility as an ordering
factor in the chaos represented by the consciousness of thepeople he was
addressing. The dynamic of Antim‘s discourse emerges not only from the
figures of speech, but also from the existing conflictbetween the sender and
the receiver. This happens especially when the receiver is forced to
renounce the passivity of the ordinary hearer and provoked to respond and
react. It is in fact a particular scheme of the communicative feed-back and a
requirement of the theatrical act. The metropolitan bishop adopts different
roles, mostly by miming possible reactions: ―Şi pentru ce să numim Sfânta
Sfintelor?‖ [―And why it was called the Holy of Holies?‖], ―dară ce treabă are
vlădica cu noi?‖ [―What is the great bishop‟s concern with us?‖]2.
The fragments of text related to self-humiliation and piety– as a
playing attitude– are also extremely relevant.
At this point we can conclude that in Didahii the theatricality would
be the form of the discourseand the dramatic quality would be its substance.
For a better understanding, we find necessary a brief comparison between
thesermons, as known in the ―Cazanii‖, and those from Antim‘s Didahii. In
the first case what prevails is the impersonality, the canonical scheme
(―erminie‖). Antim introduces the monologue character, which does no
longer belongs to the servant of the church, but to the personin the
hypostasisof a ―double‖, often translated by short references within
parentheses, interrupting the discourse and denoting inparallel the existence
of a veritable interior monologue, which leads to the re-signification of the
state and reactions of the opponent.
The subjectivity of the oratoropposes the objectivity required by the
form of an ordinary sermon. The credible stage reality revealed to us seems
to be a genuine dramatic convention. Because Antim is a character and his
2

Antim Ivireanu, Opere [Works], 1972, p. 59.
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text highlights the predilection for the ludic in the theatrical sense.
Antimcorrelates his pursuit of a personal manner of expression with the
imperative of persuading and educating. His activity as a preacher develops
within the framework of a ritual spectacle. Antim operates on thisframe
without infringing the norm, nevertheless instilling the discourse with a
percussive rhythm. Antim does not alter the liturgical drama, what he does
is to integrate it in another spectacle. We may ask ourselves: Where is the
applause or at least the rumour in the church? There is no doubt that the
attraction existed. We appreciateAntim‘s playfield as being delimitatedby
certain scenography elements or by the presence on stage of two or three
participants in the liturgical drama. Antim imprints dynamism to this
playfield, transforming it into a spectacle stage.
We encounter typologies that Antim creates by performing them; he
plays behind different masksthe aspectsof ―the human comedy‖. The
beginning of the fasting period represents a very good opportunity for
introducing types of characters, therefore, in his well-knownsermon
―Cuvânt de învăţătură la duminicalăsatuluisec de brânză‖ [―Teachings on
the Sunday of the Second Week of Fasting‖], Antim presents such characters
(the glutton, the miser), which correspond to certain models in reality. Thus,
a type of dialogic structure inevitably comes to life, because the
communication is directly delivered in accordance with the interlocutor‘s
state of mind, as it follows: ―Nu te face tristcacopiiice-i duc la şcoală...‖
[―Do not be upset like children going to school... ‖]; or ―Iară de
vazicecineva,
încugetul
său,
darădeacănespoveduimluiDumnezeu,
preotulcemaitrebuieştecă el iasteompăcătoscaşi mine?
Adevărat,
păcătosiaste...‖ [―When someone tells himself: if we confess to God, why do
we need a priest, who is a sinful man as myself? Indeed, he is sinful…‖]3,
and, by way of exemplification, Antim introducesfrom the Bible the
dialogue scenebetween God and Adam. Antim does not admit passivity for
he provokesand sometimes even offencesin order to control the reactions
and catch his audience in a ―verbal fishing-rod‖.
Therefore, everything develops within a congruent space, similar to
the stage. We may even speak about the presence of a mute character. On
the one hand, there is a main opposition: character-audience; on the other
hand (if we integrate the discourse in the liturgical spectacularas a form of
play within a play), we perceive the existence of two or three characters of
the liturgical theatrical act, as mentioned above. By extension, there
emerges the motifof the church as a stage for the spectacle of the world
(TheatrumMundi – baroque themepar excellence), and by reduction, the
altar (respectively the pulpit) as the stage.
3

Ibidem, p. 99.
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The communication is sustained through different figures of speech,
such as false interrogation, invectives, relevant phrases, for instance ―va
spune oarecine...‖ [“someone may say…”]. There is a permanent alternation
foreground-backgroundbetween Antim and the public. The foreground is
subtly created by references to himself, using monologue or dialogue
insertions: ―precumzic... ‖[“as I say…”], ―sămăertaţ... ‖[“foregive me…”],
―stau de mă mir ce voi face‖[“I sit and wonder what will I do…”], or using
the necessary attitude of self-humiliation. The accusatory or critical tone
goes up and down, in wide oratorical sequences, which imply rich gestures,
leading therefore to theatricality. Antim as an actor is ―representative of his
time‖, in this hypostasis he is ―the negation of himself, but at the same time a
negation of the negation, because he is alive‖4.
A very interesting question is raised bythe entertaining insertions, an
aspect of Didahii that implicitly subordinates the oratoricalart, in general, to
theatre: ―The extension of the concept of oratory, so that it includes, besides
the aim of persuasion, the one of entertainment, gathers together the orators
of the tribunes or meetings and the producers of emotions: playwrights,
novelists, actors etc. ‖5Furthermore, according to Croce, ―But the oratorical
art is entirely practical, not aesthetic‖6, the conclusion being that
theaesthetic is imposed in discourses by elementsof another form of art, in
this case the dramatic art.
Thus, Antim‘s discourse must be considered as having at least two
levels of interpretation: as expression of the canonical rigour and as
expression of a person involved in a complexact. Antim does not completely
follow the oratorical principle postulatedby the Antiquity, in which Cicero
saw the image of an ―Orator optimus‖, what he doesis to create the play
convention. The hypnosis of the spectacle is the resultof an interesting
mechanics ofthe effect.
Having the intuition that common sense behaveslike a receptacle,
Antim does not follow a regular discourse, he performs freely. In this sense,
one must understand the diversity of forms of Antim‘s discourse: Horace‘s
ruleof the pathetic (―Si vis me flere, dolendum est primum ipsi tibi‖) 7, the
captivating argumentation, correlated with the attraction induced by the
orator-performer, who brings prestige. Improvisation is often presented
through the frequent procedure of transforming the biblical fable into short
dramatic scenes. The sensitivity that emerges from the text proves the sheer
participation in the role. Moreover, we may use in our argumentation
Pirandello‘s assertion: ―because the style, the intimate personality of a dramatic
4

Cesare Brandi, Teoria generală a criticii [A General Theory of Criticism], 1985, p. 246.
Benedetto Croce, Poezia [Poetry], 1972, p. 42.
6
Ibidem, p. 67.
7
Horaţiu, Arta poetică [The Art of Poetry], 1943, p. 102.
5
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writer, should absolutely not appear in the dialogue, in the speech of the drama
characters, but in the spirit and the architecture of the narrative‖8.
We have to admit that, if we remain with the traditional idea of the
Dramatics‘ nature, reducing it to dialogue and character, the present thesis
becomes arguable.
In addition to the long tirades, the gestures and the mimics, the
spontaneity of exordia, the rhetorical interrogations and ―the passion that
equilibrates the entire precise machinery of the homily‖9, there are
elementsof profound lyricism with a ritual tinge, for instance the ad-hoc
litanyfrom ―Cazanie la AdormireapreasfinteiNăscătoarei de Dumnezeu‖
[―The Homily to the Virgin Mary‟s Dormition and Assumption‖], which
mixes standard phrases and poeticinnovations with theatricaleffect; there is
an obvious recitative attitude: ―Aleasăiaste cu adevăratcasoarele... /
Aleasăiastecarevărsatul zorilor... ‖[―She is truly precious like the sun… / She
is in truth precious like the dawn…‖], but, by changing the register, the
monologueacquires the tinge of a prayer: ―Pentruaceeaeu, nevrednicul şi
multpăcătosulrobultău... ‖[―For that I, Your unworthy and sinful servant...
‖], and at the endthe audience present is strategicallyintegrated.
There is no necessaryself-humiliation in such cases, but a real
innertension, theatrically projected.
The ending of the sermons keeps the hearers-cum-audience in suspense.
After Ivireanul‘ssermons, the hearers are supposed to have left the
stage of the church just like people who leave the theatre debating arduously
or having doubts. Ivireanul‘s hearers felt exhausted and richer, even without
knowing it, because they had been made to be active, to adopt attitudes, to
be present. They had been characters. As a representative of his time, with a
rich dramaticmaterial, Antim does not forget that the world is a stage on
which people are the actors. A demonstration and a plea for the Romanian
baroque may find an argumenteven here.
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Abstract:
From the perspective of the anthropology of space, the problem of perception and
representation of the alien remains a fertile subject of research, nevertheless inevitably
interfering with imagology, in the sense assigned to the concept of image as any
representation of a cultural reality through which the individual or the group translate the
cultural, social, ideological space in which they are located. Identity does not justify an
existence in itself, but only in relation to alterity. The imagological perspective of the
foreigner in Romanian traditional culture proves rich in categories of representation
dictated inevitably by reference to spatiality.
Keywords:
Alien, imagology, representation, culture, alterity

Born relatively recently, the domain of imagology claims older roots,
which have revealed an interest in the analysis of the perception of the
Other, in terms of ethnic, religious or ethical origin. In the last three decades
of the last century, the analysis of the perception of the alien in host
societies (traditional or contemporary) thus gained the much coveted
scientific institutionalization if we look at Montesquieu‘s classical question
from a historical perspective: comment peut-on être Persan ?
Paradoxically, however, when the researcher studies the local‘s
perception of the foreigner, of the Other, as Jacques Derrida would say, he
does not, actually, examine the foreigner, but, indirectly, the local receptor,
who projects his own cultural pattern upon the foreigner, often creating an
imaginary foreigner, endowed with generalising attributes, with emblematic
qualities and stripped of those belonging to his own individuality. The result
is a categorization, a cliché-isation deeply rooted in the mentality and
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memory of traditional communities, whose conservative tendency is
revealed from this perspective as well.
From an anthropological point of view, in time, the perception of the
alien suffers mutations of emphasis, depending on the chronological
evolution and the interest in exotic, geographically distant societies. If, at
first, this field‘s researchers were fascinated with the effect of their contact
with the exotic, with the new geographic discoveries, populated with a
humanity frozen in time "just like at the beginning" (a romantic image,
dismantled later, after the intervention of the political and power factor in
the anthropological equation), later the course of the scientific approach will
restructure, by taking a 180-degree turn, towards their own cultures, to
which anthropological grids are applied à rebours, in asystematic and
systematized manner.
The years following the Second World War fully proved the viability
of academic predictions, as anthropology, faithful to the new dictum (exotic
no more!), returned home to re-activate a field of research insufficiently
cultivated – European traditional societies. The problem of the foreigner
proved an interesting research perspective, when related to this new
reference system. However, in order to comment on the dimensions of the
local-foreign ratio, one must start from the analysis of the group
experiencing the intrusion. Therefore, the double reference of the standard
group‘s mentality remains valid, in the sense of a variation in the indices
that measure the perception of the alien, on a scale whose extreme values
have been found in radical perspectives ever since the time of the ancient
Greeks – the rule of Homer and the rule of Herodotus.
A number of theoretical circumscriptions seem necessary. Thus, in
Christian Norberg-Schulz‘s perspective, we can establish hierarchies of the
individual and, more importantly, the community existential space, which
captures the man and his actions. According to hermeneutics, there are six
levels which make up this space: the level of the hands, the body, the house,
the rural/urban setting, the landscape and geography in the broad meaning of
the term. In the sense that interests us, however, the level of the house
structures the entire universe of the everyday world, as mundane receptacle
(Norberg-Schulz, 1980). Moreover, this perspective would be later
complemented by the proposed ordering of sociologist Alfred Schütz, who
put forward a ranking system based on the level of the world within actual
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reach, the world within potential reach, and the world within attainable
reach (Schütz, 2003).
In both hermeneutical equations, man is found in a form of
spatialisation of his own ordering, which is the house, where things are in
their place, after a pattern whose originality is, in turn, limited to
community custom. The phenomenon of grounding in the familiar occurs
here, a reference according to which both the alien/the overseas, but also
alienation are defined. All this is interesting because they are elements that
give rise to spatialisation, as an act of identity-building. Being locally from,
being a man of the place necessarily implies nativity, integration through the
practice of the native group‘s custom, a sign of recognition of membership.
In a different sense, in the case of the foreigner perceived as outsider,
as alien, we can speak of a certain tension that sets in between proximity
and distance, equivalent to attraction and rejection, both related the
referential system that is the core of the house as a home, as a form of
personalization of the place, a form of civilizing imprinting, following the
pulling out of the ―wild‖. The notion of ―home‖ is configured in these terms, no
longer reduced to a strict form of housing, specific to the proto-civilizing stage,
but extended to perceptual dimensions doubled emotionally, to a way of being.
The system thus obtained proves, consequently, the expression of a
space that is re-configured but manages to express the individuality, taste
and convenience of the owner, the household universe reflecting this entire
complex in which things have their own place and the foreigner cannot find
this very place – a ranking and justifying criterion for his presence in the
im-personal space:
“Departure from the environments of coherence and clarity, which is
the house, means being faced with a plurality of directions and horizons that
determine behaviours and ideas different from our own, which become, in
this way, surprising” (Mihali, 2001: 99), at the same time defining the
ambiguous condition of the foreigner, baffling through its deviation from
the norm of the centre.
From an anthropological perspective, the analytical approach of the
relationship
identity-otherness
regards the
(implicitly spatial)
representations, followed by their effects on the collective imaginary,
traceable in the literary image as well. One of the best known French
imagologists (alongside Gilbert Durand and Jean-Marie Carré), Daniel
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Henry Pageaux also agreed that ―any image results from the awareness‖
of―a self in relation to the other, a here inrelation to somewhere else‖.
Therefore, “imagology leads the researcher to a problematic
crossroads where literature meets history, sociology, anthropology, among
other humanistic sciences and where the image tends to be particularly
revealing for the functioning of an ideology (racism, exoticism, for example)
and, moreover, for social imaginary" (Pageux, 1986)
Related to the culture of the ancient Romanian society generally and
to the forms of spatial representation, in particular, the problem of the
notional play upon identity/alterity finds a fertile field of investigation,
flawlessly exploited by Ernest Bernea in his essay ―Space, time and causality in
the Romanian people‖, which outlined the problem very eloquently:
„In the common mentality of the traditional village, the characteristics of the space
are various and profound and are especially active. Moving from one place to
another we will find individual features, which provide a wide range of values and
meanings. Man wears their imprint throughout the course of his life”, hence the
axiom according to which 'Native and Foreigner are terms that raise the question of
space‖ (Bernea, 2005: 43).

The same problem as before arises here, that of the placement
(location vs. displacement) of man in the setting, except now we are talking
about reference to a space of the territory type, which justifies identities
through (co) presence and revendication. One can thus recognise a
reciprocity of socializing of the identity type – what Harold Proshansky
called place identity, (Proshansky, Ittelson, Rivlin, 1970) and Abraham
Moles defined in terms of possession/ownership (Moles, 1972) –, between
the individual and the place he belongs to and, consequently, to whom it
belongs. In this way, geography turns into territoriality, topology glides
towards topography, finally becoming topos, through cultural imprinting.
As a metaphor for the social system, value and source of human acts,
as Moles established (Moles, 1972: 26), the space reveals a diverse
typology, plugged into the psychology and social relations specific to the
community. According to the same anthropologist, they generate more
categories, two of which prove extremely useful analytical tools in the
anthropological research of the space: home, as a place for exercising
ownership (private, par excellence), and away, as a similar space, but
distinguished by the fact that it‘s in the possession of another (Moles, 1972:
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47) Belonging to the second category or even to neither of them, the
foreigner automatically becomes suspicious for the social group of
reference, the result being the famous association foreigner-stranger,
abroad-strangeness, basically formulated in terms of territoriality. There are
two directions that can generate the phenomenon: the centrifugal movement
(from the original community towards another or towards the wider world),
and the centripetal (from the world/ another community towards the targeted
one), generating a typology which reveals the native and the foreigner, two
types that, , raise the question of space” in the vision of Ernest Bernea as
well. Referring to the community status of the latter, the Romanian
ethnologist noted:
„Our people‟s opinion of the foreigner is extremely conclusive for the significance of
location and the problem of space. The man who entered the village, coming from
elsewhere, no matter how much would stay, still remains a stranger. His integration
is almost impossible and if it is done, it is only formal, because he preserves the
characteristics of the place where he came from. His integration and adaptation are
a matter of nature, of substance, which he did not have in principle. Although he
may be a good man, in our traditional villages the foreigner is not welcome”
(Bernea, 2005: 43).

Thus is activated an old complex of the remote associated with evil
and non-value, which has been around starting with Herodotus‘ notations
about the Persians, structured as the premise of one part of Tzvetan
Todorov‘s research, in the volume On Human Diversity: Herodotus, in his
Investigation, describes the Persians in the following way:
„Among the other peoples, they respect, after themselves, their close neighbors, then
the latter‟s neighbors, and so on, according to the distance separating them; the
most distant peoples are for them the least worthy of respect: as they consider
themselves the most noble people from all points of view, the others‟ worth ranges
for them according to the rule in question and the most distant nations also seem the
most despicable” (Todorov, 1999: 243)

Far from the regional radicalization the ancient scholar discussed,
traditional Romanian mentality remains retractile in front of the foreigner
for conservative reasons. In addition, foreign presence is difficult to accept
because it‘s barely comprehensible, does not fall within the community‘s
mentality patterns, the code of ethics the core of which is the village
rejecting any outside element as impure. The cliché works especially in the
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case of one who abandons their household, their village, their own
community, in favour of a journey prone to all kinds of evil: ―Leaving one‘s
place (the village) is associated with the suspicion that will be hovering over
the one who wanders, who will be ranked as a foreigner, difficult to
assimilate within the community precisely because of these suspicions:, , If
he has left his own village, he‟s not a good sort.” (Chivu, 2008: 168), is said
almost invariably in the entire Romanian space. When questioned on the
same problem, Ernest Bernea‘s peasants manifest the same reluctance,
interrogatively, going as far as outward hostility:
„A foreigner is a foreigner and is not well seen, because he hasn‟t left for being a
good sort. Why has he come? Couldn‟t he stay in his own village? If he‟s left his
village, he‟s not a good man; and even if he is, people will still not be happy to see
him, for, you see, no one knows him, or his kin, or his place. And you see, people are
afraid!” or “A foreigner is under a cloud, as nobody knows what‟s inside him, what
seed he has in himself. A foreign man remains a foreigner, no matter what he does”
(Bernea, 2005: 44).

The stigmatization of the outsiders by the settled who are organised in
a community, as well as the commitment to the status of tolerated by the
former represented a research subject for sociologist and historian Norbert
Elias (in The Civilizing Process, a study that was apparently familiar to
Ernest Bernea), as well as The Chicago School of Anthropology, their
conclusions leading to the recognition of particular ways in which each
culture constructs a socialization process and relates the dislocated
individual to the group he joins.
The legal status of the foreigner formally integrated in the community
through family alliance also proves sensitive. In this sense, Paul H. Stahl talks
about several forms of resistance against intrusion, recorded in the old Romanian
law codes, including the refusal to sell properties from the village lands to those
who are not part of the community, preventing exogamy etc., because
„Being born in the village, belonging to one of its families, owning land to build a
house in the village are visible signs of community membership. All peasants make a
common effort to prevent foreigners from entering the community” (Stahl, 2000: 149).

There are, however, several ways to enter the community, detailed by
the ethnologist in the chapter "The native and the foreigner": becoming
related to one of the group members (through marriage or blood
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brotherhood), in which case ―they are integrated, an ancestor is invented,
one that is related to the ancestors of the group they want to enter and which
welcomes them‖; defeating the locals‘ right of pre-emption, by purchasing a
small estate etc. Each time, the imagological effect remains the same: the
foreigner, , is humiliated, has no rights in the local assembly and is always
reminded of his foreign origin‖ (Stahl, 2000: 205).
Interpersonal relationships established in the community also remain
conservative, being only slightly affected by the presence of the foreigner
devoid of identity through deterritorialization. The anthropological pattern
of the relations instituted among the group members, recently determined by
Susan Fiske, targets several levels of relationships, such as communal
sharing, instituted in the extended family, authority ranking, aiming at the
power ordering structures, equality matching, in relation with the elderly, and
market pricing, in commercial exchanges (Fiske, 1993: 155-164). These
relationship patterns are also visible in traditional communities, only here the
foreigner can only access them exceptionally and, in any case, with numerous
restrictions and prohibitions.
At another level of analysis, the presence of foreigners is thought to be
generating disturbance in the very balance of community relationships with
―the elements‖: ―A foreigner is under a cloud, as nobody knows what‘s
inside him, what seed he has in himself. (...) And if anything bad happens,
people will suspect him; a plague or drought, or who knows what. But the
man will not feel at ease, for he may be clean. It‘s better to stay in your
plac.‖ (Bernea, 2005: 44). Therefore, the one that is ―displaced‖ feels the
group‘s pressure/ oppression, not only attracting public condemnation, but
also generating magic practices, such as, for instance, the ones against the
plague, described by I. Aurel Candrea in Folclor medical român comparat
(Comparative Romanian Medical Folklore, 1999). In any case, dislocation
is considered a form of disorder, a break in ―the order‖, in the village
microcosm and the world.
Even more acute is the problem of foreign aggression when we‘re
speaking about invasion of the national space, the ballad series of the
invaders shaping, imagologically, an array of monstrously deformed or
burlesque figures, according to the same mechanism of European collective
thinking that imagined the savages of Columbus‘s new worlds having
Cyclops eyes, multiple limbs and dog heads, using imagination to
compensate for the distance to the unknown foreigner. In Romanian
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folkloric representations, the Arab is the type of the exotic foreigner,
coming from an unknown ―land‖, a fictional realm, disparaged through
distance, after the famous rule of Herodotus. Originally located in a place of
transit (the port of Brăila as an opening towards the enigmatic sea), the
foreigner is looked upon as a curiosity of nature, being charged with a
hybrid physiognomy, ichtio-human (Amzulescu, Kira). The character
becomes objectionable when he falls in love with Kira, showing signs of an
intention to uproot her out of the familiar space only to relocate her in a
distant and, consequently, according to the mechanics of folkloric
imagination, an ominous one. Following the girl‘s abduction, the foreigner‘s
condition is that of an evil agent, which fits the logic of Michel de Certeau,
according to whom the process of representation and reference to
territoriality frequently go hand in hand.
Insinuated or self-established abusively in the domestic territory, like
the most violent of the invaders, the Turks (less often the Tatars) are the
oppressive foreigners that arouse horror, generating resistance and, in turn,
giving birth to heroes such as Novac, Gruia, Balaban, Vâlcan, Marcu or
Corbac. The end of the confrontations between national heroes and invaders
is always the same – recover of lost territory and release of the enslaved
(Amzulescu, Gruia a lui Novac – Novac‟s Gruia). Territory repossession is
also done by ―people of the land‖, who seem to have grown out of the
substance of the Romanian topos, which provides them with an identity and
legitimates their actions (Amzulescu, Vâlcan). This is a space which is
overlapped by a profoundly national consciousness, a ―localized geography,
a chronography‖, as G. Vâlsan called it at the beginning of the last century
(Vâlsa, 1992: 36) to which contemporary anthropologist Vintilă Mihăilescu
adds the dimension of ―national geography and militans, somewhat in the
same manner in which Gusti spoke of a Romanian sociology and militans
(Mihăilescu, 2003: 181).
However a particular form of relationship with the foreigner reveals
an attitude which is completely different: the one endowed with the status of
a guest (thus temporarily present in the group) receives the entire
consideration and attention of the community, in keeping with ancient rules
of hospitality. Relocation for a limited period to another space is ruled by
family, trade, friendship or even coincidental ties, ascertaining the guest‘s
rights in the host‘s house and obligations on the latter‘s part, imposed by
custom. Moreover, setting in motion an anthropological type of thinking,
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Kant saw in this type of interpersonal relationship a way of reversing
possession of territory, which no longer belongs to the local, during the stay,
but the to the foreigner, being welcoming implies the foreigner‘s right to not
be treated with hostility on arrival in a certain territory. .
Home can become, in other ballads, a trap for the traveller, if the host
aims to deceive the foreigner, tempting him with immoral invitations. It is
the case of epic scenarios built around the motif of the, , unfaithful wife‖,
where the young man is introduced in the family space with hidden
intentions and then becomes the cheated man‘s guest, after the woman‘s
duplicity is proven (Amzulescu, Ienăşel cel frumuşel - Pretty Ienasel). What
is more than obvious here is a double significance of space, present in the
concept of ethos - habitation and morality, the premise of the study in the
philosophy of culture undertaken by Andrei Pleşu in Minima moralia.
Elemente pentru etică a intervalului (Minima moralia. Elements for an Ethic
of the Interval). The contemporary philosopher of culture noticed the
overlapping of values generated by this homonymy, associating the human
space adjusted as residence with a set of ethical standards that make it
possible for habitation:
„in Greek, the term ethos which formed the later term of “ethics” meant, among
other things, housing. The spatial and architectural component implied in this term
is essential, from our point of view, for a proper understanding of the moral law.
(...) The ethic is the adjustment of the world with a view to inhabiting it, it is the
establishment of a space in which the soul can feel as though it were at home. Moral
conduct is not, in this context, anything but the higher form of that “habitation”
(Wohnen), in which Heidegger saw man‟s earthly destiny” (Pleşu, 1994: 16).

The microcosm of the house thus becomes a melting pot which mixes
the tough substances of an ethic born at the level of community, any infringement
being reprimanded by the abused or the entire group. Individualizing,
„in our epic and so in the ballad as well, the Romanian‟s moral character is
illustrated as complex, flexible, consistent, with a strongly law-abiding nature – the
Latin temptation, according to Mircea Vulcănescu; shiny, even pompous, but also
indulged in thieving and machinations – the Byzantine temptation; pious, lascivious,
capable of exaltation and delicacy – the Slavic temptation etc.” (Chivu, 2008: 202).

However it may be, the traditional ethic code works, unwritten, both
in the case of sedentary location and also in that of the journey.
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A special situation is the one in which the foreigner is also seen enroute, but undertakes a dis-location that is required professionally, under a
strict temporal and spatial pre-established regime, such as transhumance. In
this case, as well, the shepherd is still regarded with reticence and his
removal from the ―foreign‖ grazing area is required, as if confirming one of
Constantin Rădulescu-Motru‘s beliefs, according to whom “in the depth of
the Romanian soul lies the belief that the native man is one with the land”
(Rădulescu-Motru, 1984: 530).
The foreigner who upsets, in the native‘s opinion, the order of the
community becomes the foreigner descended from another realm in
fantastic ballads. In Ardiu-crăişor, from Al. I. Amzulescu's anthology, for
example, the fairies that ravage the emperor‘s garden in the islet will trigger
a genuine chaos in the terrestrial world through their presence and actions.
The hero chosen to re-establish balance departs, in his turn, on a remedial
journey, uprooting himself and becoming the foreigner in the other
dimension. This form of dis-location is visible in the formula which
designates him and marks his non-membership: ―homeless Ardiu‖. It is only
by returning to his native territory that the hero will be able to ―settle down‖
and, implicitly, root a strong identity within the community by being
recognized as the emperor‘s successor and by his marriage to the fairy, now
entered into a terrestrial existential trajectory through motherhood and
especially through territorial affiliation (the kingdom).
Marriage to ―foreigners‖ is, however, very difficult to accept in
traditional society. The fantastic ballad does not betray this pattern of
mentality, refusing risky alliances. The group‘s strongly conservative
system remains valid in mythical imagery, where the foreigner-stranger is
firmly and often violently rejected (Amzulescu, Ăi trei fraţi cu nouă zmei –
Those three brothers with nine dragons). In such compositions we can find
reflexes of the relationships established between members of collectivist
cultures, in which the allocentric, to use the same term as contemporary
sociologist Harry Triandis (Triandis, Gelfand, 1990), acts with a view to
maintaining the cohesion of the (familial, social, etc.) group. As a result of
these mentality mechanisms being operational, the image of the foreigner is
altered, often developing into as grotesque and terrifying.
From the perspective of the anthropology of space, the problem of
perception and representation of the alien remains a fertile subject of
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reflection and research, nevertheless inevitably interfering with imagology,
in the sense assigned to the concept of image by Daniel Pageaux, as
„a representation of a cultural reality through which the individual or the group
who developed it (or is sharing or widening it) reveal or translate the cultural,
social, ideological space in which they are located” (Pageux, 1986: 200).

Because identity does not justify an existence in itself, but only in
relation to alterity, in an interaction which orders all investigative
endeavours they can be submitted to. Through such an interpretative filter,
the imagological perspective of the foreigner in Romanian traditional
culture proves rich, diverse and coalescent in categories of representation
dictated inevitably by reference to spatiality.
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Abstract:
Drawing heavily on archival research, the paper analyses the formation of the
discourse of socialist realism in Romanian post-war art. A questionnaire on socialist realism
to which a number of artists responded in 1948 provides an intermediate phase that brought
together more types of language and conceptions of art and reveals how the Soviet model
was grafted onto local interwar theories.
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In November 1948, the artists of the Syndicate of Fine Arts were
given an eight-point questionnaire on socialist realism in art. Although the
archives have preserved only forty-two completed questionnaires, it was
aimed at virtually all artists, who were at the time, almost without exception,
members of the syndicate, which was the only officially recognised form of
association for artists. The number of completed questionnaires is low, even
in comparison with the number of artists then living in Bucharest. Clues as
to the loss of the other (perhaps numerous) completed questionnaires do not
exist at present, although we may make the general observation that the
Syndicate‘s archives are scanty for the year 1948, the crucial year when the
communist regime was installed in Romania and radical changes took place
in every field. 1
1

One hypothesis worth taking into account is the alteration (of parts) of the archives
through erasure. Throughout its existence, the regime reworked its policies several times,
including its arts policies, denying or passing over in silence rules, actions and decisions
taken previously and as such archival documents that might have revealed contradictory
approaches would have been inconvenient. Along with other thinkers, Jacques Derrida saw
a close dependence between control of the archives/memory and political power. Likewise,
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In the arts, such major changes took place mainly in the ways in which
exhibitions were organised and in the system of acquisitions. The Flacăra
(The Flame) exhibition in the spring of that year coincided with the annual
State Exhibition, an event under even stricter control, which was thenceforth
to replace the traditional Salon. Together, the two exhibitions played the
role of configuring a type of relation between artists and the state, in which
the latter became the sole patron and purchaser, while at the same time
monopolising art exhibitions and artists‘ sociability. 2 In this context, the
questionnaire is all the more interesting, given that it came on the eve of the
annual Exhibition, as a kind of theoretical test prior to the practical examination.
Although we have no definite quantitative picture of the questionnaire,
and therefore cannot use it in standard quantitative research, 3 the answers
include variations wide enough to give us an idea of the artists‘ knowledge
and their modes of expression. In addition, through corroboration with other
research, also partly archival, they fill out the picture of the changes that
were taking place in the arts system after the installation of the communist
regime. Their exceptionality does not necessarily derive from the rarity of
archival documents from the turbulent and epochal year 1948, but, above
all, from the discursive form of the answers given, which shows us one
phase in the process whereby the language of totalitarianism took control,
not only as a vehicle of ideology, but also as a means of producing reality.
The newspeak, la langue de bois, ―repairs the ‗weak links‘ of the real world
the archives might be irremediably governed by a ―death drive‖ associated with destruction
and aggression: ―Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression‖, in Diacritics, Vol. 25, No. 2
(Summer, 1995), pp. 10-13.
2
For changes to the exhibition system in 1948 see Irina Cărăbaş, ―Ultimul Salon sau prima
expoziţie invizibilă a realismului socialist‖, in: De suo‟ maniera et de su‟ aria. Studii în
onoarea Ancăi Oroveanu, R. Demetrescu, I. Măgureanu, I. Cărăbaş (eds.), Bucharest,
Unarte, 2012, pp. 130-143.
3
Forty-three questionnaires are kept in the Syndicate of Fine Arts (S.F.A.) collection of the
National Central Historical Archives Service (SANIC: Serviciul Arhivelor Istorice
Centrale), file 57. If we give credence to a document from August 1948 (SANIC, Central
Committee of the Romanian Communist Party collection, Agitation and Propaganda
Section, f. 219), ―processing‖ of artists could bring together as many as 100 people.
Likewise, we know the number of the Artists‘ Union members in 1950 (181 full members,
130 interim members) and if we suppose that the number was equal or less (up until 1948
the majority of artists had jointed the F.A.S. given financial and residential constraints),
then around 20% must have answered the questionnaire. But such a calculation remains just
a simple hypothesis.
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and inserts its wooden categories therein; in parallel, it allows the darning of
the tears brought about by the reality of the ideological net, which must
always be intact, lest it unravel completely. Wooden language ensures the
constant re-adjustment and re-updating without which the ideology would
lose its virulence and impact on the world. ‖4 From this point of view, the
answers of the forty-three artists differ from the standardisation of the
official texts and also the rhetoric of the 1950s, the codified, ossified
language of which it is difficult to make any sense beyond the set phrases of
propaganda. Even when the artists spoke (gave speeches, wrote articles), the
authorial voice was absent, and their discourse merely repeated the clichés
about the need for art‘s ideological engagement, about knowledge of the
contemporary reality, about the artist‘s fundamental task, about the struggle
against formalism, and so on. If we compare the completed questionnaires
from 1948 with the template for identifying wooden language put forward
by Françoise Thom, 5 the result is rather ambiguous. Even if we encounter
certain specific syntactic and lexical structures, the general impression is
that these are drawn from the ―bibliography, ‖ from what the artists have
learned or been taught, and that there are a number of fissures between the
discourse and its emitter. Unlike in the 1950s, the questionnaire reveals a
language in the course of development, which has not yet become wooden
language, a discourse based on notions yet to be assimilated, which are
often articulated artificially, illogically and, in many cases – perhaps
unwittingly – discontinuously connected to the individual‘s intellectual
culture. Undoubtedly, the artists knew what was expected of them and
complied, but the control of the discourse proves to have been more lax than
we might be tempted to believe today. Even if the texts written by the artists
have many similarities, betraying the same sources, they remain
fundamentally different, allowing individual voices to be heard. ―Deviation‖
from the wooden language which contradicts the expectations we
retrospectively place on the discourse about socialist realism does not mean
that the answers were not accurate or that the general theory of socialist
realism had not been assimilated in a minimal or more thorough way,
depending on the case. In the majority of cases we can detect caution or
aloofness, but this also combines with a de-localisation of the realities
4

Françoise Thom, Limba de lemn, Bucharest, Humanitas, 2005, p. 83. For the Romanian
space, see Limba de lemn în presă, Ilie Rad (ed.), Bucharest, Tritonic, 2009.
5
Françoise Thom, op. cit., pp. 41-80.
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denoted (for example, ―the people, ‖ ―the working class, ‖ ―socialist
changes‖, more often than not, do not seem to be rooted in any time or space
and are certainly not realities in whose service the artist places himself).
Nevertheless, it may be said that the ―school for cadres‖ had been effective
in ―raising the ideological level, ‖ to use a phrase from the period.
Even if what was most at stake was the artistic practice within whose
sphere the most important negotiations were to be carried out, with a view
to defining socialist realism in local terms, the discourse and the
assimilation of the verbal language of socialist realism and the structures of
the wooden language were also to become increasingly important for artists.
Dimitrios Demu, the author of the Stalin monument in Bucharest, recounts
in his memoirs the ready-made speeches handed to artists at various
conferences, in which they were required to take part and which ultimately
had a pedagogic effect, that is, they transformed artists into perfect orators,
capable of producing similar speeches themselves. 6 The socialist realist
artist had to combine artistic and discursive practices, both of which were
signs of his engagement, particularly within the delimited and ritualised
framework of art institutions.
On the other hand, the connexion between verbal (or rather literary)
and visual language had depended on the definition and function of socialist
realism ever since it was invented in the U. S. S. R. Its norms and discourse
were configured firstly within literature with a literary aim, and only
thereafter were they translated and partly adapted to the visual language.
The birth of socialist realism was regarded as having taken place at the
Congress of the Unions of Soviet Writers in 1934, at which Maxim Gorky
and Andrei Zhdanov, then the general secretary of the Central Committee of
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, both gave speeches containing
solely references to literature. Although they did not define socialist realism
with any clarity or provide any instructions for its application, excerpts from
their speeches were quoted countless times (including in our questionnaire)
until all sense of context and author was lost. Zhdanov spoke of socialist
realism as a method of literature and literary criticism, whose task was the
ideological transformation and education of the working class, 7 a
6

Dimitrios Demou, Le sourire de Staline, Paris, Editions Universitaires, Jean-Paul Delarge,
1977, pp. 183-184.
7
―From Andrei Zhdanov‘s Speech‖, in: Russian Art of the Avant-Garde. Theory and
Criticism 1902-1934, John E. Bowlt (ed.), New York, Thames and Hudson, 1988, p. 293.
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memorable, albeit elusive expression that was to give way to debates about
style. As a result of these founding debates, socialist realism was defined
through a sum of concepts and, more often than not, through negation,
through concepts of what it was not, thereby creating a closed system in
which each term referred to its opposite. The absence of any generally
accepted stylistic characteristics (within the limits of a figurative art mainly
based on classical drawing skills, along with other classical methods)
allowed it to be altered in time and space. As such, the artistic production of
the socialist countries adapted to a local form the Soviet model, which itself
underwent a continuous process of metamorphosis. Analysing the
complicated relationship between verbal and visual language, it is possible
to distinguish at least two incompatible situations. Although the same
discourses and the same demands seem to govern literature and art in equal
measure, the languages remain distinct and artistic practice is defined
separately through its own means; genres, artistic subjects and stylistic
formulas are established not only through verbal discourse, but also through
a series of evaluations of the art object at the institutional or exhibition
level. Having undergone multiple assessments by guidance committees or
exhibition juries, model works were promoted by means of prizes, repeated
citation, and reproductions in the press and other publications, and their
impact must have been at least as persuasive as verbal arguments. In any
event, precisely due to the uncertainty of the concepts and stylistic formulas,
the visual language required the verbal language in order to create a context
for the representation, in order to argue that the representation was of a
quality sufficient to allow it to be declared an example of socialist realism.
The simultaneous functioning of the two languages explains, for example,
why works by interwar masters, who had altered their stylistic register only
to a very small degree, were accepted in exhibitions held in Romania in the
1950s. Viewed from such an angle, the 1948 questionnaire on socialist
realism records a transitional phase in the convoluted relations between
verbal and visual language that were established after the advent of socialist
realism, a phase that allows us to observe the ways in which it was
constructed and the mechanisms whereby it functioned.
The respondents to the questionnaire that is the starting point of this
article were artists of every generation and category: artists trained at the
turn of the century, who accumulated experience and renown in the interwar
period; artists famous at the time, but who have been overlooked by
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subsequent historiography (many of them having left all too few traces);
artists trained in the inter-bellum period; and, to a lesser extent, younger
artists. It should be noted, however, that the artists who held high-ranking
positions in the Ministry of the Arts (Lucian Grigorescu, Maximilian
Schulman) or in S. F. A., where it seems the artists completed the
questionnaire (president M. H. Maxy and other leading artists, such as Boris
Caragea, Zoe Băicoianu, Iosif Cova, and Alexandru Ciucurencu), are not to
be found among the respondents, nor are the younger artists whose meteoric
rise began in that period, such as Ștefan Szönyi and Titina Călugăru (both of
whom went on to win prizes at the annual State Exhibition, first held in
December 1948). The only members of the S. F. A. leadership that
completed the questionnaire were the sculptors Mac Constantinescu and Ion
Jiga. Other well-known artists, some of whom had problematic or nebulous
situations, give some of the most interesting answers: Adam Bălţatu, Oscar
Han (purged from the S. F. A. in 1945), Samuel Mützner, Ion Jalea (expresident of the Corps of Plastic Artists, an organisation set up by the
Ministry of Culture during the war to take the place of the Syndicate),
Dumitru Ghiaţă, and Eugen Ciucă. They were joined by young artists who
went on to become famous, such as Brăduţ Covaliu, Eugen Popa and Tia
Peltz, and the all-but-unknown Veturia Sonea, Elena Anton and Ion Pană.
The questions were as follows:
1. What do you understand by socialist realism in art?
2. What would be the most effective means of eliminating formalism?
3. What role does romanticism play in socialist realism and how
would you define that romanticism?
4. According to you, what are the subjects of socialist realism?
5. What technique would be most suited to achieving socialist realism?
6. What difference do you find between socialist realism and
bourgeois realism?
For each question I have selected the most various answers, which
capture the plurality of the artists‘ voices and attitudes. Another interest
guiding the selection was connected with my wider research interests in how
modernist formats and interwar artists adapted to the arts system imposed by
the communist regime. This explains the recurrence of names such as Mac
Constantinescu, Oscar Han and Adam Bălţatu in the commentary on the
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questionnaires, but the overall aim was to present the most diverse
discourses possible.
On the first question, which asked for a definition of socialist realism,
most of the artists state only that the notion of reality ought to guide art, a
notion they connect with sincerity, truth, and sometimes a knowledge and
observation of nature. Such characteristics of art were familiar to the artists
from a different context and with different visual results and were not
necessarily connected with realism in the strict sense. Sincerity towards
nature or observation thereof was part of the debate about modernity,
relating to the painting of Paul Cézanne, one of the most important models
for interwar Romanian art. Answers such as those of Ghiaţă, Mützner and
Han define socialist realism drawing on previous conceptions of art:
DUMITRU GHIAŢĂ: Every work of art should be conceived
according to an idea, this idea should contain a progressive social truth that
reflects the revolutionary transformations we are experiencing.
SAMUEL MÜTZNER: Socialist realism is the reality of life, the
expression of truth, it is understanding and love of nature in all its grandeur,
it is human psychology with all that is most characteristic, human, noble or
base about it.
OSCAR HAN: A realist is situated in nature and in social life as an
observer of reality, pursuing with objective sincerity the truth in its
scientific concreteness.
Of the same generation as the above three artists, sculptor Ion
Dimitriu Bîrlad seems to superpose the old idea of national art, according to
which there is a correspondence between the history, geography and
customs of a nation and its art, upon the contemporary imperative to create
art that reflected the present reality.
Since socialism aims at a new order in the life of a nation or a union of
nations, the new aspects of this life should also necessarily be reflected in
the art in question, because the art of a nation should be nothing other than
the most perfect image of its life, viewed from every angle and presented in
every aspect. Once the antiquated aristocratic and bourgeois mentalities
vanish from a country forever, it is natural also that the presence of such
mentalities should vanish from the art of that country. In this way, any
socialist reform should necessarily have a direct correspondent in the
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respective artistic creation, for only thus can a correspondence of positive
and fruitful situations be established.
Other artists propose a definition of socialist realism by pointing to its
militant, democratic and educative function, a method also found in the
official texts that clearly delineated the mission of art and the artist. In some
cases (Ana Vogel, Despina Ghinokastra), it is identified with
representational subjects related to the working-class, which shows not only
the assimilation of models, but also a pragmatic attitude.
During the course of 1948, the main concern of the arts system, which
was undergoing centralisation, was to reorient the subjects of art, as can
easily be observed if we read the catalogues of the official group
exhibitions, while postponing debates about style, the appropriate
representational means, and thematic diversity. The importance ascribed to
theme provides a conclusion to the strange answer given by Eugen Ciucă, in
which we find an artistic manifesto in the proper sense, which employs the
rhetoric of the avant-garde manifesto and lends the text a graphic look that
contributes to its meaning. Through this manifesto, which never entered into
official circulation, the artist constructs a kind of total answer to the questionnaire,
finding a textual equivalent for the militant nature of socialist realism:
Thus, S. R. in Art is achieved through the presence of MAN in his
everyday manifestations, in other words it is the ESSENCE OF THE IDEA /
socialism /, of the STRUGGLE and of the SUCCESS OF SOCIALISTCOMMUNIST REVOLUTIONISM, presented simply, meaningfully, just
as it is found in nature.
Socialist realism in art:
DOES NOT ELIMINTATE the plastic value gained / colour,
technique, etc.
DOES NOT REQUIRE any particular mode of expression
DOES NOT DEMAND a special kind of technical treatment,
BUT DOES DEMAND:
Images in which the preisence of the SOCIALIST ASPECT of the
theme should be resolved with as many plastic qualities as possible.
The militant spirit and the image of the artist as fighter also inspires
the answer of the unknown Veturia Sonea, whose text juxtaposes all the
concepts employed by the official discourse, from art‘s mission to ―convey
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reality‖ to the need for ―ideological content‖ and the act of ―transforming
the world.‖ Besides the author‘s intention to criticise some artists‘ lack of
responsiveness to socialist realism, the beginning of her answer betrays an
atmosphere full of confusion, on the one hand, and resistant to change, on
the other:
Countless times, in the plenaries of the plastic artists, the notion of
SOCIALIST REALISM has been defined and its role has been
demonstrated, but just as many times, in debates, there have been people
who either have not wanted or have not been ideologically prepared
adequately to understand where and how to apply it. This explains why even
today the subject is not on the agenda, because ultimately every artist has to
come to serve the cause of the present day through plastic means.
The second question follows on from the first, since socialist realism
and formalism define each other, the one being the negation of the other. In
the discourse of the period in which they actively functioned in the arts
system and in particular at the level of artistic practice, neither of the notions
had fixed boundaries, but their duality would never be abolished. In any
event, formalism belonged equally to the (bourgeois) past and to the present.
It demanded that the artist constantly struggle with himself, purge himself of
the residues of the past, of bourgeois art, of oppression, and so on.
Formalism remained art‘s ―enemy from within‖, as was reiterated in many
of the articles and speeches of the time, which artists could read in the press
or exhibition catalogues. 8 On the other hand, the general attitude towards
formalism remained equivocal, because the regime had long since begun a
campaign to attract prestigious artists and therefore only partly criticised
their artistic (modernist) forms. Artists also proved to be opaque to the key
notion of socialist realism for other reasons. The discourse of the period
labelled as formalists mainly the artists or movements that were not
necessarily admired or imitated by the interwar generations, such as Pablo
Picasso, Salvador Dali and the whole of the abstract art movement. The
position of the local avant-garde had been marginal in comparison with the
new classicism or impressionism. The critique of the avant-garde, to be
found in texts about socialist realism, reactivated and continued previous
8

See, for example, Marcel Breslaşu, ―Cuvînt înainte‖, in: Grupul plastic Flacăra
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disagreements and even in cases where impressionism or postimpressionism was included in the category of formalist art, the majority of
artists would have found it impossible to recognise themselves in features
such as antirealism, irrationality, anti-humanism, individualism, etc. 9 For
example, Adam Bălţatu, an impressionist painter whose declared model was
Nicolae Grigorescu, labels as formalist the movements that do not cover his
own art or that of most of his colleagues:
Studying all these [nature and states of mind] and seeking to express
them through lines, colours and forms, the artist will no longer be tempted
to juggle with lines and forms arising from the desire to bait using
representations that have no relation to great art, but are mere mental
inventions, plastic algebra or geometry, things that are in essence stale.
Picasso, Braque etc. and a part of the work of Cézanne. In brief, things
without content. In the representation of nature I do not agree to seek for
naturalism that denotes laziness of the eye and of the reason in relation to nature.
The placing of the avant-gardes and naturalism within the same
species as formalism repeats the contemporary official discourse, but also
the discourse of the local inter-bellum. On the one hand, the faults which
Bălţatu ascribes to the avant-gardes do not stick to the formula provided by
socialist realism, a few of whose elements I have listed above, but rather to
conceptions that crystallised in a completely different political and social
context. 10 On the other hand, the interwar artists who set themselves apart
from the strategies of the avant-gardes equally set themselves apart from
naturalism, regarding the two as opposite extremes. It is no wonder that
naturalism recurs in the answer of another artist who makes use of it in the
question regarding socialist realism. Whereas Bălţatu‘s way of putting it is
closest to what Şirato wrote – naturalism is a ―passive attitude towards
nature‖11 – in the case of Mac Constantinescu the references seem to have
shifted, since naturalism is here associated with excessive detail, along the
lines of Gorky‘s parable of roasting the hen, which he even quotes:

9
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Socialist realism in art must be active, dynamic, concentrated,
dedicated to the working class into which it is integrated and from which it
proceeds. In no case should socialist realism in art be confused with
―naturalism, ‖ which leads to photographic dilutions, to non-essential
details, therefore to the inexpressive. Gorky writes: ―We cannot roast the
chicken feathers and all…we have to learn to pluck the inessential feathers
of the fact, we have to know how to extract the meaning from a real fact. ‖
Thus, the majority of local artists did not feel that the critique of
formalism was aimed at them, and their answers reveal that, more often than
not, they equated it with superficiality. For this reason, many of the texts
propose that formalism be combated through study (Eugen Popa), in
particular study of drawing (an academic desideratum), sincerity, closeness
to the model (Brăduţ Covaliu), and even through the imagination (Marius
Copan). The more theoretical Mac Constantinescu alone proposes ―critical
combativeness, ‖ thereby lending formalism a meaning related not only to
form but also to content.
The question about the role romanticism is called upon to play within
the framework of socialist realism had a single prescribed answer, which is
the one that most of the artists also give. ―Revolutionary romanticism‖ and
the aim of inspiring art with the ability to make visible the future had their
origin in the aforementioned speech by Andrei Zhdanov and constituted one
of the famous dicta of socialist realism, which was to be repeated ad
nauseam in every kind of context, with or without mention of its source.
The artists were introduced to it indirectly and it is possible that they knew
of the expression ―revolutionary romanticism‖ without knowing its author.
The dose of romantic ideas regarded as necessary to the theory of
socialist realism raises the question of its temporality, a multidimensional
temporality in which past, present and future co-exist: socialist realism
borrows processuality from the general language, since it is called upon to
convey the transformations of the present with an eye to the future, to the
goal of those transformations, but it does so using means that belong to the
past. At the height of the Cold War, socialist realism appropriated the
classic European heritage (for example, the art of the Renaissance and
Rembrandt), which Western Europe was supposed to have rejected in favour
of anti-classical, dehumanised art.
References are rare in all the questionnaires (the theory of socialist
realism oscillates between impersonally expressed universality and prestige
accorded to leaders), and Zhdanov is mentioned just once, by the littleknown painter Elena Anton. Many historians have equated post-war
Stalinist culture with the decisions Zhdanov took in order to consolidate the
centralisation of the arts system. He was considered a cultural Stalin,
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synonymous with the tightening of cultural norms in the U. S. S. R. and
with imposing socialist realism on the Eastern Bloc states through brutal,
obtuse and all but absurd means of control. 12 Although a school for cadres
named after him was founded in Bucharest in 1948, possibly after his death
(31 August of that year), he was rarely to be mentioned in the discourse
about art, and the questionnaire was no exception. In fact, the works of the
much-feared A. A. Zhdanov were little translated in Romanian and only a
few of them made reference to philosophy or literature, such as the famous
criticism that led to the complete marginalisation of Ana Akhmatova and
Mikhail Zoshchenko, while the rest dealt with international politics. 13 His
extremely harsh criticism of the works of the two writers was taken as a
warning to the whole literary sphere and by extension to the arts in general,
thus setting the standard for methods of Stalinist censorship in culture.
Besides a few clues as to socialist realism proper, whose name is barely
mentioned, it contains themes from the famous speech of 1934. Despite the
importance of the verbal discourse within the framework of socialist realism
and the convention of quoting communist leaders as a means of argument,
the absence of publications by figures such as Zhdanov, who held an
extraordinary amount of power, is not necessarily inexplicable, but rather
points to the existence of a higher power, that of the arts institutions (such as
the artists‘ unions, annual exhibitions, institutes of the fine arts), whose
bureaucratisation and centralisation was the main strategy of Soviet and
Eastern Bloc cultural policy.
Without doubt, for the Romanian artists in 1948, ―revolutionary
realism‖ was more than just a memorable catchphrase, which explains the
very similar answers to the questionnaire, which, besides their militant
character, perhaps adjusted the demands of realism. Here, it is worth
mentioning Mac Constantinescu once again, who, without repeating the
cliché, lends romanticism a more general meaning:
12
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Our romanticism is the ―flame‖ eternally awake in the consciousness
of the working class on its road to progress.
Nevertheless, in some cases, ignorance of the ―revolutionary realism‖
topos apparently leads to an attempt to adapt general knowledge of the
history of art to the question. Based on the traditional opposition between realism
and romanticism, a number of artists deduce that the two cannot cohabit:
ION JALEA: Romanticism diminishes the realism in the art of socialist
realism. It predisposes to a utopian art and an unreal art and one devoid of any
expression of the life that ought to be lived engaged in struggle.
ELENA PESCARU: Romanticism has no role in socialist-realist art,
inasmuch as romanticism is opposed to reality.
The same question also gives rise to the old connexion between
romanticism and the cultivation of national character, a concept utterly
opposed to the internationalist discourse of the time. It is Ion Dimitriu
Bîrlad who makes this connexion, and he puts forward a similar
interpretative key in his answers to other questions:
Giving impetus to the existence of sentiment, custom, tradition and
national art and frontally tackling the native character of various
populations, romanticism might seem to be an artistic element connected
with the most perfect possible presentation of their characteristics in art.
Inasmuch as many of the respondents regarded themes linked to
labour as best defining socialist realism, the way in which the artists tackled
the fourth question is quite uniform and succinct. The subjects of socialist
realism are ―the new reality‖ (Eugen Popa) or quite simply the life and
activity of the working class. The uniformity of the answers shows that the
artists had understood what was expected of their artistic practice, and
namely, in the first phase, re-orientation towards themes in keeping with the
official discourse, and the simplest way of achieving this was by depicting
labour. Some answers borrow the official rhetoric, such as the answer given
by Benedictina Papadopol, which stands out as the only one that brings the
state into the equation of socialist realism. Art must select:
Subjects connected with social transformations in every branch of
activity in the new social order that the Romanian Workers‘ Part and the entire
working world seek to establish in the New Romanian People‘s Republic.
While after 1950, that is, after the establishment of the Artists‘ Union,
official lists of themes were put forward for artists, particularly with a view
to the preparation of annual group exhibitions, at the time of the
questionnaire subjects were probably passed on orally or via wall
newspapers, which were important channels of information and which we
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know to have existed at the S. F. A. Adam Bălţatu provided the following
list of themes in his answer to the fourth question:
The list might be endless. Road building, the electrification of the
villages, dyke building. Workers‘ outings. Mechanised agriculture. Factory
subjects. The family life of the workers. Scenes from the life of the artists.
Scenes from the historic struggle of the working class. I think that grand landscapes
are to be scorned, either, which could give a wider vision of our country.
The next question, on the technique appropriate to socialist realism,
represented just as stringent a problem as subject matter when it came to
artistic practice, but the answers are far from being unanimous, which shows
that in fact the topic had been neglected and somehow left up in the air. Nor
was it a topic that was tackled directly later, but the privileging (through
prizes, fees, commissions) of certain genres, techniques and sizes
established a kind of general formula of socialist realism. Thus, the most
widespread idea among the artists was that every technique could serve
socialist realism and that it was up to the individual artist. A similar
discourse can be found in the press, voiced by authoritative figures such as
Maxy, who published in Flacăra (a magazine closely supervised by the
Union of Artists‘, Writers‘ and Journalists‘ Syndicates, of which the S. F. A.
was a member), an article on artistic practice, which, he says, it is up to the
artist to choose: ―Each artist will discover for himself the technical means
required in order to realise his art, an art sure of its value and social content
– means that will elucidate most straightforwardly the expression of the
given content. ‖14
In the questionnaire, we find a number of succinct answers, such as
that given by Zambaccian, the only non-artist among the respondents.
Contrary to expectations, this does not set his questionnaire apart in any
way. He writes that:
The problem of realism is first of all a problem of content. Ciucă
likewise gives a succinct answer, but in the same avant-garde register as the
rest of his questionnaire:
It is NOT on technique that the SUCCESS of a subject is conditional,
just as the value of a POEM is not determined by grammar.
Some artists once again propose ―good craftsmanship, without
exaggerations‖ (P. Troteanu) or ―good, healthy drawing‖ (Tania Baillyare),
which have nothing to do with technique. Others intuit that socialist realism
redirects the means of representation towards academic values. One
14

M.H. Maxy, ―Cum să pictăm‖, in: Flacăra, 10, 1948, p. 5.
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unidentified artist gives the example of nineteenth-century Russian painting,
the only one to do so, although the example of Russian and Soviet art was
prevalent in the discourse and in reproductions. It is interesting that the
models he proposes do not come from contemporary art, from Soviet
socialist realism, but from its invented lineage: it must have been a matter or
personal choice or guidance to have preferred a gradual introduction of models:
The conscious artist will seek to achieve socialist realist art, will seek
to employ the most perfect means to achieve his idea without being afraid of
being accused of ―classicism‖ or ―academism‖, inasmuch as he knows that it is
precisely those who call themselves ―innovators‖ or ―revolutionaries‖ at any
price that are expressions of bourgeois decadence. Let us remember the works of
painters such as Repin, Vasnetsov and Surikov as our example and watchword.
Oscar Han also refers partly to formal means, but in the spirit of
modern classicism, which was specific to his sculpture and to an entire
movement in interwar Romanian art. He chooses a middle way based on an
interest in the concrete, in objectivity and truth, which also draws on
theories such as those of O. W. Cisek, to which Han and the whole Group of
Four were inextricably linked. In his answer, Han seems to speak entirely
for himself:
If by technique we understand craftsmanship, that is, the means of
expression, that is, the means of realisation through volume, form, line,
colour, then the most appropriate technique is that whereby such means
pursue plastic concreteness, with respectful objectivity towards the scientific
truth, without succumbing to the exaggerations on which the romantic
sentiment relies in the transfiguration of form or in the classical spirit that
renders form abstract or the spirit of impressionism that pulverises form.
Graphic artist Beca Rind gives an unusual answer in this context in
which artists sooner duck the issue of technique; she subordinates technique
(sooner understood as an artistic field) to socialist realism‘s mission to
educate the masses and for this reason defines it as public art (monuments,
decorative panels) or reproducible art (illustrations). Indeed, all these were
to play a major role in propaganda strategies, perhaps even more so than
artistic products intended for exhibitions or museums:
Socialist realism is by its essence art for the masses; for this reason,
the technique whereby plastic works are to be made should be the one most
suited to their penetration of the wider masses. The most suitable would be
frescoes, decorative panels, large-scale paintings, book and magazine
illustration, and monumental sculpture.
Painter Raul Lebel devotes more attention to this question than to any
other in the questionnaire, taking literally socialist realism‘s claim to truth, as a
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claim to scientific truth. He proposes no more and no less than laboratory
experiments to assist in the development of genuinely scientific techniques:
In a few words: any technique might be good on the condition that it
be a scientific technique, in the current sense of the word. If we had the
courage to carry out honest self-criticism, we would recognise that painting
is not based on any scientific technique, but only on a substratum of
empirical technique…This is why it is necessary to set up a physical-logical
optics laboratory in order for painters to be able to understand what light is,
what its relationship to colour and value is, and how all these are perceived
by the brain, since only from such an understanding will the sensation of
harmony and beauty result for all.
The differences between socialist realism and bourgeois realism,
asked for in the final question, entail exactly the same conceptual area as
that of the first two questions, related to the socialist realism/formalism
dichotomy. In general, the answers gravitate around subject matter, and the
opposition between the two consists in representation of the working class
or the absence thereof, in the case of bourgeois realism. The terms of the
opposition are almost never harsh or combative, and sometimes they are
completely non-ideological, such as static/dynamic (Adam Bălţatu, Ion
Dem. Demetrescu) or constructive/destructive (Despina Ghinokastra). More
problematic is the very notion of realism and which artists from the past might be
included within the category. Oscar Han excludes realism from art, which as a
corollary raises doubts about the existence of socialist realism itself:
In plastic art, some artists have sporadically created works of a realist
nature. I think that the problem has a far wider field to be researched in
literature, where bourgeois-realist works were created.
On the other hand, Samuel Mützner selects ―bourgeois‖ artists with
differing artistic styles, from seventeenth-century ―realism‖ to twentiethcentury impressionism, which he nonetheless does not discard, but includes
among the potential models for the present day.
To him, the opposition is sooner transformed into continuity, an
ambiguity that the official discourse also maintained: socialist realism was
presented as a new concept of art, one radical and different, but which
nonetheless sought its legitimacy in a past lineage (such as the nineteenthcentury Russian realists):
Realist artists such as Frans Hals, Vermeer, Chardin, and Courbet, or
Renoir and Monet (for the reality of light) and others have handed down to
us a painting of the highest order, but devoid of the drive that urges mankind
onwards to the lofty ideal of justice, humaneness and truth, to which all
proletarian humanity aspires. It is therefore our purpose to carry the banner
of the beautiful onward on the luminous path to Socialist Realism.
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Mac Constantinescu‘s answer to this final question is noteworthy from
at least two points of view. His answer consists in a simple transcription of a
quotation from the soviet scholar A. I. Sobolev, whose writings have been
probably used as textbooks, i. e. he replaces individual expression with an
official text, with an authoritative quotation:
In ―Leninist Theory of Representation and Art, ‖ A. I. Sobolev writes:
―… the artists of the past were not capable of providing a positive
programme, of showing by artistic means the real path that would lead to
the creation of the new socialist society. Only socialist realism is capable of
doing this, which has as its theoretical base the sole scientific conception of
the world, Marxist-Leninist philosophy. ‖
The quotation from the work by Sobolev, translated into Romanian
that year, 15 indicated the recommended sources, which were available to
artists. The questionnaire could have been filled in based entirely on a
reading of this short book. Where ideas can be recognised, the author is not
cited (with the exception of Mac Constantinescu‘s questionnaire) and we
may presume that they were drawn not from direct reading but from an
intermediate, probably oral, channel of information. Apart from Sobolev,
another work translated for the benefit of the artists‘ education, The
Decadence of Bourgeois Art by Vladimir Kemenov, 16 seems to have had
even a lesser impact, since its combativeness does not transpire in the
answers to the questionnaire, as is proven by the attitude towards the final
question in particular. The entire book was an answer to the question. The
fact that the answers are based not so much on reading as much as on
speeches relates to the conception of ―guidance‖ and ―ideological
elevation‖, which were eminently collective and anchored in multiple types
of institutional practice.
The questionnaire itself should be understood from the perspective of
institutional practice and functions. The S. F. A., in whose archives the
questionnaire dossier is to be found, had a monopoly on the social life of
artists in 1948 (other groups and associations had been outlawed), as well as
on artistic recognition. Membership of the Union exempted artists from the
large taxes levied on freelancers after 1945, and this forced them into
membership and gave them, at least in some cases, access to living quarters,
studios and canteens, which were vital benefits immediately after the war.
The Syndicate mediated some commissions and, above all, relations with
the Ministry of Arts. It became responsible for implementing rules, which,
in the first phase, related not so much to art as to artists. Not only did art
have to be addressed to the collective, but also its production had to gain
collective authority. Attendance of meetings, reading groups, and
15
16

See note 10.
Idem
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conferences became an integral part of the arts activities centralised by the
Syndicate and its successor, the Artists‘ Union. In collaboration with the
Union of Artists‘, Writers‘ and Journalists‘ Syndicates, the ministry, and the
Agitation and Propaganda Section, the offensive to collectivise the arts was
augmented in 1948 with new strategies of which ideological education of
artists was a major part. Whereas until then the relationship between the
regime and artists had been more circumspect, once the communists gained
complete power, things changed. In this context, the questionnaire
represents the close of an initial phase, in which art was reoriented towards
socialist realism. At the beginning of that year, the education system had
only just been overhauled and the task seemed difficult, as Nicolae Moraru
himself said in a meeting of the Agitation and Propaganda Section:
But the level in regard to assimilation of Marxism-Leninism in art is
quite low. … This is why, with the greatest keenness, the question arises as
to creating a Party seminar for people in art. Not a school for cadres in the
proper sense. Something wider, more mobile. Great care needs to be taken in the
labour of educating artists. In order to ensure greater ideological vigilance and at
the same time in order to change the spirit of people of art. 17
If that was how things stood at the beginning of the year, by August
Nicolae Moraru was able to declare satisfactory results, 18 which cannot be
read without a trace of doubt, however. The task of putting into practice the
school for cadres fell to the Union of Writers‘, Artists‘ and Journalists‘
Syndicates and then the S. F. A. The archives of the S. F. A. preserve
proposals for plenaries and lectures on arts topics, to be given by art
historians Radu Bogdan, Ion Frunzetti and Ionel Jianu, 19 and other topics
straight from the school for cadres, such as ―the history of the Bolshevik
Party‖ and ―dialectical materialism. ‖20 As in the case of the questionnaire,
which was also imported from the education system for cadres, we do not
know how large attendance was at such meetings, how the artists reacted to
them, and whether or not they were required to attend. Taking an overall
look at the questionnaire, which also elicited many superficial or completely
inappropriate answers, we tend to believe that the artists were required to
have minimal knowledge and/or there were means of avoiding the
ideological discourse. In any event, the same as meetings and conferences,
17

S.A.N.I.C., Central Committee of the Romanian Communist Party collection, Propaganda
and Agitation Section, file 6/1948, p. 24.
18
Ibidem, file 9/1948, p. 219.
19
S.A.N.I.C., S.F.A. collection, file 23, p. 58: Radu Bogdan ―will talk about the social
elements of life, ‖ Ion Frunzetti about the Modes of Realism; Ion Jianu about Realism in the
Evolution of Art.
20
S.A.N.I.C., S.F.A. collection, file 37, p. 11 verso. It may be supposed that the topics were
presented by various artists and then debated in the discussion groups.
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the questionnaire was a collective exercise, a pedagogical strategy in itself,
quite apart from a test of knowledge. The guidance meetings, the
conferences and plenaries, were to become constant events in artists‘ lives,
whereas the questionnaire, as far as the archives are able to tell us, seems to
have been unique. Although none of the artists completed the questionnaire
with any subversive intent, the answers contained expressions and opinions
that had nothing to do with the official discourse. The questionnaire is
therefore valuable from a number of points of view: firstly, it reveals the
process whereby the wooden language came into being, but at an
intermediate phase that brought together a number of types of language; and
secondly, it brings together a number of conceptions of art and points to
how socialist realism was grafted onto local theories from the previous
modernist period. Likewise, the questionnaire, understood as an institutional
practice, reveals the importance of the art institutions to the socialist realism
that they implemented and maintained. From the artists‘ answers we cannot
draw any clear definition of socialist realism, which is not solely due to their
disinterest or confusion in the face of political pressure, but also to the fact
that it was not so much a style or theory and more a means whereby the arts
functioned under the communist regime.
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Abstract:
The Russians communist theoreticians have assigned an important role for the
cinema -one of the propaganda vectors. Easy to understand, spectacular and glamorous had
all the right attributes to convey the message of a new world. In this set up, the role of the
female characters, divas had their well-defined place. This paper will present the powerful
story of feminine heroism during the war, a heroism inspired by the admiration for a
fictitious character. In this endeavor I will travel in time and present the building pillars of
the story and its impact with the public at the time.
Keywords:
Manipulation, communism, cinema, divas, war heroine.

Sweet, dainty or powerful and mysterious, the Eastern Divas, stars of
the socialist cinema were powerful means of propaganda. Female heroes but
also female objects played a role in the direct or concealed manipulation
meant to design a wishful reality, a dream both beautiful and necessary.
They were part of the sugar swallowed along with the bitterness of
sacrificing the present for the higher purpose of a bright future.
But how did it all begin?
In order to identify a pattern, the fabric that served as basis for the
multiple facets of the female characters of the Eastern cinema, we will start
with an excerpt of the Communist Manifesto.
Leveraging the Disenchantment Theory that derides Middle Ages‘
chivalry as well as the religious concepts, it states on page 17, paragraph 4:
―The bourgeoisie has torn the veil of sentimentality that pertained to the family
relations and reduced them, to a mere money relation. ”

Later, on page 36, paragraph 6
―The bourgeois sees in his wife a mere instrument of production.”
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Once these allegations were charged, a commitment was also made:
communism will provide equality, a partnership between man and woman.
These basic concepts are to be found in Eastern cinematography
where the woman would rather be seen as a fellow, partner and comrade
than as an object of desire.
The rising of the new man signifies to some extent the rising of the
new woman. Since she constitutes a crucial element of the Bolshevik
propaganda, this new woman must therefore be defined and positioned
within society. She must be removed from her dim cottage and brought to
the city, socialized and once integrated in the new social order she can
evolve, she can become a manager, a union leader, she can set an example
of firmness and altruism. The women are cast as active characters which
struggle, pursue, succeed, sing and understand the nature of things.
Every possible facet and especially that of the battlefront heroine is
developed in the soviet movies of the early communist era. Overall, there is
a noticeable prevalence of strong and determined female characters.
Was it all planned? Are we able to grasp the history of an epoch
through its movies?Acknowledging the power of visual image, Lenin has
stated that ―of allththe arts, for us the cinema is the most important!‖
On the 12 of July 1923, in the Pravda newspaper Leon Trotsky
published a study entitled ―Vodka, the Church and the Cinema‖. The
triumph of the working class – eight hours of work, eight hours of sleep and
eight hours of leisure – has radically changed the life of the working man
and has established the foundation for cultural development. An adult can
be defined through the way he spends his free time, the same way a child
can be analyzed and his character revealed by playing.
Trotsky too defines cinema as a perfect weapon that inflicts itself with
an unprecedented speed, being at the same time as popular amongst the
proletarians in big cities as were the breweries and the churches. Further, he
describes this new passion as a lasting one, well rooted in the man‘s innate
necessity for entertainment:
―[…] the desire to see something new and improbable, to laugh, to cry not for
oneself – but because of other people‟s misfortune. The cinema gratifies these
demands in a very straight, visual, scenic and vital manner, without requiring
anything in return, not even to be literate. ‖

This weapon can be used by any kind of propaganda, be it against
alcohol or against the Church. Trotsky saw the Church as a less important
enemy than the vodka, for which he recommended prohibition. He explains
the relation between the working class and the Church by means of tradition
and need for drama and distraction and he recommends an indirect
confrontation, a gradual detachment:
―In church only one drama is performed, and always one and the same, year in, year
out; while in the cinema next door you will be shown the Easters of heathen, Jew,
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and Christian, in their historic sequence, with their similarity of ritual. The cinema
amuses, educates, strikes the imagination by images, and liberates you from the need
of crossing the church door. The cinema is a great competitor not only of the tavern but
also of the church. Here is an instrument which we must secure at all costs!‖

Ten years after the publication of this essay, in 1934, the movie
―Ceapaev‖ was released. I would propose it as an example, as it was famous
enough for the eastern audiences, and not yet historically out-of-date.
Moreover, there is a true story related to this film that perfectly illustrates
the manipulative power of the cinema.
Its subject depicts a Russian Civil War event, obviously set through
the eyes of the winners. It is directed by the brothers Georgi and Sergei
Vasilyev. Dogmatic, oversimplified – the white officers are voracious and
shady and the partisans heroic and honest – the entire film tries to formally
observe the historical truth, also by shooting in the actual locations where
the events took place.
* Vodka, The Church and the Cinema‖. Pravda 12 July, 1923

Ceapaev film poster

The two brothers and directors were initially documentarians
specialized in reconstruction of actual events. And the movie is touched by
the same attention to detail, with the addition of a simulacrum of a plot, a
decent directorial treatment and a female presence.
But who is she, the heroine?The character, a young country girl, close
to the partisans gathered around commander Ceapaev, during a battle where
her friends are visibly outnumbered decides to grab a gun from an injured
fellow and to start fighting along, with courage and
determination.
Performing: Vera Myasnikova, an actress born on the 5th of October 1900,
which at the time of the shooting was married to the director Sergei Vasilyev.
Georges Sadoul also mentioned the sequence illustrated above, where
the heroine is taught to use the machinegun by Petka (Ceapaev‘s deputy),
underlining the sexual tension built between the two protagonists. A natural
gesture and the glimpse of desire in a sterile environment, has clearly a
heightened power.
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The man – Leonid Knit, actor specialized in soldiers‘ roles, The
woman – Vera Myasnikova.
In the pursuit of finding stories about this actress, we have discovered
the influence that her character, Anka, had over the audiences, thus
additionally motivating our choice of exemplification.
And so we found Nina Onilova, born in 1921 from Ukrainian parents
and raised in an orphanage in Odessa from the age of 8. At 13, while still in
the orphanage, Nina benefits from a visit to the cinema. Witnessing this new
invention for the first time, she is mesmerized by the movie Ceapaev.
Her destiny is now outlined. Nina wishes to become a machinegun
operator. At 18 she begins working in a textile factory, but enrolls as well
for paramilitary trainings, as did Myasnikova, her favorite character. When
USSR is invaded in 1941, she voluntarily joins the army and takes part in
the battles defending Sevastopol, and gets to fight in the native village of
Myasnikova. She gets to destroy two German tanks, but is seriously injured.
Before going into the battle, as an incentive and in order to disperse
her fear, she writes a letter to the actress. Nina tells Myasnikova that she
will defend her village, that being an orphan she doesn‘t have a family of
her own, so the whole Russia can be her relative. She therefore chooses to
relate to and to defend those in Myasnikova‘s village. Wounded, she is sent
to the hospital, with the unfinished letter by her chest.
Next we will exhibit a facsimile of the letter, the way it was published
in the volume ―Fallen heroes are speaking‖ with testimonies collected by
Alexandr Borschchahivsky.
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ПИСЬМО КОМАНДИРА ПУЛЕМЕТНОГО
РАСЧЕТА ГЕРОЯ СОВЕТСКОГО СОЮЗА Н. А.
ОНИЛОВОЙ
Февраль 1942 г. 1

Original letter
facsimile

Настоящей Анке-пулеметчице
из Чапаевской дивизии, которую
я
видела
в
кинокартине
«Чапаев» 2. Я незнакома вам,
товарищ, и вы меня извините за
это письмо. Но с самого начала
войны я хотела написать вам и
познакомиться. Я знаю, что вы
не та Анка, не настоящая
чапаевская пулеметчица. Но вы
играли, как настоящая, и я вам
всегда завидовала. Я мечтала
стать пулеметчицей и так же храбро сражаться.
Когда случиласьвойна, я была уже готова, сдала на
«отлично» пулеметное дело. Я попала — какое это было
счастье для меня! — в Чапаевскую дивизию, ту самую,
настоящую. Я со своим пулеметом защищала Одессу, а
теперь защищаю Севастополь. С виду я, конечно, очень
слабая, маленькая, худая. Но я вам скажу правду: у меня
ни разу не дрогнула рука. Первое время я еще боялась. А
потом все прошло... 3 Когда защищаешь дорогую, родную
землю и свою семью (у меня нет родной семьи, и поэтому
весь народ — моя семья), тогда делаешься очень храброй
и не понимаешь, что такое трусость. Я Вам хочу
подробно написать о своей жизни и о том, как вместе с
чапаевцами борюсь против фашистских. .

In simple words, Nina confessed that she knows now the differences
between a character and an actor ―I know now that you are not really Anka,
but your acting was so real that it inspired me to fight for Sevastopol,
specifically in the Ceapaev partisan division‖. Nina Onilova, the young
Ukrainian dies in the hospital and doesn‘t get to meet her idol, although she
meets eternal glory.
Vera Myasnikova was followed by a horde of actresses, some of them
more beautiful or more talented, but due to her influence over Nina, the
orphan hero, she gets to hold a leading place inside the communist stardom.
Throughout the years, once the socialist realism starts fading away,
the profile of these heroines gets more and more refined, acquiring blaze
and gaining additional nuances. A lot of talented divas were born and
evolved, influencing and casting their fascination over entire generations,
but the reward was never again paid in human life.
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Abstract:
A Tale of a Tub resembles a ‗puzzle‘ in which the structure of the book, the allegory,
the satire, the unknown and even the identity of the real author are united into a single
element, waiting to be revealed. These characteristics of the book make it possible for the
author to build a satire targeting a wide variety of aspects taken from everyday life. The
article aims at revealing the way Swift characterizes Peter, Martin and Jack by analyzing
their language and the narrator‘s descriptions. It points out the similarity each of the
younger brothers has with the oldest brother, despite their claims and efforts to appear very
different from him. Swift‘s attitude towards them is also highlighted as an indicator of the
way the reader should judge these characters.
Keywords:
Individualization, device, awareness, satire, allegory, Swift.

Introduction
What makes Jonathan Swift‘sA Tale of a Tuban important
achievement is the variability of the allegory, present throughout the entire
story. A meaningful part of the writer‘s style, this rhetorical device at the
core of his literary work, can be considered as a means exploited by Swift
with a view to pointing out the use of pedantic vocabulary, selfishness,
different forms of deceit, etc. These characteristics of the book make it
possible for the author to build a satire which targets a wide variety of
aspects taken from everyday life. In the same context, it is worth mentioning
that a prominent role and a meaningful part of the multitude of hidden
messages, which, very often, substitutes the allegory, in this book, is played by
various deviations from the topic, carried out by the author and his narrator.
The complicated structure and the existence of various topics
overlaying each-other comprise an important prominent feature, very useful
for creating allegory, irony and satire on different disturbing phenomenaof
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the time. Beside the satiric attack on the religious practices of the church,
one of the main topic of this book remains the latter‘s continuous distancing
from the truth, which gradually immerses man in perpetual delusion. Eager
to undertake actions which are against their father‘s will, the three brothers,
Peter, Martin and Jack, fail to resist the temptation and constantly refine
their argumentative abilities, with a view to pursuing their passions, up to
the point when their capability reaches the highest level and they manage to
concoct a way out of the will, which would allow them to make changes and
add various ornaments to their coats.
Another recurring elementin the book is the incongruity between what
the ‗modern author‘, as the narrator of the book, wants to convey and the
way he expresses it. The reader often encounters different opinions declared
by the modern author, conveyed in thoroughly formal language andelevated
speech, which time after time is either used in formal contexts or is
interrupted by inappropriate, low register elements. Moreover, this very
same discrepancy between the different registers of language used by the
narrator makes up another form by means of which the author highlights the
pretended formality of the narrator, the lack of his general background and
the stability of his personality.
The element of discrepancy, similar to that of deviations, is observable
at two different levels. The writer utilizes the former not only in different
speeches with a view to pointing out the negative features of the narrator,
but also as a special powerful device. Inaddition to this, even though he is
an adherent of the simple style of writing, the language particular to this
work remains hard to follow. The intermingling of various lexical fields,
neologisms, puns and the overuse of Latinisms, added to the cunning use of
the graphical elements, imbues the text with a plurality of enigmatic
crosslinks, filled with valuable messages. The transmission of the latter would
have been impossible if they had been formulated in a more direct way.
The story of the three brothers remains, essentially, different from the
other topics pursued by the writer and easier to understand. Martin
himselfcan be considered as a reflection of this topic. 1 Besides the drastic
change in the way Martin and Jack perceive everything that surrounds them,
reflected mainly in their coats, the work conveys another important element

1

K. Williams, 1973, p. 695.
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of the discussion, which is that of the distinction between the ability to
judge and that of being even-tempered in the two younger brothers.
The prominent features of Peter
At the beginning of the story, the reader is acquainted with the oldest
brother, Peter, the most cunning. This ability is added to his argumentative
oratory, highly efficient in fabricating implied meanings in the structure of
the words found in the ‗will‘. Besidethe changes to their given coats, this
makes possible the building of trust in the other two younger brothers.
―After much Thought, one of the brothers who happened to be more Book-learned
than the other two, said he had found an Expedient. ‗Tis true, said he, there is
Nothing here in this Will, ϯ totidem verbis, making mention of Shoulder-knots, but I
dare conjecture, we may find them inclusivè, or totidem syllabis... . I dare engage we
shall make them out tertio modo, or totidem literis.‖ (A Tale of a Tub, p. 83)
―Duke vrarë mendjen për një kohë të gjatë, njëri prej vëllezërve, që, siç doli, merrte
vesh, më shumë nga librat se dy të tjerët, tha se kishte gjetur një zgjidhje për këtë
problem. ―Është e vërtetë, -tha ai, - se në këtë testament s‘ka asgjë që të flasë
―totidem verbis‖ (lat. Fjalë për fjalë) për xhufkat, por unë marr guximin të them se
ne mund t‘i gjejmë ato inclusive (përfshirë), totidem syllabis (rrokje për rrokje)... .
Unë marr guximin të them se ne do t‘i gjejmë ato tertiomodo *në mënyrë të tretë –
lat.) ose totidem literis (gërmë për gërmë).‖ (Përralla e Fuçisë, fq. 281)

Possessed by his own desire to make changes to his plain coat, Peter
neglects the fulfillment of his father‘s testament, by employing
mythological and allegorical meanings to the words in the will. Likewise, by
picking some random letters from the will, he gets to the point of supporting
the idea that changes are allowed to be done. As it can be easily noticed
from the examples above, this character is so determined to achieve his own
aims, that he is not discouraged by his failures, but keeps trying to find a
way out. This determination on Peter‘s side is used by Swift to identify the
―resoluteness of the Roman Catholic Church in bringing changes to the
original version of their sacred book‖2, in accordance with their own
gratification and evolution in life. This character‘s unrelenting immersion

2

Frederik N. Smith, Language and Reality in Swift's A Tale of a Tub, Ohio State University
Press: Columbus, 1979, p. 15.
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into unrealistic justifications is another feature worth highlighting. These
justifications are seen as part of a world constructed by his own logic.
The use of Latin terms is also evident in his speech. Expressions like
―totidem verbis”or ―totidem syllabis” are made part of Peter‘s vocabulary,
with a view to creating a context which would suit the high level of
intellectualism supposed to characterize the behavior and the fluency of a
well-educated individual, on the one hand, and that of conveying the
pedantic element in his speech, on the other hand. This feature, purposely
introduced in Peter‘s vocabulary, is in fact very similar to that characterizing
the modern author. The pompousness through which these two characters
express their own ideas and beliefs to the others, and especially to the
reader, alongside with their absolute belief in their endless knowledge, are
two defining elements of the book. What differentiates their speech is the
fact that, while the writer aims at transmitting pompousness and trickery, a
typical part of Peter‘s personality, he seeks at the same time, to convey, in
compliance with the context, the features of the modern author. We should
add that the translation of these Latinisms is preserved and provided by the
Albanian version in parenthesis, in order not to prevent the Albanian reader
from enjoying the real effect of their use.
Beside his determination, the manipulative ability that Peter possesses
is prominent in convincing his brothers to obey his orders and observations.
―What then, my Lord, replied first, it seems this is a shoulder of Mutton all this
while. Pray Sir says Peter, eat your Vittles and leave off your Impertinence, if you
please, for I am not disposed to relish it at present‖ (A Tale of a Tub, p. 118)
―-Ku është parë e dëgjuar kjo? Kjo na qënka kofshë dashi!‖ ―Dëgjoni, zotërinj, hani
ushqimin tuaj dhe lërini paturpësitë, se tani s‘ua kam ngenë‖. Por vëllai tjetër, i
provokuar prej seriozitetit të shtirë të zotit Pjetër, nuk mundi të duronte.‖ (Përralla e
Fuçisë, fq. 310)

Anyway, despite his ability to bring arguments and to relate all his
statements and decisions to the faith in God, the boundary up to which the
human brain bears to pass over the observations carried out by itself
becomes insurmountableat a certain point. The abovementioned maneuvers
and the threats made by Peter seem to lose their effect on his brothers, who
find his nonsense totally unacceptable and intolerable. Anyway, the way he
reacts to Martin‘s remarks is indicative of the behavior of a strategist, aware
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that suppressing every revolt of his brothers from the outset is the easiest
and best way to rule them.
Another device employed by Jonathan Swift is that of spelling proper
nouns in capital letters, in certain contexts: ―Even though he negates it in the
―Apology‖, the writer purposefully avoids giving the names of the brothers.
‖3 Aiming at providing the reader with yet another clue as to what each of
them represents, the writer has seen as more appropriate to give Peter a
name only in chapter four, while his two brothers receive their names in
chapter six.
―He told his Brothers, he would have them to know, that he was their Elder, and
consequently his Father's sole Heir; Nay, a while after, he would not allow them to
call Him, Brother, but Mr. PETER; And then he must be styl'd, Father PETER; and
sometimes, My Lord PETER” (A Tale of a Tub, p. 105)
―Një ditë ai u tha të vëllezërve se kish ardhur koha t‘i njoftonte ata që ai ishte vëllai i
tyre më i madh, pra dhe trashëgimtari i vetëm i testamentit të babait të vet; bile pak
më vonë ai nuk i lejoi ata ta thërrisnin ndryshe veç zoti Pjetër, pastaj ai duhej të
thirrej padre Pjetër dhe më në fund imzotPjetër.‖ (Përralla e Fuçisë, fq. 300)

The plurality of the titles Peter reveals to the reader can be a clear
denotative of ―Swift‘s attitude towards papal restraint, inclined towards
pretentious respect. ‖4 The way the writer juxtaposes Peter and Jack is
another element which shows the importance that words have to him. In this
context, it is worth highlighting that the way in which the allocation of titles
and the progressive improvement in rank they refer to functions differently
for Peter and the writer. Thus, to Peter the existence and the determination
of the titles with progressive importance is something normally deserved
bysomeone with a high level of education. To the writer, on the other hand,
their exploitation makes a useful satirical device, employed in order to point
out the gradual growth of selfishness, self-assessment and greediness in this
character. In addition, this device, among others, draws the reader‘s
attention to the high expectations for artificial respect and delight.
The issues with Peter‘s personality involve sudden changes in his
emotional state, which are accompanied by strange decisions and attitudes.

3

Frederik N. Smith, 1979, p. 15.
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―In the Height of his Fits (as it is usual with those who run mad out of Pride) He
would call Himself ϯ God Almighty, and sometimes Monarch of Universe... . then
he would raise it as high as their Chops, and give them a damn'd Kick on the Mouth,
which hath ever since been call'd a Salute.‖ (A Tale of a Tub, p. 115)
―Kështu, kur e mbërthenin krizat, në kulm të tyre, në ekstazë (fenomen ky krejt i
zakonshëm për ata të cilëve u zë sytë marrëzia e krenaria boshe), ai filloi ta quante
veten zot të plotfuqishëm dhe herë-herë monark i universit. … atëherë padreja një të
ngritur i bënte këmbës dhe i jepte faqeziut një shkelm vendçe mu në gojë, veprim ky
që qysh prej asaj kohe ka marrë emrin salutim.‖ (Përralla e fuçisë, fq. 308)

In examples above, besides the juxtaposing of two different types of
words and rhythms within the same context and sentence, which, as a matter
of fact, allows the writer to reveal his mastery in establishing ironical
situations, way too effectual in expressing more than a single idea
simultaneously, we observe the use of an explanatory parenthesis, employed
by the modern author. Attempting to put forward his excessive knowledge,
he tries to make a clearer explanation of the reasons leading to Peter‘s
strange behavior, by leaving aside his attitude in favor of him and passing to
making fun of his reactions. Furthermore, in the attempt of showing off, he
breaks the formal rhythm of Latin words by using English monosyllabic
words. This usage, on the other hand, serves the writer‘s other aims, who, as
well as pointing out Peter‘s pretentiousness, manages to convey the lack of
the modern author‘s linguistic background.
Martin – the conscious one
As a younger brother, the influence his opinion has on the other two is
way too little compared to that of Peter. What is more, the way he and Jack,
the youngest brother, agree with the suggestions and arguments Peter
provides about the changes to be made to their coats, by means of various
strange methods, is something to be considered more carefully.
―This Distinction was immediately approved by all; and so they fell again to
examine the Will ... This Discovery was also highly commended, upon which they
fell once more to the Scrutiny, ...‖ (A Tale of a Tub, p. 87)
―Ky dallim u pëlqeu që të treve dhe u aprovua në çast: kështu ata filluan përsëri të
rrëmonin nëpër testament. Edhe ky zbulim u vlerësua më lart prej tyre dhe përsëri
filluan kërkimet, ...‖ (Përralla e Fuçisë, fq. 281)
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In the fragment above, thesetwo characters are presented as easily
manipulated individuals, almost always in the guiding shadow of Peter. Itis
undeniable that the acceptance of a similar position gives them the
opportunity to enjoy similar benefits to those of their oldest brother. The use
of adverbs like ‗immediately‘ in ‗immediately approved‘ and ‗highly‘ in
‗highly commended‘, in the modern author‘s narration shows they support
Peter‘s suggestions, by approving indirectly their own desires, too. What is
more, not only do they agree with what he suggests, but they also help him to
achieve what he suggests, as a way towards the realization of their own goals.
Hereinafter, the author reveals to the reader two new brothers,
expelled from their common house, but highly aware of their mistake.
Outraged by the deceit into which they had been led by Peter, the two
brothers seem to become more reasonable and to reflect on the main causes,
which leadthem to a totally erroneous way, highly contrary to the attitude
they were supposed to have from the beginning.
―Martin laid the first Hand; at one twitch brought off a large Handful of Points, ...
But when he had gone thus far, he demurred a while: He knew very well, there yet
remained a great deal more to be done; however, the first Heat being over, his
Violence began to cool, and he resolved to proceed more moderately in the rest of
the work; ...‖ (A Tale of a Tub, p. 136)
―Martini vuri dorë i pari dhe, me një të ndukur, ai hoqi një tufë të madhe
sumbullash, ... Por si arriti deri këtu, ai mbeti për disa çaste në mëdyshje dhe po
nguronte: ai e dinte mjaft mirë se mbetej akoma shumë për të bërë, megjithatë, si iu
fashit ai afshi i parë, rrëmbimi i tij filloi të binte, dhe ai vendosi të vepronte më
mengadalë dhe më i matur për pjesën tjetër që i mbetej, ...‖ (Përralla e Fuçisë, fq. 326)

Eager to return to the initial point, the two brothers decide to get rid of
every element added to their coats. However, as it can be noticed from the
examples, despite being angry and aware of their guilt, the small amount of
time this character needs to crystallize his own ideas and to reflect on the
advantages and disadvantages of an immediate and careless deliverance
from a certain part of the ornaments on the coat remains impressive. In this
section of the book, Martin‘s reactions are conveyed as that of a prudent and
careful individual, who does not make hasty decisions on the procedures
necessary for the reformation he intends to undergo. Thus, the modern
author introduces the reader to a character conscious about the necessity of
the changes to be made to the coat, accompanying this with the wisdom of a
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discreet individual, who understands that the possibility of damaging the
coat during the harsh process of removal, would have been much more
detrimental than the presence of a small, considerable amount on it. This
way of reasoning, as a matter of fact, is very similar to that of Peter,
according to whom the disapproving of a principle is acceptable when this is
done for the sake of a more important one. This can be clearly observed from
the way Martin argues his attitude to Jack, by employing part of the will.
Martin‘s attitude towards the former undertaking, as a representative
of the Church of England, is a reflection of the view Swift himself holds
towards the position and the attitude of the latter. ‖5 Making use of the
modern author, Swift manages to express irony and satire towards the
speech the ‗newly aware‘ brother holds to Jack, who, on the other hand, is
full of ‗zeal‘ in getting rid of everything added to his coat, at all costs.
―Martin had still proceeded as gravely as he began; and doubtless, would have
delivered an admirable Lecture of Morality, which might have exceedingly
contributed to my Reader‘s Repose, both of Body and Mind: (the true ultimate End
of Ethicks) …‖ (A Tale of a Tub, p. 139)
―Martini po vazhdonte po me atë seriozitet që nisi bisedën, dhe do të kishte mbajtur
një leksion të admirueshëm morali, që do ta kishte ndihmuar shumë lexuesin tim për
të pushuar pak, si fizikisht dhe mendërisht (fundi i vërtetë e final i etikës), ...‖
(Përralla e Fuçisë, fq. 329)

Besides the reaction of the two brothers, we are introduced to a
‗modern author‘ who has gained a certain amount of ability to make
objective, decent descriptions, expressed through a plentitude of words
characteristic to lofty speech. The way he conveys the prudent reaction of
Martin is interrupted by an ironical parenthesis on ethics, intentionally used
by the writer as an indicator of the discrepancies in this character‘s
statements. The objectivity on the modern author‘s side is, indeed, not likely
to be due to his features and background, as a constantly changing character.
The irony and satire expressed by the modern author towards the logic
and arguments presented by Martin is also worth mentioning. Despite being
in favor of and understanding the latter‘s statements throughout alarge part
of the story, in this passage, the narrator changes his attitude and describes
Martin‘s speech as an ―admirable lecture of morality‖. The adjectives
5
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‗gravely‘ and ‗exceedingly‘ are indicators of the irony underlying his
description. Martin, on the other hand, despite being sympathetic and fair at
first sight, cannot avoid being totally similar to Peter, not only in
accompanying his arguments with passages taken from the will, but also in
his hidden objectives, beyond his attitude towards them.
The characterization and linguistic individualization of Jack
As mentioned above, Jack is the one who takes the harsher actions
towards his coat. Full of hatred for Peter, who had constantly deceived him,
he shows all his resentment on the coat.
―Having thus kindled and enflamed himself as highly as possible, and by
Consequence, in a delicate Temper for beginning a reformation, he set about the
work immediately and in three Minutes, made more Dispatch than Martin had done
in as many Hours... . For, (Courteous Reader) you are given to understand, that Zeal
is never so highly obliged, as when you set it a Tearing: and Jack, ... in a great Rage,
he tore off the whole Piece, Cloth and all, and flung it into the kennel, and furiously
thus continuing his Career; ‖ (A Tale of a Tub, p. 139)
―Duke i futur vetes xixat në kulm dhe, si pasojë, i prirë për të bërë një reformë, ai në
çast filloi nga puna dhe në tri minuta shqepi shumë më tepër nga ç‘kishte mundur të
shqepte Martini për shumë orë me rradhë... . Se, i dashur lexues, ju duhet ta kuptoni
se zellit, më shumë se kurdoherë tjetër, i detyrohemi kur kemi për të prishur diçka,
dhe Xheku, ... në zemërim e sipër, e grisi tërë pallton dycopash dhe e flaku në kanal,
pastaj iu kthye të vëllait po me atë furi, ...‖ (Përralla e Fuçisë, fq. 327-328)

The consequences of such an irritation are sure not to be good and
effective on the coat. The writer specially emphasizes the Jack‘s rampage by
means of verbs such as ‗kindled‘ and ‗enflamed‘, coordinated by ‗and‘,
which in Albanian are conveyed with the single simpler expression ―duke i
futur vetes xixat‖. Similarly, he guides the reader towards the negative side
of a similar reaction by using the expression: ‗and by consequence, in a
delicate temper for beginning a reformation‘, where the effect of the
adjective ‗delicate‘ is much heavier than its surface meaning. On this point,
the reader is left looking for other problematic events, the transmission of
which remains a duty of the modern author and his ‗objectivity‘.
The entire passage, in fact, is dedicated to the desire for improvement,
which, under the pretense of ‗zeal‘, transforms Jack into an unreasonable
individual who cannot control his rage. The writer juxtaposes Martin and
Jack with the intention of highlighting their trickery, lack of balance, evil
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reasoning, unrestrained anger, adaptation and transformation. It is Martin,
complacent with the logical and argumentative abilities he possesses, who in
the end becomes the best endowed of the three brothers. His nature asan
individual equipped with the traits and outlook of the wise people of the
time points to another element, that of people who are partly aware of the
world around them. The brother‘s allegorical association with the church,
Martin‘s and Jack‘s awareness of being misled and their desire to return to
the starting point constitute a really useful device for Swift. Onthe other
hand, he brings to the reader‘s focus the fact that ―individual awareness and
his effort to leave the dream world and the desire to fulfill our passions, in
some cases, is not enough‖ due to the fact that ―after a certain period of
time, distinct changes can become part of man‘s personality‖ and, as such,
―avoiding them becomes completely impossible. ‖6
Lastly, it is worth mentioning that while Peter is attributed several
titles, Jack is given only nicknames.
―And now the little Boys in the Streets began to salute him with several Names.
Sometimes they would call Him, * Jack the Bald; sometimes, ϯ Jack with a
Lanthorn; sometimes, || Dutch Jack; sometimes, * French Hugh; sometimes, ϯ Tom
the Beggar; and sometimes, || Knocking Jack of the North. And it was under one, or
some, or all of these Appellations (which I leave the Learned Reader to determine)
that he …‖ (A Tale of a Tub, p. 141-142)
―Tani fëmijët e rrugëve filluan ta përshëndetnin me emra nga më të ndryshmit.
Shpesh atë e thërrisnin Xhek Tullaci, ndonjëherë tjetër Xheku me fener, herë-herë
Xhek Holandezi herë të tjera Hafi i Francës dhe më në fund Xhek Boksieri i Veriut.
Dhe është pikërisht me njërin ose tjetrin prej këtyre emrave (këtë po ia lemë lexuesit të
nderuar ta gjejë se cili ishte pikërisht ky emër), që ai ...‖ (Përralla e Fuçisë, fq. 330-331)

Attentionis drawn to the lack of balance between the addressing forms
each of these two brothers receives. Not only does Peter award himself
several titles with growing importance, but he also obliges his brothers to
use them. What is more, we should note that the writer italicizes each of the
nicknames attributed to Jack, accompanying each of them with an
explanation. This helps reflect the evident lack of balance between them and
highlight names, which bear a special importance to the writer and hidden
meanings intended for the reader. If we start from the assumption that ―the
6
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name of an individual is his most precious property, the presence of a series
of names belonging to a single character, in this book, undermines a number
of identities for the same person. ‖7 The words of the modern author, who leaves
the attribution the Jack‘s name to the reader, illustrate precisely this idea.
Proper names, as a matter of fact, have the tendency ―to shift, to be
free and not necessarily to refer to people. ‖8In reference to this, it can be
added that the numerous names in this work do not only represent the
disruption between Catholics and Protestants, but also reveal the undeniable
truth according to which, in spite of their labels, they remain indeed the
same thing. In relation to the same phenomenon, it is worth mentioning the
writer‘s mastery in implementing the impact of his message and, at the same
time, in making fun of the modern author‘s lack of imagination in creating
so worthless nicknames for Jack.
Conclusion
Peter, the learned brother, is the one who manages to find a way out of
every situation and to accomplish all his goals and desires, by way of
relevant arguments derived from his father‘s will. His greediness makes him
exercise his persuasive skills and try to impose his power on his brothers.
He resembles the narrator of the book in the language and rhythm they both
use. Moreover, to imposing power and respect, he attributes himself various
titles, each of which designates a higher social level.
The irony and satire directed by the modern author towards the logic
and arguments presented by Martin clearly representthe instability of this
character, on the one hand, and the intention of the latter not to be
completely disconnected from Peter and his influence, on the other hand.
This character is the reflection of the man who pretends to be totally aware
of his actions and reactions, but in reality remains deceived, as no one can
escape from the seduction of the real world.
Jack, the most rebellious one, is shown to be guided by the power of
‗zeal‘, being left in the end with no coat at all. He seems to lack the ability
to judge and reflect for himself, so he is only given nicknames by the
narrator of the book. His temper is shown to be very similar to that of Peter,
and in this context, they resemble eachother very much.
7
8
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The discrepancy between Swift‘s suggestions on the advantages of the
use of simple language and the actual writing is another noticeable feature
of this work. This serves Swift‘s satirical purpose of using language to guide
the reader towards the discovery other connotative meanings of the words. It
is by the same means that the writer leads the reader to find similarities
between Peter and Martin or Peter and Jack. This is clearly indicative of the
relationship between them as descendants of the same family.
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Abstract:
This article proposes a psychoanalytical approach to two paralleled literary
characters whom Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu places into opposition in order to introduce
her readers to feminine hypostases of wish fulfilment. It offers an in-depth exploration that
focuses mainly on identity. Jacques Lacan‘s way of analysing the transcendence of the wish
into the realm of the Real in Hamlet and Antigone is applied to Simona and Gina, who are
the main characters of the plays Povârnişul [The Upland] (A căzut o stea / A Star Has
Fallen), and respectively Bătrânul [The Old Man]. Like Hamlet, Simona is a woman who
wishes for the impossible to come true and cannot overcome the losses that originated her
inextinguishable grief. Gina, instead, like Antigone, breaks down the barriers of her
secluded life and, as a result of her act of revolt, she succeeds in obtaining self-knowledge.
Keywords:
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In her Autobiography1, text that was published in the Literary and
Artistic Truth magazine in 1937, Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu relates that
one day she read in a medical magazine ―an article of violent injury toward
the Woman – pre-eminently‖ (Papadat-Bengescu, Femeia în faţa oglinzei
[The Woman in Front of the Mirror], 1988, p. 20), and that she found it so
revolting that right away she wrote the play Povârnişul [The Upland] (later

1

V. Papadat-Bengescu, Hortensia, Femeia în faţa oglinzei [The Woman in Front of the
Mirror], Bucharest, Minerva Publishing House, 1988, pp. 7-25.
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she changed its title into A căzut o stea[A Star Has Fallen]), whose main
character is Simona.
Simona‘s tragedy consists in being ―soulsick‖, which in medical
(psychiatric) terms would mean that she suffers from neurosis. The nucleus
of such neurosis resides in the lack of acceptance of the happenings in her
past: Simona wished she had never got married and had to go through a
divorce and, implicitly, on an unconscious level, had never given birth to
her daughter, who looks just like her hated husband (Radu Demir). ―With
me there‟s something different… It should not have happened‖ (PapadatBengescu, Opere [Works], tome V, p. 76).
Jacques Lacan asserts that the lack of an object generates the desire
for that very object2. J. Lacan comes to the conclusion that ―a woman lives
out of her partner‟s castration3 and sets it as a landmark for her desire. (…)
This reference to castration is not enough for the desire to get fulfilled; in
order to prevent any interdiction against the fulfilment of the desire, this
castration additionally needs to lean on the Name of the Father.” (Larousse,
2006, p. 387). In other words, the man in a couple, and, in this case, the
woman (Simona) ought to give up her desire for an object (i. e. the desire
that what happened should never have happened – as regards this character)
and adapt it to the symbolic order (i. e. the Name of the Father4). A
2

―Lacan‟s observations prove that the name of the lacking object makes way to the
occurrence of such lack, in other words it makes way for the desire to come up.‖ (Larousse,
2006, p. 386)
3
The castration complex, in S. Freud‘s view, is generated in a man by the threat of
castration, and in a woman, by the lack of the penis. For a woman, says S. Freud, this
translates as depression and jealousy, and for a man as addiction to social life and to the
woman. Jacques Lacan adds the cause of the consequences: the obedience towards the
signifier. The fear of castration forbids incest but strengthens the obedience towards the
father, which proves that the Oedipus was not overcome. To assume castration is to assume
the lack that creates desire and this desire ceases to be subjected to the father‘s ideal.
Melanie Klein believes that the oedipal conflict stems from the anguish of being torn to
pieces, devoured, destroyed, and this anguish is perpetuated by another one, by the socalled castration anguish. (Klein, 1967) This can result in an identification with the
aggressor (a person who is perceived as an aggressor), as a defensive means against the fear
of castration. ―Its contribution to the crystallization of the Super-Ego is significant.‖
(Zamfirescu, 2007, p. 290)
4
The Name of the Father is a concept of J. Lacan‘s that designates the symbolic dimension
of the law, the father role of the signifier, the symbolic order of the language (Larousse,
2006, p. 830).
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depressive state, says Lacan, is based on the lack of renunciation of
thedesire. The subject‘s disorientation is triggered when he/she gives in to
desire, and the way out of neurosis is found when he/she assumes the risk of
surmounting it (apud Larousse). Lacan believes that Antigone, the ancient
character, finds this way out – she assumes the risk of surmounting it by
giving up ―the scrutiny of her ownlaw‖ (ibid., p. 387). Surmounting desire
depends on the jouissance (Lacanian term, referring to the accomplishment
of the desire) that is represented by ―any good, any moral order or any
ordinal instance‖ (ibid., p. 387). Lacan says that ―there is no good other
than what can serve to pay the price to access desire‖ (ibid.).
In relation to the above, Simona seems to be a character who gave
way to neurosis: in the final scene, because of the storm, she cannot tie back
the yacht to the river board, and the author allows us to imagine that Simona
might have died. This character is portrayed by Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu
in contrast with Gina, the main feminine character in the play Bătrânul [The
Old Man]. Gina defines herself as an Antigone (Papadat-Bengescu, Opere
[Works], tome V, 1988, p. 212). In contrast to her, Simona embodies the
masculine equivalent J. Lacan put up in order to illustrate neurosis fed by
the maintenance of dissatisfaction (Simona wishes for the impossible),
therefore Simona is Hamlet‘s equivalent.
Simona‘s wish is unattainable in the Real plane: the past cannot be
undone, and she wishes that past had not existed. Her neurosis unfolds as an
insuperable mourning for loss. Ian Balli‘s love cannot see her out of
neurosis. Her marriage to Balli brings her riches and freedom but her
unreachable desire – the mobile of her neurosis – causes her death. Similarly
to Hamlet, Simona makes use of the verb ―to be‖: who is she to be happy?
Simona actually misses Gina‘s independence5. Simona defines herself by
what she receives from the others on a material level.
Too wise a person, too submissive towards the Name of the Father6,
Simona wants to take a step into the Real by revolt. She imposes her own
notion of Good on Demir, whom she castrates when she ruins his plans:
Simona‘s husband, Demir, finds himself in a challenging financial situation
5

Gina has a profession, she counts on the Old Man‘s support, she can live by herself, on
her own. Unlike her, Simona depends on her husband‘s material support.
6
Georgie, an admirer, describes Simona as ―restless, confused. (…) The woman I once knew for
being so… wise… too wise.‖ (Papadat-Bengescu, Opere [Works], tome V, 1988, p. 71).
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and, in order to solve it, he throws a party where he expects to make use of
Simona‘s charisma to obtain money from Ian Balli, the rich ship owner who
is in love with Simona. Demir patronizes Simona and wrongly accuses her
of seeking out lust, when he actually is trying to make her feel guilty of his
financial situation and thus determine her to allow him to manipulate her
into the direction he wants. Simona disagrees with Demir‘s lack of ethics:
―in a friendship it‟s delicate to bring up money‖ (Papadat-Bengescu, Opere
[Works], tome V, 1988, p. 31), she says. Faced with her disapproval, Demir
abuses her even worse by an additional accusation: he says that Ian Balli is
courting Simona. Simona replies that if he thought Ian was courting her, he
would not ask money and favours of him. At the party, Simona interrupts
her husband during the conversation, exactly at the moment when Demir is
asking Balli for money. Demir has a violent reaction and chases Simona out
of his life.
Following her divorce from the lawyer Radu Demir and her
marriage to the rich ship-owner Ian Balli, Simona persists in her wish
for the impossible. When she loses the yacht, too, she finds herself in a
situation where she has to put up with another loss, an additional loss in
a series of losses. As she seems unable to cope anymore, death
intervenes. At a symbolical level, death acts in its capacity as a
castrator, as in Hamlet‘s case (as if God punished the revolt of those
who insist in wishing for the impossible). As Hamlet, Simona believes
that she was not loved by her mother (despite her nanny‘s saying
otherwise) and that she is the child of a widower. She is caught up in an
oedipal complex which she is not able to get rid of. The loss of her
mother introduces Simona to her first unhealed mourning grief, to a
trauma whose wish for the impossible is later shifted onto the inability
to accept the failure of her first marriage. The lack of acceptance as
regards her mother‘s loss maintains her in a vicious circle of repetitive
situations reiterating the abandonment and its non-acceptance.
According to such logic, Demir is chosen under criteria that are dictated
by her unconscious: he embodies a person who is likely to abandon and
abuse her just like her mother used to. It is only when Demir chased her
away that she got to divorce him. In order to make him chaseher away,
in order to get abandoned, she sets herself in opposition to Demir,
whom he provokes to abandon her. At an unconscious level, Ian Balli‘s
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love is not enough and is unable to satisfy her, since it does not fit into
the pattern of the abandoner and the abusive husband.
As she realizes that she is being abandoned, that she concluded a
failing marriage, she steps back into the position of her mother‘s signified
(her mother wanted her dead since she abused her7): this is why Simona
wants to die (driven by an unconscious death instinct), and this is why she
loves twilight. ―Despite all light, at the hour of the wolf… the howling wolf
inside us… the night still drives its way inside us. I‟ve always preferred
twilight.” (id., p. 86) As a widower, Simona‘s father also seems not to have
accepted the loss of his wife and he unwittingly made Simona feel useless,
since he behaved absent-mindedly, deeply sunken into his unending
mourning and grief.
Coming from her mother, the rejection drove Simona into an oral
fixation8 (that manifests itself in the form of the unattainable desire, of the
wish for the impossible). As we have said earlier, Simona chose her first
husband according to the model of her late abandoner and abusive mother.
Her second choice, Ian Balli, represents a potential healing, a chance of
correcting her animus9. Yet, she unconsciously denies this potential, thus
opposing her conscious attitude of a signified ―wise daughter‖, who accepts
Balli‘s love. Balli is an easy to get object that is already possible, therefore
it does not catch her attention, as she has no interest in him. Simona is
interested in the intangible only (oral fixation).
Moreover, Simona is driven by a Medeea complex10 – Simona is
unsatisfied with her child, who looks like her husband Demir and bears his
7

Simona felt unloved by her mother, which, for a psychoanalyst, indicates that the subject
was abused one way or another.
8
The oral fixation refers to subjects whose psychic energy (libido) is stuck in the oral stage
(apud Freud): these subjects are prone to depressions and addictions, neuroses, hysteria, demand
for endearment etc. (see Gorgos, 1989, vol. III, p. 336 and Gorgos, 1988, vol. II, p. 284)
9
The animus, a Jungian term, is the archetype of masculinity (the masculine unconscious or
hidden element in a woman‘s psyche), and it is updated by projective mechanisms based on
the girl‘s early experiences of her father. (The anima is the equivalent for the man). (see
Minulescu, 2001, p. 174)
10
In psychoanalysis, the Medeea complex refers to the mother‘s unconscious desire or
phantasm of killing her offspring. This desire is unconsciously motivated by the revenge
against her husband. The phantasm may be related to a sexual relationship that is felt as an
exclusive act of possession from the man‘s side, whereas the child is the symptom or the
result of that possession; a relationship that is felt like a loss of purity, meaning a
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negative imprint. She is willing to love her daughter, to fulfil all her desires
because she feels guilty and consciously does not want to act like her own
mother. Nonetheless, like her mother, Simona unconsciously wants to
abandon Mietta, under the pretext that she looks like Demir. Mietta herself
is living under an oedipal complex and manifests envy for her mother‘s boat
(which she unties from the board). Simona wants to repeat the punitive act
that her mother‘s loss brought about, she wants to be the aggressor this time,
to be the one who abandons and not the victim of abandonment, as in her
childhood. Most probably, this unconscious wish comes from her mother‘s
showing satisfaction when abusing her. At an unconscious level, Simona
wants to live that same satisfaction herself, the satisfaction she noticed on
her mother‘s face during childhood. Simona wants to punish her daughter in
the same way her mother punished her by her death, by symbolically
committing suicide. Simona succumbs to neurosis: she dies in the storm,
apparently killed by Mietta as Lajos was killed by his son Oedipus. As J.
Lacan says, stalemates of the wish in neurosis take the radical shape of
death due to the eluding of castration11.
Simona represses her hate towards Mietta and takes the model of the
nanny who raised her. Her unassailable grief is an insurmountable upland.
Simona falls from the sky like a star, while her solar existence, her light and
her awareness gives way to the unconscious, to darkness. Her
consciousness, her awareness is darkened and killed by her longing for the
impossible. Folklore says that when a star falls, people make a wish. In
Simona‘s case, the falling star fulfils her wish to die.
Simona is but a victim (of an illness, of neurosis), a sacrificed person
that is put into relation with Leonardo da Vinci‘s Monalissa12 and with
Madona (―the Sphinx‖) in the novel Rădăcini [Roots]. A symbolical analogy
is made to the sacrifice of Christ with the only difference that Hortensia
Papadat-Bengescu‘s character does not rise from the dead. Most seemingly,
this looks like a remission to Simon, the false prophet who pretended to be
Messiah but who did not prove to have resurrected from the dead.
modification of the personal integrity or even a narcissistic wound. (Gorgos, vol. III, 1989,
pp. 62-63).
11
The individual does not accept to have the accomplishment of their wish rejected.
12
Ian cherishes Simona by calling her ―Monetta‖ (Papadat-Bengescu, Opere [Works], tome
V, 1988, p. 83) or ―Mona‖ (id., p. 85). Simona is perceived as Da Vinci‘s Monalissa, the
one with an enigmatic smile. (id., p. 73).
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Gina Delescu in Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu‘s play Bătrânul [The
Old Man] proves to be the embodiment of Sophocles13‘s Antigone,
according to Jacques Lacan‘s psychoanalytical interpretation.
By Antigone J. Lacan underlines one‘s power to impose one‘s own
notion of Good, to put a possible wish into practice, to make it transcend
into the realm of the Real. Antigone‘s wish is not stricken by irrelevance as
in Hamlet‘s14 case.
Like Antigone, but unlike Simona Demir in Povârnişul [The Upland],
Gina struggles with an impossible wish that she does put into practice (Gina
wants to be free to do whatever she wants to). A variant of Simona Demir is
given by the author of The Old Man by the character Lyly (Gina‘s friend),
whom The Old Man sees as a very moral lady, though unable to do anything
reckless; the Old Man tells Gina that ―a man must not do but he must be
able to do it‖ (id., p. 165).
The Old Man is for Gina the Name of the Father and the animus. They
will coexist for the rest of their lives and, by their way of thinking and their
way of life, they will support the possible wish to transcend into the realm
of the Real (for their own life).
The author seems to have chosen Gina / Georgina‘s name for its
Greek etymology (in Greek gyne = woman) and for the meaning of St.
George‘s legend: St. George is the one who prevailed over the dragon
(Bălan Mihailovici, 2003, p. 234). Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu has a few
characters that she seems to foreground as life models for the woman:
one of them is Gina Delescu. Other such characters are Manuela in the
novel Femeia în faţa oglinzei [The Woman in Front of the Mirror] (a
character who embodies the resurrected Christ, the realized Self,
according to C. G. Jung‘s perspective), Ina in the novel The Stranger and
Nory in Hallipa‘s Cycle and in the novel The Stranger. According to
these representations, the author apparently tells us that women ought to
go beyond their state of sacrificed Cinderellas, of the signified of others,
of castrated beings. Gina sees herself as a ―Cinderella who took off her
13

V. Sophocles, Antigona. Electra, Bucharest, Eminescu Publishing House, 1974. Antigone
defies King Creon‘s order of not burying her brother Polynices. Polynices had started the
war against Creon, while Eteocles, their other brother, who had lost the battle against
Creon, hadhad permission from Creon to be buried according to tradition. Antigone is
punished by death by King Creon.
14
See Larousse, 2003, p. 387.
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one-night fairy-tale gown‖ (Papadat-Bengescu, Opere [Works], tome V,
p. 208). This perspective of Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu explains why
the author uses the term ―Freudism‖ with irony. She surprises us
nowadays by the way she actually anticipated the further development of
Freud‘s concepts in Otto Rank and Jacques Lacan. Unsatisfied by S.
Freud‘s solution for the oedipal complex (i. e. the acceptance of
castration), the author suggests that castration can be overcome by a
process of personal liberation (the revolt / rebellion is in Hortensia
Papadat-Bengescu‘s characters the means by which one can attain an
upper level of existence).
By refusing and abandoning her husband, Gina surpasses her
condition of signified 15 of the symbolic order and makes an excess of
desire. By running away from home, she becomes aware of her shadow
and, knowing it, she is able to keep it under control, she can allow it to
be manifest or not according to her own conscious decision (as C. G.
Jung recommends). Gina / Georgina (as the Old Man calls her) is a
winner over her own dragon. Unlike Dinu Delescu and Sanda Raliu, who
are led by their unconscious shadow, Gina is superior to them because
she knows herself and because she is complete 16. Unlike Lyly, Gina has
both power and will 17and she asserts her own identity through work,
which provides her independence 18. Gina can obtain freedom and
richness on her own, unlike Simona, who receives them by means of her
husbands (whom she depends on).
These two main characters (Simona and Gina) in Hortensia
Papadat-Bengescu‘s dramatic works constitute only the two main
opposite examples, whereas the other three types of characters in her
drama (Lulu, My Sister, Ana and La Roza in the Medieval) are rarer
15

Signified is a term taken by Jacques Lacan from Ferdinand de Saussure‘s semiotics,
referring to the child who fulfils one of his parents‘ wishes and with whom he identifies.
(See Larousse, 2006, p. 1089.)
16
Being complete is the objective C. G. Jung recommends: one should know one‘s own
unconscious and keep it under control; one should not feel compelled to be perfect, one
should be complete, meaning that one should integrate into awareness the contents of the
personal unconscious. (see Jung, Psychology and Alchemy, 1998.)
17
Will is a key concept in Otto Rank and Rollo May‘s theories; will plays a major role in
freeing the psyche. (see May, 2007 and Rank, 1978.)
18
At the time when Hortensia Papadat-Bengescu wrote her works, women overall
depended on their husbands income, they lacked independence.
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variants of Simona or Gina. If Simona does not adapt to reality, La Roza
takes a brave suicidal leap only to correct a wrong. Lulu is haunted by
death, no matter what choice she might make, so there is no way out for
Lulu. Sister Ana succeeds in adjusting to reality and overcome her
castration complex.
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Abstract:
The Lost Generation marks a major moment in the development of contemporary
Romanian poetry. The process they start and develop in a rebellious manner in the fifth
decade is not limited to theoretical or ideological positions. Advocating the change in
poetry, they propose something in return: their own poetry. Another kind of poetry, in the
spirit of a new vision and of a new aesthetic, based, paradoxically, on the refusal of
aesthetics. The young authors‘ literary offer is remarkable and shows the way to a new kind
of poetry, to a new aesthetic canon. Constant Tonegaru is one of the most important poetic
voices of this movement, who crystallizes a particular poetic aesthetics. Escapism, fantasy,
irony and self-irony, bohemian attitudes, intelligence, in an aesthetic context that brings
together post-avant-garde, surrealist, neo-modernist and textualist elements, is what defines
his aesthetic identity.
Keywords:
Aesthetic canon, escapism, irony, post-avant-garde, surrealism, neo-modernism, textualism

―Look, this is Tonegaru, a decadent poet; / he writes about ghosts,
constellations and other stupid things / without it being known that he failed
the Romanian language exam.‖ This is how the poet, through the presumed
voice of the others (―of course it will have been once said‖), defines himself
in a poem (The Public Garden). It is self-irony, showing how he is
perceived by the public. The framework designed by the poem suggests the
type of the world in which the young poet is acting and the level of its
aesthetic reception. A well-settled society, governed by rules, customs and
rituals, in public and private life, with solid aesthetic tastes, following an
undeniable tradition of reception, with firm boundaries between ―value‖ and
―non-value‖ or ―questionable value‖. In terms of reception, this public
shares the official aesthetic canon, promoted by textbooks and by the
traditional criticism, in the line of an artistic common sense that
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synchronizes with the ethical and axiological norms of the whole existence.
It is a world that very likely enjoys consecrated poetry, created by means of
its traditional objects, enshrined in a glorious poetic tradition, with ‖sacred‖
themes and motifs from the heritage of ―classic‖ poetry. Remaining in the
area of presupposition, this public might have likedbetter such poets as
Vlahuţă, Dimitrie Anghel, Șt. O. Iosif, Goga, Topârceanu, Pillat,
Voiculescu, Crainic, Minulescu, Blaga and less or not at all some others,
such as Bacovia, Arghezi, Barbu, not to mention the avant-garde or
surrealist poets. It is to be expected that, according to the logic of this kind
of reception, the authors of the new generation such as Stelaru, Geo
Dumitrescu, Caraion, Corlaciu, Tonegaru are unlikely to satisfy the literary
public or live up to their expectations in any respect. They write entirely
different poetry, which the readers trained in the old poets‘ school could
hardly call poetry. They don‘t even name it as such actually, as Tonegaru
informs us in the above verses. In their view, his themes are unusual,
bizarre, non-poetical things, which have nothing to do with real poetry. So
much the more can we imagine (see the caricature-like episode of the
indignant reception in G. Calinescu's The Wedding Book) the reaction that
the public would have had when meeting with Arghezi‘s Flowers of Mould,
in the poems which substitute great, sublime, metaphysical themes with
objects from vermicular environments. Or, what does Tonegaru write about?
By no means about flowers, angels, romantic loves, moonlight meditations,
the status of the genius in the world, the search for the ideal etc., major
topics of traditional poetry. Tonegaru, as it happens with the other members
of this generation and of this literary movement, writes about ―minor‖
things, related to everyday existence, to the immediate reality, to the world
around them with all its facets, un-poeticby definition. He also writes about
dissatisfactions, frustrations and revolts, about aspirations and desires to
change the world, and, being unable to change it as he would like, to make it
the image of his thinking, facing the future, he looks for other worlds, real
or imagined, in distant geographies, in long forgotten histories or beyond the
terrestrial boundaries, in the universe, amongst the stars. Not only are the
topics tackled by the poet of a minor nature, but his manner of writing is
also different, very different actually. After all, under the auspices of genius
and inspiration, poetry can be made out of almost anything, or at least this is
the lesson of the great poets. But with Tonegaru – and with his other fellow
poets, too – there are not such things as elevation of ideas and style,
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complexity of meditation, aesthetic perfection, profoundness of the poetic
reception. Essentially, there is no thrill, no shaking, no emotion. Instead, his
poetry talks about snowy tram tracks, about school-girls walking ―like
partridges in dappled aprons‖ and talking about the death of Rudolf
Valentino, about a poet killed by a horse, about a love affair with a mulatto
woman in a hotel in Braila, about the sleeping sickness in Congo and erotic
fantasies with black virgins, about taverns, alcohol and drunkenness, about
hashish, loose women and sex, about naked bodies, breasts and thighs, about
his continuous running away from reality, to distant lands, to the moon, into
the cosmos and other phantasmagoria. In a word, a decadent poet, in
relation with the glorious tradition of great poetry.
In his only volume of poetry published during his lifetime, Plantations
(1945), Constant Tonegaru, an emblematic poet of the war generation,
crystallizes his own aesthetics, whose defining elements are irony and selfirony, parody, escapism, a bohemian attitude, poetic deconstruction.
Tonegaru‘s irony is milder than the often malignant one of Geo Dumitrescu.
His escapism, a way of detachment from the immediate world and of
projection of the self into parallel worlds, temporal, geographical and
spiritual, takes him to exotic places, in a terrestrial real or invented
geography, or to revolute times, in a regression of history, as an alternative
to the present. Instead, the alcoholic bohemian attitude of Dimitrie Stelaru
or Ben. Corlaciu, other ‖escapists‖ of the lost generation, is associated with
running out of the world and people either to sordid and marginal spaces,
such as the tavern, or to utopian spaces, terrestrial or cosmic.
Reading Tonegaru‘s poems, the impression is that any existential
situation, any sequence of life opens a gate to other worlds and a way of
escape to other spaces. Almost each of his poems is a window looking onto
parallel worlds, through which the spirit escapes. The flight from reality is
an escape from the world, from the greyness of daily life, a way of affirming
the freedom of the spirit, a freedom experienced in dramatic and spectacular
situations, in strange histories or in distant lands. Fleeing the world is, at the
same time, a flight from the self in the position of being in a world anchored
in a flat existence, under the rule of hazard and absurdity, in which the
individual, constrained by limits, lives under the threat of ontological
mediocrity and alienation. The alternative is offered by freedom through
poetic escape. His poems create scenarios of transcending the immediate
reality and of sliding, through imagination and dreaming, into other
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universes, second order realities born out of the desire of the free
affirmation of the self. The poet lives in parallel worlds, transiting
dimensions or proving a kind of ubiquity between space and time frames.
His transgression of the trivial reality of the everyday existence is made, by
the instruments of poetic fantasy, into exotic geographical spaces, terrestrial
or cosmic, but also in history, in other times, more or less remote from the
present. The poet proves a ―prolific fantasy‖ and ―a real sense of migration.‖
(Simion 1978: 103) The poetry of escape, cultivated by several poets of the
lost generation, covers, in its area of deployment, time, space, the universe.
Stelaru, Corlaciu, Geo Dumitrescu, the Albatros poets in general, often
escape from reality in such poetic creations, into utopian, historical or
geographical imaginings, projecting themselves into original scenarios, into
lyrical interpretations specific to each of them, which include irony, parody,
rebellion, sarcasm, social and moral criticism, spiritual, messianic
aspirations or historically contextualized prophetic accents. With Tonegaru,
escapism is ―a form of protest too, but it is also the poet‘s pleasure to create
an imaginary geography‖, which ―participates in a broader poetic
mythology.‖ (Simion 1978: 103)
Reading a newspaper article on the tram, on a rainy evening, about the
battles in the Ukraine (it is the World War II), transposes the poet into
another time and another identity: he sees himself as Hetman Mazeppa,
hunted by wolves in the Nogai Steppe, a rebel and an anarchist, who had
planned to overthrow the tsar. Such common things as the tram journey, the
rain, the newspaper, create the dream state of escape from a mediocre reality
and the ordinary rhythm of existence. The rain reverie ends broken by the
sounding horns reporting a tram accident, together with the return to the
grey present. It is worth notinghow the tram enters poetry, along with other
trivial, poetically inglorious, objects, actually with all the objects of
everyday reality, of immediate existence. Through Tonegaru and its
congeners, poetry is approaching reality, descends into existence, into the
terrestrial dimension of life, from the transcendental heavens in which it had
been isolated. It is true, the reform had begun, sometime before, with Urmuz
and the avant-garde poets and continued with the surrealists. The generation
of poets of the 40s sets out programmatically to bring poetry close toreal life
in all its aspects, hypostases and metamorphoses, from the sordid to the
sublime, from the vermicular to the metaphysical. The poetry of this decade
does not easily agree with such poetic objects, the effect of an anti-aesthetic
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aesthetics, as opposed to the serious, canonical perspective of poetry. We
are talking, however, of poetry of aesthetic versatility, covering various
stylistic formulas, sensitive to the new and permeable to innovation. Indeed,
traditionalist poetry, indebted to an outmoded aesthetic or to the official one,
subordinated to the ideological dogmas (it is a time of crisis, when even
literature falls victim to ideology), can be put into contrast with the new
poetry. With all its diversity and creativity, the great poetry of the time still
remains isolated in a transcendent space of aestheticism, albeit not
ostentatious, and not always bookish, in which primacy is given to style.
The tram is not therefore an appropriate object in the poetry of Arghezi,
Blaga, Barbu, and much less in that of Voiculescu, Pillat or Nichifor
Crainic. With Bacovia is not inconceivable, and with the avant-garde or
surrealist poets it can be a natural presence alongside with other ―unnatural‖
things from the surrealist register of automatic dictation. So here is how by
the banal fact of the tram ride, Tonegaru expresses much more than a simple
journey, namely an on-going revolution in poetry, developed by the young
authors of a generation, among whomwe find Geo Dumitrescu, Ion Caraion,
Ben Corlaciu, Sergiu Filerot, Victor Torynopol, Alexandru Lungu and
others. The Rain thus suggests more than the anecdote itself, while the
escape from reality into history, with the schizoid projection into an
anarchic hypostasis, is a sign of the change that had begun, much earlier, in
poetry, a change under way also due to the contribution of Tonegaru‘s
poetry, an important poet of the generation. Here is an excerpt from the
pluvial-historical revelation: ―The things I‘m talking about were really
happening in sixteenhundredandsomething; / I used to be a nihilist at the
time and I was plotting to overthrow the tsar / but the cold penetrating me
deeper than the blade of an Arab sword / I would abandon the subversive
thoughts to conspire in the samovar. // In my eyes time had ceased to pass /
and from far away wolves were still howling in the Nogai Steppe - / then
here are horns, O, God, how many horns; / of course a banal tram accident
had happened.‖ (The Rain) 1
1

―Lucrurile despre care vorbesc se petreceau aievea pe la omieșasesuteșiceva; / pe atunci
eram nihilist și complotam să răstorn pe țar / dar gerul pătrunzându-mă mai adânc decât
lama unei săbii arabe / abandonam gândurile subversive să conspire în samovar. // În
privirea mea timpul încetase să mai treacă / iar de departe lupii se mai auzeau încă urlând
pe stepa Nogai – / pe urmă iată claxoane, Doamne câte claxoane; / firește se întâmplase un
accident banal de tramvai.‖ (Ploaia).
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The poet roams the earth, covering exotic geographies in spectacular
lyrical scenarios: in a poem, we find him as an adventurer on the Colorado
and in Brazil, on the quay of Bahia, exploring in his mind the tropical forest
or among mestizos, in the middle of a riot (Oswald‟s Ghost). In another
poem, a meditation on death, around the Biblical Salome, herself a chimera
who brings about death, the poet is ―Tonegaru, an alchemist of the platinum
lights‖: ―Salome was dancing smoothly on large prairies. / Death is an
endless sleep, a long dream; / – Despotic from the Moon the deputation
comes silently, / beyond thighs, up to her chest the sad herbs reach her.‖
(Salome) 2 Elsewhere, he is dreaming of himself in the North, in the world
of aurora borealis, where time is ―cold and rough like a slate plate‖, with
peoplewho, as if in a surrealist painting, because of the cold, ―persist in the
habit of falling suddenly everywhere‖, while the poet writes poems and
makes ―the calligraphy of fjords‖. The poem contains spectacular images of
intense poetic concentration, subsumed to a surrealist imagism, with frozen
thoughts metamorphosed into mandarins, with exotic birds and overlapping
souls ascending to heaven: ―I was amazed especially at the heroic fall of the
sad people / as if they were proclaiming the Independence of Cold with their
arms raised / to the parapet of the aurora borealis where tangerines were
blossoming / out of their thoughts in very bizarre frozen forms. // On its
heights ibis birds were exhibiting red and sacred plumages / above this
descriptive poem with Pharaohs in exile; / on a needle whose pin is Polaris
itself / their souls even now are docilely overlapping to constellations.‖ (The
Harbour Stuck in the North). 3 Attracted by distances, the poet‘s thoughts
fly towards the equator, where, this time, pestilence and the dead sprinkled
with lime prevail, with birds pecking their eyes. The fugitive spirit passes
through meridians and transgresses vast spaces to bays with jellyfish, to
agave bushes and particolored parrots, with a geographical accolade to
Manila, finally returning to a world dominated by winter and death, with
2

―Salomeea dănțuia lin pe întinse prerii. / Moartea e un somn nesfârșit, un vis lung; / –
Despotică dinspre Lună solia îi vine tăcut, / dincolo de pulpe, până la piept ierburile triste o
ajung.‖ (Salomeea).
3
―Mă mira în deosebi căderea eroică a oamenilor triști / ca și cum proclamau Independența
de Frig cu brațele ridicate / spre parapetul aurorii boreale unde înfloreau mandarini / din
gândurile lor în forme cât se poate de bizar congelate. // Pe înălțimele lui păsări ibis etalau
penaje roșii și sacre / deasupra poemului acesta descriptiv cu faraoni în exil; / pe un ac a
cărui gămălie este însăși Steaua Polară / sufletele lor și acum se suprapun spre constelații
docil.‖ (Portul înfipt la Nord).
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―the clouds hung as curtains after the show‖, in which the coffins seem
―some crates with smuggled alcohol‖. An image of surrealist essence, with
Urmuz-like reflexes, at the same time, concludes this macabre exotic
journey: ―Here, / a lame man was spinning like a screw / and continuously
walking on the streets / he was scattering his whole body.‖ (Open Letter) 4.
Visual images are frequent in Tonegaru's poetry, a visual poetry par
excellence, defined by an imagism of surrealist essence. In obscure
revelations, the poet is dreaming of himself as an explorer of the seas,
haunted by spirits and demons, in delusional scenarios with pirates, invaded
by ―mud creatures‖. The poem can be read as an allegory of seeking the
meaning of being, in a world under the threat of darkness. (Sea Fight)
In the wintry dull world, in a banal domestic setting, in which love
itself is threatened by routine and platitude, the poet dreams he is
Christopher Columbus, who, following the snowy tram lines, reconstructs
the way of the fleet overseas to the new world. The frosted glass turns into a
map which invites him to escape to Terra Nova, to exotic, luxurious lands,
to tropical coasts and distant oceans, to realms inhabited by red skins
performing ritual dances. The return from the reverie brings him to the
medium of the romance, reduced to the automatic execution of the actors‘
roles, in an existential antithesis opposing the placid, decorative woman and
the poet who takes refuge from the real world, without substance and
challenges, into the space of the dream, on the way of escaping from reality:
―– You are in our literary circle. Timeless. An infallible spectrum; / there is
nothing pulsating in you and the liquor from arteries / to the ending of a
savant cruise through unsolved mysteries / by the blue of the ocean
evaporated to other spheres. // My love with a neutral smile and carmine
long legs; / she turned pale as the old piano keys; / I offered her the last drop
of the liquor carefully preserved / to melancholically revolve around her
brown sex another year.‖ (The Mistress with a Neutral Smile). 5
4

―Aici, / un șchiop se învârtea ca un șurup / și tot mergând așa pe străzi / își risipea întregul
trup.‖ (Scrisoare deschisă).
5
―– Ești din cenaclul nostru. Fără vârstă. Un spectru infailibil; / în tine nimic nu mai
pulsează și licoarea din artere / la un final de croazieră savantă prin enigme nerezolvate / cu
albastrul oceanului s-a evaporat spre alte sfere. // Dragostea mea cu zâmbet neutral și pulpe
carmine prelungi; / se ofili cum prind paloare clapele învechite de pian; / eu din licoare iam oferit ultima picătură păstrată atent / să gravitez melancolic în jurul sexului ei brun încă
un an.‖ (Iubita cu surâs neutral).
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The poet translates himself into bookish scenarios, migrating from
identity to identity, each in another frame and other circumstances, as in a
kind of poetic metempsychosis, without limits in time or space. Tonegaru is
―a poet of metamorphosis‖, defined by ―instability‖, by ―the flight from a
certain identity‖, by ―the pleasure of wearing several masks‖. (Simion 1978:
102) Generally, the mechanism is the same. A picture, a story, an idea, a
representation, a state, put into the context of an overflowing poetic fantasy,
constitutes the trigger of the migration of the ego. It is a movement of
return, a regression transcending time and space, the effect of a doubling
tendency, of a projection into another identity, of a temptation of otherness
which the poet experiences at high intensities. The contemplation of an old
illustration, for example, takes him into the past, in the days of Marco Polo,
on the Baltic coast, to the romance lived with the Princess Clara. A poetic
dream, of course, a utopian love designed in a time of myth and legend,
triggered by the imagination in front of an image, as a gateway to other
dimensions. Tonegaru‘s romance takes shape within the frame of a medieval
painting: ―Naked, / both of us on bear furs / were listening to the
mercenaries who in a buzzing hive / on the crenels were testing bending
over the bows / the new strings of wolf guts. / The princess was melting the
ice on the stained glasses with her breasts / for us to examine in the light of
the aurora borealis / with the reindeer leather-bound folder with plants / the
herbs brought by Marco Polo.‖ (The Last from 1200). 6 Anecdotally
speaking, Marco Polo had not yet been born in 1200, and his legendary
journey to China was to come about 70 years later (see Piru). The dream of
the journey through time, a fabulous poetic return, expresses the desire for
another world, shrouded in the aura of myth. The poet is fascinated by the
past and cannot find his place in a world in which he seems to live by
hazard and out of which he wants to escape at every opportunity, which he
himself creates. Viewed in the light of this penchant for regression, he is a
misfit, an adventurer, an explorer of time and space, in search of better
worlds. The return is dramatic and generates delusions, the return to an alien
world, to a space and time of existential waste, with the intense nostalgia of
the lost love: ―I haven‘t suspected that lateness came along, / that I am the
6

―Goi, / amândoi pe blănuri de urs / ascultam mercenarii ce-n zumzet de stup / pe creneluri
încercau aplecați peste arcuri / coardele noi de mațe de lup. / Prințesa topea cu sânii gheața
de pe vitralii / să cercetăm la lumina aurorii boreale / cu dosarul cu plante legat în piele de
ren / ierburile aduse de Marco Polo.‖ (Ultimul de la 1200).
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only one from 1200 among robots and horsepower; / ah! There is a
herbarium inside of me, / a black, bitter alga silently grew up in my orbits. /
On unknown roads / I‘m wandering dressed in the rags of the reindeer skin
– / Only the lines of my destiny intersecting in my palm / are crossing the
silence with the roar of a train collision.‖ (Idem) 7
In the state of grace of the dreamy contemplation and flight, the poet
has the revelation that the stars have died of flu and remained shaped in two
corners like the Italian policemen‘s cap, and, in this area of universal
extinction, the moon floats like a ―huge bald head‖, among ―withered stars‖,
the destination of romantic reveries (―on which the dreamers cling the
calligraphy of romanticism on the sky‖). It is also an opportunity for
political reflection, an irony in Swift‘s sarcastic style, who projects onto the
lunar space the utopian (dystopian) dream of an ―ideal‖ world: ―Maybe in
the Moon there are sincere republics because there the dead are living‖
(General Allegory). A parodic dreaminess, revealing a caricatured view of
the universe, in the style of Geo Dumitrescu, who, among other things,
would see a terrible ―adventure in the sky‖, with the moon as a ―lunar
brothel‖. Elsewhere, under the escapist stimulus of alcohol, amazed by the
rise of the stars in the sky, the poet feels tempted to shoot in the moon with
a ―Manlincher rifle‖ (sic) (Less alcohol). Burning with fever and with the
sleeping sickness, he is dreaming himself in the Congo, where he is drinking
rum and has bizarre visions, mixing erotic sequences and cosmic visions.
This time, the poet adjusts his shooting at the stars, hunting the angels who
are placidly contemplating the theatre of human existence: ―The stars were
according to the atlas a multiple Greek alphabet / in which I randomly shot
the last Dum-Dum bullets / because through the large-sized stars the angels
were watching indifferently / the drama theatrically unfolding at a metallic
end of the road.‖ (The Tse-Tse Fly). 8
Back to the terrestrial dimension, the poet flees the present again,
wandering through history and ironically dreaming himself as a poet (he
7

―N-am bănuit că târziul a venit, / că sânt singurul de la 1200 printre roboți și caii-putere; /
ah! în mine se află un ierbar, / o algă neagră, amară, mi-a crescut în orbite în tăcere. / Pe
drumuri necunoscute / rătăcesc îmbrăcat în sdrențele pielei de ren – / Numai liniile destinului ce
mi se-ntretaie în palmă / străbat liniștea cu vuietul unei ciocniri de tren.‖ (idem)
8
―Aștrii erau după atlas un multiplu alfabet grecesc / în care am tras la întâmplare ultimele
gloanțe Dum-Dum / fiindcă prin stelele de întâia mărime îngerii priveau indiferent / cum
drama se desfășura teatral la un capăt metalic de drum.‖ (Musca Tse-Tse).
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doubts, however: ―I do not know if I am a sufficiently great poet‖), in the
Grévin Museum, next to the wax figures of Marat and Camille Desmoulins.
Escaping from the trap of the shadows and of uncertain glory, a being
throbbing with life, torn by conflicting passions, he continues his journey
through space and time and projects his geographical chimeras on women‘s
body: ―Nevertheless I have a simple heart desperately beating / to enter the
women with hot and raw bosom / on which I draw with ink a blue sea /
imagining that the nipples are the atolls in the South.‖ (Song on Paper). 9
Further on, he dreams that he is a condottiere who ―writes calligraphically‖
his epitaph to the courtesans in a romantic-parodic attitude: ―<I am the
condottiere Tonegaru without a sword; / I have blunted it sharpening my last
pencil / to write how I threw a grenade at poetry>.‖ (idem) 10 The last verse
projects a new light on Tonegaru‘s poetry, providing a hermeneutical key,
an interpretation perspective as a sequence of poetic art. The verse opens a
window to the vision and aesthetics of this poetry. By his lyrical act, the
poet blows poetry up into the air, in other words, aims at deconstructing the
traditional canonical poetry, anchored within the limits of the aestheticized
perspective. The Tonegarian poetic act is thus a deconstructive one, in the
sense of the deconstruction of aesthetic poetry, by the relativizing and
demythologising of the consecrated, sterile, themes, devoid of meaning, and
their ―degradation‖ from the bookish status to one devoid of the
metaphysical glory of poetry. Throwing at poetry with a grenade means
obliterating the poetic vision and the text. The challenge taken by the poet
and his generation fellows is restructuring poetry on the basis of a new
vision and a new aesthetics. An anti-aesthetic aesthetics based on the refusal
of aesthetics. Throwing the grenade can be simply translated as bringing
poetry to normality. From this point of view, this is the key verse of
Tonegaru‘s poetics.
In the metempsychosis chain which pervades his whole poetry, the
poet dreams of himself, in a flash of his escapist reveries, as a hero of the
French Revolution, a contemporary of Danton, he identifies himself with
Peter Schlemihl (Chamisso‘s hero, who sold his shadow to the Devil), is a
9

―Totuși am o inimă simplă ce bate cu desperare / să intre în femeile cu sânul fierbinte și
crud / pe care desenez cu cerneală o mare albastră / închipuindu-mi că sfârcurile sânt atolii
din Sud.‖ (Cântec pe hârtie).
10
―<Sânt condotierul Tonegaru fără spadă; / mi-am tocit-o ascuțindu-mi ultimul creion / să
scriu cum am dat în poezie cu o grenadă>.‖ (idem).
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martyr pierced by bullets, rising to the stars in a balloon, in a cosmic
procession of the martyrs of the Revolution to a large celestial congregation.
It‘s a surrealist image, with souls floating through the cosmos to the Moon
(see above: ―there the dead are living‖), as if to a Doomsday of heroes, a
macabre, grand, fairof universal dimensions, yet circulated, in the subtext,
by a subversive, deconstructive and parodic air: ―To the dead star with
deserted huts / under the pallor of the hemlock flowers / the veterans of the
revolution were coming flimsy / to the Grand Transparent Congress on a
raft / slowly driven by the wind from the south. / From their way the comets
were picking them in their laps / after some long disputes / with my hands as
wide as spades / calling them in a prayer gesture / united as two unskilful
tools.‖ (Document). 11 In successive hypostases of the same poetic scenario,
the poet is an activist against dehumanization, for the humanity of man and
for freedom, with a transparent polemic allusion directed to the present,
―then – not now‖, to a world that will know the terror of a totalitarian
regime, an idealist and a justice-maker under the sign of utopia, ―Knight of
the <Don Quixote‘s Lance> Order‖. Here are the lyrics: ―However I
launched this manifesto: / Citizens, / barricade the one way road / and
remove the robot man / and sign myself, / I, / Knight of the <Don Quixote‘s
Lance> Order. / Then – not now, / I was greeting with the cap our blood on
flares / illuminating the flags of victory.‖ (idem) 12 The poet thus launches
―a pathetic (and ironic) manifesto against levelling civilization‖. (Simion
1978: 103) The same poetic fragment is interpreted, in a complementary
sense, as a ―vague allusion to the danger of the establishment of absolutism
and forced labour‖. (Piru 1968: 169) In another poem, the adventurous poet,
who passes through an inexhaustible series of metamorphoses, sees himself
in the position of an agent of Western civilization, an armed combatant in
the cynical and dehumanizing offensive of war and colonialism, who kills,
in China, an opponent, and then, overwhelmed by remorse, is haunted by
11

―Spre astrul mort cu magazii pustii / sub paloarea florilor de cucută / veteranii revoluției
veneau străvezii / la Marele Congres Transparent pe câte-o plută / purtată lent de vântul
dinspre miază-zi. / Din drumul lor cometele îi culegeau în poale / la urma unor lungi
dispute / cu mâinile mele late cât niște casmale / ce-i chemau cu gest de rugăciune / lipite ca
două unelte nepricepute.‖ (Document).
12
―Totuși am lansat acest manifest: / Cetățeni, / baricadați drumul cu sens unic / și
demontați omul robot / și însumi semnez, / Eu, / cavaler al ordinului <lancea lui Don
Quijote>. / Atunci – nu acum, / salutam cu boneta sângele nostru de pe facle / luminând
stindardele victoriei.‖
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the image of the ―yellow man‖. The poem can be read as a criticism of the
struggle for domination and supremacy, of the absurd that threatens human
existence, of the dehumanization of man: ―Somewhere in Southern China I
have pierced a yellow man with the bayonet; / on the pagoda steps the blood
was flowing from him smelling rotten of iodine / drowning in a spot beyond
the stone walls Asia / where we were bringing civilization armoured in Ford
trucks. // I tell you: <Here I met death with transparent wings of fog /
casting lots with a pirate‘s skull passing white as an enamel; / I give my
word the poet Constant Tonegaru saw Death / hovering over the leafless tea
plantations >.‖ (ASolemn Moment) 13
At another time, he dreams of the Sapphire Sea, on which the Ghost
Ship is floating, watched by an ―exiled star‖, ―from sumptuous
constellations, glamour and fame‖, and is haunted by the Demon of Blood, a
metaphor with possible erotic implications, in an obscure dreamlike fair in
which chimeric images, the silver moon, violet constellations, algae
meadows, aurora visions mingle, in the infinity of the universe. (The Demon
of Blood) The desire of escape and adventure finds a support and incentive
in hashish, which conjures in the free universe of fantasy erotic phantasms
or transfigures the reality of the romance in an exotic experience, of an
augmented sensuality. The lover, who comes from the Arctic lands, is an
embodiment of pure instinctiveness and genuine eroticism, of the poet who
frantically lives his fantasies and hallucinations under the power of his
inner, self-induced freedom. Looking at things simply, the poem can be the
transfiguration, in the terms of Tonegaru‘s poetry, of a common erotic
episode, among those usually cultivated by the poet. Under the irrepressible
impulse of fantasy, stimulated by the drug, he projects a new light on it and
clothes in an exotic and bookish aura, giving it poetic meanings in the key
of the eroticism and exoticism falling within the aesthetic definition of his
poetry. Generally speaking, the poet has a taste for exotic erotic experiences,
which take him out of the threatening routine of life, for mulattos, medieval
princesses, African virgins, creoles, hirsute women, senoritas etc. Here is a
13

―Undeva în China Meridională am străpuns un om galben cu baioneta; / pe trepte de
pagodă sângele curgea din el mirosind putred a iod / înnecând într-o pată dincolo de
zidurile de piatră Asia / în care aduceam civilizația blindați în camioane Ford. // Vă spun:
<Aici am întâlnit Moartea cu aripi străvezii de ceață / cum arunca sorții cu țeasta unui pirat
trecând albă ca un emai; / pe cuvânt de cinste poetul Constant Tonegaru a văzut Moartea /
plutind deasupra plantațiilor desfrunzite de ceai>.‖ (Moment solemn).
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significant sequence: ―As usual a hairy woman from the arctic land arrives /
mysteriously looking like a rune, / she ardently strangles me soon / with a
brown ivy hug. // My kiss from far, far away / on her pointy breasts will
ghostly pass; / to legs like a snail slipping / on her thighs will let its wet,
cold dream.‖ (The Hirsute Woman) 14 Hashish brings him other phantasms
too: the Yellow Sea, with tiled fish swimming through the space, behind the
Moon (idem).
Eros is a dimension of Tonegaru‘s poetry, Eros in a carnal
representation, in a particular key of materiality and sensuality. From this
thematic perspective, he can be seen as an erotic poet, one who brings a
specific vision of Eros, a rough, material, carnal one, but not naturalistic,
between sexuality and textuality, associating in inspired and provocative
combinations the image and the suggestion. In this formula, the effects of
poetry, through the power of images and suggestions, offered to the open
reading and interpretation, are often stronger than the nude text, which shifts
into the territory of erotic naturalism. Tonegaru‘s eroticism must be
associated with the poet‘s escapist experiences, being, in itself, a way of
escape from the dull reality of an existence without challenges, which the
poet lives under the threat of ontological dissatisfaction.
Viewed in the context of the lost generation, Tonegaru is a
nonconformistic poet, intelligent and ironic, with a ―cordial irony‖ (Simion
1978: 103), who writes from the standpoint of a stoic philosopher, often
cynical, blasé, knowing the limits of the world and the mediocrity of
existence. We cannot talk in his case about the kinds of idiosyncrasy,
frustration and rebellion experimented with by Stelaru or Corlaciu, for
instance, who are rebellious, turbulent, clamorous spirits, for whom
bohemian attitudes and escapism are ways of protest, resistance and survival
in a world that rejects them. Tonegaru faces the world through irony,
humour, sometimes sarcasm, well dosed and well concealed in intelligent
and spectacular poetic scenarios. There is, however, beyond all these, a
tragic dimension of Tonegaru‘s existence and poetry. Behind the irony and
the propensity for escapism, there is a clear, lucid conscience that sees
existence and human condition in their very essence. From this position, he
14

―Obișnuit sosește o păroasă din arctic / misterioasă la aspect ca o rună, / înfiebântată mă
sugrumă îndată / cu îmbrățișare de iederă brună. // Sărutul meu de departe, de foarte departe
/ pe sânii ei țuguiați fantomatic va trece; / spre pulpe lunecând ca un melc / pe coapse își va
lăsa visul umed și rece.‖ (Hirsuta).
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is ―a metronome of <the common event>, of the most trivial daily gestures,
of hungry and rough love, of indolent death, of aggressive hunger, of the
war invading life, of the joy of living, in an unsophisticated manner,
existence in its nudity and of giving it a shake.‖ (Mincu 2007: 495)
Escapism is a constant theme and attitude, a coordinate of Tonegaru‘s
poetry. The poet seeks, invents alternatives and ways of access to the worlds
he discovers as possibilities of refuge. The poetic evasion is the way by
which he has access to his chimeric revelations, located in remote histories
or in exotic places. The author‘s poetic imaginary is structured according to
such elements as: ―the adventurous, the exotic strangeness, the bizarre, the
fantastic‖, the poet being defined by ―the great vivacity of the spirit‖. (Micu
2000: 336) Speaking of the new poetry, for whom the poets of the fifth
decade militate, the novelty of his poems does not necessarily consist in the
escape to planetary geographies and exotic realms. The journeys across the
world are a theme of poetry at all times from Homer onwards. What is new
is the way in which Tonegaru sees these escapes in space and time, the
nature and meaning of evasion, out of which he makes the central theme of
his poetry. The poet creates parallel worlds, in contrast with the real one.
The geography of Tonegaru's poetry includes the North Pole, Brazil, Africa,
Asia, Manila etc., an entire geographic atlas (Piru 1968: 168), but it also
goes beyond the boundaries of the planet and extends into space, among the
stars, forming a map of poetic inspiration, a fabulous geography. What is
essentially important is that everything is doubled by irony and parody in
the subtextdimension of the poetical discourse. Thepoet is likely to amuse
himself with the lyrical scenarios he creates. He thus suggests that these
escapes in search for existential alternatives are, at the same time, free
experiences, adventures generated by an existence without horizons,
imaginative and exotic challenges to the reader, traditional or not. In the
context of the poet‘s escapist vocation, the attitude of theatrical
exteriorization, the strategy of playing diverse and spectacular roles
participate in the psychological and aesthetic formula of Tonegaru‘s poetry.
―The taste for imaginary journeys, in particular, and for a delicious
braggadocio, almost in Minulescu‘s manner, gives the specific note of the poetry
published by Tonegaru immediately after the last war.‖ (Micu 2000: 336)
Everything in Tonegaru‘s poetry is traversed by a subversive current,
by an ironic and self-ironic air, that turns upon his poetry and upon poetry in
general, but also upon his own self. It is a way of self-bantering, of seeing
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poetry as a play or as an experiment, or even to make poetry into play. At
the same time, a surrealist air permeates his poetry, more benign, indeed,
than surrealism itself, the territory of radical, extreme literary experiments.
Tonegaru assimilated the experiences of the poetic avant-garde and
surrealism, and melts them in his poetry, distilled, purified, emancipated
from radicalism and from the experimental character. One should not
overlook the textualist tendency of his poems, which seem to be growing by
virtue of a self-generating process, to develop semantically from the matter
of the text itself, which creates meanings beyond the areas of referentiality,
in a sphere of ambiguity and often obscurity. Thus the elements of postavant-garde, surrealism and neo-modernism, together with the opening
towards textualism, the tendency to poetic deconstruction, at conceptual,
aesthetic and stylistic levels, the irony, the parody, the playful air, the
critical spirit, the humour, they all fall within the particular aesthetic
formula of Tonegaru‘s poetry.
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Abstract:
The paper aims to demonstrate the way food can reflect peoples‘ beliefs and
mentalities. We analyze the myth of paradise through the legendary image of the Blajini
(the Gentle ones), an ascetic community which appears linked to the Easter celebration. We
also bring into discussion the tale of Alexander the Great, the myth of Pays de Cocagneand
some other Romanian and European writings which concern images of heaven and hell.
Each food and each context of feeding presented indicate the different ways in which
people understand happiness.
Keywords:
Food, folklore belief, celebration, mentality, the myth of paradise.

Food and the act of feeding oneselfhave always been essentially
connected to the human nature both physiologically and culturally. Upon
learning the different types of dishes a community consumes, one can
discover specific information about its economy, geography and culture. A
careful analysis of the food system belonging to a human group will reflect
the material life of its members, on one hand, and, on the other hand, their
spiritual life because, throughout time, food has evolved alongside the
cultural element1. Taking all these aspects into account, in this present paper
we intend to discuss the food that Romanians associate with the legendary
community of the Blajini (the Gentle ones), as to understand the beliefs that
are behind this cult.

1

Văduva, Ofelia. ‖Ritual Gifts and Offerings‖ („Daruri şi ofrande rituale‖) in Romanian
Academy. Ethnography and Folklore Institute.Images and Permanence in Romanian
Ethnology: The Materials of The First National Symposium of Ethnology, Sighetul
Marmaţiei, 12-15 September 1991. Chişinău: Science Publishing House, 1992, p. 18.
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We find out about the existence of the Blajini in an episode of
Alexandria2, the fabulous written history of the emperor Alexander the
Great, when he meets the people who live in Macaron Island. The Blajini or
the ―happy‖ folk are the gymnosophists (from the Greek γυμνοσουισταί,
gymnosophistai, i. e. "naked philosophers" or "naked sophists"), a certain
community of men who practiced asceticism and lived naked3. Romanian
Folklorist Simion Florea Marian4 shows that some of the Romanians use the
terms Rocmani, Rochmani, Răgmani, Rogmani, Rugmani and others the
term of Blajini to describe the ascetic community. The Rochmani are present
in the culture of Nord-Eastern Transylvania and ethno-cultural regions of
Maramureş, Bucovina, Basarabia and in Northern Moldavia, being equally
known by the Romanians, the Rusyns (Carpatho-Russians or Rusnaks) and
the Huţani (Slavic minorities that live near the Siret river). In the Southern
part of Moldavia and ethno-cultural regions of Banat and Muntenia, people
do not recognise the term, they replace it with the word Blajini.
In her paper regarding The Blajini, Laura Jiga Iliescu5 states that for
Romanians, the terms Nagomudri, Rohmani, Blajini and Urici were partial
synonyms up about 100 years ago. The first name appears in some versions
of the Alexandria, but the direct speech has kept the attributes of nakedness
and wisdom from the Greek name given to the people from the Macaron
Island. For the second term, the author presents one by one the hypotheses
regarding etymology. The first belongs to Elena Niculiţă Voronca and Th.
Speranţia and practically has the shape of a folklore etymology (Rohman
comes from Roman and Romanian). The second hypothesis is an Arabian
one belonging to Lazăr Şăineanu. He speaks of rachmîn (which means
―gentle‖, ―mild‖) and rachman or rohman (‖merciful‖), pointing out that the
last word is used especially in a religious context, as a divine appellative.
2

Alexandria or The History of Alexander The Great. A Book with Faces (Alexandria sau
Istoria lui Alexandru cel Mare. Carte cu chipuri), Bucharest: ‖Library for All‖ Publishing
House, no. 467-468, n.d., passim.
3
Jiga Iliescu, Laura, The Heaven‟s Reward. Written and Oral Documents of the Traditions
Linked to the Blajini in the Romanian Territory (Răsplata paradisului. Filoane livreşti şi
orale ale tradiţiilor despre Blajini în spaţiul românesc). Bucharest: Romanian Academy
Publishing House, 2006, p. 83.
4
Marian, Sim. Fl., The Holidays of the Romanian People. An Ethnographic Study
(Sărbătorile la români. Studiu etnografic). vol. 2, Bucharest: Romanian Cultural
Foundation Publishing House, 1994, p. 244.
5
Jiga Iliescu, Laura, op. cit., p. 83-94.
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Tal‘lab thinks that rahman is rather a Hebrew term that has become Arab as
there is no trace of itin the Arab languages before the Quran. Vasile Bogrea
states the third hypothesis, which is an Indian one. He considers the term is
linked to Brahman (from the Sanskrit brahmana, ―the one who prays‖, ―the
one who officiates a religious service‖). Last, but not least, Gabriel Ştrempel
considers Rohman as a proper name. He studied the manuscript of a
translation from an Ukrainian text, Cetania lui sveti Zosima, an apocryphal
legend. Here, the monk Zosima comes to a land which is ruled by a certain
King Rahma, after which the people have taken their name. These hypotheses,
as author Jiga Iliescu indicates, revolve around the centre term Rohman.
If the previous term has no real meaning in Romanian language, being
used only in thecontext of folklore beliefs, the word blajin is used in direct
speech. It comes from Palaeoslavonic blazelh (which means ‖happy‖),
which lead into the Romanian version of blajen, which is accounted for in
the 17th century, being the appellative with which Alexander The Great
addresses to the King of the Macaron Island: ―blajene Evante‖6. Later
transformations lead to the meanings of ―good of heart‖, ―clement‖,
―humane‖ (about a person) and meanings of ―kindness‖, ―gentleness‖ (about
human nature). In 1997 appears the meaning of ―quiet‖, indicating a
physical or psychical illness. In Russian language blajenn means ―happy‖,
but also ―silly‖, ―naive‖, while blajnoi means ―stubborn‖, ―mad‖. It is
possible that the shade of meaning ―silly‖ comes from contamination with
the adjective bleg, which also denotesa person with protruding ears. There is
a version in the Romanian mentality that says the Blajini and Rugmani are
happy people, but also simple-minded7. The same Laura Jiga Iliescu links
these specific characteristics of the Blajini (happy, saints, but dim-witted
people) to the religious phrase ―poor in spirit‖, which is often misinterpreted
outside the church. The actual meaning of the phrase is that of a person who
listens to the Word of God, therefore a wise man. To this we also add the
sense of humbleness. These understandings strengthen the attributes of the
Blajini that point out their holiness and wisdom, but noting that we are
talking about the wisdom of the ones that are ―taught of God‖8
For the third case, Laura Jiga Iliescu shows that the word Urici has
Slavonic etymology. It is equivalent to Blajini, being used as suchby
6

Alexandria…, op. cit., no. 467, p. 86.
Marian, Sim. Fl. op. cit., p. 241.
8
The Bible, Thessalonians 4:9.
7
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Romulus Vulcănescu in Romanian Mythology (Mitologie română) because
it points out their small dimensions, as opposed to giants. It is believed that
the first would come after The End of the World, and that the latter had been
presentat The Beginning of the World.
The analysis of the names linked to this community indicates an
image of holiness attributed to the Blajini, which also includes attributes of
happiness, kindness, generosity and wisdom. Jiga Iliescu9 completes the
portrait with oral and written resources regarding the Blajini. The result is
the image of a monk, as it is represented in the Romanian folklore mentality.
The main elements that describe them are holiness and wisdom; other
characteristics are nakedness as a way of being ascetic and expressing the
heavenly state in which they are living - and also the hairy aspect and the
fact that they place themselves outside the contemporary world.
We now come to the capability of the Blajini of fasting a great period
of time. It is said by some people, that they keep The Easter Fast as long as
eight or nine weeks, while others say that they fast all the time, except for
the Easter period. In Alexandria10, King Evant offers Alexander the Great a
round tray with white bread and a bowl of red wine, saying that the food of
his people is different from that of the others. Food has a religious
symbolism, the bread and the wine being The Body and The Blood of
Christ. In this way the food demonstrates the holiness of their life and also
the closeness that they have to the heavens. Romanian historical ruler,
Neagoe Basarab tells his son, Teodosie, about the monks that cut themselves
out of the world and eat ―from that dry bead or uncooked vegetables and
other plants and have just a little of the tree‘s bud, no more, as to only keep
themselves alive... and with their prayers embodyingthe life of angels‖11.
Unleavened bread or ―dead‖ bread is the kind of bread that lacks the vital
substance of yeast. In the orthodox ritual only the leavened bread is used, in
the form of the small breads from church that also represent The Body of
Christ and the community with Him as the Saviour of mankind.

9

Jiga Iliescu, Laura. op. cit., p. 116
Alexandria…, op. cit., no. 467, p. 84.
11
Neagoe Basarb‟s Teachings to His Son, Teodosie (Învăţăturile lui Neagoe Basarab către
fiul său Theodosie). A text selected and established text by Florica Moisil şi Dan
Zamfirescu. With a new translation from the orginal Slavonic by G. Mihăilă. Introductive
study and notes by Dan Zamfirescu and G. Mihăilă. Bucharest: Minerva, 1971, pp.205-206.
10
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In the folklore tradition, the Romanians have dedicated a certain
holiday to this community of happy folk. It is called The Easter of the
Blajini, which is different from The Easter of the Rohmani. The first is
associated to the Easter of the dead and the second, being separated from the
funeral theme in the north side of the country. The Easter of the Rohmani is
present in ethno-cultural regions of Bucovina, Năsăud, Maramureş and
Basarabia, while The Easter of the Blajini is celebrated in the rest of
Moldavia and in the region of Dobrogea12. Marian13 mentions that this
tradition is not known in the regions of Banat, Muntenia and neither in
Hungary. The same author gives us a detailed description of the ritual, in the
version that is most frequently practised. Most often it is celebrated in the
Monday after St. Thomas Sunday, or even in that very Sunday, in the
Thursday from the Bright Week, or two or three weeks after Easter, or on
Wednesday, four weeks after Easter; the holiday may last from one day up
to three days.
The ritual is performed by women, who have to gather the eggshells
from the preparations of the Easter table, as well as the ones from the red
eggs that have been consumed in the feast. These eggshells have to be
thrown into a flowing water in the very day of Easter. According to folklore
beliefs, all waters flow into the so-called Saturday Water, which reaches the
land of the Blajini. Upon seeing the eggshells, they on the one hand, know
that it is Easter and, on the other hand, feed on them; it is custom to leave a
bit of egg white inside the eggshells. It is believed that the eggs become
whole when they arrive to their land and so the Blajini, being so small, can
feed 12 from one single egg.
For the happy ones, Easter is the only period when they marry and can
be with their wives, the two groups living separately in the restof the year.
We now observe that their image separates at this point from the Christian
model of a monk. Thus, we can say that in the Romanian folklore mentality
the ones who are happy are not bothered by the poor food, but they rather
emphasize the connection to Divinity and the communion with others
including their life partners. We can assume that this image reflects the way
this culture understands the idea of being happy, the idea of being close to
the sacred. Moreover, we can consider that the Blajini take upon themselves
12
13

Jiga Iliescu, Laura, op. cit., pp. 163-164.
Marian, Sim. Fl., op. cit., pp. 239-24.1
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the image of the Romanian peasant, who, throughout history, has
encountered hardship in procuring his food, but who has enriched it with o series
of meanings, attributes that, through the ritual, linked the food to the sacred.
For the Romanian people, the holiday is either a moment of funeral
commemoration, including also the ones who have disappeared or have
drowned or died in uncommon ways – either a moment of celebration and
happiness. Therefore, the eggs are understood in many ways14: as a symbol
of the Easter holiday and Christianity par excellence, of regeneration, of
resurrection and immortality, their red colour indicating the blood Jesus
shed for mankind on the cross. For the Blajini, the egg is a nutritive product,
upon consuming it, they stop their fasting. Also, in this period, the egg is a
central element of alms, which are performed in the memory of the dead.
Jiga Iliescu15 presents the other customs related to this ritual, pointing
out the difference between celebrating The Easter of the Blajini and The
Easter of the Rohmani. Some people fast during The Easter of the Blajini,
like the happy folk fast during our Easter. Other celebrate it by offering food
gifts in the village and outside the village. In the first case, for The Easter of
the Blajini, people prepare the dishes and visit their relatives, or the women
visit one another, at each one‘s home, giving Easter cake, red eggs, cooked
lamb. Sometimes, in the morning, women give eggs to the children by
rolling them in the grass. In the second case, often festive meals with
fiddlers are organised near a flowing water, where people eat Easter cake,
red eggs, roasted lamb, bacon, boiled brandy with honey and wine. This
second version relates to The Easter of the Rohmani. In the third case, the
celebration is done at church and in the cemetery, sometimes the food gifts
being offered before that, between neighbours. After the church service,
there is a general commemoration of the dead in the cemetery, after which
the priest passes to each grave, where he finds a towel with food: specific
funeral bread (colaci), specific koliva (colivă), candles, red eggs, Easter
cake, sweet bread made especially for Easter (cozonac), steaks, brandy,
wine, small Easter cakes, especially cooked for the Blajini, according to the
folklore beliefs regarding their size. After the religious ritual has ended,
people make alms with red eggs, the small Easter cake and a candle. After
14

Văduva, Ofelia. Footsteps Towards the Sacred: of the Romanian Ethnology of
Nourishment (Paşi spre sacru: din etnologia alimentaţiei româneşti), Bucharest:
Encyclopaedically Publishing House, 1996, pp. 67-69.
15
Jiga Iliescu, Laura, op. cit., pp. 166-173.
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this, there is a big meal in which everybody participates, either in a special
organised place, either each one at the grave of the dear ones. This version is
common to The Easter of the Blajini and also relates to the customs
performed in the funeral cult of the ancestors, for those who passed safely in
the other world. The people commemorate also the dead from other families
and those who have disappeared16. While in the second version that we
described, food indicates perception of the feast as a ritual celebration, the
third version is understood as a general funeral commemoration. The red
eggs, the Easter cake and the cooked lamb are present in all versions of the
celebration because they are representative elements for the Easter holiday.
The steaks, the brandy and the bacon appear alongside the party with
fiddlers, while the specific funeral bread (colaci), the candles and the
specific koliva (colivă) – essential elements in the ritual props of the
memorial service – we can only find in the cemetery commemoration.
In the European mentality, there is another myth of the happy people,
Pays de Cocagne17, a fictional country, which is characterised by a reverse
set of values. Here there are no wars, nor inequalities, here one can find
parties, gambling games, here one doesn‘t have to work, but tolaze. It is a
country of abundance and comfort, where there is plenty offood for
everybody. Some theories link the etymology of the word to old French
(pays de cocaigne meaning ―the land of abundance, of wealth‖). The named
used to indicate a small cake for children, which was once sold at a fair. In
old English the term ―cockaigne‖ seems to come from the verb ―to cook‖. In
other languages, the phrase has similar meanings: in German
Schlaraffenland (―the land of milk and honey‖ – symbols of paradise), in
Flemish Belgian Luilekkerland (―relaxing, attractive, delicious country‖), in
Spanish País de Cucaña (―fools‘ paradise‖) and in Swedish Lubberland
(―the land of the lazy‖).
One of the oldest references to this myth is in Carmina Burana, where
the priests venerate wine, love without barriers and gambling games. In the
13th century, George Ellis wrote the poem The Land of Cockaigne, where he
describes the houses as made out of sugar and cakes, the streets are paved
with pastry products and the shops give food for free. The myth is preserved
16

Ciubotaru, Ion H. The Great Passing. Ethnological Marks in the Funeral Ceremonial
from Moldavia (Marea trecere. Repere etnologice în ceremonialul funebru din Moldova).
Bucharest: „Grai şi suflet – Cultura naţională‖ Publishing House, 1999, p. 187.
17
Wikipedia. Available onhttp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cockaigne at 29.06.2014.
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until our days. In 2001 Herman Pleji writes in Dreaming of Cockaigne:
Medieval Fantasies of the Perfect Life about pigs that walk with knives in
their backs, ready to be cut down and cooked, fried wild geese that fly and
can anytime land in the mouth of the one who is hungry, readymade fish
that jump out of the water to ones‘ feet and the wine flowing continuously.
The myth appears also in Romanian‘s writer George Călinescu work, like
the poem I Was the Man that... (Eram bărbatul care…) 18. Here, the theme
appears to implicate the hero chevalier, which decides to give up on life‘s
hardship and become a hero singer.
We observe that this perspective is in contrast to that of the land of
Blajini and the food plays an essential role in pointing out the difference.
While the traditional Romanian mentality sees the happy folk as those who
fast a lot or who fast all the time (except for Easter period), thus being close
to heavens, the modern urban mentality perceives happiness as food
abundance and heavens as a place of comfort, satiety and laziness.
Another Romanian writer that emphasized in his work the
nourishment element as being full of meaning was Ion Creangă. In his tale,
The Story of Harap-Alb (Povestea lui Harap-Alb), the different types of
food play an important part in understanding the heroes‘ destiny and also
indicate the presence of the myth of paradise. Harap-Alb is repeatedly
helped by St. Sunday, as the time when he put the bear to sleep with milk
and honey. These products symbolise the heavens and therefore the divine
presence of which, according to folklore mentality, one can benefit because
of his or hers good deeds. We observe an abundance of food in the Red
King‘s palace. He wants to find a motive to kill the hero that came to claim
the princess‘ hand in marriage. The king gives Harap-Alb and his friends a
gourmand testing in which they have to eat until morning 12 carts of bread,
12 big fried cows and 12 butts of strong wine. The hyperboles with which
Hungry and Thirsty (two fictional heroes of Ion Creangă) are characterised
and with which Harap-Alb and his friends succeed in completing the task,
have certain significance. Practically, their ―gifts‖ point out the weakness of
men, greediness, that is condemned indirectly with this test. In the final
episode, at Harap-Alb‘s wedding, appears the myth of Pays de Cocagne.
The forces of evil have been defeated and we have an idealistic image of the
18

Călinescu, George. The Pride of Things (Lauda lucrurilor), Bucharest: Publishing House
for Literature, 1963, p. 16.
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country, according to the earthly mentality, and in contrast to our world:
―even the poor were eating and drinking with a happy heart! And the
happiness went on and on for years to come, and it is still lasting; one who
goes there eats and drinks. And here, one who has money eats and drinks,
and one who doesn‘t, just looks and suffers‖19
Food gives an image of heaven and hell also in Ţiganiada by Ioan
Budai-Deleanu. It is written there that in hell the cruel tyrants drink hot
blood from chalices, while devils prepare sausages and blood from their
intestines. The greedy gathers a sack full of food, but cannot taste anything
because all that they touch, turns into silver and gold. Devils toast with
glasses of fuel oil, light resin and pitch. The shops sell for a cheap price
spells and poison in cakes and muffins and the buyers pay with the price of
their own soul. Each of the devilish food indicates the sin of the one who
endures it. The tyrants are cut as pigs for their meat, the greedy cannot taste
the food they‘ve taken, and criminals trade their life in order to kill.
In contrast, heaven is pictures as rich in pomegranates, lemons, grapes
and other well-tasted fruits. The rivers are of milk, the streams are of butter,
the shores are of soft polenta, pie or bread, the puddles are of wine, one can
find brandy and glasses to it on one‘s way. The hills are of cheese, of bacon
or of curd and the mountains are of sugar, raisins or figs. On the trees‘
branches one can find bread, muffins, on the fences there are sausages, all
things are good and so that the narrator exclaims: ―Oh, what a holy and
good bargain!/ You eat and drink without any burden!‖20. The Gypsies see
the heaven in the same way as the earthly mentality or the European myth of
Pays de Cocagne. There is plenty of food for anyone everywhere.
Amongst the food the Gypsies find in the Turks deserted camp, there
are a lot of types of meat: ox, ram, camel, but also different products as rice,
barley, fish, sugar, bread; some of them are different from their normal
nourishment and they don‘t try it. Vlad, the Romanian ruler, bribes the
Gypsies with cornflower and bacon as to help him in his war against the
Turks. Besides this, when the Gypsies get hungry on the road, they eat
products of the land, like sponges. At Parpangel‘s wedding with Romica,
the Gypsies boil cabbage with stale bacon and sliced onion, a type of dish
19

Creangă, Ion. Tales, memories and short stories (Poveşti, amintiri, povestiri). Bucharest:
Publishing House for Literature, 1969, p.147.
20
Budai-Deleanu. I., Ţiganiada. 2 vols., vol 1, Bucharest: Publishing State House for
Literature and Art, 1956, p. 117.
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the Gypsies appreciate, also polenta with cabbage sauce, smoked pork, stew,
sour milk ―and lots of other dishes/but who can count them all!‖21. The
wedding image reminds us of the heaven vision, but it has something in
particularity; the food served here depends on the geographical, historical
and cultural context. Here we have some traditional Romanian and Gypsy
dishes, while in the heaven image besides polenta, bread and other specific
national food, we also have exotic fruits. The heavenly food shows the
limited knowledge regarding the types of dishes that the Gypsies had in that
period. An argument for this idea is that despite their capture in the Turks
camp, they prefer to cook the dishes they know in the wedding feast. After
everyone has eaten to their own satiety, the author states a philosophy of the
belly, that announces the debates that will take place in the Gypsy camp:
―When the belly is full, / Then the mouth is talking a lot. / It gives a lot of
advice, / Everybody gives advice... / But when the food is scarce/ I don‘t
know how, but also the mind gets dumb/ And it doesn‘t have so good
advice, / And the tongue is silent like a fish. / So it is in the full belly/ That
the philosophy lies... / Tell me, what good thing/ Did the old monks do in
the wilderness, / Who ate only herbs and poor roots/ Blackberries, sponges,
peanuts and fruits, / With rags, blowsy and starving?‖22We can clearly see
the contrast between the philosophy of the belly, which is an earthly
mentality, similar to the modern mentality regarding happiness, and the
ascetic philosophy, that considers abstinence the right way to wisdom and
happiness. Maybe in the end of the book the author gives us a sarcastic
answer. After the Gypsies have enjoyed the richness of dishes, although at
the council there have been stated important ideas regarding the community
administration, the conclusion is a tragic and inconclusive one for the
problems initially raised.
In studying food, one can understand the Romanian folklore beliefs
and mentalities, which are strongly related to the Christian paradigm, and
also other mentalities regarding happiness. The legendary community of the
Blajini and the myth of the Pays de Cocagne are two distinct images and
ways of understanding the myth of the paradise, regarding the cultural and
religious context they are looked upon.

21
22

Budai-Deleanu. I., op. cit., vol 1, p. 88.
idem., vol 2, pp. 124-125.
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Abstract
Traditionally it is assumed among historical linguists that language families are the
main groups of common languages and their ancestors. Identical structural features of cases
of words in different language families such as the case we discuss here and their
etymological history demonstrate that there are parallels between derived semantic fields of
the similar morphological structures of words from different language families. This claim
can be considered an argument in favour of the relationship of languages beyond the level
of barriers of language families, which are usually considered to be the markers of
linguistic difference. The following case study of the conceptualization of ‗favouring‘ in the
German and Arabic languages is a case illustrating such a relationship between words,
which lead to parallels beyond the traditional language barriers. We are going to discuss
here the phonetic and semantic relationship between the Arabic word minnah ( )يُحand the
Old High German and Middle High German words minna / minme in the context of the
socio-cultural function of the common concept of both languages entailing the concept of
‗favouring‘. We conclude that there are genuine similarities between the words, even
though the words belong to two different language families (the Germanic languages within
the Indo-European language family and the Semitic Afro-asiatic language family), and that
in both cases the functioning of the socio-cultural concept of ‗favouring‘ reflected the
socio-cultural context of the time at which the authors used the words; in Germanic
linguistic documents this concept of ‗favouritism‘ is embedded in the context of ‗love‘, while the
realization of ‗favouritism‘ in Arabic pertains to the economic context of society.
Keywords:
Historical linguistics, Arabic language, Germanic languages, crosscultural exchange,
Arab influence on European literature
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I. The Conceptualization of „Favouritism‟ in the Words Minna /
Minne in Old and New High German
Old High German was spoken between 500 and 1050 CE and was
followed by Middle High German, but written texts do not appear before the
second half of the 8th century, with Abrogans as the first extant text in Old
High German and Latin. Wiercinski (1964) defined the semantic and sociocultural field of Minne as ‗amor‘, ‗caritas‘, ‗philia‘, in the invocatio, as a
legal term for ‗gift‘ and as ‗Minnetrank‘ (‗minne drink‘). Minne also was
used as a term in the community of equal persons, as a political term, and as
a term for a cult sharing community. The Old High German word minna and
the related verb minnen have as first meanings ‗remembrance‘ and
‗remember‘, but this meaning is not backed by translations of memoria
(‗memory‗), it only refers to the similarity of the Latin words and the
German word in the Indo-European etymology related to Minne. In Middle
High German minne developed to a word of important significance for a
cultural concept practiced in European culture, known as ‗courtly love‘. In
the age of Middle High German, the word ‗minne‘ referred to the concept of
‗courtly love‘ in European monarchies, describing the German sociocultural practice of Minne between different members of the nobility. In his
Althochdeutsches Wörterbuch, under the entry for ‗minne‘, Köbler (2015)
mentions that this Old High German word is equivalent to ‗love‘,
‗affection‘, ‗desire‘, ‗community‘, ‗love community‘, and ‗human
friendliness‘; Köbler describes the semantic word field using the Latin terms
‗affectio‘, ‗amor‘, ‗caritas‘, ‗dilectio‘, ‗ardor‘, ‗cupido‘, ‗gratia‘,
‗humanitas‘, ‗ignis divinus et fervor‘ as equivalents to the Old High German
term minna, according to contemporary translations. Etymologically, Köbler
traces the Old High German word minna to the Indo-Germanic roots *men-,
*menə-, *mnā-, *mnē-, *mneh- for ‗think‘ and Pokorny‘s etymon 726 mento the semantic field ‗to think‘, ‗mind‘, and ‗spiritual activity‘. The Middle
High German word minne comprises various semantic fields derived
etymologically from the Indo-Germanic root *men, with the basic of
meanings‚ ‗think‘ and ‗have in mind‗. Minne also meant ‗friendly
rememberance‘. Its later meanings comprise ‗charitable love‘ (‗caritas‘) and
‗desiring love‘ (‗amor‘). Köbler (2015) writes in the entry for minna that the
following German and Latin words comprise the meaning of the word
minna in Old High German. The New High German ‗Liebe‘, ‗Zuneigung‘,
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‗Eifer‘, ‗Verlangen‘, ‗Gemeinschaft‘, ‗Liebesgemeinschaft‘, and
‗Menschenfreundlichkeit‘, the English ‗love‘ and ‗affection‘, and the Latin
‗affectio‘, ‗affectus‘, ‗amor‘, ‗ardor‘, ‗caritas‘, ‗causa potentiae‘, ‗cupido‘,
‗desiderium‘, ‗dilectio‘, ‗furor‘, ‗gratia‘, ‗humanitas‘, ‗ignis divinus et
fervor‘ represent the equivalent words of the Old High German minna:
―Minna
230, ahd., st. F. (jō): nhd. Liebe, Zuneigung, Eifer, Verlangen, Gemeinschaft,
Liebesgemeinschaft, Menschenfreundlichkeit; ne. love (N.), affection; ÜG.: lat.
affectio Gl, N, affectus (M.) B, Gl, (amantissimus) Gl, amare (= minna habēn) O,
amor B, Gl, I, MF, N, NGl, O, PG, WH, ardor Gl, caritas B, Gl, MH, N, NGl, O,
OG, T, WH, causa potentiae (= umbi giwaltes minna) N, cupido N, desiderium Gl,
dilectio B, FG, Gl, MF, N, NGl, O, T, WH, (diligere) N, O, dulcedo Gl, (furor) Gl,
(gaudere) N?, (gratia) Gl, N, humanitas Gl, (ignis) Gl, ignis divinus et fervor (=
gotes minna) N, ob ambitum dignitatis (= umbi ambahtes minna) N, ob studium
propensius (= umbi mihhila minna) N, pro tuendo iure (= umbi rehtes minna) N,
(studium) Gl, tui causa (= umbi dīna minna) N, viscera Gl, (vultus) Gl; Vw.: s. hei-,
līb-, liob-, māg-, meri-; Hw.: vgl. as. *minna?, minnia*, minnea*; Q.: B, FG, FP,
GB, Gl (Ende 8. Jh.), GV, I (Ende 8. Jh.), LN, M, MF, MH, N, NGl, O, OG, OT,
PG, Ph, PN, StE, R, T, WH; I.: Lbd. lat. amor, caritas, dilectio; E.: germ. *menjō, st.
F. (ō), Erinnerung, Andenken, Liebe; vgl. idg. *men- (3), *menə-, *mnā-, *mnē-,
*mneh₂-, V., denken, Pokorny 726; W.: mhd. minne, st. F., sw. F., Freundschaft,
Liebe, Zuneigung, Wohlwollen; nhd. Minne, F., „Minne―, Liebe, DW 12, 2238; R.:
umbi ... minna: nhd. um ... willen; ne. for the sake of s.o.; ÜG.: lat. ob ambitum N,
pro delectione N, ob studium N; R.: umbi dīna minna: nhd. deinetwegen; ne. for
your sake; ÜG.: lat. tui causa N; R.: minna habēn: nhd. jemanden lieben; ne. love
s.o.; ÜG.: lat amare O; R.: mit minnōm wesan: nhd. einander in Liebe zugetan sein
(V.); ne. be attached in love; Son.: Tgl06 (Ende 8. Jh.)

The related words for the concept of Minne are, in Old High German,
the words minnaglīh, minnaglīhho, minnahaft, minnahafto, minnalīh,
minnalīhho, minnasam, and minnasamo for ‗loving‘, minnalust for ‗lust for
love‘, minnāri for ‗lover‘, minnasamī, minnī, and minnahaftī for ‗love‘, and
minnēn for ‗to love‘. (Köbler 2014) The Dutch word min (‗love‘) can also
be traced to the Indo-European root. (Sijs 2015) The words minna/minne in
Old High German and Middle High German were obviously subject to the
projection of socio-cultural concepts, such as the Christian concept of love
as ‗charity‘ and ‗caritas‘, besides other concepts of love relating
predominantly to ardent love. In the next passages we will discuss its
function as the object of the projection of another concept of love called
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Minne in contemporary German, and its structural similarity to the Arabic
concept for ‗favouritism‘.
II. Theoretical and Historical Considerations on the German
„Minne‟ and the Arabic „‟يُح:
Comparisons of the Linguistic Conceptualizations of Favouritism
In this section we shall look at the prehistoric roots for the German
‗Minne‘ and the Arabic ‗‘يُح, which can be considered in the Indo-European
and the Semitic language families as the origin for reflexes in natural
languages. Both in the case of German and Arabic, the early ages are
lacking in any records of written texts, until the late 8th century for German
and the 5th century for Arabic. So the reliance on the hypothetical protolanguages is necessary for compensating for the lack of historical
documentation. Since we find equivalences both in terms of the
morphological material and the semantic meaning attached, we conclude
here that the conceptual and morphological similarities indicate that a prehistorical common origin must have existed.
The group of reflexes of the Proto-Indo-European roots in natural
European languages, in which the German words minna/mine/Minne are
localized, circulates semantically in the field of cognitive actions, usually
the action of remembering and thinking. The Proto-Indo-European roots
*men- and *mnā- have the meaning of ‗to think‘. Reflexes in natural
languages exist, according to Starostin‘s comparative root database in the
Tower of Babel Project in the Tokharian A mnu, B maðu for ‗desire‘, the
Old Indian manuté, m nyate for ‗believe‘, the Avestan manah- for ‗sense‘,
‗thought‘, and ‗opinion‘. The Armenian imanam ‗to undestand‘, the Old
Greek mémona ‗thinking‘, ‗striving‘ and ménos for ‗mind‘, ‗courage‘,
‗anger‘, ‗power‘, and ‗urge‘, mn omai means ‗remember‘ and mn m is
‗memory‘ and ‗mentioning‘. Other reflexes are the Slavic *mьnētī, *mьnītь,
*-mēn tī, *pā-mētь, the Baltic *min-ē-, *mið- (men-a-), *min-s-l-iā, *mans-l-iā, *min-ē-, *mið-t-i-, *men-a-, *man-ī-, min-tl-ā, and the Germanic
*man-, *mun-z-, *man-ō-, *min-ɵ-iō/*min-d-iō, *mun-d-i-, and *mun-t=, the
Latin meminī for ‗to remember‘, ‗to mention‘, ‗to think about‘ and mens for
‗faculty of thinking‘, ‗mind‘, ‗thought‘, and ‗opinion‘ and commentum as
‗lie‘ and ‗plan‘. The Celtic roots *men-, *mon-, *menmen-, and *mntodeveloped to the Old Irish do-moniur for ‗to believe‘. (Starostin 2015) The
Proto-Semitic roots *mVnVw- and *ʔVmVn- in the Afro-Asiatic etymology
have the meanings ‗to count‘, ‗to test‘ and ‗to try‘ in the case of roots with
three radicals and, for roots with four radicals the meanings are ‗to be
certain‘, and ‗to believe‘. These roots are realized in the Akkadian manū, the
Hebrew mny and ʔmn, the Aramaic hēmīn, the Arabic mnw [-u-] and ʔmn [198
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a-], the Epigraphic South Arabian ʔmn, Mehri hāmōn, Jibbali ʔun, and the
Harsusi ʔamōn. Starostin (2015) mentions that the meanings ‗to test‘ and ‗to
try‘ may be ―the most archaic in this group of words, serving as a source of
other meanings connected with intellectual activities as such.‖ (Starostin
2015) The related Proto-Afro-Asiatic root * (ʔV-) mVn- has the meanings ‗to
know‘ and ‗to test‘ and is present in the reflexes of the Semitic root
*mVnVw- ‗to count‘, ‗to test‘, ‗to try‘ and *ʔVmVn- for ‗to be certain‘ and
‗to believe‘, the Western Chadic *man- for ‗to know‘, the Central Chadic
*ma/un- ‗to analyze‘, ‗to understand‘, ‗surely‘, the East Chadic *min- ‗to
warn‘, the Central Cushitic (Agaw) *ʔamVn- ‗to believe‘, the Low East
Cushitic *man- ‗to mind‘, and the Warazi (Dullay) *Hemen- for ‗to see‘.
The Proto-Indo-European roots *men- and *mnā-, which are the
hypothetical roots for the German word ‗Minne‘, seem to correspond to the
Proto-Semitic roots *mVnVw- and *ʔVmVn-, insofar as they describe a
mental activity. The actually surprising issue seems to be the fact that the
Proto-Indo-European roots *men- and *mnā- have resulted in the realization
of the reflex of the German word ‗Minne‘, which means that its meaning
changed from that of an intellectual act to that of an emotional state – love.
Another word, which entered the European languages as a loanword, is a
derivation of the Semitic root *ʔVmVn-, namely the word amen used as an
consecrated formula at the end of a Christian prayer or as a statement
expressing assent or approval. The word amen was transmitted from the
Late Latin amen, the Greek and Hebrew 'āmēn for ‗certainly‘ and ‗verily‘
and the root 'āman (ʔmn) for ‗to be firm‘, as a reflex in the Semitic roots. The
Arabic root, which produces the reflex of ‗favour‘, is the trilingual root m-n-n.
This trilingual root m-n-n is the root we equate to the Indo-Germanic root *men-.
Due to the morphological closeness in question, we also discuss here
another Proto-Semitic root, which matches the meaning of the German word
‗Minne‘ as physical love in the Late Middle Ages: the trilingual Arabic root
m-n-y refers to the physical aspects of love in its reflexes. The Proto-Semitic
root *mny in the Afro-Asiatic etymology has the meanings ‗to have
intercourse‘, ‗to love‘, and ‗to desire‘. The Akkadian men (man ) means
‗to love‘ and ‗to become fond of so‘. The Arabic word mny means ‗to
ejaculate‘, ‗to desire‘, and ‗to want‘; maniyy ( )يُيis ‗sperm‘ or ‗female
discharge‘. The Ethiopian Geʕez tamannaya means ‗to wish‘, ‗to desire‘, ‗to
be eager for‘, tamnet is ‗wish‘, ‗desire‘, and ‗lust‘, the Tigre tǝmänna means
‗to wish‘, the Tigrai tämännäyä is ‗to desire‘, the Amharic tämäððä is ‗to
desire‘, ‗to wish‘, ‗to long for‘, the East Ethiopic (tä) männi is ‗wish‘, the
Mehri m tni means ‗to wish‘, the Jibbali m tni means ‗to want‘ and ‗to
wish‘, and the Harsusi emtōni means ‗to wish‘. The Soqotri m ni means
‗sperm‘ and ‗female secrete of the vagina.‘ In contemporary Arabic (Wehr:
826), the verbs ُٗي, يُا, and ُٕي, related to the root m-n-a, comprise as
meanings ‗put to the test‘, ‗try‘, used in religious contexts, for a human
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being put to the test by God, ‗to raise a desire‘, ‗make someone hope for
something‘, ‗ejaculate semen‘, ‗to desire‘, and ‗to wish‘. The noun  يُيحhas
the meanings ‗wish‘, ‗desire‘, and ‗object of desire‘. The noun  تًُيحhas the
meaning ‗ejaculation‘ and ًٍ تmeans ‗wish‘ and ‗desire‘. The root m-n-n
(ٍ )يin contemporary Arabic has as associated meanings ‗to be kind‘, ‗to be
benevolent‘, ‗to show mercy‘, ‗to prove a favour‘, ‗to allow‘, and ‗to give as
a present‘. The masculine noun manna ٍ
ّّ  َيis the equivalent of the feminine
noun minnah  يُحand comprises the meanings of ‗grant‘, ‗favor‘,
‗benevolence‘, ‗gift‘, ‗honeydew‘, and ‗Manna‘ (Wehr: 824). The noun
munnah ( )يُحhas the meanings ‗power‘ and ‗strength‘. The Proto-AfroAsiatic root *min- has the meaning of ‗want‘ and has reflexes in the Semitic
root *mVnVy- for ‗love‘, ‗be favourable‘, ‗desire‘, and ‗want‘, the Eastern
Chadic root *mVn- for ‗love‘ and ‗like‘, the Central Chadic root *mun- for
‗love‘, ‗want‘, and ‗prefer‘, and the East Chadic root *mVn- ‗favorite (cowife) ‘ and ‗preferer‘. (Starostin 2015) In contemporary Arabic, we
distinguish the root m-n-n, m-n-a and a-m-n-a, and m-n-y. The root m-n-n
establishes the meaning of ‗favour‘; so the word ٍ يas the verb ‗to favour‘
refers to the root m-n-n;  يُحas a noun, ‗favour‘ also refers to the root m-n-n;
ٌ يُاas an active participle, ‗favouring‘ is used as an article for Allah and the
word ‗ يُحpower‘ refers to the root m-n-n. On the contrary, the root m-n-y
refers to another concept, of ‗trying‘, which developed words with
additional connotations of physical love. The wordّ,ُٗيmeaning ‗to test‘ and
‗to try‘ refers to the root m-n-a; ًُٗ تas a derived stem V of the verb means
‗to wish‘, from the root m-n-a; also,  يُيحfor ‗wish‘ and ‗desire‘ refers to the roots
m-n-a and a-m-n-a. The word ٌُٕي, mening ‗death‘, refers to the root m-n-a, with
the basic meaning of ‗fate‘. The word ُٗ‗ يsemen‘ refers to the root m-n-a.
The critical question is if we can connect the Proto-Semitic roots
*mVnVw- and *ʔVmVn- and the Arabic root m-n-n (and not the ProtoSemitic root *mny and the Arabic root m-n-y) in the Afro Asiatic etymology
to the Proto-Indo-European roots *men- and *mnā-, which are considered to
be the origin of the words minna and Minne. Here we have, without any
doubt, a semantic congruence between the meanings of the two Protolanguages circulating around the concept of ‗thinking‘. On the other hand,
the Proto-Indo-European roots *men- and *mnā- for the word
minna/mine/Minne also seem to be semantically related to the Proto-Semitic
root *mny, which in the Afro-Asiatic etymology has the meanings ‗to have
intercourse‘, ‗to love‘, and ‗to desire‘, at least when taking into account the
sexual connotation of Minne in the Late Middle Ages. At the level of
historical reflexes such as Minne in Old High German and Middle High
German, as well as in other Germanic languages, the Proto-Indo-European
roots *men- and *mnā- seem to be the hypothetical roots for a purely
intellectual action, the reflex in natural languages usually having the
meaning of ‗think‘. According to Starostin‘s etymology, the Germanic roots
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*man-, *mun-z-, *man-ō-, *min-ɵ-iō/*min-d-iō, *mun-d-i- and *mun-t= are
the hypothetical origin of the word ‗minne‘ in the Old High German
language. The Proto-Germanic roots *man-, *munz-, *manōn-, *minɵiō,
*mindiō, *mundi-, and *munt= have the two basic meanings of ‗to think‘
and ‗to consider‘. Their reflexes are in the Gothic *munan for ‗consider‘ and
‗believe‘, the Old Norse man for ‗to insure‘, ‗to think‘, ‗to intent‘, minni for
‗memory‘ and ‗remembrance‘, the Norwegian muna for ‗pleasure‘, ‗lust‘,
‗increase‘, and ‗use‘; the Old Swedish mon means ‗will‘, while the
contemporary Swedish mɔn means ‗difference‘, ‗value‘, and ‗use‘. The Old
Danish mon means ‗value‘, ‗advantage‘, and ‗property‘. The Old English
man mean ‗think‘, manian means ‗monish‘, and myne is ‗memory‘, desire‘,
and ‗love‘. The Middle English mind (e) means ‗sense‘ and ‗memory‘.
Contemporary English has mind as a reflex of this root. In Old Saxon mina
is ‗love‘. Middle Dutch mine is ‗memory‘, ‗love‘, and ‗friendship‘. The
Middle Low German minne is derived from Old High German minna for
‗caring love‘ and ‗religious love‘, ‗affection‘, ‗memory‘, ‗striving‘, ‗desire‘,
and ‗intercourse‘. The Middle High German minne means ‗friendly
memory‘, ‗remembrance‘, ‗a gift given for memory (souvenir), ‗gift‘, and
religious love‘. The above mentioned reflexes in the Germanic languages
entail semantic fields which in the Arabic language are covered by the two
roots m-n-n and m-n-y. The question arising is why exactly it was only in
the Germanic language family and in the German dialects that the word
‗minne‘ came into existence. Other languages of the Indo-European
language family are topographically closer to the Middle East. Travel and
exchange between Semitic and European countries were not common at the
time. So do we have here a case of a prehistoric common linguistic material
shared between the languages of the two branches, which both in the case of
Arabic and Germanic languages can be traced back to a partially shared meaning?
III. Early Sources of the Use of the Arabic noun minnah يُح:
The Concept of „Favour‟ and the Root of minnah  يُحand the
Related Words in the Quran
The Quran is one text in classical Arabic studied for the semantic field
of words, which is derived from the root m-n-n. The Quran, as the central
religious text of Islam, is believed by Muslims to be verbally revealed by
God to Muhammad, through the angel Gabriel in the time from 22 December
609 CE to 632 CE. The word
itself is not listed in the Quran, but the related
tri-literal root with the letters mim nun nun (ٌٌّّ )وoccurs 27 times in the Quran in
four derived forms (The Quranic Arabic Corpus 2014):
16 times as the verb manna (ٍّ) َي
6 times as the noun mann (ٍّّ ) َي
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1 time as the noun manūn (ٌُُٕ) َي
4 times as the passive participle mamnūn (ًٌُُْٕ ) َي

These forms are mainly placed in verbal and nominal expressions. The
verb ٍّ َيmanna has the meaning ‗to favour‘, to be gracious‘, ‗to grant‘, and
‗to confer a favour‘.
(3:164:2)
(4:94:30)
(6:53:7)
(12:90:11)
(14:11:11)
(20:37:2)
(26:22:3)
(28:5:3)
(28:82:18)
(37:114:2)
(38:39:3)
(49:17:1)
(49:17:7)
(49:17:12)
(52:27:1)
(74:6:2)

ّ َي
ٍ
ًٍَّ َف
ٍَّي
ٍَّي
ًٍُّّ َي
َيَُُا
تَ ًَُُُّٓا
ًٍُّ ََ
ٍَّّي
َيَُُا
ٍُُفَا ْي
ًٌُُُّٕ َي
تَ ًُُُّٕا
ًٍُُّّ َي
ًٍَّّ َف
ًٍُُّْْ َت

manna
famanna
manna
manna
yamunnu
manannā
tamunnuhā
namunna
manna
manannā
fa-um'nun
yamunnūna
tamunnū
yamunnu
famanna
tamnun

‗bestowed a favour‘
‗then conferred favour‘
‗ (whom has been) favoured‘
‗Allah has been gracious‘
‗bestows His Grace‘
‗we conferred a favour‘
‗with which you reproach‘
‗bestow a favour‘
‗Allah had favoured‘
‗we conferred favour‘
‗so grant‘
‗they consider (it) a favour‘
‗consider a favour‘
‗has conferred a favour‘
‗but Allah conferred favour‘
‗confer favour‘

ْ َنَمَذّْ َيٍَّّللاُّ َعه
ثّفِي ِٓ ْىّ َسس ا
َ ّٗان ًُؤْ ِيُِيٍَ ّإِ ْرّتَ َع
ًُّٕلّ ِيٍْ ّأَ َْفُ ِس ِٓ ْى
َٰ
ْ
ُ
َ
ُ
َ
ُ
ُ
َ
َ
َ
َكزنِكَ ّكُت ْىّ ِيٍْ ّل ْثمُّف ًٍََّّللاُّ َعه ْيك ْىّفتَثَيُٕا
أَ ََْٰؤ ًَُل ِءّ َيٍَّّللاُّ َعهَ ْي ِٓ ْىّ ِيٍْ ّتَ ْيَُُِا
ّٔ ََْٰ َزاّأَ ِخيّلَذّْ َيٍَّّللاُّ َعهَ ْيَُا
َ َل
َ ُالّأَََاّيُٕسُف
َٰ
َ
َ
َِِّٔن ِكٍَّّللاَّيَ ًٍُُّ ّ َعه َّٰٗ َيٍْ ّيَشَاءُّ ِيٍْ ّ ِعثَا ِد
َّٰ َٔنَمَذّْ َيَُُاّ َعهَيْكَ ّ َيشجاّأ ُ ْخ َش
ٖ
َّ َٔتِ ْهكَ َِّّ ْع ًَحٌّتَ ًُُُّ َٓاّ َعهَيّأٌَْ ّعَثذْخَ ّتَُِيّإِس َْشائِي
م
َ ْ ََُِٔ ِشيذُّأٌَْ ََّ ًٍُّ َعهَّٗانزِيٍَ ّا ْستُضْ ِعفُٕاّف
ِّيّاْلسْ ض
نَْٕ ًَلّأٌَْ ّ َيٍَّّللاُّ َعهَ ْيَُاّّنَخَ سَفَ ّتَُِا
ٌََُّّْٔٔاس
َ َٰٗ َٔنَمَذّْ َيَُُاّ َعهَ َّٰٗ ُيٕ َس
ّّح َساب
ِ ََْٰ َزاّ َعطَا ُؤََاّفَا ْيٍُُْ ّأَْٔ ّأَ ْي ِسكْ ّتِ َغي ِْش
ُيَ ًٌَُُُّٕ ّ َعهَيْكَ ّأٌَْ ّأَ ْسهَ ًُٕاّلُمْ ًَّلّتَ ًُُُّٕاّ َعهَيّإِس ََْل َيك ّْى
يَ ًٌَُُُّٕ ّ َعهَيْكَ ّأٌَْ ّأَ ْسهَ ًُٕاّلُمْ ًَّلّتَ ًُُُّٕاّ َعهَيّإِس ََْل َي ُك ّْى
ٍَّّصا ِدلِي
َ اٌّإٌِْ ّ ُك ُْتُ ْى
ِ ًَ ْلي
ِ ْ ِتَ ِمَّّللاُّيَ ًٍُُّ ّ َعهَ ْي ُك ْىّأٌَْ َّْذَا ُك ْىّن
َ
َ
ِّ ًُ ابّانس
ٕو
َ َأّ َٔلاََاّ َعز
َ ُفَ ًٍََّّللاُّ َعهَ ْي
ْ
َ
ًَٔلّتَ ًٍُُْْ ّتَ ْستَكثِ ُّش

The noun ًٍَّ  ْانal-mana refers to the Biblical and Quranic
Manna, while in the expression  َيُّاا, mannan it refers to ‗favour‘.
(2:57:6)
(2:262:12)
(2:264:7)
(7:160:31)
(20:80:13)
(47:4:13)

ّ ًَ ْان
ٍ
َيُّاا
ًٍَّّ تِ ْان
ًٍَّ ْان
ًٍَّّ ْان
َيُّاا

al-manna
mannan
bil-manni
al-manna
al-manna
mannan

ْ ّان َغ ًَا َوّ َٔأَ َْضَ ْنَُاّ َعهَ ْي ُك ُى
ْ َٔظَه ْهَُاّ َعهَ ْي ُك ُى
‗the manna‘
َّٰ َٕ ّٔانس ْه
ٖ
َ ًٍَ ّان
ا
َ
ُ
ُ
ّ
ْ
ْ
َ
َ
‗ (with) reminders of generosity‘ ّيمَّّللاِّثىًّلّيُتثِعٌَُٕ ّ َياّأَفمٕاّ َيُا
ِ ِانزِيٍَ ّيُ ُْفِمٌَُٕ ّأَ ْي َٕانَُٓ ْىّفِيّ َسث
َ
ْ
ُ
ْ
َ
ُ
ُ
َ
َٰ
َ ُُيَاّأَيَُّٓاّانزِيٍَ ّآ َي
ٍِّ
‗with reminders (of it) ‘
ّ ّٔاْلر
ٖ
ْطه
َ
ِ ٕاًّلّتث
َ ًَ ٕاّص َذلاتِك ْىّتِان
َ
ْ
ْ
ْ
ْ َٔظَه ْهَُاّ َعهَ ْي ِٓ ُى
ْ
َ
َٰ
َض
‗the manna‘
ّ َٕ ّٔانسه
ٖ
َ ًٍَ ّان َغ ًَا َوّ َٔأَ نَُاّ َعه ْي ِٓ ُىّان
َ
ْ
ْ
ْ
ْ ٕس
ُ
َ
َٰ
‗the Manna‘
ّ َٕ ّٔانسه
ٖ
َ َِّجا
َ َٔ َٔا َع ْذََا ُك ْى
َ ًٍَ ََّٔضنَُاّ َعه ْيك ُىّان
َ ًٍََ ّاْل ْي
ِ ُّةّانط
ا
َ
ْ
ْ
ّ
ْ
َ
ُ
ُ
َ
َ
َخ
ُ
‗a favour‘
ُّٔإِياّفِذَا اّء
َ َحت َّٰٗإِ َراّأث ُت ًُْٕ ْىّفشذُّٔاّان َٕثاقَّفئِياّ َيُاّتَ ْعذ

The noun ًٌَُُّٕ ( ْانal-manūni) means ‗a misfortune of time‘ and is listed
in contemporary dictionaries with the meaning ‗death‘:
(52:30:7)

ًٌَُُٕ ْان

al-manūni

‗a misfortune of time‘

ْ ْة
ٌِّ ًَُُٕ ّان
َ ّسي
َ ِّ أَ ْوّ َيمُٕنٌَُٕ ّشَا ِعشٌََّت ََشتصُ ّ ِت

As a passive participle ًٌُُْٕ ( َيmamnūnin) means ‗never ending‘, ًٌُُّْٕ َي
(mamnūnin) means ‗end‘, and ًٌُُْٕ ( َيmamnūnin) means ‗ending‘.
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(41:8:9)
(68:3:5)
(84:25:9
(95:6:9)

ًٌُُْٕ َي
ًٌُُّْٕ َي
ًٌُُْٕ َي
ًٌُُّْٕ َي

mamnūnin
mamnūnin
mamnūnin
mamnūnin

‗never ending‘
‗end‘
‗ending‘
‗ending‘

ّ ًُُْ خّنَُٓ ْىّأَجْ شٌّ َغ ْيشُّ َي
ٌٕ
ِ ٕأّ َع ًِهُٕاّانصانِ َحا
َ ُُإٌِّانزِيٍَ ّآ َي
ًٌُُّْٕ َٔإٌِّنَكَ َّْلَجْ شا اّ َغي َْشّ َي
ًٌُُّْٕ خّ َنُٓ ْىّأَجْ شٌّ َغ ْيشُّ َي
ِ ٕأّ َع ًِهُٕاّانصانِ َحا
َ ُُإًِلّانزِيٍَ ّآ َي
ُ
ًٌُُْٕ خّفَ َهُٓ ْىّأَجْ شٌّ َغ ْيشُّ َي
ا
ح
ن
ا
ٕاّانص
ه
ً
ع
َ
ِ َ ِ
ِ َٔ ّإًِلّانزِيٍَ ّآ َيُُٕا

Salmoné (1889), in An Advanced Learner's Arabic-English
Dictionary, associated to the root with the letters mim nun nun (ٌٌّّ )وthe
following words and meanings:
ٍَّي
ٍَّّي
ِيُح
ُيُح
ٍَْيُِي
ٌ َُُْٕي
ٌَْيُا

َيُاََْح

‗gracious‘, ‗kind to‘, ‗granted to‘, ‗bestowed upon (favour) ‘, ‗reproached‘,
‗up-braided‘, ‗fatigued‘, ‗exhausted‘
Noun
‗favour‘, ‗graciousness‘, ‗gift‘, ‗Manna‘, ‘ a certain weight (2 pounds) ‘,
‗finedust‘
Noun
‗favour‘, ‗benefit‘, ‗grace‘, ‗bounty‘, ‗kindness‘, ‗benevolence‘, ‗reproach
(for benefits received) ‘
Noun
‗power‘, ‗strength‘, ‗weakness‘
Noun and Adverb
‗weak‘, ‗weakened‘, ‗strong‘, ‗fine dust‘
Noun
‗death‘, ‗destiny‘, ‗fate‘
Noun and Adjective ‗benevolent‘, ‗kind‘, ‗benign‘, ‗beneficent‘, ‗gracious, ‗bountiful‘, ‗liberal‘,
‗benefactor‘. As an, article ‗the gracious one, ‗god‘, ‗one who reproaches for
benefits received‘.
Noun
‗marriage portion‘
Verb

In the Quran the verb  يُحm-n-n has the meaning ‗to favour‘, to be
gracious‘, ‗to grant‘, ‗to confer a favour‘. The noun  ْانًُحal-manna refers to
the Biblical and Quranic Manna and in the expression  يُاmannan it refers to
‗favour‘. So we can trace the verb ٍ يm-n-n to the Semitic root, which is
also a reflex in the Hebrew language. According to Starostin‘s (2015)
etymology of the Proto-Semitic roots *mVnVw- and *ʔVmVn-, in AfroAsiatic etymology they have the meanings ‗count‘, ‗test‘, ‗try‘, ‗be certain‘,
and ‗believe‘. Theses roots are realized in the Akkadian manū, the Hebrew
mny and ʔmn, Aramaic hēmīn, the Arabic mnw[-u-] and ʔmn [-a-], the
Epigraphic South Arabian ʔmn, Mehri hāmōn, Jibbali ʔun, and the Harsusi
ʔamōn. The Old Syrian root ʔ-m-n is traced to the Semitic ʔmn in Old South
Arabian, with the meanings ‗to be firm‘, ‗true‘, ‗steady‘ (Sanmartín). In the
Hebrew Bible (A Hebrew-English Bible 2015) manna occurs in Exodus 16.
33, Numbers 11.7, Joshua 5.12, Deuteronomy 8.3, Nehemiah 9.20, and
Psalms 78.24. In Numbers 11.7 the manna is described:
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,גַד הּוא; וְעֵ ינֹו- כִּ ז ְַרע, זّוְהַ מָּ ן7 Now the manna was like coriander seed, and the appearance
ّ. כְ עֵ ין הַ בְ ד ֹלַ חthereof as the appearance of bdellium.

In Strong's Concordance (2015), the entry 2580 ‗chen‘ has the
meanings of ‗favour‘, and ‗grace‘. The masculine noun  חֵןis also translated
in the Bible as ‗adornment‘, ‗charm‘, ‗favour‘, ‗grace‘. The earliest
appearance in the Hebrew Bible is in Genesis (Genesis 6:8; Genesis 39:21).
The etymology of the name Minnith in the Hebrew Bible discusses, in
Biblical Name Vault (2015), the Hebrew root mnn in the context of Semitic
languages. The name Minnith occurs twice in the Bible for a city in
Ammonite territory. It is stated that ―there are quite a few different words of
the form ( מןmn), and much of the associated etymology is unclear.‖ The
masculine noun ( מןman I) is what we know as Manna (Exodus 16:15,
Numbers 11:7, Joshua 5:12), which isn‘t a translation, but a transliteration
of a Greek interpretation. (…) The interrogative pronoun ( מןman II),
meaning what? is used only in Exodus 16:15, in reference to Manna. (…)
The preposition ( מןmin) expresses the idea of separation. (…) The assumed
root ( מנןmnn) is thought to have to do with to separate, which obviously
puts it in vicinity of the preposition ( מןmin). It produces only one
derivative, the masculine noun ( מןmen), meaning portion (Psalm 45:9). (…)
Morphologically not far removed from the previous root ( מנןmnn), the rootverb ( מנהmana) means to count (Genesis 13:16, 2 Samuel 24:1, Psalm
90:12) or assign (Isaiah 53:12, Daniel 1:5) – which brings it in close
vicinity to the preposition ( מןmin). In order to count for something, it has to
be distinguished from the others, after all. Studies of cognates show that this
verb may have also been used in the sense of to be bounteous. Its derivatives
are the feminine noun ( מנהmana), meaning portion or part (Exodus 29:26,
Nehemiah 8:10), the masculine noun ( מנהmaneh), which is a unit of weight,
a.k.a. the mina (Ezekiel 45:12, 1 Kings 10:17), the masculine noun מנה
(moneh), meaning time (…). This word occurs only once, in Genesis 31:7.
The feminine noun ( מנתmenat) means ―portion‖ (Nehemiah 12:44,
Jeremiah 13:25), while the masculine noun ( מנוןmanon) is a dubious word.
It is to be observed that the Hebrew language has the root mnn ( מנןmnn) as
a derivation of the preposition mn for ―separation‖, with the associated
meaning ‗to separate‘, which, as an activity of separating, matches the
semantic concept of a second root-verb ( מנהmana), which means ‗to count‘.
In the Arabic language, the Lisan al-Arab of Ibn Manzur mentions that the
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root m-n-n has the meaning ‗to count‘, whereas in the Quran and in
contemporary dictionaries it is associated with ‗favour‗. As Arabic roots of
the Quran, the Project Root List (2015) lists the root m-n-n, which has the
meaning ‗to confer or bestow a benefit or favour to someone‘, ‗to be
bountiful or beneficent or gratuitous‘, ‗to be reasonable (too reasonable to
do that which is deemed bad) ‘, the root m-n-„, with the meanings of ‗to
prevent or hinder or hold back‘, ‗to impede/withhold/arrest/restrain‘, ‗to
keep/debar/preclude/inhibit‘, ‗to forbid/prohibit/interdict‘, ‗deny or refuse‘,
‗to protect or defend or guard a thing‘, ‗dispute or contest‘, ‗resist or
withstand‘, ‗to strengthen or fortify‘, ‗to make a thing inaccessible or
unapproachable or difficult to access‘. The root m-n-y has the meanings ‗to
try or to prove someone‘, ‗to mediate‘, ‗to wish‘, and ‗to desire‘. Among the
Semitic roots, The American Heritage Dictionary Semitic Roots Appendix
lists the roots m-n-n, m-n-w, and „-m-n. The root m-n-n is here West Semitic
and has the meanings ‗to be kind‘, ‗to show favour‘, ‗to patronize‘, and ‗to
disdain‘. The English word mann derived from Aramaic and Hebrew is akin
to the Arabic mann for ‗favour‘, ‗gift‘, ‗honeydew‘, ‗manna‘ and manna for
‗to be kind‘ and ‗to show favour‘. The root m-n-w means ‗to count‘, with
the English reflexes mina from the Akkadian manû for a unit of weight and
from manû ‗to count‘. The English Minyan is derived from the Mishnaic
Hebrew minyān for ‗count‘, ‗number‘, ‗minyan‘ and from the Aramaic
minyānā for ‗count‘, ‗number‘ and mənā ‗to count‘. The root „-m-n is West
Semitic for ‗to be firm‘, ‗confirmed‘, ‗reliable‘, ‗faithful‘, ‗have faith‘,
‗believe‘. As reflexes in the English language, there is amen from the
Hebrew ʾāmēn for ‗truly‘ and ‗certainly‘ and mammon from the Aramaic
māmonā, which is probably derived from the Mishnaic Hebrew mammon
and the earlier *maʾmōn and the Hebrew ʾāman, ‗to be firm‘. While the
Quran and the Bible are examples for the religious love for God and its
expressions in the context of the social ethical conduct of society and its
religious prescriptions, profane literature also used the concept. At this point
we have a socio-cultural change from tribal society to the structured society
of the empire, with nobility seeking to express itself.
III. The Socio-Cultural Background of the Emergence of „Favour‘
and „Love‘:
A Comparison between Arabic Love Poetry and European
„Courtly Love‘
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The emergence of the concept of ‗favour‘ and ‗love‘ as socio-cultural
concepts must be understood as a socio-cultural phenomenon, which
reflected the social and cultural norms of a high class in a hierarchical
society, as nobility not only described itself in its writings, but also reflected
itself as an active group maintaining the social structure of the time. The
process of establishing a hierarchical society with kings and nobility, after a
phase of tribalism, occurred both in Arabia and in Europe. Structurally, the
genre ghasal, as Arabic love poetry, covers the same topics as the later
emerging Minnesang; both were songs describing ‗love‘ from the
perspective of the unreachable beloved. It seems that this kind of ‗courtly
love poetry‘ emerged in cultures which had developed from the tribal level
to the more complex level of the kingdom; its earliest examples come from
the Empire of Persia. Allen (2015) mentions that in the majority of the early
Arabic love poems of the Bedouins, the beloved is absent. Emerged later,
ʿUdhrī poetry belongs to a courtly love tradition, which might have been a
precedent to the ―development of a similar strand in Western literatures
during the Middle Ages‖. The poetry written by ʿUdhrī poets belongs to
Jamīl Buthaynah, Majnūn Laylā, and Kuthayyir ʿAzzah. Their names entail
the names of the beloved; this is a structural aspect of duality, which later on
also appears in the dialogue structure, which in other kinds of poetry plays
an important role‖. In the hanged poem of Imruʾal-Qay the departure is
described thus (Johnson 1917; 2015):
Stop, oh my friends, let us pause to weep over the remembrance of my beloved.
Here was her abode on the edge of the sandy desert between Dakhool and Howmal.
(…)
On the morning of our separation it was as if I stood in the gardens of our tribe,
Amid the acacia-shrubs where my eyes were blinded with tears by the smart from
the bursting pods of colocynth.
As I lament thus in the place made desolate, my friends stop their camels;
They cry to me "Do not die of grief; bear this sorrow patiently."
Nay, the cure of my sorrow must come from gushing tears.
Yet, is there any hope that this desolation can bring me solace?
So before ever I met Unaizah, did I mourn for two others;
My fate had been the same with Ummul-Huwairith and her neighbour UmmulRahab in Masal.
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Allen (2015) states that Imruʾal-Qay is a ―clear precedent to another
strand of love poetry that emerged in Arabia‘s urban centres (…) early in
the Islamic era‖, named after ʿUmar ibn Abī Rabīʿah, ―whose poems reveal
much closer contact with the beloved and reflect a strongly narcissistic
attitude on the part of the poem‘s speaker.‖ (…) Elements from these two
strands were blended into a unified tradition of the Arabic love poem
(ghazal). (…) The genres of zajal and muwashshaḥ that ―originated in
Muslim Spain had love as their primary theme. Often blending both ʿUmarī
and ʿUdhrī themes with songs and popular poems in Romance dialects, they
present a blend of images and motifs that is representative of the cultural
environment in which they were created.‖ In his Troubadour Poetry: An
Intercultural Experience, Abdelwahed (2015) writes that troubadour poetry
of the lyric love poetry which appeared in medieval Spain, in the period
from the 9th to the 13th centuries CE, refers to the Arabic poetry of
muwwashah and the kharja (jarga). The French troubadours were mostly of
noble birth. Immigrants from Baghad to the Maghreb and Andalusia brought
Arabic music. ―Arabic literary history and culture witnessed outstanding
love poets, love stories and thus love poetry. For example Qays Ibn alMulawwah, known as ‗Majnun‘ or the ‗Mad One‘, was the prototype of the
hero of courtly romance and an exemplum for the Sufi mystic. There are
also many Hubb Udri poets of 7th century Arabia. Thus, the love and mystic
poetry of Andalusia was not new to the Arabs, though it was seen as
something unique and widely celebrated, especially in the West. Arabic
strophic love poetry started in the 9th century in the Baghdad of the
Abbasides. The Romantic poetic tradition of love and lovers was the
mainstream literature on the theory of love. The ethically and religiously
oriented subtype of work on love represented by some writers was to
participate in the writing of love theory. Abdelwahed (2015) notes that
Arabic love poetry ―established itself swiftly and flourished in Andalusia,
then it spread into southern France and other parts of Europe, including
German-speaking land of the Rhine and Danube (534 A.H / 1150 AD) and
Palmero and Sicily and southern Italy (604-634 A.H. / 1220-1250 AD).
Afterwards, they exerted influence upon the Italian sonnet, the poetry of the
Iberian Peninsula and England. In England, where, about 1250 CE, the
ruling classes spoke Norman French, there was a sudden flourishing of
vernacular spontaneous song. The Arabic genre muwashshah is a popular
genre which treated of love, praise, and marthiya (mourning), hijaï
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(‗invective‘), mujun (‗frivolity‘), and zhud (‗asceticism‘). In the genre zajal,
one makes erotic or panegyric verses as in the qasida. What distinguishes
the muwashshah and zajal from the poem (qasida) is its kharja. The
muwashah was a panegyric poem, khamriya was a wine song for the
drinking-sessions of court society and the ghazal was a love song composed
to be performed in the audience-room of the prince. The Arabic contribution
to the literature of Europe was by the genres of the zajal, muwashshahat and
kharja, challed ‗jarcha‘ in Spanish. Ibn Sina's Treatise on Love (Risdla fi'l'Ishq, literally An Epistle on Love) must be considered as one of the
philosophical works, with a strong impact on Arabic and European
Medieval literature. Among the words of the Arabic language, which are
equivalent to the English ‗love‘ and the German ‗Liebe‘ Ibn Sina used 'ishq
( )عشكto refer to passionate love for any object, person, or God, which also
comprises the Old and Middle High German wide meanings of minna and
minne. The noun ‗( حةhubb‘) is the most general term for love, besides عشك
(‗'ishq‘) for ‗passionate love‘ and ‗romantic relationship‘, in contrast to
familial love. ‗( شغفshaghaf‘) is used for passion and sensual desire or lust.
The genre of the ‗jarchas‘, lyrical poems of anonym writers between the
years 1000 and 1250, is a comparable genre of love poetry in Spain, which
is due to the closeness to the Arabic culture and the presence of Arabic
interest. The ‗jarchas‘ were written in Spanish and Arabic, in Hebrew or
Arabic characters. Here the concept of love as physical love (‗amor‘) is used
as in this example (Solà-Solé 1973):
tanto amare tanto amare
habîb tanto amare
enfermeron olios nidios
¡Tanto amar, tanto amar,
amigo, tanto amar!
¡Enfermaron unos ojos brillantes
y duelen tan mal!

The troubadours of late 11th century Spain were influential to the
related movements throughout Europe, among them the Minnesang in
Germany; both shared the lyrical genre and the theme of ‗love‘. The poetry
of the troubadours is assumed to have been influenced by the culture of the
Arabs who settled in Southern Spain. It is agreed among researchers
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(Borchard 2003; Gennrich 1951) that the minne-singers (‗Minnesänger‘)
were noble poets and musicians on the territory of today‘s Germany from
the 12th to the 14th century. They are the German equivalent to the Spanish
and French Troubadours and Trouvères. They shared the cult of love and the
artificial construction of courtly love. The German Minnesänger were
influenced by their French counterparts and even took French texts and
replaced them with German translations in Middle High German language
(Kontrafakturen). From the uses of the terminology of ‗love‘ for ‗courtly
love‘, which in Spain and France is derived from the Latin ‗amor‘ in amors
and amor, we must conclude that there was no loanword which circulated
and ended up as Minne or minna in Old High German. Since we obviously
have no written records of the German language prior to the early 8th century, we
have no records of the way in which the word ‗minna‘ might have entered the
Germanic lexicon at the time of prehistoric Germanic culture.
In both Western and Arabic love poetry the communicative actions of
the persons involved in the descriptions of love are used as a literary
structural device. Recent research has investigated the Minnesang as a form
of communication between the persons portrayed (Oberlin 2014: 175-196;
Köbele (2013: 299-331), Lembke (2013). Remembering or thinking of the
lover appears both in the Arabic love poetry of the ghasal and the German
Minnesang as a common action. The Arabic word ġazal ( )غضلhas a specific
form and has one topic: love, specifically an unconditional and superior
kind of love, unrequited love for the lover whose beloved is unattainable.
The Arabic ghasal and the German Minnelied have structural similarities. In
the research in the field it is assumed that German poetry discovered the
genre of the ghasal in the 19th century (Ünlü 1991: 24). The Arabic root ġ-zl  غضلcomprises the meanings ‗to spin‘ and ‗to weave‘ and also ‗to act in
love‘, ‗to flirt‘ and ‗praise in verses‘. The noun ( غضلġazl) means ‗weaving‘
or ‗spinning‘ and in the plural it means ‗thread‗. The noun  غضلġazal means
‗flirt‘, ‗love‘, ‗love of words‘, ‗talk between lovers‘ and ‗love poetry‘.
(Wehr: 602) The Ghazal, which represents a conversation between lover and
beloved, originated in Persia in the 4th and 6th centuries CE. Platonic love
was a term coined to describe a spiritual kind of love, in contrast to physical
love. The earliest known German ‗Minnesänger‟, Der von Kürenberg,
employs minne as follows for the unrequited love of the man, who has to
leave the woman who wants to love him back in derived love (minne) in the
Zinnenlied (Neumann 1991):
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Nû brinc mir her vil balde mîn ros, mîn îsengewant,
wan ich muoz einer vrouwen rûmen diu lant,
diu wil mich des betwingen, daz ich ir holt sî.
Si muoz der mîner minne iemer darbende sîn.

Now bring me immediately my horse and my armour,
because I have to vacate (for) a lady the land;
who wants to force me that I love her.
She must be deprived from my love forever.

The German verb darben entails the meanings ‗to be deprived from‘
and ‗to suffer‘ from the deprivation; the woman (vrouwe) is the one who is
separated from the minne of the man who leaves. The strophe has been
interpreted as the counterpart of the man who speaks to the woman, who
speaks in the previous strophe:
Ich stuont mir nehtint spâte / an einer zinnen.
dô hôrte ich einen ritter / vil wol singen
in Kürenberges wîse / al ûz der menigîn,
er muoz mir diu lant rûmen / ald ich geniete mich sîn.

I stood late at night on a battlement.
Then I heard a knight singing beautifully
in the Kürenberger way out of the crowd.
He needs to vacate the land (for) me or I enjoy him.

The first strophe anticipates the song of the man who has to leave the
land and leave behind the woman suffering from the minne of the knight.
Even though the unrequited love is in this Zinnelied already a typical motive
of the Minnesang, it shares with the ghasal the active decision of the man to
leave the country of a woman and refrain from answering her love, which is
actually the opposite of the usual confirmation of love in the Minnesang.
The minne in this Middle High German poem entails the aspect of
remembered love, past love, love which finds no answer from the beloved,
surprisingly, not from the perspective of the man, but of the woman left
behind. Among researchers of German culture in the Middle Ages, it is
accepted that the Minnelied is a kind of poetry of love songs. This genre
follows the requirements of the genre and reflects the life and social order of
the nobility and their art, which came to Germany from France in the late
11th century. In Arabic the word minnah does not appear in the context of
love, but is used for the economic or social preference of a person, as a
favoured person. It never had a prominent role in Arabic love poetry, as
minne has in German love poetry. The linguist Sahib Ibn Abbad (d. 995)
who was the grand vizier of the Buyid dynasty in Rey, in his Al-Muhit fi alLughah (Ocean in the Language) explains the word ُ ُيُ ّحas the ‗strength of
the heart‘ (ّة
ِ  ) ُيُحُ ّانمَ ْهand (Ibn Abbad: 971) and as the ‗maturity of the
َ
woman‘ (ّ) َجَٓا ُص ّان ًَشْ أ ِج. Even though the conceptualization of favouritism in
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both the Arabic and German language takes its way from the intellectual
area of thinking, the socio-cultural formation is different: favouritism in the
Arabic socio-cultural context is an economic favouritism of a person, while
in the context of mine, as love between the sexes, favouritism is only one
aspect of the concept of Minne as a socially conditioned state of the
collective mind of the nobility in the Middle Ages. The minne is the
description of the practice of love, which is aware of the social conditions of
the nobility. It is, as an ethical paradigm, a piece of literature of the writers
who established their ethical guidelines and described the conditions of their
social existence. As a principle, favouritism could be present in any social
and cultural area of society, such as gender relations expressed in
contemporary literature and music, or economic relations and political
structures.
V. The Concept of „Thinking‟ in the Indo-European Roots
*men-, *menə-, *mnā-, *mnē, *mneh- and their Reflexes in
Natural Languages
In the case of the contemporary German word Minne in New High
German, the word has left the active lexicon of the vernacular New High
German language, but remains in the thesaurus as an archaic word, which
was formerly used and now depicts an aspect of the history of Germanic
culture. It was no longer in use in the time of the New High German
language, and since 1500 was replaced by the word ‗Liebe‘ (‗love‘). Not all
reflexes related to the concept of ‗minna/minne‘ in the natural Germanic
languages, which belong to the Germanic language family, are related to the
concept of ‗love‘; most of them maintain the basic concept of ‗think‘
associated to the Indo-Germanic roots *men-, *menə-, *mnā-, *mnē, *mnehfor ‗think‘. The Indo-European reflexes in the natural languages belonging
to this language branch show various semantic meanings, which we can
classify as words belonging to different semantic fields:
(1) purely subjective and critical thinking
(2) spiritual or religions mental activity
(3) emotional affectionate thinking
(4) irrational mental activity or mental disorder,
(5) other mental kinds of activity
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The words related to the Indo-Germanic roots *men-, *menə-, *mnā-,
*mnē, and *mneh- for ‗think‘, which are still in use, are the German verb
‗meinen‘ (‗to mean‘) and ‗Meinung‘ (‗opinion‘) (semantic field 1). The verb
mahnen means ‗to admonish‘ (semantic field 1). Pokorny‘s Indo-Germanic
etymon men- for ‗to think‘, ‗mind‘, ‗spiritual activity‘ for the semantic
fields ‗think‘, ‗reflect‘, and ‗mind‘ has Indo-European reflexes in the natural
languages, which are listed by Slocum (2015): the Celtic Old Irish
domoiniur means ‗to think‘ and ‗believe‘ (semantic fields 1 and 2). The Old
English gemynd means ‗mind‘ and ‗memory‘, gemyndig/gemindig stand for
‗mindful‘ and myne means ‗mind‘ (semantic field 1). The Middle English
admonesten stands for ‗to admonish‘ (semantic field 1). In contemporary
English amentia is the clinical state of insufficient mental development
(semantic field 4), amnesty is the grant of pardon to groups of individuals
(semantic field 1), a comment is an explanatory treatise/record of events
(semantic field 1), and mind is the place associated with memory and
recollection (semantic field 1). The Germanic Dutch word manikin means
‗small/dainty creature‘ and ‗darling‘ (semantic field 2). The Minnesinger is
the German lyric poet or musician of the 12th and 14th centuries. The WestGermanic Old Frisian verb monia means ‗to claim‘ and ‗admonish‘
(semantic field 1). The Old Saxon manōn means ‗to warn‘, ‗to suggest‘, ‗to
admonish‘ (semantic field 1), the Old High German gimunt is ‗mind‘ and
‗memory‘ (semantic field 1), manōn/manēn means ‗to warn‘, ‗to suggest‘,
and ‗to monish‘ (semantic field 1). The Middle High German minnesinger is
used for ‗minnesinger‘ and ‗courtly love singer‘ (semantic field 3). The
German mahnen means ‗to admonish‘ (semantic field 1). Germanic Old
Norse minni is ‗memory‘ and muna is ‗remember‘ (semantic field 1). Munu
means ‗to will‘ and ‗to be about to‘ (semantic field 1). The Icelandic munr
means ‗mind‘, ‗longing‘ and ‗love‘ (semantic field 1 and 3). The Swedish
minne is ‗memory‘ (semantic field 1). The East-Germanic Gothic gamunds
is ‗memory‘ and ‗remembrance‘, munan is ‗think‘ (semantic field 1), and
muns is ‗purpose‘, ‗device‘, ‗readiness‘ (semantic field 5). The Italic Latin
admoneo means ‗to warn‘ and ‗to admonish‘ (semantic field 1).
Comminiscor means ‗to invent‘ and ‗to imagine‘ (semantic field 5). Memini
is ‗remember‘, mens is ‗mind‘, mentio is ‗mention‘, ‗act of mentioning‘
(semantic field 1), and moneo means ‗to warn‘ and ‗to admonish‘ (semantic
field 1). The Slavic Old Church Slavonic mьněti, mьnjǫ, and mьniši mean
‗think‘ and ‗believe‘ (semantic field 1 and 2). The Greek amnēstos is
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‗forgotten‘ (semantic field 4), anamimnēskesthai means ‗remember‘ and
anamnesis ‗remembrance‘ (semantic field 1), mainomai is ‗to be mad‘
(semantic field 4), mania is ‗craziness‘ (semantic field 4), mantis is
‗prophet‘ and ‗diviner‘ (semantic field 2), mimnēskomai and mnaomai mean
‗remember‘ (semantic field 1), and memai ‗speak‘ (semantic field 5). The
Classical Armenian imanam has the meanings ‗learn‘ and ‗understand‘
(semantic field 5). Iranian Avestan manyeite is ‗to think‘ (semantic field 1).
The Sanskrit mánas is ‗mind‘ (semantic field 1), mantra is a sacred counsel
(semantic field 2) and mantrin means „counsellor‘ (semantic field 1).
(Slocum 2015) So a part of the Germanic natural languages develop out of
the conceptual meaning of the Indo-Germanic etymon in Pokorny‘s list,
with the conceptual meaning of ‗love‘. Among them are the German, Dutch,
English, and Icelandic languages. In the German language we find the
movement of semantic meanings, which we can compare to the one in
German; while Old English man means ‗to think‘ and manian means ‗to
admonish‘, myne means ‗memory‘, desire‘, and ‗love‘. In Middle English
mind (e), with the meanings ‗sense‘ and ‗memory‘ we find the ancestor for
the contemporary word ‗mind‘ in the English language.
Within the Semitic languages, the root m-n-n can be embedded into
the conceptualization of ‗love‘ in the Semitic language family. The ProtoSemitic root *mny in Afro-Asiatic etymologies comprises the meanings ‗to
have intercourse‘, ‗to love‘, and ‗to desire‘ and has its reflexes in the Arabic
mny for ‗ejaculate‘, ‗desire‘, and ‗want‘. Köbler (2015), in the dictionary of
Old High German, has the following entries: The Old High German verb
minnēn for ‗to love‘ in Middle High German is minnen for ‗give a gift‘ and
‗to love‘. The Old High German noun minnī means ‗love‘ and minnōn
comprises ‗to love‘, ‗to adore‘, ‗to care about‘. The entry ‗Minne‘ in the
Deutsches Wörterbuch von Jacob Grimm und Wilhelm Grimm (2015)
contains the observation that the word ‗minne‘ is only known in Old High
German and the dialects derived from it. Minne was used for caring love
either among humans or between god and humans; it was used in legal
language as a term for a voluntary act, in contrast to legally forced action. In
Middle High German minne is used for physical and erotic love and
attraction. Since the 16th century the word was no longer used, but
experienced a revival in the 17th century, due to the usage of the term by
educated scholars who studied ancient medieval documents of German
literature.
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minne, f.amor.
1) das wort ist nur im ahd., alts., fries. und den daraus erwachsenen dialekten
bezeugt: ahd. minna (aus minja), mhd. minne; alts. altnfr. minnia, minnea, mnd.
mnl. minne; fries. minne, und findet sich sonst nicht, weder im gothischen, noch im
altnord., wo das neutr. minni andenken, erinnerung, gedächtnistrank (für mindi, wie
munnr mund für mundr), vielmehr dem goth. gaminþi μνεία entspricht und mit goth.
anaminds ὑπόνοια in verbindung steht, noch endlich im ags., wo ein seltenes myne,
vîf-myne liebe, aus der bedeutung der absicht, des strebens erwachsen, zu goth.
muns gedanke, ratschlusz tritt.

The emergence of the concept of ‗Minne‘ as a socio-cultural
phenomenon of the German culture of the 11th and 14th centuries, with its
associated functions, which fall out of the basic conceptual meaning of the
roots for the concept of ‗thinking‘ it derived from, cannot be considered as
independently of the socio-cultural developments in other European
countries, especially the countries of the Western Romanic languages in
Spain and France or of the influence of Arabic culture coming from Spain
into France to Germany. The knowledge of Arabic language and literature
among educated European scholars and artists might have had an impact on
the semantic extension of the German words related to the concept of Minne
as a stratum beneath the contemporary German language. As we can see
from the use of minne as a term for the Christian concept of charity
(caritas), it was not uncommon to use the word for foreign concepts from
different cultures which entered Germanic pagan society.
VI. Contemporary Uses of the Words „minnah‘ („ )‟يُحand „Minne‟ and
the Conceptualization of „Favour„ and „Love„ in Past and Present Languages
In the linguistic material we discussed here, the conceptualization of
‗favour‘ is present in words of the thesaurus of the German and Arabic
languages: both in the contemporary words ‗ ‘يُحand ‗Minne‘ in
contemporary Arabic and German, the meaning of ‗favour‘ is present. In
contemporary German another word covers this semantic meaning, the word
Gunst, which is the semantic equivalent of the contemporary English word
‗favour‘. The conceptualization of ‗favour‘ in Arabic and Older German
languages exemplifies the same change of basic conceptual meanings
attached to morphological material; in the cases of the conceptualization of
‗favour‗ in Arabic and Old High German we have the semantic change from
the meaning ‗think‘ to the meaning ‗favour‘ and ‗love‘.
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On the contrary, both the contemporary English word ‗favour‘ and the
contemporary Spanish word ‗favor‘ derived from the Latin language and
entered the thesauri of these languages as loanwords from the Latin favere,
with the meaning ‗to favour‘. The contemporary English noun ‗favour‘
comprises the meanings, according to the Collins English Dictionary, of
‗approving attitude‘, ‗good will‘, ‗act performed out of good will,
generosity, or mercy‘, ‗prejudice and partiality‘, ‗favouritism‘, ‗a condition
of being regarded with approval or good will (especially in the phrases in
favour, out of favour) ‘, ‗leave‘, ‗permission‘, ‗a token of love, goodwill,
etc. ‘, ‗a small gift or toy given to a guest at a party‘. In historical terms,
‗favour‘ means ‗a badge or ribbon worn or given to indicate loyalty, often
bestowed on a knight by a lady‘, in British English ‗a communication,
especially a business letter‗, ‗appearance‗, ‗find favour with to be‘,
‗approved of by someone‘, ‗approving‗, ‗to the benefit of‘, and in the
banking and finance sector ‗made out to‘ for a cheque etc., and ‗in order to
show preference for‘. As a verb, ‗favour‘ means ‗to regard with especial
kindness or approval‘, ‗to treat with partiality or favouritism‘, ‗to support‘,
‗advocate‘, ‗to perform a favour for‘, ‗oblige‘, ‗to help‘, ‗facilitate‘, ‗to
resemble‘, ‗to wear habitually‘, and ‗to treat gingerly or with tenderness‘.
We see that the etymology of the English word favour belongs neither to the
Germanic language family nor to the Semitic language family, where its
general meaning extended to the specific meanings of derived from
economic and socio-cultural contexts.
The Lisan al-Arab of Ibn Manzur mentions that the root m-n-n has the
meaning ‗to count‘, whereas in the Quran and in contemporary dictionaries
it is associated with ‗favour‗. The word minnah ( )يُحin contemporary
Arabic dictionaries is translated as ‗favour‘. Thus, the Deutsch-Arabisches
Woerterbuch edited by Schregle (1972: 345) mentions as a translation
‗Gunst‘ (‗favour‘). Wehr (1976: 824) translates the word minnah ( )يُحas
‗Gnade‘ (‗mercy‘, ‗favour‘) of a higher authority, ‗Güte‘ (‗kindness‘),
‗Gunst‘ (‗favour‘), ‗Freundlichkeit‘ (‗friendliness‘), ‗Wohlwollen‘
(‗benevolence‘), ‗Wohltat‘ (‗good deed‘, ‗benevolent act‘), and ‗Geschenk‘
(‗gift‘). In the contemporary Arabic dictionary Lessan (2015), minnah ()يُح
is translated into English as ‗favour‘, and ‗obligation‘, and in German as
‗Gnade‘. In Spanish it is represented as ‗don‘, ‗favor‘, ‗gracia‘, and
‗merced‘, in this dictionary. The semantic differentiation in all cases
depends on the socio-cultural context of religion, interpersonal relationships
in the social norms of a culture or the economic relationships between
humans. Based on the semantic congruence of the hypothetical roots for
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German and Arabic, we have proposed semantic and socio-cultural parallels
relating to the love poetry of the Middle Ages, arguing that the identity of
the carriers of the meaning of the concept of ‗favour‘ in both the Arabic and
the German language existed before the historical time; due to the lack of
written texts we cannot trace any linguistic movements, but we have the
hypothetical roots of the proto-languages for German and Arabic, which
show a common pattern for the development of the concept of ‗favour‘: In
both cases the conceptualization of ‗favour‘ was based on the linguistic
material for the concept of ‗reminding thinking‘. The emerging concepts of
‗favour‘ and ‗love‘ are determined in the framework of the socio-cultural
context of German culture in the Middle Ages. In the Arabic language the
concept of favouritism is an economic concept. But the reflexes in both
languages show that both were able to represent the comprehensive
semantic field of meanings around the concept of ‗favouritism‘.
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Abstract:
The purpose of this article is to show and explain, where possible, the mechanisms
of modernRomanian society regarding its attitudes and actions towards the outside world,
the extent of its receptivity, the reasons behind it, as well as the reference areas and fields.
We cannot discuss China‘s image without discussing who receives it and in how it is
received, who do we relate it to, this being the Romanian society.
Keywords:
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1. European perceptions of Orient and China
The Far-Eastern and Mediterranean areas did meet (occasionally and
as commercial exchange activities), from the very times of the Late Roman
Empire1. Given the considerable distance between Western Europe and FarEast, the contact between the two civilization spaces was made with the
mediation of other factors and spaces. The nature of these factors and spaces
is a dynamic and enterprising one; another important feature, which is worth
mentioning, is that, somehow, these factors we are talking about, culturally

1

Probably even much earlier, the first direct ―connection‖ between East and West takes
place during the conquests of Alexander the Great, 3rd century BC (the communication was
developing actually within the same state, between Greek and Indian provinces). With the
help of this Empire, there were commercial activities involving spaces in the Far East. Also
see Helmut Uhlig, 2008, Drumul Mătăsii. Cultura universală antică între China şi Roma
(Silkroad. Ancient Universal Culture between China and Rome), Bucharest: Saeculum
Publishing House IO, p. 6.
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speaking, are somehow consistent with either of the two civilizations, which
it actually connects.
As mediating factors, as well as mediating spaces, we will refer, in
chronological order, to the Byzantines, the Persians, the Arabs, the Mongols
and the Ottoman Turks. These cultures and peoples (except for the
Byzantines and some of the Mongol peoples) are Muslims and had contact,
quite early and frequently and profoundly enough, both with the Christian
Western world and the Celestial Empire. The Silk Road is, undoubtedly, a
lasting synthesis factor for the cultures surrounding the Mediterranean Sea,
for those in Central Asia and for those in the Far East2.
Mediators include those submitted to or under the occupation of the
Empire in Central Asia (coming from Tang or Qing dynasties). However,
the mediators‘ list does not end here: in the last three centuries, Russia (just
as its forerunners, the Mongols, and using the same route3) link the East to
the West. Moreover, during the last years of the Qing dynasty, new and modern
ideas enter China also with the help of the post-Meiji Japan (starting in 868).
First of all, we have to say that the commercial relationships, be they
direct or indirect, have governed the entire history of the meetings between
the West and the Far East, from the very Roman Empire.
Later on, the Muslim conquest (starting with the 7th century) in the
Eastern Mediterranean Area (including the Holy Land, namely Jerusalem),
North Africa and the Iberian Peninsula represented a first profound contact
between Asia and the Western World. In connection with the above
mentioned, between the 11th and the 13th centuries, the eight classical
crusades took place, during which the Western World, at its turn, led by
religious, military or economical reasons, took the lead. In fact, this was
‗preparing the ground‘ for a soon to come tendency of the West to explore
and expand towards the East. Nevertheless, there were still belonged, like a
red thread, to the Muslims, similar to others on Europe (the Moors in the
Iberian Peninsula, the Ottoman Turks, Mongols or Tartars, as they were
often called).
The political and diplomatic relations had a notable start mainly
during the Mongolian Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368), when, on the one hand
2

Uhlig, op. cit., p. 7.
We believe that the Mongols‘ contribution to strengthening of the relations between
Europe and Asia, not only during the Yuan Dynasty (1271-1368) but before that as well,
should not be underestimated.Please see Uhlig, op. cit., p. 11.
3
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there were the Mongols controlling or even ruling over territories near the
Black Sea down to the Pacific Ocean, and on the other hand, there were the
Western Christian powers that perceived these Mongols (belonging to the
Lamaist Buddhism) as potential allies against Muslims that were threatening
to enter Europe.
The cultural relations, an exchange of technical and scientific ideas
were possible with the help of the same Mongols4. As a relevant fact, we are
mentioning the gunpowder, which was brought to Europe by the Mongols,
after being invented by the Chinese (first reference was made in 1044). The
first time the use of guns in Europe (by the Mongols in Hungary, in Sajo) is
mentioned was in 1241.
The Mongols can be considered conquerors both of the East, and the
West, at least as long as they put through fire and sword territories within
Central Europe.
From the beginning of the 13th century, these semi-nomadic,
horseback riding, steppe populations proved to be militarily very efficient,
widespread all over the Eurasian area. Despite their mobility and force, they
represented only a small minority among the large and diverse peoples they
had subjugated, and they did not own a system to administer the enormous
subordinated territories. That is why they used the services of the elite
groups and, occasionally, those of the conquered peoples‘ troops. Over time,
they did manage, following foreign examples (exemplary followed: ‘you
can conquer the world on horseback, but you cannot govern it from there‘5),
to organise and exploit the conquered territories.
The Mongols start conquering the Chinese territories towards North:
in 1215 Beijing falls, the whole North is being conquered by 1234, and in
1279 they finish off conquering the South. The capital is moved from
Karakorum to Hanbalîk (Beijing), and from 1271 onwards, the Mongols
will adopt the dynastic name of Yuan, of Chinese origin, of course for
legitimating purposes.
4

A classification of the Mongols, based on where they used to settle, but mainly based on
their confession, shows us three distinct branches: Christians, based in the Russian steppe
tenures, Buddhists based in what we call today the Mongolian Lands (Inner Mongoliawithin China, and Outer Mongolia – independent, the Russian territories in the Far East),
and Muslims, based in Central Asia.
5
Jacques Gernet, Lumea chineză (The Chinese World), Meridiane Publishing House,
Bucharest, 1985, vol. II, p. 26.
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The Mongolian occupation has the merit of re-evaluating, intensifying
and invigorating the links between different regions of Beijing and those
under the Mongolian occupation, towards North, with Russia, Iran and the
Mediterranean area.
It was the Mongols who started the commercial relations between the
Far East and the Italian merchants (mainly Genoese and Venetians), and
further on, steadily, with their help, they started off relations with other
Europeans too. One of the most famous Italians that travelled to China
during the Yuan dynasty was Marco Polo.
European kings and popes from the epoch of the last crusades (first
half of the 13th century) and from the period shortly after, send Franciscans
over to Karakorum and Beijing, with diplomatic intentions (the formation of
alliances between the West and the Mongols, alliances against the Muslims,
after the Christians‘ failures during the crusades) and with religious intents
as well (the desire to convert the Mongols to Catholicism).
The existence of Christians in China will be closely related to
missionary activity. Signs of China meeting up with Christianity are
relatively old: the Chang‘an Nestorian-Christian Stele (781 AD);
Nestorianism was some sort of Christianity with Persian influence. This
religion, during the given era, could not withstand the Buddhist fierce
competition, which was so fashionable during the Tang dynasty (618-907)
or the Islamic offensive, which was clashing with the Chinese one in Central
Asia. The Mongol Yuan dynasty (in 1271, when they took over China)
proved to be tolerant with the merchants and with the Christian clergymen,
who had been sent over as diplomats by the European states and slightly to a
lesser extent during this stage, as missionaries into Beijing capital, between
1245-1342. They belonged to the catholic Franciscan and Dominican orders.
This was also the background for Marco Polo‘s long and lasting trip.
The set-up of the Company of Jesus, in 15346, had as main purpose
‗converting the pagans‘. As a matter of fact, beside poverty, chastity and
obedience, the fourth Jesuit vote is significant for the missionary activity:
‗to travel to the Holy Land, if not, to make themselves available for the
Pope to send them as ministers to pagans and barbarians7 anywhere in the
world‖. As one can note, the successful Jesuit experiment of missionary
6

Herve Yannou, Iezuiţii şi Compania (The Jesuits and Company), Nemira Publishing
House, Bucharest, 2008, p. 27.
7
Ibidem.
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action came after the previous ones - Nestorian, Franciscan and Dominican -,
which had failed8.
The event coincides with the beginning of Western World‘s
economical and commercial expansion on sea, with the progress of sciences
and with the inventions related with navigation science and technique. The
Jesuits reached the Far East (China and Japan), through South, starting from
the second half of the 16th century. We can correctly consider the Jesuits a
‗geopolitical‘ order9, whilst we can call China ‗the symbol of the Jesuit
adventure‘10. Among the Jesuit missionaries, Matteo Ricci (1552-1610) 11is
the most notable figure. After several years, he settles in Beijing (1598).
Further on, under the Manchurian Qing dynasty, the Jesuit missionary
movement keeps on implanting itself, despite Vatican‘s official
intransigence towards ‗Chinese superstitions‘ (via a Papal Order in 1705; in
1707, anathema is laid on these ‗superstitious practices‘). The Jesuits, as a
characteristic of the order itself, are scholars and polyglots, experts in
sciences, thus being sought after and respected by some of the local
aristocrats and by the Court. As a matter of fact, the pioneers of the Western
sinology will be recruited from among the Jesuits.
The exchanges of technical, scientific and artistic ideas between the
two parties are mutually beneficial. At the same time, they will lead to vast
letter exchange between some of the Jesuits and certain European scientists
and philosophers of the time. We are mentioning here the case of Leibnitz
(1646- 1716), who became - following the information received from the
missionary Verjus - a Sinophile and a great admirer of Chinese writing,
which he considered to be ‗a logical and mathematical language‘.
In 1773, the Company of Jesus is dissolved, following a Papal Order
(apparently it had to do with the missionary movement in Far East or, to be
8

Ibidem, p. 224.
Ibidem, p. 207.
10
Ibidem, p. 224.
11
Ibidem, p. 228. Matteo Ricci succeeded, probably unlike other Christian missionary
before or after him, in speaking very good Chinese, being accepted at the Chinese Imperial
Palace and remaining for a long time in China (1583-1610). The converting method he used
needs to be mentioned, that is the ―accommodation method‖, based on compatibility
between Christianity and Confucianism, but also based on the adaptation of the
Evangelistic approaches to the ―target culture‖. Also see August Franzen, 2009, Mică
istorie a Bisericii (Short History of the Catholic Church), Bucharest: Galaxia Gutemberg
Publishing House, p. 386.
9
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more exact, due to the alleged failure of this missionary movement; it will
be set up again 41 years later, i. e. in 1814).
From the beginning of the 19th century, the missionaries will
accompany the conquerors, almost invariably, and they will contribute to
the latter‘s colonization work.
While the European missionary of the 16th to 18th centuries was a
cultivated tolerant person, open to dialogues with the intellectual and
political Chinese elites, the ones in the 19th century up to the beginning of
the 20th century show little interest for a civilization that is flagrantly in
contradiction with the information they possess about the world12. The new
missionaries did not have the patience, or the tolerance or the culture their
forerunners had. The object of their converting actions and contact is a
population situated in the suburbs of the society (with its misery, even with
its flaws, and with some sort of decay); without being in itself a worthy or
founded reason, this will arouse their contempt and make them preach in a
climate of mutual misunderstanding and mistrust.
Humanism and the Renaissance ideas, generous and generating great
open-mindedness in every field of activity, will transform the Western
person into a daring, enterprising and inventive one. One should mention
that ―the road to the Indies‖ (to be fair, this is a general denomination for the
fabulous and wonderful East) had been searched for both on land and sea,
within the campaigns called ―The Great Geographic Discoveries‖.
The Europeans‘ urge to be open to new worlds, to travelling, to
knowledge was present since ancient times. Especially coming from ancient
Greece, as abstract scientific sources. We are talking here about two theories
thatwere going to contribute to the desire and materialization of travelling
around the world: the theory of a round earth (which was born and
developed for the first time in Graecia Magna, in South Italy, with followers
of Pythagoras‘), and the one about a unique global ocean (most clearly
postulated by Aristotle13). Calculations were made for this purpose, some of
them really clever, most of them based on logic, part of them based on real
facts, such as Eratosthenes‘s (approximately 40. 000 km). Yet, what was
surprising and encouraging the trips around the world were not the correct
12

Yannou, op.cit., p. 238.
S. Goldberg and S. Belu, 1971, Epoca Marilor Descoperiri Geografice (The Age of the
Great Geographical Discoveries), Bucharest: Editura Ştiinţifică (Scientific Publishing
House), p. 21.
13
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calculations, but a certain incorrect one, belonging to Ptolemy: he
considered that the circumference of the earth was only 33, 000 km long,
therefore a route that seemed definitely shorter and subsequently much
easier to cover14. We should mention here, together with the trips and the
discovery made by the Spanish and the Portuguese in the 15th century, the
competition between them, which was translated into the Tordesillas Treaty
(1494): having been barred from travelling towards the East (only the
Portuguese were allowed to do this), the Spanish find themselves ―forced‖
to discover new lands by travelling towards the opposite direction, that is
towards the Atlantic. However, at the same time, other ways to explore were
still open for the other European nations, that did not acknowledge the Treaty15.
Along with these ―scientific incentives‖, no matter how subjective
they were, there came practical achievements related to the navigation
technique (between the 11th and 13th century): the Europeans either took
over and developed other peoples‘ inventions (mainly Chinese) 16, or they
invented new elements of a vessel and new elements of the navigation
principles: the helm, the compass, the anchors, the standing rigging, the
winch, the keel boat, the meteorological and geographical calculations
(useful to find out latitude, longitude, the astrolabe, the marine charts) 17.
One can say that the 19th century is exceptionally the century of
European colonization of Asia (Africa as well, but the latter has less
relevance for our topic here). If right after the Great Geographical
Discoveries, the Spanish and Portuguese fleets were expanding their sea
routes (in the 15th and 16th century), the Dutch were catching up,
outnumbering or replacing them, in the 17th century, then later on the
English and French, starting in the 17th century. Russia will become a great
power starting in the second half of the 17th century, and started conquering
on land, eventually reaching the Pacific. During the 19th century, England,
France and Russia continued their colonialist and expanding politics.
Germany and Italy, once their states had been unified, following the same
politics, joined them. Of course, it had to do with the establishing of
European political and territorial order, it had to do with ―the balance of the
14

Ibidem, p. 22.
Ibidem, p. 218.
16
Anna Eva Budura, 2008, Diplomaţia chineză. Premise istorice şi spirituale (Chinese
Diplomacy. Historical and Spiritual Assumptions), Bucharest: Top Form Publishing House, p. 71.
17
Goldberg and Belu, op.cit., pp. 24, 25, 31, 35, 37.
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forces‖ stipulated by the Congress in Vienna (in 1815, following the
Napoleonic Wars in Europe), on new grounds and new terms, which meant
that the European powers could express their expansion out of the Old
World. By the end of the century, the interests and actions in the Far East
and China complicated: there came two new expansion-oriented countries,
non-European, but essentially holding the same political and military
profile: namely the U. S. A. (a few years after the Civil War, 1861-1865)
and Japan (after the Meiji Era took over, in 1868).
The 19th century (and the first half of the following century as well)
represents an extremely unfavourable period for China. The country had to
withstand – with little success - the Western military attacks and economical
and political pressure. Since it usually came out defeated from the military
conflicts with the Western World, China found itself with no choice but to
conclude what the history will define as ―unequal treaties‖18. These treaties
contain disadvantageous provisions for China: disproportionate
compensation to foreign powers, the obligation to open up new harbours for
them, ―renting out‖ sea zones (which meant in fact the occupation of those
territories situated on the Eastern, South-Eastern or Southern Coast),
awarding them the right to extraterritoriality. England, France, Russia,
Germany and Japan at the beginning, and later on, to a lesser extent the
Austrians, Belgians and Italians will enclose or lease territories from China,
mainly those situated on the North-East, East or South-East Coasts.
2. The Romanian society: embracing the modernity, evolution of
receptivity
Given the fact that the period we are referring to here is approximately
the one between 1840-1940, which was a time of profound changes within
the Chinese society, but specifically within the Romanian one, we
acknowledge ―the Romanian society‖ as the recipient of this depiction. It is
the time when the Romanians are fighting for national emancipation and for
setting up the national state; it was only after obtaining the independence of
their country that the Romanians were able to read ―Romania‖ on
international formal papers. As for the term ―modern‖ (which we are trying
to highlight in the present study, as in tradition-modern dialectical
approach), it has multiple meanings: a dynamic way of perceiving external
18

Budura, op.cit., p. 109.
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data, the increasing connection of the Romanian society to the ―heartbeat‖
of the Western populations, Romanians‘ expressing themselves in front of
the outer world (opening up), the interaction of a society stepping further
into modernity (we have mentioned here the Romanian one) with a different
society, which also was trying to adjust to the new current; both of them
making a progress, based on their specificity, faster in some areas or slower
(or no progress at all) in others.
However, modernism means better communication and better and
faster transport, which allows spaces and cultures, even at great distance, to
relate with each other to a greater extent. We are talking about a period,
when only over a few decades, the new technical inventions struck, sometimes
aggressively, the communities, even in their most discreet aspects.
And this is because, for example, the Romanian and Chinese spaces
were in no physical proximity with each other; up to the middle of the past
century, they had not been in any proximity with each other from a cultural
point of view either.
3. The beginning of the information flow. News on events in
China during the first half of the 19th century.
As far as we know, there is no news on China in the first half of the
th
19 century that reached us by means of official, diplomatic channels. This
sort of news would only appear in the Romanian press of that time.
The timeline of The First Opium War (1839-1842) represents the
milestone, or somehow a starting point in the information flow from the Far
East and China into our space. It is the type of event, the first one to have
such a role, to show us the Far-Eastern areas through the eyes of the major
European powers, mainly the Great Britain, who had colonial interests.
―Albina Românească‖ (The Romanian Bee) in Iaşi, ―Curier Românesc.
Gazeta politică şi comercială‖ (Romanian Courier. Commercial and
Political Gazette) in Bucharest, ―Gazeta de Transilvania‖ (The Gazette of
Transylvania) in Braşov and ―Organul Luminărei‖ (Paper of Enlightening)
in Blaj offer us more frequently and in more detailed news. We will try to
grasp the style in presenting, rendering, interpreting this sort of news, no
matter how scattered the information is. Most of it was adapted mainly after
the English periodicals and, to a lesser extent, after the Russian, Prussian
and French ones. Consequently, the news bears the style and the
propagandistic load of the external politics belonging to the respective
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power. We will, at the same time, note ―the propagandistic duel‖ of the two
parties, having different discursive registers, the Chinese one – faithful to
the lasting, glorious tradition related to its magnificence (which had become
more part of the past rather than present reality), being more successful in
keeping up appearances, ratherthan succeeding on political, military or
commercial levels.
In terms of time, the news started to arrive shortly before the First
Opium War (1839-1842), proportionate to the amplitude given to the events
in China by the Western European press and mainly by the British one gave
to the events in China.
4. Levels and dynamics of the Romanian perception
The quantity and the quality of the information a specific society
reflects, depend both on its configurations or actions, and on the extent to
which the receiving society perceives it.
After reviewing the communication factors between the two spaces
(Romanian and Sinic), we will note several things worth considering during our
historical imagology process. We need to clearly set the following parameters:
a). The direction of the information flow;
b). The transmitter and the receiver, as communication parts;
c). The dynamism of the information flow (stages, speed, quantitative
landmarks);
d). Types of communication (if we succeed in firmly pointing out that
we are talking about real communication process);
e). The channels of the flow, ways and means in which the
information travels from the transmitting society to the receiving one;
a). The direction of the information flow
The direction of the information flow is from China towards the
Romanian society.
During the years we are referring to (approx. 1840-1920), practically
this flow of information is exclusively unidirectional. We can state there is
no data exchange, not even an unbalanced one (e. g. ―exports‖ outrunning
―imports‖ or the other way round), not to mention a symmetrical or mutual
one. This becomes even more evident when we see a global image of China,
reflected in the Romanian publications, especially at the beginning of the
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time referred to in the study19. This information sounds more like coming from
the imaginary, as we can understand from the following significant passage:
―We do not know of the existence of any other state on the face of the
earth to be the subject of so many fables and short stories as China is. China
is a mysterious empire, every little thing inside it is extraordinary, every
little thing is old and nothing is new. Long time ago, it was believed that the
Chinese Emperor had a silver palace, that their libraries were the most
precious, because they stored the oldest writings, and that gold and gems
were all over the place there – just the way we have sand all over our place [... ]
No one was able to travel to their country for a certain period of time,
and this is why so many fables about them came to spread so much‖20 .
b). The transmitter and the receiver, as communication parts
The transmitter and the receiver in this communication are China and
the Romanian society. There is no much deliberate and direct
communication between them, and this happens – as we will see, towards
the second half of the period. The roles do not change too much during the
analyzed time. China is the transmitter, while the Romanian society is the
receiver, and this remains so without exception (until we reach the time of
the exchange of messages between the two states, on the occasion of our
country‘s independence21).
Additional subjective grounds would be the way Chinese Empire
related to other countries (and generally with every country it has relations
with), bearing an intense sense of its own status and importance, that of a
great and ancient culture and civilization. This aspect was noticed by our
19

We will see how this vision adjusts as we proceed, relatively quickly (shortly enough, if
comparedto the long lasting ―silence‖ that had been present up to that given moment, the
beginning of the 19th century), and yet with no significant inertia. As an example, see
Conductu solemnu în China (High Level Celebration in China), in Familia (The Family)
1870, no. 156, Pesta, p. 156.
20
Ibidem.
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Ion Buzatu, [no year recorded], Istoria relaţiilor României cu China din cele mai vechi
timpuri până în zilele noastre The History of the Relations between Romania and China
from Ancient Times toPresent), Bucharest: Meteor Press Publishing House, p. 182-183.
Also see Relaţiile româno-chineze (The Romanian-Chinese Relations) 1880-1974.
Documents, 2008, Bucharest: Foreign Affairs Ministry and The National Archives,
coordinated by Romulus Ioan Budura. The team that created the documents edition: Romulus
Ioan Budura, Iolanda Ţighiliu, C. Moraru, Constantin Moraru, C. Ionescu, p. 153-154.
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society (and we cannot ignore some similarities to the ancient Greek), as the
following excerpt from Gazeta Transilvaniei shows:
―Yet [... ] as for those parts [... ] of Asia, that we call barbaric [... ] it
is curious that most of the countries from the East, that we over here like to call
barbaric, they themselves honour us with the same nice epithet of ―barbaric‖22.
We cannot help noting that what was actually missing for a whilefrom
the „ammunition‖ of our perception of China, was not the sharpness in
understanding „the Other‖, but the technical means, the physical and
cultural proximity, political or economical interests.
c). The dynamism of the information flow (stages, speed, quantitative
landmarks)
We can state, somehow subjectively and without losing sight of the
Romanian society receptivity and changes, that there are several stages from
the point of view of the information flow dynamism.
These stages could be as follows:
- up to 1847/1848 (landmark for the Romanian culture and history);
-1848-1879: the latter date refers to the beginning of a new era after
obtaining the national independence;
- 1880-1911; the latter date is a landmark in Chinese history (the
abolition of the Qing dynasty);
- after 1912: Republican China.
We need to mention here the fact that the image, as a whole and on
different levels and fields, is dynamic and not static.
One can notice at least seven stages in the Romanians‘ approach to
China (we will include here, but without insisting on them, the one
preceding the dawn of the 19th century, as well as those between 1949-1989,
1989-present) ―the disruption‖ caused by The First Opium War (18391842), which correlates both with Great Britain‘s involvement in that
conflict23 and with the increasing visibility of the same great power in our
press and society; here is an eloquent excerpt:
―In the end, the English broke down the Mandarin walls, and their
lives, unknown until then, became known in more details. The walls of the
Imperial Palace were no longer silver, but of porcelain; the abundant gold
22
23

In: Gazeta Transilvaniei, 14th April 1864, pr./ May, 2nd, no. 35, Braşov, p. 139.
Conductu solemnu In China (High Level Celebration in China), loc. cit., p. 156.
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and gems disappeared, while the precious writings became less illustrative;
but the inhabitants, up to present, have remained the same as before‖.
―Phase shifts‖ should also be mentioned here, inevitable for the two
peoples, histories and societies, being understandable for either of these
cultures, since they had their own pace, therefore their own different stages
of progress.
d). Types of communication (if we succeed in firmly establishing it is
real communication we are talking about); it is necessary to keep in mind
the spatial, political, economical and cultural distances (prominently
distinct) that separate the two cultures and societies.
Talking strictly about space, the distance between the two
geographical areas is huge.
From a cultural point of view, we could also say that the distance is
big, but on different coordinates. We have never been in close proximity; we
have never had any cultural exchanges throughout the relatively lengthy history.
As far as politics, diplomacy and/or military fields are concerned,
China and the Romanians/ Romania, were never involved together in the
same context (not until 1941, when Romania associates with the Nanjing
government and with the one in North-East China (Manchuria), and when
our country joins China‘s adversaries in the war24). We did not have any
alliances or political relations, or diplomatic relations (or consular relations)
25
; neither did we have any military ones (either conflicts or military
alliances).
Great ancient and medieval empires did create superficial connections,
and were not directly related to the Romanians: the Roman or the Byzantine
Empires, or the Mongolian one, or the Ottomans. We could note that during
the Yuan dynasty (Mongolian) in China (1271-1368) the Mongols did travel
to Europe, up to Hungary and Austria (see the ones that took place in the
middle of the 13th, especially in 1241). However, the very fact that the
Mongols reached this area (with devastating effects on the European
24

Gheorghe Bâgulescu is appointed Romanian minister in Japan (May, 6th, 1939) and at the
same time, attached to the pro-Japonese regime in Manchuria; Romania also recognizes the
government in Nanjing (July, 1st, 1939). These steps will lead to the declaration of
interrupting the diplomatic relations between China and Romania (July, 21st, 1939).
25
It was only on the 26th of May 1939 that we can say the foundations of diplomatic
relations between China and Romania were laid, when Lone Liang, China‘s minister in
Prague, will be also appointed as a Plenipotentiary and Extraordinary Ambassador to King
Carol II. Please also see Relaţiile româno-chineze (The Romanian-Chinese Relations), p. 51.
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inhabitants of the time, including the Carpathian-Danube area), did not
mean that there was a direct contact between China and the Romanian space
and society: the Yuan Chinese dynasty did have political and military
Mongolian elites.
e). The channels of the communication flow
It is important to mention that during the time we are referring to
(approx. 1840-1920) the communication is not direct, but mediated (there is
one exception though, which we have already mentioned, an attempt to
establish diplomatic relations, but it was only a project and it remained so 1880-1881).
The communication was done in writing, through the press that
belonged to certain powers, influential powers, who had military, political
and economical interests in the area (England, France, Russia, Germany,
Japan, etc). Similarly, these influential powers were at the same time great
cultures, that had a long journalistic tradition. These are the information
sources of the Romanian press in the 19th century (but especially during the
second half) and during the first two decades of the following century.
We should also consider that during this period (or most of it),
communication was possible on land or on sea; there were no planes, telephones
or radio connections, and this was also the case in the Romanian area.
But we should ask ourselves: was there any communication?
The answer may be affirmative and negative at the same time.
If we consider that the cultural and civilisation events and actions
convey to other areas and cultures information about a certain people
(namely, the collective ―ego‖ of a particular society), then the answer is
affirmative. It is important to understand that a certain culture and
civilization, that has a long history, and that we do not hesitate to label as
being major in world‘s history, does deliberately choose to stand out as
landmark and beacon of its own culture for other spaces (situated in
proximity or not) that it wishes to influence or is already influencing. China
is a culture overwhelmed by itself, by the age and the magnificence of its
culture, civilization and history. We could even say that it almost feels it
compulsory to stand out as a cultural and civilization leader for other
peoples (just the way the Romans or the British did only by following their
own path), which had already happened, especially for other countries in the area.
From a different perspective, as long as there is no specific target (a
space, a culture), deliberately and consciously chosen, we cannot talk about
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communication in the way the classical scientific theories define it. During
the time we are referring to (approx. 1840- 1920) China did not want to
specifically let the Romanians know what it was, what it had or what it was
doing. Maybe it did not want to transmit anything in particular to the
expansionist, big powers either (to the European ones, plus Japan and the
United States of America).
We would rather say that it was self-sufficient, it shut everybody out,
it wanted to preserve this status quo and it was forced to react, more or less
efficiently, to the various repeated invasions (be they political, economical,
religious missionary or ideological) that were coming from the invading
powers we mentioned. It has always passed on the message of a ―country
that was in the centre‖ (zhongguo), just the way it has its own cosmological
elements, a centre the others need to relate to, and not the other way round26.
5. Image indicators and sub-indicators27
Maybe such a study might escape at least in part the tyranny of the
events and of some imponderable elements, if all these events and data
could be integrated into and become the subject of an analysis frame, in
terms of a potential historical imagology.
Based on the information received from primary sources (Romanian
publications starting from 1840 to the interwar period, that appeared in all
historical regions, and from all relevant backgrounds), to each topic (related
to the most important aspects in life and society) we allocated one set of
image indicators and sub-indicators.
We define the image indicator as the element belonging to the
structure of the image, which defines it, makes it particular and allows it to
be investigated. There were some criteria we used in order to establish the
indicators and the sub-indicators.
In the case of the indicators: the relevance for the analysed image (that
of China), the relevance for the reference environment (the Romanian

26

In that sense, the following are suggestive: ―[...] but they stay away from the Europeans‘
culture; nevertheless, they believe they are the most cultivated in the world, they boast
about their culture, history and origins‖. In: Conductu solemnu in China (High Level
Celebration in China), loc. cit., p. 156.
27
Ion Chiciudean and Bogdan Alexandru Halic, 2003, Imagologie. Imagologie istorică
(Imagology. Historical Imagology), Bucharest: Comunicare.ro Publishing House, p. 126-127.
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society), the likelihood of being measured in positive/negative terms and
finally the clear wording for that indicator, so that it is suggestive.
In the case of the sub-indicators, on top of the criteria specific to the
indicators (which apply to the sub-indicators as well), we also picked up the feature
according to which each of these, individually, indicate one single dimension.
The stages of an image profile-based project should be the following:
- assessing the sources;
- establishing the indicators and sub-indicators system;
- making up the index list, this is recording the number of references
for each indicator or sub-indicator.
Based on the above mentioned, once the sources are assessed, a list of
indicators can be made, that will correspond to just as many reference fields
(important issues in life and society).
In order to define the total number of references corresponding to a
specific indicator, we used the term reference system.
If we are to go on with the research, the calculations and
interpretations that might follow are based, on one hand, on the matrix
representation, under the form of tables, and on the other hand, on the
creation of image profiles. The image profiles have been created by associating
certain indicators (with the corresponding sub-indicators) or, sometimes, by
associating sub-indicators that belonged to different indicators.
The following profiles may be used:
a. The level of interest of the modern Romanian society in China, for
each specific field
b. The level of relevance of the sub-indicators references, within each
indicator (field). A ranking scale for the indicators (reference fields)
included in the references register for the level of relevance.
c. The image type, for each specific field
d. The global image type
e. Levels of perception and understanding of data on China
Immediate level of perception and understanding
Intermediate level of perception and understanding
Profound level of perception and understanding
f. The degrees of interest on each level
g. The image dynamics, as a whole, during the studied period
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Under Levels of perception and understanding of data on China we
believed it was necessary to distribute the fields based on how abstract the
Romanian society finds each field in particular.
The conclusion is dedicated to some findings (and maybe to some
regrets related to it): imagological analysis is a laborious task, which takes
years, with incomplete, inconsistent and vague tools, where one can never
say they actually have enough quantitative and qualitative data. The spectre
of overlapping ―filters‖ or overlapping subjectivities, which are partially
foreseen but impossible to control, is continuously stalking. Besides, there is
the difficulty in adapting two or more methods, if this is the correct thing to do.
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Abstract:
The present study focuses on the main types of Romanian-Hungarian bilingualism in
the old epoch of Romanian language taking into account some of the causes which gave
rise to them. Another concern of the paper refers to the consequences of this very
bilingualism on the development of Romanian language in terms of its malleability towards
the incorporation of Hungarian phonetic properties and lexical elements, on the one hand,
and in terms of the borrowings‘ treatment and adaptive mechanisms, on the other hand.
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1. Preliminaries
Bilingualism is an intensively researched phenomenon which has a
vast literature. Nevertheless, various aspects regarding this issue do not have
unanimous and unequivocal solutions yet. For instance, there is a debate
with respect to the set of criteria which define the bilingual status of a
speaker. In other words, the conditions and especially the level of linguistic
competence to be acquired in both languages by an individual in order for
him to be regarded as a bilingual speaker are yet to be clarified. With no
intention to impose one or the other of the existent viewpoints1, in the
present paper, those speakers are regarded as ‗bilinguals‘ who use both of
the languages sufficiently well and in accordance with the basic
requirements specific to both systems. In this respect, the level of sufficiency
implies the conditions of understanding and being understood, i. e. to
1

For these see E-M. Tódor 2009, p. 31-39, 41-51.
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produce comprehensible and adequate utterances in both languages
regardless of its spoken or written variety. It may happen that while
speaking one language certain peculiarities of the other language slip into
the current use of the former one which may be regarded as devations from
its linguistic norm. But this fact does not revoke the bilingual status of the
speaker in question, all the more so because this kind of behaviour might be
intentional, the speaker being aware of the fact that these features belong to
a different system than the one currently used. On the other hand, there are
very few cases, perhaps only idealistically speaking, in which an individual
equally masters both systems. Thus, the statistically generated normality is
represented by this degree of bilingualism which is defined as sufficient
knowledge in two different languages. Naturally, this definition of bilingualism is
acceptable if and only if the linguistic interferences do not obstruct mutual
understanding; neither do they make communication impossible.
2. Types of Romanian-Hungarian bilingualism in the old epoch of
Romanian language
Due to the specific conditions generated by Romanian-Hungarian
cohabitation, in different larger or smaller regions of the Romanian territory,
not only the use and incorporation of elements from the co-present system
were natural tendencies, but the emergence of a Romanian-Hungarian
bilingual state was also a natural given. The forms which it has taken varies
depending on the duration, intensity and surface area of linguistic contacts,
on the one hand, and on their penetration and diffusion, on the other hand,
as well as on the acquired degree of bilingualism.
We shall also point out that there are certain differencies regarding
Hungarians‘ motivations to learn Romanian language and certain reasons
for Romanians to acquire, even partially, Hungarian language respectively.
Thus, given the specific contextual frame, Hungarians surrounded by the
Romanian majority acquired the language of the latter ones mainly in order
to initiate and maintain an everyday communication indispensable to socioeconomic and cultural life. In their turn, certain Romanian communities,
especially from those regions which were under Hungarian reign, needed to
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acquire some knowledge in Hungarian language for the same purpose of
ensuring socio-cultural dynamics2.
However, beyond these general causes, in the old epoch and especially
in certain Romanian-inhabited areas (such as Transylvania) and among
certain social classes, the incorporation of Hungarian elements in Romanian
language, for instance, could have beenfacilitated or even imposed, to a
certain degree, by the existence of a Hungarian linguisticfashion sustained
by extralinguistic factors3. Thus, in case of those Romanians with high rank
and/or of the aristocrats ruled by the Hungarian crown, for instance, the
acquisition of Hungarian language, however modest, might have constituted
a form and means of accession to the central power, therefore a force
capable of generating a fashion among them. This fashion could have spread
then also among certain Romanian serfs or free peasants who were in the
service of these aristocrats, regardless of their motivation (whether it was
imposed on them or they willingly chose to do so, even possibly in order to
mock their masters). On the level of the middle class, in those regions where
2

Linguistic contacts are esentially learning situations, specific sociological situations in
which an individual learns elements of a (linguistic, thought, behavioural etc.) system
different from his own (D. Hymes 1964, 496).
3
Naturally, if Hungarian language enjoyed high prestige in the epoch, it was due to specific
historical and political circumstances. Moreover, the feudal system in Transylvania
generated a state of affairs which is often described as the tragic situation of Transylvanian
Romanians (see C. Giurescu 1943, p. 33) who, included in a foreign state form, with a
chiefly foreign Church and a foreign ruling class (i.e. Hungarian nobility supported by the
central power in Hungary), had no other choice but to assimilate to Hungarians. Thus,
Hungarian reign inevitably led to the denationalization (ibidem, p. 315) of the
Transylvanian Romanians and then to theirassimilation (p. 33), this process bearing several
consequences and on different levels on the existence of these Romanians. Those who
managed to rise from this miserable situation (besides the rightful nobility) have done it,
driven by materialism, by means of the apparent help from the foreign rulers. Thereby, the
ennoblement promise has attracted a great part of Transylvanian Romanians to the
Hungarian realm thus beginning a process of Hungarianization which had a great impact on
Romanian culture including language. Transylvanian Romanians‘ denationalization, which
concurred with granting noble ranks, had several profound consequences.
Due to this assimilation process, Transylvanian Romanians not only acquire
Hungarian language, establish kinship with Hungarian nobility, but a great part of them
convert to Catholicism and, in later periods, embrace other doctrines of the Reformation
practiced and propagated by Hungarians, such as Calvinism, for instance.
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contacts with Hungarians were close, Hungarian language was not entirely
unfamiliar to Romanians from these areas, if not for else, for everyday and
momentary needs.
In the old epoch of Romanian language, Romanian-Hungarian
bilingualism is characterized by complexity not only due to the several
problems which this phenomenon raises in general, but also due to the
diversity with which it appears. Thus, on the one hand, we may distinguish
different degrees of individual vs. collective bilingualism which, in their
turn, differ in terms of their folk vs. bookish nature.
Individual bilingualism may occur for so many reasons, (also)
determined by psychological factors, and it may have so diverse forms of
manifestation that it would be quite difficult to discuss all of these
situations. On the other hand, it would be more laborious, if not impossible,
to follow these cases with reference to the old period for which the only
evidence preserved are their written records in texts. Or, beyond the fact that
not all of the speakers were text authors too, old texts are relatively few in
number and these usually record regional or local dialects, in other words,
the linguistic norm of certain larger or smaller communities4. It can be
argued, with some probability, that there existed a certain degree of
bilingualism within certain socio-professional categories. Such an example
is represented by merchants who, for understandable reasons, have been
constantly exposed to linguistic stimuli specific to the phenomenon of
bilingualism5.
It is perhaps of greater relevance the case of collective bilingualism
mainly propagated by means of folk contacts and which may be observed on
the level of more or less compact communities. This type of bilingualism
4

This is only natural since old writings (at least the ones preserved from those times) were
chiefly meant for a larger audience, whereas private writings were even less in number
(also) due to poor literacy.
5
Either occasionally and temporarily or periodically, Romanians and Hungarians were
engaged in trade relations for which the sine qua non is linguistic contact and exchange.
Thus, trade was not only a means of goods‘ exchange, hence with economic relevance, but
also an opportunity for language acquisition and, last but not least, for the diffusion of
ideologies and (printed) texts, commerce playing thereby a chief role in the spread and
exchange of culture. For the intense trade relationships of Transylvanians with the other
principalities, attested in various old Romanian documents, see Șt. Meteș 1920.
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has been facilitated either by the geographic settlement of the communities
in the immediate vicinity of each other, or by the mobility of different
groups of people, for instance, in case of emigration, which generated the
specific conditions of cohabitation, or by political circumstances, as
mentioned before.
On the whole, Romanian-Hungarian linguistic contacts have been
more lasting and intense in Transylvania than in the other Romanian
principalities which were more strongly affected by Slavic influence. Hence,
it is easy to understand that in Transylvania not only individuals,
independently, but also entire communities could have reached a balanced
bilingualism. On the other hand, however, within the large Transylvanian
territory there could be distinguished certain regions more strongly
influenced by contacts with Hungarians than the others. For instance,
although the region of Banat-Hunedoara may be included in the larger
context of Transylvania and in that of the northern Romanian subdialect, it
has several features of its own (features of a Banat-Hunedoara idiom) which
make this area different from the others within the contexts mentioned. As a
matter of fact, Banat-Hunedoara stands out as the region probably most
affected by Hungarian influence which is characterized by a ―dialectal
bilingualism‖6, in other words, by a degree of Romanian-Hungarian
bilingualism which has probably no match in other regions of the country.
This state of bilingualism has been sustained, with no doubt, also by
intermarriages between the two nations which gave birth to bilingual
generations.
The fact that the most significant traces of Hungarian influence may
be found in the northwestern dialects of Romanian language, especially in
those spoken in the regions of Banat-Hunedoara and Crișana-Maramureș, is
largely due to the geographic position of these areas since they are settled on
the Romanian-Hungarian border, the crossroads of the most powerful
influences. Moreover, in the former region there can be observed a
Hungarian linguistic dominance – at least compared to the impact which

6

Cf. A. Avram 1963, p. 622.
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Romanian language, in its turn, has had on the neighbouring Hungarian
dialects7 –, a dominance generated by the peculiarities of the environment.
Although bilingualism was much more intense in Transylvania,
certain degree of bilingualism may be found in the other principalities as
well, at least on the level of some smaller communities. Thus, bilingual
individuals and even entire communities could have existed in Moldavia and
Wallacchia too, especially due to movements of people, like in case of emigration.
Beginning with the 14th century, the oppression of the Romanian serfs
and the persecution of the ―heretic‖ Romanians by the Catholics became
more and more acute. The nobility‘s frequent retribution after the defeat of
rebellions also contributed to the fact that Transylvanian Romanians left
their country for the other principalities. Then, in the 16th century, the social
and national inequality increases which led to the partial emigration of
Romanian population to Moldavia, as far as the Moldavian ruler‘s policy
had been favourable to their acceptance. The same reasons could have had
the Hungarian serfs to emigrate as well. However, on the whole, the
problem of emigration in case of Hungarians may be distinguished by
certain peculiarities regarding their historical, social and cultural
conditions8. Thus, first of all, it should be noted that the political borders of
the Moldavian principality, established in the Middle Ages as a vassal state
of the Hungarian kingdom, had changed many times during the centuries.
With several occasions, Hungarian groups (especially Szeklers) sought
refuge in Moldavia, these migrations also being due to the fact that the
Hungarian state pushed its defense borders eastward in order to secure the
country against nomadic people. Besides seeking their refuge, Hungarians
penetrated into the eastern regions of the Romanian territory sometimes
being called upon by the Moldavian ruler. The presence of smaller or larger
Hungarian communities is attested in various parts of Moldavia, in the 14th –
15th centuries Hungarians (alongside the Saxons) playing a part in shaping

7

Statistically speaking, the smallest number of Romanian loanwords is recorded precisely
in the Hungarian dialect of Banat (see Gy. Márton – J. Péntek – I. Vöő 1977).
8
For the reasons which determined Romanians‘ emigration, on the one hand, and those of
the Hungarians, on the other hand, as well as for some common reasons which both of them
might have had see Șt. Meteș 1977, mainly p. 13-20, 77-143.
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the urban structure of Moldavia9, in the development of commerce and
crafts. In the golden age of the principality, Hungarian colonists enjoyed
several privileges and held various ranks within the court, mainly in the 15th
– 16th centuries. Moreover, in this period, Hungarian was the language of
diplomacy in the court‘s chancery10. However, emigrations did not follow
only one direction, the one discussed above – from Transylvania to
Moldavia – but also to Wallacchia and, of course, the other way round too,
whenever the external conditions have enforced them. Hence, Transylvania,
in its turn, provided refuge for Wallacchian and Moldavian people
depending on diplomatic circumstances.
Naturally, there are some differences regarding the extent of
Romanian-Hungarian interlinguistic influences in Wallachia, on the one
hand, and in Moldavia, on the other hand, the former one being less affected
by contacts with Hungarians than the latter one11. Thus, with respect to the
strength with which Hungarian language exerted its influence on Romanian
language, for instance, Moldavian region comes right after Transylvania, but
the former one obviously bears another stratum of influence, different from
that exerted on Transylvania12, due to different extralinguistic conditions.
Therefore, a certain degree of bilingualism could have reached not
only the established individuals and communities, in the context of
cohabitation in the same region or in that of geographic vicinity, but also
9

For the lists of Moldavian cities, markets, villages where the presence of Hungarian people
is attested see F. Pozsony 2002, p. 25-31.
10
Cf. F. Pozsony 2002, p. 31.
11
A particular case of Romanian-Hungarian bilingualism is represented by the Csango
communities. Their peculiar status is due to certain problems, unsolved yet, not only
regarding their ethnic configuration (seeF. Pozsony 2002, I. Dănilă 2005), but also
regarding the linguistic features which characterize their idiom. It is certain, though, that
the dialect of the Csango people incorporates Romanian and Hungarian elements to a degree
which can scarcely be equaled in any other dialects (for the Hungarian and Romanian components
respectively of the Csango bilingualism see I.Dănilă 2005, p. 63-81, 81-91).
12
For the very same notion there can be employed different lexemes in the two regions,
even in cases in which both of them are of Hungarian origin. For instance, sicriu (săcriu)
‗coffin‘ is widely used in Moldavia, whereas copârșeu ‗id.‘ in Transylvania (V. Breban
1958, p. 223). Obviously, the different usage may also be due to the various semantic
changes occured in one of the terms or in both of them. Thus, the meaning of the word
sicriu ‗coffin‘ is, in fact, a derived meaning (< Hung. szekrény ‗cupboard‘), whereas
copârșeu keeps the etymological meaning (< Hung. koporsó ‗coffin‘).
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individuals and groups in periodical or occasional mobility. In this sense,
immigrants become bilingual due to their needs for integration (acceptance
and adaptation) which could have even imposed L213 (either Hungarian, or
Romanian) as a dominant language over the mother tongue, after a few
generations becoming literally the mother tongue.
Besides the types of folk bilingualism (individual or collective)
discussed above, in the old epoch of Romanian language, we may assume a
Romanian-Hungarian bilingualism propagated by bookish means too. In this
respect, eloquent evidence is provided, for instance, by the numerous
Romanian translations of Hungarian originals. Thus, a certain preference to
employ Hungarian language or, in any case, words of Hungarian origin may
be found at the authors of old Romanian texts, on the one hand, regarding
their option to use Hungarian sources (too) – which could have been done
only based on a thorough knowledge or on customary practices, however
average, of Hungarian language –, on the other hand, regarding the load of
Hungarian lexical elements in these texts – sometimes even in situations in
which their presence seems linguistically unmotivated since Romanian
language had equivalent words of its own for what these Hungarian
loanwords denote. Although the diffusion of the texts did not cover the
whole Romanian territory, some of the old texts certainly passed through a
considerable amount of areas within this linguistic space.
13

In the literature dedicated to the phenomenon of bilingualism, it usually appears the
distinction between L1 (mother tongue) and L2 (a non-native language learnt
simultaneously or after L1). In the context of Romanian-Hungarian relations, there should
be made another distinction within the category traditionally denoted as L2. Thus, it can be
differentiated a second language (L2) and a foreign language (L3). L2 refers to a language
other than the mother tongue, but which has everyday usage corresponding to needs for
social and/or linguistic interaction, whereas L3 is that non-native language which is not
employed in daily communication and which may not necessarily respond to social needs.
On the other hand, L2 may be common for a number of individuals forming a larger and
compact community, such as a minority group, for which L2 is usually the language of the
majority they live together with. L3, on the contrary, does not refer to any macro-social
level, in the sense that the conditions which favour its acquisition are not the same for
several individuals of the same group, at least not necessarily. It is also true that these
concepts are relative since their order may vary from one community to the other or from
one person to the other, depending on the sequence in which languages are learnt, on the
frequency of their use and on other criteria, or it may vary from one epoch to the other, also depending
on the linguistic policy of the time. For details see E-M. Tódor2009, mainly p. 33-39, 41-45.
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3. Consequences of Romanian-Hungarian bilingualism on the
treatment of (Hungarian) linguistic influence
As a result of contacts between Romanian and Hungarian languages,
(also) sustained by extralinguistic factors, there were produced various
overlaps of the two intercrossed linguistic systems which had variable
consequences on different levels of the languages in question. The
constantly variable extent with which the two languages are employed is
also due to the fact that in bilingual environment monolinguals may exist
too, but in this case the latter ones are more receptive14 to contacts than
those monolinguals who live in preponderantly homogeneous communities,
i. e. in regions where there were no contacts between Romanians and
Hungarians or only occasional contacts were established. In this sense,
bilinguals function as sourse and medium of linguistic features‘ diffusion to
the monolinguals within the same environment.
Naturally, the different types of bilingualism (individual vs. collective,
folk vs. bookish etc.) had different consequences on the treatment of
linguistic influences coming from L2, and these repercussions, in their turn,
may be distinguished, firstly, on the level of the bilingual community and,
secondly, on the level of monolingual speakers from bilingual regions or
from chiefly monolingual areas. On the whole, what differs is the degree of
the mother tongue‘s permeability. Among the several consequences which
the state of bilingualism may have on the shaping of the mother tongue, we
shall focus in what follows on two aspects: the permissiveness of L1 with
respect to the incorporation of phonetic and lexical elements from L2 and
the adaptive mechanisms employed during the process of the L2 lexical
elements‘ integration in the system of L1 respectively. In our case, these
aspects shall be discussed mainly in terms of the penetrability of Hungarian
influence on Romanian language, although in most of the situations the
same very principles govern the mechanisms with respect to the other way
round too.

14

As a matter of fact, a particular type of bilingualism is the passive bilingualism, in which
case the individual is able to comprehend certain words of the other language or he can
possibly figure out the meaning of certain more complex structures by means of
contextualization, but he can not employ the language independently, i.e. he can not engage
himself in giving answers.
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3. 1. The consequences of bilingualism on the permissiveness of L1
with respect to the incorporation of elements from L2
Theoretically speaking, in similar conditions, speakers of a language
adopt very alike linguistic behaviours, in other words, the same stimuli
evoke more or less identical reactions. In the actual practice of social life,
however, we encounter many different reactions which are mainly due to
internal factors. Thus, for instance, the influences of a language other than
the mother tongue may manifest themselves in different ways in case of a
bilingual – for whom the non-native language is not a foreign language –
and of a monolingual respectively – for whom the very same language is a foreign
language –, beyond the fact that they also may vary from person to person15.

3. 1. 1. The treatment of loanwords
The difference between the reaction of a bilingual and that of a
monolingual does not only consist of the quantity of the elements borrowed
from one linguistic system into the other16. Unquestionably, a bilingual
speaker allows the incorporation of much more many loanwords from L2 in
his own mother tongue than a monolingual speaker. In the case of the latter
one, the system of the mother tongue imposes a greater restriction since
there is no constant (re) enforcement coming from the source-language and,
hence, the foreign nature of the element to be taken is felt more acutely and
for longer. Bilinguals, on the other hand, show greater permissiveness
towards the penetration of the loanwords in the system of their mother
tongue since they have uncountable occasions to relate (or control) and to
adjust the ―foreign‖ elements in accordance with the very source of them. In
addition, bilinguals borrow not only with a higher rate but also in a faster
pace. The vitality of these loanwords, however, is not directly proportional
to their quantity, on the contrary. Loanwords once entered into the language
of a monolingual are more lasting due to the fact that these have undergone
15

As a matter of fact, not languages come into contact but rather speakers of the language
since the individual is ―the ultimate locus of contacts‖ (U. Weinreich 1974, p. 6).
16
Even the very reasons for borrowing may differ depending on the mono- or bilingual
status of the speaker. In case of the latter one, convenience (or ―paresse intelectuelle”, in:
A. Dauzat 1922, p. 119) may also be a reason for it. Thus, a bilingual speaker is more likely
to have recourse to words from L2 in order to provide fluency and he does it with much
more ease than a monolingual.
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a long process of adaptation and also due to the inherent conservatism of the
language system. Bilinguals, on the other hand, employ less adaptive
mechanisms, preserving various formal features of the loanwords not only
regarding their phonetic structure but also its stress, intonation or rhythm.
Therefore, these loanwords are less entrenched in the structure of their
mother tongue‘s vocabulary which is characterized by a continuous (re)
enrichment dynamics. This is the reason for which many loanwords
borrowed by bilinguals have a short life in their language. Naturally, the
differences mentioned above are true not only for the vocabulary of monoand/or bilinguals; their linguistic behaviour adopts the same strategies with
respect to the phonetic, morphological or syntactic levels too.
Regarding the vocabulary of old Romanian language, it appears quite
impregnated with words of Hungarian origin. Thus, old Romanian texts
have recorded, deliberately or involuntarily17, a great deal of Hungarian
loanwords. Obviously, most of them had limited usage belonging to a
regional norm strongly influenced by Hungarian language and which,
therefore, admitted such elements as a natural given. Nevertheless, the
regional usage of the majority of these loanwords should not be considered
a reason for them to be neglected, all the more so since that very regional
norm which incorporated Hungarian elements had been perfectly functional
17

In the language of a text, the adoption of a loanword, borrowed simultaneously or
subsequently to the act of translation, for example, may be explained, in most of the cases,
by the need for filling a conceptual gap or for denoting a certain nuance of a concept, in a
word, by a necessity, though this need does not always reflect an actual demand, or at any
rate, not necessarily governed by solely linguistic reasons. For instance, there are cases in
which the system already had a Romanian correspondent to the Hungarian loanword and,
therefore, the adoption of the foreign form reflects rather an option than a need, a deliberate
choice (also) determined by psychosocial factors, such as the bilingual nature of the author.
In these cases, borrowing is not necessarily controlled by consciousness and the integration
of the loanword is only temporary, its usage being limited to rendering a particular message
in a particular context. For example, the Hungarian loanwords amen ‗amen, so be it‘ and
joltar ‗psalm‘ recorded in: The Book of Psalms [Fragmentul Todorescu 1571-1575]
function as an immediate reply to the source-text. These do not correspond to any actual
necessity since Romanian language had terms of its own for the notions which these
Hungarian loanwords designate. Their presence may be explained either by the bilingual
translator in the speech of whom the two linguistic systems are so much entangled that he
did not felt the need to replace them with their Romanian correspondents, or by the regional
norm, strongly influenced by Hungarian language, which accepts such forms.
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in the epoch and it had real chances to be adopted beyond the direct contact
regions too, at least with respect to certain lexemes diffused (also) by
bookish means, along the spread of the texts which carried them. In this
respect, bilingual communities undoubtedly constitute the source of many
Hungarian loanwords adopted by old Romanian language including its
standard variety.
3. 1. 2. The treatment of borrowing and/or rendering phonetic
features of L2. Hungarian influence on the phonetic level
In principle, after acquiring its individuality, the language admits to a
lesser extent foreign influence to penetrate into its phonetic (and
morphologic) system and usually only into its peripheral positions. While,
on the lexical level, a foreign influence results in the enrichment of the
vocabulary with new words, in the domain of phonetics, the borrowing of a
new phoneme or the elimination of an existing one due to the influence of
another language occurs in very rare cases18. Borrowing a phoneme implies
that it shall function as an idiosyncratic phoneme of the system which
borrowed it, becoming one of its own phonemes, i. e. it shall establish
distinctive oppositions with the old ones and it shall be employed not only
in the contexts in which it originates from but also in other phonetic
contexts even unfamiliar to the source-language. Therefore, in the case of a
word like Rom. zödşiguri ‗vegetables, greens‘ (< Hung. zöldség ‗id. ‘) 19,
for instance, the phoneme /ö/, characteristic for Hungarian language, is not a
18

In the dialect of the Csango people, the phonemes/ă/, /î/do constitute borrowings from
Romanian language, borrowings from one phonetic system (Romanian) into the other
(Hungarian) by means of which the latter one has been enriched (cf. Fr. Király 1969, p. 462).
19
As a matter of fact, hybrid forms are of interest in many aspects. Thus, in bilinguals‘
speech, there are cases in which a Hungarian loanword is phonetically unadapted and yet it
makes its way into a Romanian inflectional paradigm, hence being morphologically
adapted. For example, the sequence of phonemes zödșiguri ‗greens‘reveals its foreign
origin, however, its plural ending –uri makes the word to be included in the Romanian
morphological system. Naturally, these cases are exceptional, they do not belong to the
standard variety of Romanian language, nor do they characterize the 16th century writings.
Nevertheless, the fact that they are not recorded in old Romanian texts does not mean that
the very phenomenon could not have existed in the spoken variety of certain bilingual
communities; it only means that, due to lack of written evidence, any discussion on them
would easily slip into speculation.
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borrowed phoneme in the Romanian loanword precisely for the reasons
mentioned above. This sound appears in the speech of the bilinguals who do
not borrow it but simply reproduce it since they possess a base of
articulation accustomed to and familiar with such vowels. However, if
monolinguals should borrow the same word in the given form – not taking
into account here the whole process of adaptation – they would try to
pronounce /ö/ with a similar sound which has the status of a phoneme in
Romanian language (possibly /ă/ or /o/), since language prefers to have
recourse to its internal resources, i. e. substitution and adaptation, to borrowing
a completely new phoneme, which would give rise to several difficulties.
Although Romanian language did not borrow any phoneme from
Hungarian language and the few observable modifications which appear due
to Hungarian influence affect chiefly the phonetic system of different
Romanian dialects, rather than its standard variety, Hungarian influence is to
be noted within this domain too. The dialects in which Hungarian influence
mainly exerted its power on the phonetic level are those spoken in
Transylvania, in the north-western regions of the country. In the dialect
spoken in Crișana, for instance, the more opened pronunciation of /o/, the
palatalization of dentals or the pronunciation of /j/ instead of /ĝ/ in certain
phonetic contexts are due to contacts with Hungarians.
On subdialectal level, the presence of the vowel /ǫ/ in the dialect of
Crișana has been attributed to the influence of Hungarian speakers in
contact with Romanians. Based on the idea that this sound functions as an
autonomous phoneme20 in the mentioned dialect, it was assumed that the
given vowel had been developed from the diphthong /ǫa/ due to Hungarian
influence: ―since Hungarians did not have [in their language] this diphtong,
they replaced it with their vowel /a/‖21, then, due to the fact that Hungarian
/a/ is very close to /ǫ/, this pronunciation with /ǫ/ penetrated into the dialect
of Crișana, adopted first by bilinguals, as a consequence of Hungarian
speakers‘ influence. It is undeniable that vivid contacts between Romanians
and Hungarians within this particular region have contributed to the
adoption of /ǫ/, but this kind of pronunciation has also been facilitated by

20
21

Just like /ę/ and /ặ/ respectively, see Gr. Rusu 1969, p. 290.
I. Pătruț 1953, p. 212.
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the internal tendencies of Romanian language – found not only on dialectal
level – which constitute an essential prerequisite too.
In a similar manner, the phenomenon of vowel prolongation22,
observed in certain Romanian dialects, may be regarded as a result of the
contacts with Hungarians, though the applicability of the Hungarian
pronunciation is restricted by certain properties of the Romanian phonetic
system. Thus, while in Hungarian vowel length is not related to stress or to
the position of the vowel in the word, in Romanian only those vowels are
pronounced prolongated which belong to stressed syllables and more
frequently following certain consonants. Additionally, the prolongation of
Romanian short vowels does not include all the words nor does it appear in
the speech of all speakers. The main source of such pronunciation is to be
found among bilinguals who borrow the stronger Hungarian stress along
with the loanword, which makes stressed vowels to be pronounced with a
longer duration.
The transition /ĝ/ > /j/ in Crişana and western Transylvania has also
been regarded as a consequence of Hungarian influence. Speakers of these
dialects often pronounce /j/ instead of /ĝ/ not only in words of Hungarian
origin including a /gy/ (see Hung. gyalu‗plane‘ > Rom. jalău‗id. ‘ instead of
gealău ‗id. ‘, Hung. gyolcs‗linen‘ >jolj‗id. ‘ instead of giulgiu ‗id. ‘) but also
in other contexts including inherited words of Latin origin (fuge‗to run‘ –
fuje ‗to run‘, lege‗law‘ – leje ‗law‘) 23. Actually, the affricates /ĉ/ and /ĝ/
may be found with different pronunciations in different regions24, including
the utterance /j/. In addition, the transition of /ĝ/ to /j/ must have taken place,
in all likelihood, through an intermediate state with /ẑ/. The contribution of
Hungarian language in this process consists of the fact that Hungarian
speakers in contacts with Romanians most probably replaced /ẑ/ with /j/
since the former one did not exist in their language or, at any rate, it has
been less common and, thus, it gave rise to difficulties in its pronunciation.
Its replacement has been carried out, hence, by employing the sound which
22

Phenomenon discussed in I. Pătruţ 1953, p. 211-217. See also P. Neiescu 1958, p. 135143 and L. Balázs 1965, p. 81-85.
23
See B. Kelemen 1971, p. 17. The same phenomenon is discussed in several other works
among which I. Pătruţ 1953, p. 212-213; I. Pătruţ 1958, p. 68-69; Gr. Rusu 1966, p. 349-350.
24
For example, in the dialect of Moldavia, there exists the pronunciation with /ŝ/, /ẑ/, i.e.
with palatal fricatives (I. Pătruţ 1953, p. 213).
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is most close to the desired one and which is also found in Hungarian. The
Hungarian pronunciation with /j/ instead of /ẑ/ was then adopted by
Romanians too, especially by those in bilingual communities, extending its
diffusion area (also) beyond the zone of direct contact with Hungarians. To
sum up, the Hungarian influence regarding this particular pronunciation has
exerted its power initially in bilingual communities, whereas the
propagation of this phenomenon towards Romanian monolinguals is due to
bilingual speakers. Additionally, it has also been conditioned by the fact that
the utterance in question is not completely novel since it may be found in
other geographical areas too and in other stages of the language
development as well, in other words, it could have complied with a preexisting Romanian pattern. It should be noted that the Hungarian influence
with respect to the transition of /ĝ/ to /j/ may be valid as a regional
phenomenon, being characteristic for the western parts of Transylvania,
whereas the larger phenomenon, found in other areas as well, may have
other explanations too.
Similarily, the phenomenon of dental‘s palatalization, observed in the
dialect of Crișana25, is determined both by the internal conditions of the
Romanian language system and by foreign (i. e. Hungarian) influences. The
internal causes of this sound change consist of the pressure of a palatal
element on the nearby sounds, in this particular case of the alteration of the
consonants /t/, /d/ followed by a hard palate (/i/, /e/) as a result of which the
former ones become palatals, dorsals or even affricates. The process takes
place both in monolinguals‘ and in bilinguals‘ speech, the difference
between the two cases regarding chiefly the state reached on the scale of
palatal – apical – dorsal – affricate consonant. Foreign influences play a
role precisely in determining the intensity with which the palatal vowels
trigger changes of the dental consonants. The innovation brought about by
foreign influence is adopted in the language system first and foremost by
bilinguals and its usage generally remains limited to a smaller region.
Actually, the palatalization of dentals has various stages in the Romanian
language development. A first change could have occurred due to the
influence of the Slavs, as a result of their long-term cohabitation with
25

This Hungarian pronunciation is also found in Sălaj, Hațeg, Bihor and Banat (A.
Philippide, 1894, p. 156).
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Romanians, which could have been diffused to the whole Romanian
i
i
territory since the phases /t , d / are relatively accessible to Romanian
speakers too without any alteration of their base of articulation. Unlike this
situation, the pronunciation with /t‖, d‖/ (cf. Hung. /ty, gy/) is found chiefly
in Romanian-Hungarian bilingual communities since these imply a way too
long distance from the Romanian articulatory custom. Being characteristic
for Hungarian language, these sounds are easily reproduced by bilinguals
who have practices in various pronunciations in both languages. On the
other hand, bilinguals are constantly exposed to the Hungarian model unlike
monolinguals in whose speech these sounds can not become habitual due to
lack of contact with a decisive stimulus. Thus, monolinguals do not adopt
these foreign sounds in their phonetic system, they can not adapt them since
their contact with such utterances is only occasional and temporary and
neither can they reproduce them as such due to their lack of feedback.
Naturally, such pronunciations can not be entirely excluded from the speech of
monolinguals either, especially of those from bilingual environment, yet the
main source and medium of these utterances are undoubtedly the bilinguals.
3. 2. The treatment of loanwords‟ adaptation
The individual‘s first contact with the foreign element (in this case,
with the Hungarian loanword) takes place on its phonetic level to which he
responds with his effort to reproduce it as precisely as possible. The
comprehension of sounds, however, is usually only approximative. Thus,
the foreign word‘s sequence of sounds appears to have two types of
cognizance: its pronunciation by a native speaker, on the one hand, and its
perception by the one who borrows it, on the other hand. The latter one
segments the sound stream and identifies its composing sounds according to
his own phonetic system, and then he converts the received units to units
familiar to him. When he tries to reproduce the sound stream, other
adjustments may occur due to different reasons: he may perceive the sound
just the way the provider does but he can not reproduce it exactly the same
way or he may perceive it differently than the native speaker and,
furthermore, he can not reproduce it either. In other words, there is a
difference between the perceived sound and its accustic image, as well as
between what the speaker thinks he produces based on this model and what
he actually does reproduce from the provider‘s point of view.
Therefore, the phonetic reproduction of a certain loanword does not
constitute a mere act of imitation, but it also implies ―creation‖: though
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convinced of the fact that he pronounces what he hears, the speaker who
borrows the loanword will re-create every time the foreign element by its
more or less close variant. This is only natural since the subject perceives
the Hungarian element according to his own (i. e. Romanian) base of
articulation26 and he will reproduce it in relation to the sounds of his mother
tongue not because anatomically or physiologically speaking he would not
be able to reproduce Hungarian sounds but only because he lacks their
perfomative practice, not being accustomed to them.
In these circumstances, in the case of a monolingual, the need for
adaptation is felt more acutely than in the case of a bilingual speaker. This is
due to the fact that the former ones have to deal with the discomfort caused
by a foreign phonetic feature which affects to a greater extent their ―normal‖
and normative usage than in the case of bilinguals who have countless
opportunities to use and to adjust these elements. Beyond the differences
regarding the motivations for adaptation, the very mechanisms involved in
this process may also vary depending on the bilingual or monolingual status
of the speaker. Thus, the former ones master certain articulatory skills which
are more receptive and suited to (re) produce Hungarian sounds, which is
why they do not exclude from their speech the sounds specific for the
loanword, not do they replace them by similar ones found in Romanian, but
they simply reproduce them as they are. A monolingual, on the other hand, will
perform all these operations eventually accomplishing its total adaptation27.
Once entered into the Romanian language and (phonetically) adapted
to its system, Hungarian loanwords become autonomous elements of the
language in which they were integrated into and they may be used (also)
independently from the contexts in which its etymons appear, in other
words, they may undergo series of semantic changes, some of them even
26

For the role played by the base of articulation in the phonetic adaptation process see A.
Philippide 1894, p. 158 sqq.; S. Pușcariu 1931-1933, p. 42; idem 1959, p. 192-196; Fr.
Király 1969, p. 465 sqq.; V. Arvinte 2006, p. 67. As a matter of fact, the speaker who
borrows the word does not know more about the sounds of the source-language than a child
who learns his mother tongue. The difference between the two would be that a child does
several experiments, whereas an adult substitutes the foreign sounds with similar ones from
his own language (E. H. Sturtevant 1961, p. 36).
27
Due to intense and continuous linguistic contacts, the source-language (i.e. Hungarian)
could have preserved its modelling pressure on the target-language (i.e. Romanian) by
means of permanent control. Thus, certain features of Hungarian language are preserved,
quite strongly, chiefly regionally and within bilingual communities. For example, word
stress is not always modified. Those in direct contacts with Hungarians often keep it the
way it is in Hungarian and the (loan) words stressed in such a manner fulfil the same conditions
of usage in the given dialect as the ones accentologically adapted to the standard variety.
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unknown to the source-language. The mechanisms of generating new
meanings to Hungarian loanwords are similar to those engaged in case of all
the other words of the Romanian language (be they inherited or of other
origin). The speakers who borrow the word exhaust the meanings and
contexts offered by its etymon, all the more so since they are in vivid
contacts with the native speakers (and language) who provide it. Both the
former and the latter ones exploit all the valencies of a lexeme, though the
end point reached in one language or the other may be different. The
competence to produce new meanings, sometimes even at all related to its
basic etymological meaning, characterize both bilinguals and monolinguals,
but the former ones have the possibility to exploit to a greater extent the
potential valencies included in the etymon. Additionally, they retain much
more of the nuances related to a semantic nucleus and keep the etymological
meanings for longer. Those who do not have direct and permanent contacts
with Hungarian speakers operate greater modifications and the loanword is
used with more restricted meanings and in more limited contexts, obviously
required by their own communicative needs. Hence, it is quite natural that in
case of major semantic changes the etymological meanings have been kept
till the present day precisely in the regions which today are and/or in the
past were influenced by Hungarians, whereas the meanings more remote
from those included in the etymon are widely spread in other areas, less or not at
all affected by Hungarian influence. Naturally, in most cases, the latter meanings
were adopted also by the standard variety of Romanian language.
4. Conclusions
Romanian-Hungarian bilingualism constitutes a very topical subject
since this phenomenon is still ongoing. Compared to the contemporary
situation, however, the status of Romanian-Hungarian bilingualism in the
old epoch may be distinguished by certain features naturally determined by
the peculiar conditions of the period. Thus, beyond individual bilingualism,
which may be found independently of historical and socio-cultural factors
(too), being developed by psycho-affective reasons only, in the old epoch
and especially in certain Transylvanian and Moldavian regions we may
observe a Romanian-Hungarian collective bilingualism, established and
maintained by folk contacts. Due to certain extralinguistic factors, in certain
regions of the country and in certain periods respectively, Hungarian
influence became dominant if not the only accepted one by the local
communities, which could have dislocated the equilibrium turning the
balanced bilingualism into a more and more Hungarian dominant one.
Naturally, once the external circumstances had changed, this state of affairs
transmuted as well, taking a reverse direction. The different types of
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Romanian-Hungarian bilingualism which characterize the old epoch had
variable consequences on the development of the languages in contact and
on various levels. In this respect, it should also be noted that bilingualism
appears not only as a result of contacts, but it is also a starting point for
certain influences which it triggers both regarding the two languages in
contact and their use by bilinguals and monolinguals respectively. Thus,
though in his speech acts the bilingual speaker tries to use by turns and
unaltered the two linguistic systems, this can not be entirely controlled nor
is it fully achievable. Interferences might appear at every step, indirectly
inducing certain linguistic features in the speech of his monolingual
collocutor too. Actually, this fact contributed to the long-term existence of
the borrowed Hungarian elements and to their generalization beyond the
direct contact zones too.
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Abstract:
This article aims at representing the lexical corpus of English and Albanian
languages with the lexical unit ―heart‖. As idioms with body parts constitute one of the
most important sources in both languages, idioms with ―heart‖ are part of this category.
Through a contrastive analysis of the semantics and structure of the idiomatic expressions,
this study sought to explore similar or/and identical and different structures in both
languages. To achieve the aim of this paper data are drawn from the Albanian
phraseological dictionary of J. Thomai (218 units with heart) and more than 100 idiomatic
expressions are extracted from the English lexical corpus mainly from two dictionaries.
Through an empirical study of their underlying conceptual metaphors, phraseological units
are also analyzed in terms ofthe culture and mentality of both nations.
Keywords:
Heart, semantics, structure, contrastive analysis, phraseological unit, culture dimension.

1. Introduction
The study of phraseological units has been the object of study of many
linguists throughout Europe and all around the globe. The interest of their
study has raised contributions steadily since the beginning of the twentieth
century. Many researchers have attempted to give several definitions of
idiomatic units along the years. The different approaches and different
features of idioms have added to the complexity of the term. For Cacciari
and Tabossi1, the difficulty in characterizing idioms is one of the reasons
why idioms have attracted fairly little attention, even though their relevance
1

Cacciari and Tabossi 1993, p. XIII.
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is unquestionable. Traditionally, idioms are believed to be unpredictable or
non-compositional (Chafe 1970, Chomsky 1980, Fraser 1970, Katz 1973).
Allhave reached the conclusion that idioms are phrases the meaning of
which is different from the grammatical or logical one. One of the greatest
problems has been defining the limits of phraseologyitself. There is general
agreement that phraseology constitutes a continuum along which word
combinations are situated, with the most opaque and fixed ones at one end
and the most transparent and variable ones at the other2. Thus the difficulty
stands in distinguishing one type of phraseological unit from another and mainly
in distinguishing the most variable and transparent multiword units from free
combinations, which are considered as falling out of the realm of phraseology.
Idioms are considered as frozen forms whose meanings are
represented in the mental lexicon as one word. In this view, an idiom is an
expression whose meaning is not a compositional function of its elements.
Among the attempts of the linguists to define idioms, Barkema3 believes
that the definition of ‗idioms‘ as ―lexicalized expressions with idiosyncratic
meaning‖ has been the standard definition employed by the majority of
linguists for more than a century. According to Johnson-Laird4 ―idioms are
illogical and frustrating features of discourse since their meanings do not depend
on the meanings of their parts and the syntactic relations of those parts‖.
English scholars have greatly contributed to the classification of
idioms in English as well. They have categorized idioms in three main
categories. Firstly, according to their grammatical type, such as adverb,
noun, adjective-like idioms; secondly, according to their ‗concept of
emotion portrayed‘, such as kick the bucket, which would be categorized
under the lexical unit DIE, and thirdly, according to the image it conveys,
such as the category of ‗body parts‘ idioms, literature source idioms,
phrases from life at sea and seamen, etc.
The relation between phraseological units and metaphor is one of the
most interesting problems in linguistics. According to Dumistrăcel, “The
connection between metaphors and idiomatic phrases asserts itself on its
own by the fact that they have the same stylistic function, expressively and,
logically speaking, by the fact that both carry a certain (figurative)

2

Cowie 1998, p.4-7; Howarth 1998, p. 168-171; Gross 1996, p. 78.
H. Barkema 1996, p. 127.
4
Johnson-Laird 1993, p. VII.
3
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meaning”5, while Lakoff and Johnson argue and generalize the idea that the
human conceptual system is ‗fundamentally metaphorical in character‘6.
This reveals the fact that idioms are dead metaphors and the human
conceptual system is metaphorical, and as a result it is idiomatic bynature.
Idioms with body parts are considered as a key subcategory of sources
of phraseological units. As both languages contain idioms with the same
body parts, it is of great interest to compare and contrast their semantics and
structure. However, idioms are characterized as being language and culturespecific, and such characterizing adds to their traditional syntactic and
semantic complexity. From the analysis of idiomatic units in both languages
there emerge different semantic classification groups, selected for analysis
in our present study, which will be treated in further detail below.
2. “Heart” idioms as part of body-part phraseology
Phraseological units with body parts are considered to be an
influential subcategory of phraseological units according to the semantic
division in both languages. According to Stoyanova7, idioms consisting of
somatic expressions are considered to be one of the most frequently met
idiom types. As the human body is very close to any human being, idiomatic
expressions that contain body parts provide a framework of metaphorical
universals. Stoyanovagoes on to explain that it is not only a matter of direct
borrowing that causes the congruency of the body idioms‘ figurative
meaning in different languages, but rather the fact that the names of the
body part represent the most archaic and the most constant lexical layer that
is closely related to human body perception.
With regard to semantic aspects of English body somatisms, human
body idioms can require different semantic positive and negative
connotations. They can express human emotions and feelings, as well as
traits of human character. They generally cover various aspects of life,
including personal and impersonal relationships and situations expressing
different states of mind, reactions and social attitudes.
The conceptual metaphors that underlie the structure of idioms are
typical characteristics of idiom structure. Their figurative meaning can be
explained on the basis of the conceptual framework developed by cognitive
5

S. Dumistrăcel, 1980, p. 124.
Lakoff and Johnson, 1980a, p. 195.
7
I. Stoyanova, 2009, pp. 106-113.
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linguists over the three past decades. As we go through life, our mind
reflects the store of images which makes our entire thinking metaphorical.
This explains and justifies the natural usage of idiomatic language by
English and Albanian-speaking cultures. Belonging to European countries,
both languages have experienced the history and culture grown in these
traditions, thus reflecting the similar social and moral values of society.
Idioms containing parts of the body are said to be more predictable
than other idioms because of the similarity in both cultures of the shape,
size, function and the conceptual metaphors that they convey. What makes
them more predictable is that their constituent parts systematically
contribute to the overall figurative meaning of these expressions, since the
lexical unit which holds the semantic meaning is a body-part unit (head,
eye, heart, foot, arm, ear, etc).
Centralto this study is the examination of idioms with the lexical
component ―heart‖ in English and Albanian. The Heart is the human body
organ which reflects the feelings and state of the human mind. These
phraseological units will be treated in the study through an empirical and
cognitive approach. The different categories under which the ―heart‖
idiomatic units fall will be thoroughly examined. The units which show
lexical flexibility in that their individual lexical items can be changed
without altering the meanings of their phrases will also be analyzed. The
semantics and phraseological structure of units which fall into different
categories will be compared as well.
3. Methods of study
The theoretical framework of the study and the empirical approach of
the contrastive analysis will be applied to data collected from three
dictionaries The Albanian Phraseological Dictionary of J. Thomai (2002),
The Idiomatic English-Albanian Dictionary of I. Stefanllari (1998) and The
English-Albanian Phraseological Dictionary (1980), so asto examine the
semantic features of idioms containing the item ‗heart‖. The study also
includes units drown from internet sources. The corpus for analysis includes
218 units in Albanian and about 100 idiomatic expressions in English.
3. 1 The aim and objective of the study
The aim of this study is to carry out a contrastive analysis of the data
drawn from dictionaries, to examinethe semantics and structure in English
and Albanian phraseological units with ―heart‖, to show which idioms share
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relatively identical lexical and semantic structures and to examine what
these two countriesshare from the cultural point of view.
It aims at answering the following research questions:
1. Under what categories or semantic fields do phraseological units
with ―heart‖fall?
2. Which are the semantics and structure characteristics of these
units in both languages?
3. How do Albanian and English relate in culture and mentality?
4. The study
The study incorporates the corpora drown from three phraseological
dictionaries. Phraseologismswith ―heart‖ are extracted from the Albanian
phraseological dictionary of J. Thomai (2010), from which we have taken
218phraseologisms and about 100 phraseologisms in English. The two
phraseological English-Albanian dictionaries of I. Stefanllari (1998) and I.
Stefanllari, V. Dheri (1980) are considered to draw on English
phraseological units. Phraseologisms with ―heart‖ from the three
dictionaries are drawn for a period of one – two weeks. Internet sources are
also used to enrich the number of English phraseologisms. From The
American Heritage Dictionary of the English Languagethe word ‗heart‘,
beside the first anatomic meaning of heart as an organ, is given the
following definitions: A. The vital center and source of one‘s being
emotions and sensibilities B. the repository of one‘s deepest and sincerest
feelings and beliefs C. the seat of the intellector imagination. Based on these
definitions we have classified phraseological units according to their semantics
and structure. Most of these units express feelings and traits of character.
5. Results and Discussion
The data drawn from the dictionaries show that, according to their
semantic and structural properties, the phraseological units with ―heart‖ can
be classified into several structural categories.
In the first category are the phraseological units which share the
same structure and meaning in English and Albanian: have the heart to do
sth – mëbënzemratë; have no heart to do sth – s‘mëbënzemra; have sth at
heart – e kamnëzemër; have one‟s heart in sth – i kushtohem me
gjithëshpirt; have a heart of gold – e kazemrënflori; cut sb to the heart – i
lëndojzemrën; find in one‟s heart – mëbënzemra; heart and soul - me
gjithëshpirt; in one‟s heart of hearts (in one‟s heart‟s heart) - thellënëzemër;
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pour out one‟s heart to somebody - i hap zemrën; aching heart – me
zemërtëcoptuar/tëplasur; at heart – me zemër; bare your heart –
t‘iahapëshzemrëndikujt; be all heart – me gjithëzemër; breakone‟s heart –
me zemërtëthyer; close/dear to somebody‟s heart – tëjeshnëzemrën e dikujt;
enshrine someone in one‟s heart – ta kesh /mbashdikënëzemër; followone‟s
heart – tëndjekëshatëqëtëthotëzemra; from the bottom of one‟s heart –
ngathellësia e zemrës; have one‟s heart stand still/ somebody‟s heart
misses/skips a beat– mëplasizemra; let your heartrule your head –
dëgjozemrënjomendjen; do someone‟s heart good – bëndike
tëndihetmirëemocionalisht; from the heart – ngathellësia e zemrës; steal
heart – iavodhazemrën; take someone into one‟s heart – ta marrëshnëzemër;
the hearts and minds of somebody – me gjithëzemratdhemendjet;
t‘iafitoshdikujtzemrën; young at heart – tëjesh i rinëzemër/shpirt, etc. As it
is seen in this group, these phraseologisms have the same lexicalcomponents
in both languages, thus revealing the resemblances of the two nationsin
culture and mentality. They use the same notions to express the same meaning.
They made up 26 units from 100 phraseological units in English (26%).
In the second group are phraseological units with slightly differences
in lexical components, but with the same meaning in both languages. Units
in this group are: a bleeding heart – me zemërtëcoptuar (not tëgjakosur as it
can literally be translated); faint of heart – me zemërtëplagosur/ tëvrarë; find
it in ones‟s heart – tëmarrëshzemër; lose heart – tëbieshnëdashuri; put one‟s
heart (and soul) into something–me gjithëforcën e shpirtit/zemrës; set one‟s
heart on someone or something – me gjithëzemër/ i vendosurpërtëbërëdiçka;
etc. Six units out of 100 (6%) English phraseologisms belong to this group,
with the slightest differences in structure and their lexical components.
In the third group are phraseological units with the same meaning
but a different body-part lexical component: have one‟s heart in one‟s
mouth – i ngriuzemra/ i shkoigjakunë fund tëkëmbëve; the way to a man‟s
heart is through his stomach – dashuriavjenngastomaku; a change of heart –
ndërroimendje; a man/woman after your heart – ta keshnjë person
sipasmendjestënde; have a heart in mouth – tëtëlëvizëzemrangavendi; set
one‟s heart against something – tëktheshkrahët; etc. The number of these
phraseologisms is not big, 6 units out of 100 (6%) taken into consideration;
however, they are presented as units that appear in the languages taken for
analysis.
In the fourth group are idioms with the ‗heart‖ component in one of
the languages, but with a non-body-part correspondent phraseological unit
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in the other language such as:in good heart – nëgjendjetëmirëshpirtërore;
have a heart – tregohem i mëshirshëm; cheer the cookies of one‟s heart –
ngazëllehem; cry one‟s heart out – qaj me ngashërim; delight the cockles of
one‟s heart – gëzohem; to have a heart-to-heart talk with someone tëflasëshhapurpërçështjepersonale; hale and hearty - shëndoshë e mirë; to
know/learn something by heart - ta mësoshpërmendëshdiçka; keep a good
heart - e mbajveten; to have one‟s heart set on something - ta
dëshiroshdiçkashumëdhetëpërpiqesh ta marrësh; somebody‟s heart isn‟t in
it–tëmoskeshinteresnëdiçka; somebody‟s heart is in the right place – tëjesh i
mirëdhe i sjellshëm; heart out – i njëshkalleekstreme; to lose heart tëdekurajohesh; with half a heart ―me gjysëmzemre; pluck up (one‟s) heart mbledhveten; wear one‟s heart (up) on one‟s sleeve - shfaqhapurndjenjat;
cross one‟s heart – tëpohoshmbidiçkatëvërtetëqëpothuhet; eat (one‟s) heart
out – tëvuashngaxhelozia, dhimbja; have someone‟s best interest at heart –
tëmarrëshvendime duke u bazuarnëinteresat e dikujt; have one‟s heart go
out to someone – tëndjeshdhembshuripërdikë; have one‟s heart set against
something – tëjeshkundërdiçkaje; have one‟s heart set on something –
tëpresëshdiçkatëdëshiruar;
half-hearted
–
mungesë
e
entuziasmitdhepërpjekjespërtëbërëdiçka; emptier than a banker‟s heart –
tërësisht bosh; heart and soul – thelbi i diçkaje; in your heart of hearts/
know something by heart – tëjeshshumë i sigurtpërdiçkaqë di; lose heart –
tëhumbëshkurajon; sick at heart – tëjesh i mërzitur/ në depression; strike at
the heart of something – tëshkatëroshpjesënmëtërëndësishmetëdiçkaje; tear
your heart out – tëtrishtoheshshumëngadiçka; warm the cockles of
someone‟s heart – tëlumturoshdheta bështëndihetmirë; wear one‟s heart on
one‟s sleeve – t‘ishprehëshndjenjathapur; put your hand on your heart –
tëthuashdiçkatëvërtetë; etc. There are some expressions in English that
cannot be given an idiomatic equivalent expression in Albanian. They are
translated by paraphrasing the expression or finding an equivalent that does
not have a body-part unit in its semantic composition. From 100 units 35
(35 %) are characteristic units for this group.
In the fifth group are classified idioms with the same meaning but a
different structure: heart to heart (N+Prep+N) in Albanian we have me
zemërtëhapur (N+participle); have one‟s heart in the right place – e
kazemrëntëmirë (N+adj); have a corner in sb‟s heart – ruajtëgjallënëzemër;
half-hearted – pa zemër; somebody‟s heart is in their boots/ somebody‟s
heart sinks– me zemër/shpirttëtrazuar; etc. Having a different structure in
the other language and thus not corresponding to the target language is one
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of the phenomena known in phraseology. This is because different
languages have different a grammatical and syntactical structure which
characterizes them. The grammar specific to one language is not mirrored in
the other, making phraseologisms different in structure but not in meaning. In
the fifth group there are about 6 units from the English corpus drawn, which
make 6 % of the total phraseologisms taken into consideration.
5. 1 “Heart” synonymic expressions in English and Albanian
Synonymic phraseological units exist in English and Albanian. The
units share the same meaning but with a different lexical component, which
might be a synonymous noun, verb or other part of speech in their structure
such as: me afshin e zemrës- me ashkun e zemrës- me gjithëzemër- me
gjithëshpirt. In these units we havethe lexical componentsashkunandafshin,
two synonymous nouns, while in the third expression the grammatical
construction prep+noun+noun is replaced by another structure,
prep+adv+noun. In the last two expressions we have a replacement of the
noun zemër with shpirt (soul), again two synonymous body-part nouns in
Albanian. There are a lot of examples in Albanian with identical meaning
but with the lexical item shpirt (soul) instead ofzemër. Other examples
under this grammatical category are:mëvlonnëzemër - mëvlonnëshpirt;
m‟ucopëtuashpirtim‟ucopëtuazemra;
mëkafjeturnëshpirtmëkafjeturnëzemër; mëgërryenshpirti- mëgërryenzemrën; kashpirttëgjerë kazemërtëgjerë; kashpirttëkeq - kazemërtëkeqe; kashpirttëmadh kazemërtëmadhe; kashpirttëmirë - kazemërtëmirë; kashpirttëngushtë kazemërtëngushtë; kashpirttëvogël - kazemërtëvogël; kashpirttëzi kazemërtëzezë; etc. In English there are also some expressions with the
lexical component soul. They might have an equivalent meaning with
idiomatic expressions with ‗heart‟ but they are considered as a different
group of phraseological units, with the lexical component ‗soul‘. Some of
these units are:put heart and soul into, won‟t tell a soul, confession is good
for the soul, bare one‟s soul, brevity is the soul of wit, can‟t tell one‟s soul
one‟s own, don‟t tell a soul, enough to keep body and soul together, every
living soul, God rest someone‟s soul, gripe one‟s soul, heart and soul, keep
body and soul together, not a living soul, not tell a soul, pour out one‟s soul,
punctuality is the soul of business, etc. In unitsm‟ubëzemraakull - u
bëraakull - m‟ubëzemraborë - u bërakallkan-ma bërizemrënakull, we have
the first two examples in which the second expression does not contain at all
the noun zemërbut it is replaced with anothernoun. The meaning remains
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still the same inexpressions like:me zemërtëngrirë- me gjaktëngrirë; me
zemërpezull- me frymënpezull. In these two unitskazemërtëartëande
kazemrënfloriwe have a different synonymous adjective tëartë and flori. In
these units we note a different synonymous verb mëdridhetzemra mëdrithëron (mëpërpëlitet) zemra; e fshij (e shlyej) ngazemra- e
nxjerrngazemra; mëlëngonzemra- mëbrennëzemër; m’ushkrifëruazemramëshkriuzemra; ma shqeuzemrën - ma bërizemrëncopë”
According to the meaning of the phraseological units with ―heart‖, we
have classified them under two categories 1) phraseological units that
express feelings as one of the main attributes that the unit ―zemër‖ includes
and 2) phraseologisms that show traits of character. Rodale (1978) classifies
―heart‖ into five typologies a) physical organ b) inner feelings c) feelings for
others or our social relationships d) courage and e) core/center. According to
Rodale b) and c) meanings, units expressing feelings make the majority (30
units, 13. 7%of ―heart‖ phraseologisms in Albanian. Such units
are:m‟ucoptua (m‟uthërmua) zemra; mëdhemb (mëther) zemra (nëzemër);
m‟ubëzemraakull; me ankthnëzemër; ma coptoi (ma thërmoi) zemrën;
mëdrithëron (mëpërpëlitet) zemra; m‟uça (m‟uçorr) zemra‖; m‟u fry
(m‟uenjt) zemra; efutnëzemër; mëgërryenzemrën; mëgoditinëzemër;
mëgufonzemra; ma gjetizemrën; me gjithëzemër; m‟u hap zemra;
mëhelmoizemrën;
m‟ulëmekzemra;
m‟umblodhzemralëmsh;
ma
mbushizemrën; ma ngopizemrën; ma ngrohuzemrën; mëngjethzemrën;
m‟ungjitnëzemër;
m‟unxi
(m‟unxiros)
zemra;
mëpikonnëzemër;
mëplasizemra; e prishizemrën; m‟ushtypzemr; vëdorënnëzemër; me
zemërtëvrarë; etc. In English we havearound 35 from 100 units (35 %):
have one‟s heart in the right place, sb. ‟s heart bleeds, after one‟s own
heart, a bleeding heart, aching heart, at heart, bare heart, break heart, have
sb. ‟s best interest at heart, have heart go out to, have one‟s heart in one‟s
mouth, have one‟s heartsetagainst, have one‟sheart set on, have one‟sheart
stand still, one‟sheart goes to, one‟s heart misses a beat, one‟s heart stands
still, out of the goodness ofone‟s heart, put one‟shand on one‟sheart, put
one‟sheart and soul into, follow one‟sheart, know by heart, sick at heart,
take to heart, tear one‟sheart out, to one‟sheart‟s content, wear one‟sheart
on one‟ssleeve, win one‟sheart, warm the cockles of one‟sheart, it is a poor
heart that never rejoices, do someone‟s heart good; die of a broken heart,
one‟sheart skips a beat, one‟sheart stands still; etc. 2) phraseological units
that express characteristics or qualities of character in the function of an
adjective. There are 19 units (8.7 %) of the total Albanian corpus: me
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zemërtëbardhë; me zemërtëdjegur; me zemërtëcoptuar; me zemërtëçiltër; me
zemërtëfortë; me zemërtëgëzuar; me zemërtëgjerë; me zemërtëhapur; me
zemërtëkeqe; me zemërluani; me zemërtëmadhe; me zemërtëmirë; me
zemërtëngrohtë; me zemërtëngushtë; me zemërtëpastër; kazemërtëartë;
kazemërtëfortë; kazemërluani; kazemër pule; etc. In these phraseological
units that express traits of character sometimes the expression is replaced
with a compound noun me zemërtëmirë – zemërmirë, me zemërtëbardhë –
zemërbardhë, me zemërtëgjerë – zemërgjerë; etc. In English we have some
correspondent units, approximately 19 (19%) of the total corpus, such as:
harden one‟sheart, a bleeding heart, a heart of gold, a heart of stone,
aching heart, chicken-hearted, with a heavy heart, with all heart, young at
heart, from the heart, half-hearted, a heart-to-heart, etc. As it is seen, both
languages usethe same notions for the same traits of character. Stone-guris
used to denote strength, gold-flori to denote kindness, chicken-pulëto denote
coward people, young-i ri for age, bleeding-coptuar for feelings, etc. The
similar points between the two languages show resemblancesin the culture
and mentality dimensionsof both nations, whose languages express the same
concept by the same notion.
6. Conclusion
The examination of idioms across languages helps us to understand
the way people think and gives us an invaluable insight into human
psychology. Idiomatic expressions are categorized as cultural expressions.
For Ghafel et al8 idiomatic expressions are categorized as ―culture-loaded‖
while Strugielska& Alonso9 utilize phrases such as ―culture-bound‖. As it is
seen from the analysis given above, there are similarities and differences in
idiomatic units in the English and Albanian languages. The lexical unit
―heart‖ and its correspondent ―zemër‖ or ―shpirt‖ in Albanian reveal
similarities between the two languages concerning mainly the semantics and
less the structure of these units. In both languages they reveal feelings,
emotions, and traits of character. We have divided them into groups based
on the structural and semantic peculiarities they possess. As shown above,
the phraseological units with the greatest number arein the first group, 26 %,
and the fourth group, 35 %. Smaller in number are the phraseological units
with the same meaning buta different structure, about 6 units recorded; in
the fourth group of units with the same meaning but different body-part
lexical componentsare about 35 idiomatic expressions and 6 units in the
8
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second group, with slight differences in lexical components. A considerable
number of units, about 26in both languages, have the same structure and
meaning. The percentages given were based on 100 English phraseologisms,
because we considered the English-Albanian translation of two dictionaries.
What results from this study is that phraseological units that express
traits of character are usually almost identical in both languages. Such units
are: light hearted, lion hearted, have a heart of gold, have a heart of stone,
open heart, aching heart, take heart, follow heart, let heart rule the head,
with all heart, young at heart, from the bottom of heart, etc.
Phraseological units with almost identical structure (synonymous
phraseologisms) were not included in the division made in the five
categories since they were the same units and would fall into the same
category; however, they are numbered as part of the data taken for analysis
in this study.
Synonymous phraseological units are seen in both languages. There
are a great number of units with a different lexical component but with the
same meaning. As the study has shown, in Albanian there are idiomatic
units with ―zemër‖ or ―shpirt‖ components. For the purpose of this study we
have treated these as identical phraseological units, even though the usage of
one or another might reflect differences in their conceptual meaning used in
different contexts.
Thestudy of phraseological units shows that for some English units
there was not a correspondent phraseologism in Albanian, as far as the
English-Albanian dictionary was concerned, so there a paraphrased meaning
was given in the target language.
From the study of approximately 318 phraseological units we observe
similarities in culture and mentality between the people of both nations.
Thus, parts of body and ―heart‖ idiomatic expressions represent unique
features and characteristics, even if other languages wouldbe taken into
consideration, since the mutability of universals across cultures remains
present, as in the case of the human body, almost in all cultures and nations,
for thegeneral characteristics they reveal. Even though cross-cultural
universals exist in English and Albanian, the study has shown that the way
they were presented differed in function and structure.
The study invites further future linguistic studies and approaches that
will enrich contributions in the vast realm of phraseology.
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Abstract:
The present paper examines the main principles governing the development of
speaking skills in learners of English at all levels, through the optic of the Communicative
Approach. Dwelling on the importance of teacher and student attitudes towards classroom
communication, of ensuring an adequate class atmosphere and context for meaningful
communication, the present author goes on to discuss the most relevant and productive
fluency-building activities and techniques meant to train students for meaningful selfexpression and communication.
Keywords:
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Speaking and writing skills belong to the category of productive skills,
as they require learners to produce language input, oral or written. Of
course, we can talk about learner language production only with reference to
free practice, communicative activities, based entirely or at least to a large
extent on student input.
Needless to say, productive skills are more difficult to develop than
comprehension skills, and require more time and effort on the part of both
teacher and learners. With speaking and writing, progress is often slow and
not so readily evident or so accurately measurable. Building fluency takes
time and requires patience, sustained effort, plenty of confidence-building activities,
as well as constant encouragement and positive feedback from the teacher.
As in the other areas of language and skills practice, speaking practice
includes controlled, semi-controlled and free practice activities, in which
teacher or student control over language depends on language proficiency
level, activity focus and type (accuracy/fluency). As various types of more
or less controlled speaking activities have already been illustrated in the
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previous chapters, this chapter will focus on free speaking, interactive,
fluency building activities, aimed at developing oral communication skills.
A balanced general English course should include activities
illustrating the variety of text types found in everyday communication,
which can be categorised as follows:
a) Social/Personal: Small talk and social chat; Personal conversation;
Anecdotes and jokes
b) Everyday transactional/informational: Service encounters (shop,
bank, healthcare); Transactional conversations (instructions, explanations,
directions, descriptions, arrangements); Discussions (planning and problemsolving); Meetings
c) Educational/Professional/Specialised: Lessons; Lectures and
seminars; Reports and presentations; Speeches; Interviews and
consultations; Discussions and debates; Plays and sk etches
A well-balanced speaking programme should include all activities
from sections a, b, though some text types in section c can very well be used
for free speaking activities.
1. MAIN PRINCIPLES IN SETTING UP FREE-SPEAKING
ACTIVITIES
a) Motivation
Raising motivation is essential for the success of a speaking activity.
This can be realised through selecting interesting topics, suited for the
students‘ age and interests. The students also need to be warmed-up to the
topic by lead-in questions, examples and queries which help generate
interest. We should also give the activity a clear purpose, which can be
created by giving the students a task to solve, involving a clear outcome,
result, solution or agreement which they are supposed to reach at the end of
the activity.
b) Class layout and seating arrangements
We should make sure that the class layout is suitable for the activity.
Appropriate seating arrangements will be made for group-work (problem
solving), pair-work (face to face for information gap/back to back for phone
conversations) or whole class discussion (circle).
c) Planning
The procedure and organisation for the activity should be carefully
thought out by the teacher before class: activity sequence and timing,
necessary materials (visuals, hand-outs, crayons, poster sheets, etc.).
d) Preparation time
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In order to help the students perform the activity in good conditions,
we should allow them enough time for preparation – brainstorming, working
out ideas and opinions, thinking about useful language. Many activities are
unsuccessful because the students are not given time to think things through.
Group-work activities, in particular, require adequate preparation for the task.
e) Useful structures and vocabulary
The teacher has to make sure that the students are equipped with the
appropriate structures and vocabulary they need to use. We should
check/revise/pre-teach any useful vocabulary or structures we think necessary.
f) Clear instructions and demonstration
We should always make sure that the students have understood our
instructions and know exactly what to do. To this effect, we can ask a
student to repeat the instructions. Better still, we should give a short demonstration
of what they have to do or what language to use during the activity.
g) Timing
We should not let the activity go on for too long, so that students will
not be left to linger unnecessarily, lose interest or even switch off. We
should also leave sufficient time for reporting, feedback and correction.
h) Correction
During pair-work or group-work speaking activities, the teacher
should try to keep a low profile and not interrupt students or interfere with
their work unless something goes wrong or communication breaks down.
The best way of dealing with errors occurring during a speaking activity is
delayed correction, i. e. after the activity – we can take notes of any
language or interaction mistakes we hear and bring them to the students‘
attention at the end.
i) Integration with other skills
Speaking activities can and should always be integrated with other
skills. They are often used as part of a listening, reading or writing
sequence, or as free language practice for reinforcing grammar or
vocabulary. A speaking activity should be used as a lead-in to more
discussion or to a writing/reading/listening task.
2. COMMUNICATIVE SPEAKING ACTIVITIES
Communicative activities for free oral practice commonly presuppose
pair-work and group-work. In order to motivate students to work together
in pairs/groups, the activities have to be task-based – if students know what
they have to achieve, they will have a purpose to work towards, i. e. solving
the task. Basically, the most common communicative activities are of four
main types – Information Gap, Guessing games, Problem Solving and
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Role Play – but the range is in fact much wider, with mixed kinds of tasks.
The most productive speaking activities for free oral communication are
described below.
2.1. INFORMATION GAP ACTIVITIES (Info-gap)
Usually suitable for pair work, but also for group work, these
activities are based on an information gap, i. e. the students have different
information which they have to share in order to fulfil the given task. In
other words, the need to exchange information provides the need to
communicate, usually by means of question and answer patterns of
interaction. In an information gap activity, each student working in a pair (A
and B) is given a hand-out containing information his/her partner does not
have. The task varies depending on the language or topic focus of the
activity. Most often, they have to exchange information in order to reach a
decision, an agreement, a conclusion, a certain result (filling in a chart) or to
create something (a map, a drawing, a description, an object/handicraft
item). As they are not supposed to see each other‘s information, the best
seating arrangement for the pair is face-to-face. Possible tasks may include:
 Agreeing on a common plan/action.
Students are asked to agree on a time to meet, a place to go together, a
course of action to take or choice to make, by working with hand-outs
containing different information.
 Achieving a result
The hand-outs may also contain incomplete texts, tables, diagrams, or
pictures, so students have to exchange information by asking and answering
questions, as they depend on which other to complete their items.
a) Pictures with differences
The students are given quite similar pictures containing a number of
differences (number/colour of objects, different people/animals/furniture/
street /position in space). They are told there are 10 differences, for
example. To fulfil the task, they take turns to ask and answer questions,
paying attention to and recording the differences they identify.
b) Chart completion
The students are given charts with different missing information. To
complete them, they have to ask their partners, who have the information
they need.
c) Map completion
The students are given hand-outs with the map of a street, village,
town, zoo, store, etc. Each student has elements the other has not, so they
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have to ask and answer questions in order to complete their maps with the
missing items put in the right place.
d) Drawing instructions
The students are given hand-outs with different shapes/objects/
places/people/animals. The task requires that each of them draws the picture
on their partner‘s hand-out by listening to each other‘s descriptions and
instructions. Without hand-outs, the task can be that each of them describes
his/her room so that their partner can draw a plan of the room.
2.2. GUESSING GAMES
Guessing games are communicative activities roughly based on the
information gap principle, involving the interaction between a ‗knower‘ and
a ‗guesser‘. The guessers will ask Yes/No-questions until they guess what
the knower is miming or thinking about.
a) Guessing games: 20 Qs
This is a popular game. It can be played either in pairs or with the
whole class. In a pair, the partners take turns as ‗knower‘ and ‗guesser‘.
Each thinks of an activity, person, job, animal, country, continent, place, etc.
They try to guess what the other is thinking of by asking relevant Yes/No
questions (up to 20) focused on structures and topics fit to the context. With
the whole class, one student is the knower, answering the questions asked
by his peers.
b) Mime/Charades
This is another type of entertaining guessing game, also used for
amusement at social get-togethers. The knower has to mime the concept he/she
has in mind, nodding or shaking his head in response to the others‘ questions.
c) In the manner of the adverb
This is a mime in which the focus is on guessing the manner in which
a certain action is performed. A student is secretly instructed by the teacher
to do an action in a certain manner, e. g. to make coffee angrily. The class
will ask questions using adverbs of manner.
d) Hotel reception
This is another mime variation which can be played in pairs, with one
student acting as a guest at a hotel and the other as a receptionist. The guest
mimes a problem with the service or accommodation which the receptionist
has to guess.
e) Names on the back
The teacher sticks ‗name cards‘ on the students‘ backs. The cards can
bear the name of a famous person (historical figure, politician, writer, music
or film star, literary character) or, alternatively, the name of an animal.
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Students will ask and answer questions so as to help each other guess their
mysterious identity.
f) Call my bluff
Either in front of the class or in pairs, students will tell their peers a
story or anecdote, real or invented. Alternatively, they can tell two stories,
while the others have to decide in which the teller speaks the truth and in
which he/she is merely bluffing.
g) Find someone who
The activity begins with a matching exercise, with two separate lists
of items to be matched so as to obtain adjective + noun collocations, e. g.
light sleeper, heavy smoker, close friend.
After checking the correct combinations, the students move round the class
to find someone who: is a light sleeper, have a heavy smoker in their family, has
a close friend of a different nationality, has had a serious illness, etc.
h) Information gathering: questionnaires/surveys
Students are asked to gather information about their classmates by
devising a questionnaire on various topics: hobbies, pastimes, sports,
holidays, eating/reading habits, likes/dislikes, etc. They have to go around
the class asking questions and recording answers on their report sheet. At
the end the students process the data collected and present their findings
under the form of pie-charts, stack columns, graphs or diagrams.
i) Interviews
The students interview each other on a given topic: future
plans/career/holidays, past experiences, family, relationships, friends, study
or pastime preferences, etc. At the end each student produces an oral or
written account of the interview. The interviewers/interviewees can act as
themselves or play the role of other people (family members, friends – an
exercise in empathy!), of celebrities or even animals, which really appeals to
their empathic imagination.
j) Quizzes
Quizzes can be organized as pair, group or whole class activities. Each
group can devise a quiz based on topics studied in class (wildlife,
geographical/historical/cultural facts/films/books/music, etc. It can be
conducted orally or in writing. It is more challenging if organised as a
competition between two/three teams, in which the winning team has the
most correct answers.
k) Story swap: urban myths
Multiple story swapping is a complex activity, involving jigsaw
reading and exchanging stories. It can be organised with four very short
stories, for instance urban myths or news articles. Students will be put in
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four groups A, B, C, D. Each group will read the same story and are asked
to prepare to tell the story as accurately as they can to members from other
groups. Then they are put into pairs AB, CD and tell their partners the
stories they have just read. Then they get into other pairs BC, AD and then
BD, AC to tell their peers the stories they have just heard. By telling and
retelling stories they have heard from others, they actually replicate the way
in which urban myths are created and circulated.
2.3. ROLE PLAY ACTIVITIES
Role play tasks involve a social or transactional type of interaction.
The purpose of the exchange and the role particulars should be made clear
on the role cards allocated to the students working in pairs or groups, which
provide the information gap required for a meaningful exchange of
information. Role playing also involves a strong focus on language
functions: persuasion, invitations, refusals, agreeing, disagreeing, etc. In
designing a role play, we should think of a context or situation presenting a
potential clash conflict of interest, opinions or ideas. At the same time role
plays should reflect clear social roles: teacher, parent, policeman, driver,
ecologist, salesperson, customer, public figure, artist, etc. Role cards are
essential in defining the profile and goal of the interlocutors students have to
impersonate while interacting with their partners.
a) Agony columns/Agony aunts/uncles
This popular magazine column in which the columnist – called an
agony aunt/uncle – offers advice to readers requesting advice on a problem
can be adapted for role play focused on the function of asking for and giving
advice. It works better in pairs rather than groups. Each student receives a
role card containing a problem (relationships, school, work, career, health,
etc). Every student complains about his problem and receives advice from
his partner. Alternatively, both the problem and the advice can be expressed
in writing, with each student receiving a problem card to respond to in
writing. For this version, the role play can be dropped in favour of a selfexpression exercise, where the students can write their own problems on
unsigned pieces of paper, which the teacher distributes around the class,
asking students to offer advice on the problem in question. As students may
be sensitive about this self-revealing context, anonymity is obligatory. All
the pieces of paper will be gathered on the teacher‘s desk, so the students
can collect their ‗advice letter‘ at the end of the lesson.
b) Celebrity interview
The students interview each other in the role of a famous person,
taking turns to play the interviewer or interviewee. The roles can be either
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ascribed by the teacher or chosen by the students themselves, according to
their preferences and interests.
c) Job interviews
Students are distributed into job seekers and members of the
interviewing board. Both candidates and interviewers will be given the job
description and requirements. Individual candidates will be interviewed by the
board, which will then deliberate on the most suitable candidate for the job.
While the activity can be really challenging, its competitive nature may cause
problems and upset those not selected, so things should be handled sensitively.
d) Party
Students are given cards about different party guests. They have to
mingle and make conversation with the other guests, acting out the
respective part they have received. A variation can be a party with parents,
children and teachers, in which the guests discuss problematic issues related
to school or family life.
e) Criminal investigation/trial
Students are given the particulars of a criminal case and of the people
involved – accused, plaintiff, prosecuting counsel, defence counsel, police
officer, judge, jury, witnesses, character witnesses, etc. Each student will be
allocated a role to play in a class staging of a trial.
f) Brokers/Merchandisers
Students will be divided into brokers and clients. The brokers have to
promote a certain product and convince their potential buyers of the
benefits. They can broker any kind of goods or services, or more abstract
things such as luck, fortune, beauty, celebrity, love, etc. When they have
found their clients, they sit down together. During the feedback session, the
clients will tell the class why they chose a certain product and what
arguments convinced them.
2. 4. PROBLEM SOLVING/DEBATE ACTIVITIES
a) Problem solving
This activity can be done either as a role play, with students in the
group assuming a given role in a given context, or, for a more realistic
context, the students can discuss issues from their own perspective, acting as
themselves. The activity consists in asking the students to discuss and agree
on possible solutions to a certain problem. A real or imaginary problem is
presented by the teacher, orally or on a fact-file handout. This can be in
connection with a real problem – solutions for cleaning a polluted
area/reducing pollution in their area/publicising an event or
product/repairing a malfunctioning machine or vehicle/converting or finding
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a use for an old building in town/refurbishing the school building/raising
funds for a cause/protecting an endangered species/community/area, etc.
Alternatively, the problems can be brain-teasers or puzzles to work out, or
more imaginative problems like being on a space mission and having to deal
with a technical problem.
b) Choosing candidates
The students are given a list of candidates for a competition, job,
manager, as well as relevant information about them. The candidates‘
profiles should include details about their background, qualities, abilities
and skills, experience, interests, commitment or leadership potential. The
group has to discuss their suitability and reach a decision about the most
suitable candidate. The functions practiced can be agreeing, disagreeing,
suggesting, persuading, arguing one‘s opinion, expressing ability,
possibility, positive/negative deduction (using modal verbs).
c) Priorities rating
This type of activity requires prioritising elements in a critical
situation e. g. survival contexts/ games (fire, shipwreck, flood, earthquake,
vehicle breakdown, etc. Students have to rate their priorities according to
certain criteria (usefulness, urgency). This involves thinking and talking
about what actions should come first, what objects might be useful in a
given emergency or survival scenario.
d) Balloon debates
Balloon debates are also based on a priority rating principle. We tell
students that they are in an overloaded balloon which is in danger of falling
and they have to get rid of an element – person, thing, ideas or concepts – in
order to save the balloon. They have to decide which element has to go first,
which is likely to generate discussion and arguments.
e) Debates
The students are introduced to a controversial issue in the real world,
relevant for their age, level and interests. They have to discuss the respective
issue, from various perspectives, arguing their standpoints, giving
arguments and examples. A debate can be organised in groups or with the
whole class.
Conclusions
I rrespective ofthe organisation of free practice activities –
individually, pairs, groups, whole class – opportunities for self-expression
will promote better learning and aid retention. By having students share
their personal experience, feelings, tastes and interests with their peers, we
enhance a good rapport between students and a cooperative atmosphere.
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Students should be given ample opportunities to share information about
issues relevant to their everyday life: their plans for the weekend/holidays;
travel experiences; childhood memories; favourite pastimes/food/
books/film/music stars; opinions on topics of general human interest, etc.
They can extend the discussion to their family and friends. They can do this
in pairs, groups or in a whole class discussion. Alternatively, the students
may be encouraged to prepare a short speech on a certain topic and give it in
front of the class. They can choose to speak on a topic studied in class or on
something that preoccupies or interests them – a hobby, an extracurricular
activity, a social, economic, political or civic problem. Personalisation and
successful self-expression is the key to meaningful communication practice.
Rewarding communicative activities carried out in class help build
confidence in the students about their speaking abilities, which prepares
them for the communicative exigencies of real life context.
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Abstract:
The aim of this article is to show to what extent English teachers speak the MT
(Albanian) in the EFL classrooms when they teach Young English Learners in a public
school in Korça, Albania. To achieve this, the researcher analyzed the data collected from
four classroom observations in grades 3 up to 6. Three English teachers were interviewed
and compared to show how much they used Albanian and reasons why they used it.
The data obtained from the classroom observations and interviews showed that all the
teachers used Albanian in the EFL classrooms in different extents and for different reasons.
Keywords:
Young learners, EFL classrooms, Mother tongue, Albanian

1. Introduction
Using the Mother tongue (MT) in the EFL classrooms has still
remained in the center of the debate among teachers, educators and
researchers due to their diverse opinions.
For some researchers like Carless (2001) the use of the first language
is common and a natural act in foreign language teaching and it seems to
make a positive contribution to the learning process. Similarly, Macaro
(1997) sees the exclusion of the mother tongue as impractical and deprives
learners of an important tool for language learning. According to Nunan and
Lamb (1996), foreign language teachers find the prohibition of the mother
tongue in foreign language classes to be impossible.
Lu (1985) reports that the use of the mother tongue is strongly
recommended due to the absence of opportunities for the actual use of the
foreign language outside the classroom. Auerbach (1993, cited in Sharma,
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2006:81) not only acknowledges the positive role of the mother tongue in
the classroom but also suggests its uses for classroom management,
discussing cross-cultural issues, giving instructions, explaining errors, and
checking for comprehension.
While advocating the use of the MT in FL teaching, it is important to note
that there are no criteria with regard to the right dosage of the use of the MT.
Cook (2001) presents the criteria for the use of the MT: efficiency,
learning, naturalness, and external relevance. Efficiency relates to doing
something more effectively through the MT. Learning concerns whether FL
learning is enhanced by the use of the students‘ MT. Naturalness relates to
whether students prefer the use of their MT rather than the FL regarding
certain topics. Finally, external relevance is whether the MT helps students
with uses of the FL they may need beyond the classroom. The last criterion
may be associated with the use of English for communication purposes; it
may refer to everyday topics, life skills, and pragmatic language such as
conversing or participating in online chats in English.
Although these criteria may be useful to clarify the general teaching
circumstances for using the MT with regard to a certain class or topic, they
certainly cannot substitute the formal guidelines that should be defined
practically and in terms of specific topics, situations, and frequency.
What about the use of Albanian language in EFL classrooms in the
public elementary school in Korça, Albania? Here English is started in the
3rd grade and the teachers teach 2 lessons in a week. The aim of this article
is to present the use of Albanian in the four classes in an elementary school
to see its frequency and the reasons why it is spoken.
2. Methodology
2.1. The research questions
The research questions which this study aims at are:
1) If Albanian is used in the EFL classrooms, how frequently is it used?
2) What are the reasons for its use?
2.2. Context and participants
The study is focused on four classes in a public elementary school in
Korça district in Albania. The participants of the study are three English
teachers teaching in 4 grades. They are indentified as Teacher A who taught
in the 3rd grade, Teacher B who taught in the 4th grade and teacher C in the
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5th and 6th grade. They were observed to see how often they used the Mother
tongue (Albanian) and why they used it. Also they were compared to show
how much they used Albanian.
3. Instruments of the study
3.1 Observations and interviews
The instrument used in the study is observation as it serves as an
opportunity to give real results from the context. 4 observations were made
in 4 grades: from the third grade to the sixth grade. Interviews were also
used with the teachers to get more information concerning the use of
Albanian in their classrooms and to see what they think it. The use of
Albanian was measured in minutes using a stopwatch. Then the minutes
were converted into percentage and 1 minute is equal to 2. 2 %.
4. The results of the observations
4.1 The 3rd grade had 23 students and they had been studying English
for seven months. The aim of the lesson was to create dialogues between the
students: Can you…? Yes, I can. No, I can‟t. The teacher had 9 years of
experience and she used modern methods to involve students to
communicate in English. The pie chart shows how much she spoke
Albanian during 45 minutes.

48%
52%

L1
L2

Chart 1. The proportion of L1 and L2 in the 3rd grade
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The teacher used Albanian 48% of the lesson and English 52% of the
lesson in 45 minutes. The reasons why the teacher used the mother tongue
are shown in the table below:
The reasons of Albanian use
Percentage
Minutes
Draw students‘ attention
2. 2 %
1 minute
Give instructions
6. 6 %
3 minutes
Translation of new words
13. 2 %
6 minutes
Explain the interaction
8. 8 %
4 minutes
between students
duringdialogues
Error corrections
6. 6 %
3 minutes
Students‘ evaluation
2. 2 %
1 minute
Ending the lesson
4. 4%
2 minutes
Giving and clarifying the
4. 4%
2 minutes
homework
Total
48. 4 %
22 minutes
Table 1. The reasons for Albanian use in the 3rd grade
The teacher spent 13. 2% (around 6 minutes) to translate the new
words. She wrote them on the board and used drills to practise them. The
new words that the teacher translated were these:
Ride a scooter/ skate/ ride a bike/ ride a skateboard/marbles/
jacks/teddy bear/use/ I know.
The teacher used Albanian (8. 8 %) to explain the interaction between
students during several dialogues until students were confident to interact
without the help of the teacher:
T: Now, it‟s your turn, ask your friend.
Ask your friend what he can do.
She also gave some instructions in Albanian (6. 6 %):
T: Write the names of the toys.
Complete the sentences.
Ask classmates what they can do.
Draw what you can do and write about it.
Did you complete the exercise?
Listen and read the story.
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The teacher corrected the students in Albanian (6. 6%) by using the expressions:
T: No. You made a mistake.
Read it again.
Repeat it after me.
How did you complete the sentence?
She used the tone of the voice in English to draw students‘ attention
when they made a mistake.
The teacher ended the lesson and clarified the homework in Albanian (4. 4
%). The students signed the homework and greeted the teacher in English.
She also drew the attention of two students who were looking at some
other pages of the book in one minute or 2. 2 % of the lesson.
The total amount of Albanian in the EFL classroom was 48. 4 or 22
minutes of the 45 minutes of the English lesson. The students practised
English in reading and listening a passage ―Funny friends‖, they completed
successfully the exercises about can/can‟t. They also practised dialogues
with can and can‟t.
4. 2 The 4th grade had 30 students. It was the second year of studying
English and the teacher had 7 years of experience in teaching English. The
aim of the lesson was to make students express their preference about the
food they like or don‟t like. The use of MT is shown in the pie chart below:

33%
L1
L2
67%

Chart 2. The proportion of L1 and L2 in the 4th grade
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The teacher spoke 33% of the lesson in Albanian and the reasons why
the teacher used it were these:
The reasons of
Percentage
Minutes
Albanian use
Giveinstructions
6. 6 %
3 minutes
Translation of new words
8. 8 %
4 minutes
Explain the interaction
4. 4%
2 minutes
between students during
a dialogue
Error corrections
4. 4%
2 minutes
Students‘ evaluation
2. 2 %
1 minute
Praising the students
2. 2 %
1 minute
Clarifying homework
4. 4%
2 minutes
Total
33 %
15 minutes
Table 2. The reasons for Albanian use in the 4th grade
The English teacher asked about the homework in English. Then she
introduced the new lesson using the Food Flashcards. She practised them using
drills but she also translated and wrote the new words on the board (8. 8%):
Burger/ hot dog/ spaghetti/ chips/ soup/ salad/ milk/ lemonade/
orange juice
The teacher gave instructions in Albanian (6. 6%):
T: Write the new words in the notebook.
Read and match the new words.
Tell a classmate about a meal.
Mark the table with a tick or X.
Complete the last column with a classmate‟s information.
Listen carefully.
When the students had to make a dialogue about the food they liked
and didn‘t like, the teacher explained in Albanian what they had to do:
T: And now ask your friend what food he likes or doesn‟t like.
The other friend will reply: I like…. Or I don‟t like…
Also the teacher corrected the students in Albanian (4. 4%) during the
45 minutes of the English lesson:
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T: There is something wrong in what you just said. Be careful. You
should say something else.
So the teacher drew the students‘ attention towards the mistake and
they self-corrected.
At the end of the lesson the teacher clarified the homework in
Albanian by saying what they had to do in the Workbook. She took 2
minutes to do that or 4. 4 % of the lesson.
She sometimes used Albanian to praise students‘ work. But this
happened occasionally or 2. 2 % of the lesson:
T: Good! Well done.
4. 3 The 5th grade had 29 students and they had been studying English
for two years. The teacher had 14 years of experience. The topic of the
lesson was about some and any. The English teacher had explained them in
the previous lesson and she had to revise them. The use of the MT is shown
in the pie chart below:

44%

L1
L2

56%

Chart 3. The proportion of L1 and L2 in the 4th grade

The English teacher used Albanian 44 % of the lesson and the reasons
why she used it are presented in the table below:
The reasons of
Albanian use
Draw students‘ attention
Revision of the
Grammar instructions
about some and any

Percentage

Minutes

2. 2 %
13. 2 %

1 minute
6 minutes
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Error corrections
4. 4%
2 minutes
Translation of the new
4. 4%
2 minutes
words
Translation of the
11 %
5 minutes
sentences in the new
text
Clarifying the
2. 2 %
1 minute
homework
Total
34. 4 %
17 minutes
Table 3. The reasons of Albanian use in the 5th grade
In the 5th grade the English teacher spent most of the time revising the
grammar instructions about some and any (13. 2%) in Albanian. She wrote
them on the board. The example sentences were given by the teacher and by
the students. The teacher corrected the students in Albanian (4. 4%) when
they didn‘t use some and any in the correct sentence. She asked the other
students when their friend made a mistake:
S1: Is there some bread?
T: Is your friend correct?
S2: Is there any bread?
And she elicited the correct answer in English. She repeated this
procedure with several students.
The teacher translated the new words in Albanian (4. 4 %):
Crisps – patatina
Stick – shkop
Noodles – makarona
Relatives – te aferm
Unlucky – pa fat
Envelope – zarf
Paper – leter
Pilgrim – pelegrin
Settle – vendosem
Harvest – te korrat
Feast - feste
The teacher asked the students to read the new text about
―Thanksgiving‖ and helped students translate the sentences from the text
(11%). She drew the attention of some students (2. 2%) who were not
attentive in the lesson:
T: Kristi and Tomas, what are you doing? Look at page 83, exercise 1.
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At the end of the lesson the teacher gave the homework and clarified
what they had to do in Albanian. This lasted about 1 minute.
4. 4 The 4th observation was done in the 6th grade which had 30
students. The English teacher was the same as the 5th grade. The topic of the
lesson was: Vocabulary: Shops and Writing: “An email describing your
neighbourhood”. The level of the students was low comparing to the book
they were dealing with.

L1

47%
53%

L2

Chart 4. The proportion of L1 and L2 in the 6th grade
The teacher used Albanian 53% of the lesson and the reasons why she
used it were these:
The reasons of
Percentage
Minutes
Albanian use
Checking homework
4. 4%
2 minutes
Teacher instructions
6. 6 %
3 minutes
Writing instructions
8. 8 %
4 minutes
Error corrections
4. 4%
2 minutes
Translation of the
8. 8 %
4 minutes
new words
Discipline problems
2. 2 %
1 minute
Clarifying the
4. 4%
2 minutes
homework
Total
39. 6 %
18 minutes
Table 4. The reasons for Albanian use in the 3rd grade
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The teacher started the lesson by checking the homework in
Albanian. There were some students who hadn‘t done their homework
and some, who hadn‘t done them correctly, and it lasted 2 minutes or 4.
4% of the English lesson.
She spent 4 minutes (8. 8%) translating the new words about the shops:
greengrocer‟s/ chemists/ post office / newsagent/ baker‟s/ shoe shop/
pet shop/ florist‟s/ electronics shop/ stamp/ drop a line/ nearby.
She elicited the answers of the question: What can we do in these shops?
in English to check if students had understood the function of the shops.
The English teacher spoke in Albanian to clarify the Writing
instructions about emails. They had to describe their neighbourhood. She
wrote the instructions in English on the board and read the examples. This
lasted about 4 minutes or 8. 8% of the English lesson.
Some of teachers‘ instructions were in Albanian concerning the way
they had to complete some exercises (6. 6%):
T: Find Jane‟s house on the map. Give directions from her house to
the: supermarket, Marco‟s restaurant, Bill‟s café, Tony‟s café.
Where does each dialogue take place? Listen and say.
Stand up and act the dialogues.
Be quiet.
Be attentive.
The teacher corrected the students mainly about the movement
prepositions as they were performing the dialogues to give directions on the
map. She listened to the dialogue first and then corrected the students and
made them repeat again the dialogue. The correction took about 2 minutes
(4. 4%) during the exercise for 5 students.
There were some discipline problems with some inattentive students
and the teacher drew their attention in Albanian. These lasted about 1
minute (2. 2%) of the English lesson.
At the end of the lesson the English teacher used Albanian to clarify
the homework and what they had to prepare for the next lesson for about 2
minutes (4. 4%).
5. The results of the interviews
The English teachers were interviewed to get more specific answers
why they used Albanian in the classrooms. Teacher A, who taught in the 3
rd grade, said that students at the beginning of their English lesson
demonstrate limited understanding of their English so they don‘t understand
what she is saying. In general she uses a good mix of the FL and MT to
keep the lesson going. The use of the MT helps also the weaker students not
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to feel frustrated and confused. It is easy for them to learn English
vocabulary if they get additional explanation in their MT. Explanations in
the MT can save time as students understand faster if the teacher clarifies
issues in the shortest and most efficient way.
Teacher B who taught in the 4th grade said that MT is especially
effective with young learners at beginner levels to check instructions, to
ensure that some notions have been correctly understood and for general
classroom management. It is helpful in establishing the general rules or
reviewing behavioural problems of the class.
Teacher C taught in the 5th and 6th grade and said that using Albanian
in the EFL classrooms is important in some cases, for example when the
teacher sees that her students don‘t understand how to do an exercise. MT is
necessary for beginners because it has a facilitating role and it is the only way in
which the teacher can ensure the correct comprehension of the students.
If the three English teachers are compared, we will have this graph:
Teacher A

Teacher B

Teacher C

48.80%

37.00%
33.00%

3rd Grade

4th Grade

5th & 6th Grade

Graph 1. The comparison of the English teachers in the 3rd, 4th grade, 5th
and 6th grade
The chart above indicates that the use of Albanian in the EFL
classroom is declining from Teacher A to Teacher B and Teacher C, from
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48. 8% to 33% in the 4th grade and 37% in the 5th and 6th grade. As it is seen
the teachers tend to speak less Albanian in the EFL classrooms. This is a
positive fact for the EFL classrooms where English should dominate.
6. Conclusions
The present study shows that all the observed teachers in the EFL
classrooms use the Mother tongue, Albanian, in foreign language
classrooms because it can help the teaching and learning process. Teacher A
uses the MT 48. 8% of the lesson, teacher B uses it 33% of the lesson and
Teacher C uses the MT 37% of the lesson. Furthermore, teachers and
students do not use their mother tongue randomly. Rather, it seems to be
used systematically and purposefully. This is supported by the writer‘s
findings. For example, the use of the mother tongue is shown clearly in
explaining difficult words and complex grammar rules.
The study also shows that teachers are concerned about the influence
of the mother tongue on the process of foreign language teaching and
learning. The overuse of the mother tongue makes students unable to
communicate in English, and it distracts and demotivates them of using it.
Therefore, the use of the mother tongue should be less encouraged in a
foreign language classroom.
But total prohibition of the mother tongue will certainly deprive
students of certain opportunities to learn more and better, especially those
who have just started learning English. So the teacher should know when to
use and when not to use the mother tongue.
The findings of this study point to the need for controlling the use of
the mother tongue in the EFL classroom and the writer hopes that this study
will open wider doors to exploring new ways of MT use in the EFL classrooms.
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TEXTES - ÉVÉNEMENTS
LES PREMIERES VERSIONS DE LA BALLADEDU
SACRIFICE AU SUD DU DANUBE DANS LES
COLLECTIONS FOLKLORIQUES BULGARES
Gheorghiță CIOCIOI
Universitatea din București
gheorghitaciocioi@yahoo.com
Abstract:
Early versions of the ballad of the sacrifice (―the walled-in woman‖) in the South of
the Danube, in collections of Bulgarian folklore
The 250 variants of the Bulgarian ballad of the sacrifice ("The walled-in woman ")
were only partially reported in Romanian non-fiction literature, only around 35 ballads
being translated into Romanian1. Under the guidance of Professor Silviu Angelescu, from
the University of Bucharest, the Ph. D candidate Gheorghiţă Ciocioi endeavours to compile
a bilingual and critical collection of these Bulgarian and Macedonian ballads of sacrifice.
The present texts, most of which collected between 1860 and 1861, have now been
translated in Romanian for the first time. The bilingual presentation – in both Romanian
and Bulgarian – aims to capture certain elements in their original contexts and the changes
caused by the influence of the cultural systems, with their various codes – language and
laws –, on the one hand Romanian, on the other Bulgarian and Turkish – the presence of
Turkish words, archaic and regional terms in these ballads.
Keywords:
Ballad, collection, folklore, Manol, sacrifice.

Les 250 variantes de la ballade bulgare du sacrifice („La femme emmurée‖)
n'ont été signalées dans literature roumaine de spécialité que partiellement,
seulement 35 ballades environ étant traduites en roumain2. Sous la
1

Meșterul Manole, portret sud-dunărean (The master builder Manole – south-Danubian
portret), Editura „Sophia‖, București, 2012.
2
Ibidem.
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directiondu professeur Silviu Angelescu de l'Université de Bucarest, nous
nous proposons de réaliser une intégrale bilingue et critique de ces ballades
du sacrifice bulgares et macédoniennes.
On propose, pour l‘instant, la traduction de dix versions de la
balladebulgare du sacrifice. Les textes présents, cueillis pour la plupart dans
entre 1860 et 1861, sont traduits pour la première fois en roumain. La
présentation bilingue - en roumain et en bulgare - a pour but de surprendre
certains éléments dans leurs contextes originaires et les changements dus à
l'infuence des systèmes culturels, avec leurs codes différents - langue et lois -,
roumain d'un côté et bulgare et turc de l'autre - la présence des termes turcs,
les archaismes et les régionalismes dans ces ballades.

Bre, Manoil, meştere Manoil!
Троица братя зговор чиниха,
зговор чиниха, църква да градет,
църква да градет Света Мария.
Дено го градет, вечер се рути,
вечер се рути камен по камен,
камен по камен, темел по темел.
Зговор чиниха троица братя
кой ке засутром,
сутром да дойде
с ручок на глава, с кондир на ръка…
Зговор чиниха пак троица братя
сички да идат, дома да кажат…
да не засутром, сутром да дойде.
Сички отидоха, дома кажаха,
Маноил майстор не е отишел,
не е отишел дома да каже,
не е кажал Маноил майстор.
Рано е ранила Струма невеста
с ручок на глава, с кондир на ръки.
Бре, ка га виде Маноил майсторо,
ничком поникна, сълзи изрони,
море, та й вели и говори:
- Струме ле, Струме невесто!
Дек' си остави първото любе?
Дек' си остави мушкото дете?
Я Струма вели, вели и говори:

Trei fraţi înţelegere au făcut,
înţelegere au făcut - biserică să zidească,
biserică să zidească - Sfânta Maria.
Ziua o zideau, seara se surpa,
seara se surpa, piatră cu piatră,
piatră cu piatră, temelie după temelie.
Înţelegere au făcut cei trei fraţi:
a cărui [soție] a doua zi de dimineață,
de dimineață, va veni
cu merinde pe cap, cu clondir în mână…
Înţelegere au făcut iarăși cei trei fraţi
fiecare să meargă acasă să spună…
ca nu în zori de zi, dimneaţa, să vină.
Toţi s-au dus, acasă au spus,
meşterul Manoil nu s-a dus,
nu s-a dus acasă de veste să dea,
nu a spus meşterul Manoil.
Devreme a zorit Struma nevasta
cu merinde pe cap, cu clondir în mână.
Bre, când o vedea meşterul Manoil,
cu fața la pământ se așeza, lacrimi vărsa,
măre, că îi striga şi îi grăia:
- Strumă, Strumă nevastă!
Unde ai lăsat dragostea dintâi?
Unde ai lăsat pruncul?
Că Struma striga, striga şi grăia:
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- Бре варай, варай, Маноил майстор!
На твоята майка, моята пехера.
Оттам се назад повърна,
отдалек иде, иде и вика:
- Бре, мале, мале, стара пехеро!
Я постельи ми рогозина
и фърльи ми едно бел проскефал,
че ми е утресла люта треска.
Постеля и рогозина,
те й фърльи бел проскефал.
Дури да легне, и душа даде,
едва е душа, душа проговори:
- Бре, мале, мале, стара пехеро!
Иди да викаш Манойло майсторо,
Манойло майсторо, мое първо любе,
и да го вида, и да ме види.
Дури да иде, дури да дойде,
дури да вика Маноил майсторо:
- Бре, Маноил, Маноил майсторе!
Струма невеста душа ке даде,
бре да га видиш и да те види.

- Bre, lele, lele, meştere Manoil!
La maica ta, la soacra mea.
De acolo înapoi se întoarcea,
de departe venea, venea şi striga:
- Bre, maică, maică, bătrână soacră!
Ia așterne-mi rogojina
Și-mi așază o pernă albă,
că m-a apucat fierbințeală grea.
Așternu rogojina,
Pernă albă îi așeza.
Pe când se așeza, sufletul își da,
abiasufla, din suflet grăia:
- Bre, maică, maică, bătrână soacră!
Mergi şi cheamă-l pe meşterul Manoil,
pe meşterul Manoil, al meu iubit dintâi,
ca să-l văd şi ca să mă vadă.
Acum că mergea, acum că sosea.
Acum că striga pe meşterul Manoil:
- Bre, Manoil, Manoil meștere!
nevasta Struma sufletul că-şi dă,
bre, [doar] să o vezi şi să te vadă.

Prosenik, Serres - Grecia (Slaveikov, Kniga na pesnite, 1941, № 228 ‖Bre, Manoil, Manoil maistor!‖; = M. Arnaudov, Studi vărhu bălgarskite
obredi i leghendi. III-IV - SbNU3 34/ 1920, p. 347, № 12). Date of
collection: 1860.

Meșterul Mitre
Собрал е Митре триста майстори,
триста майстори, двесте шегърти,
мост да ми прави на Струма река;
денье го прави, ноще падинва.
Туку се уми Митре майсторче
ка да ми чини, ка да ми стори курбан ми сака Струма река.
Отговори Митре майсторче:

A adunat Mitre trei sute de meşteri,
trei sute de meşteri, două sute de ciraci,
pod ca să înalțe peste apa Strumei;
ziua-l înălţau, noaptea se surpa.
Adânc cugeta meşterul Mitre
ce să-mi mai facă şi ce să mai dreagă curban apa Strumei că mi cerea.
A grăit meşterul Mitre:

3

Sbornik za narodni umotvorenia, nauka i knijnina - a well-known Bulgarian folklore,
science and literature collection (Sofia). 62 volumes of folklore were published between
1889 and 2002.
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- Ой, двесте майстори, триста
шегърти,
вечер да ойме свеки по дома,
да не кажиме на нашчи любни;
коя ми дойди утре по-рано,
тая кье клайме курбан на река!
Свите ойдое, свите казае,
Митре майсторче, то не каза.
Отговори Митре майсторче:
(...)
- Ти да ми станеш утре най-рано,
да измълзиш девет ми крави,
да ми збуваш до девет мътки,
да ми сметеш рамни дворове,
да ми изсучеш девет корници;
сетне да крениш ручок на глава,
ручок на глава, дете на ръци.
(...)
Та ми отиде на Струма река.
Ка ми я виде Митре майсторче,
Митре майсторче ничко ми легна,
ничко ми легна, сълдзи ми рони.
Ка я видое свите майстори,
кой дете фати, кой ручок фати,
ми я фърлиле на Струма река...

- O, două sute de meşteri, trei sute de
ciraci,
astă seară să mergem cu toţii acasă,
[și] să nu spunem dragelor noastre;
care-mi va veni mâine în zori de zi,
pe ea să o jertfim curban râului!
Toţi s-au dus, toţi au spus,
meşterul Mitre nu a spus.
A grăit Mitre meşterul:
(...)
- Să mi te scoli mâine mai în zori,
să-mi mulgi nouă vaci,
să-mi bați nouă putineie cu [lapte],
să-mi mături curțilelargi,
să-mi frămânți nouă cozonaci;
mai apoi să salți bucatele pe cap,
bucatele pe cap, copilul să-l iei în brațe.
(...)
Că mi se ducea la râul Struma.
Când mi-o vedea meşterul Mitre,
Meşterul Mitre la pâmânt cădea,
la pâmânt cădea, lacrimi îmi vărsa.
Când o zăreau toţi meşterii,
care copilul lua, care bucatele le apuca,
[și] în apa Strumei că o arunca'…

Kumanicevo, Kostur-Grecia (Knijniți za procit, Tesalonic, 1891, № 810, p. 210; = M. Arnaudov, Studi vărhu bălgarskite obredi i leghendi. III-IV.
- SbNU 34/ 1920, p. 340, № 1). Date of collection:1861.

Zidirea Strumnăi
Дзид ми дзидале девет майстори,
девет майстори до девет бракя,
деня дзидале, ноке падало.
Се обложиле девет майстори;
кой ке ми доит рано со ручек,
мие него темел да го клаиме.
На вечер сите дома пойдоа
и си казаха на свои невести;

Zid îmi zideau nouă meşteri,
nouă meşteri, nouă fraţi,
ziua îl zideau, noaptea cădea.
S-au legat cei nouă meşteri;
a cui [soție] îmi va veni în zori cu merinde,
pe aceluia temelie să mi-o aşezăm.
Seara toţi acasă s-au dus
și nevestelor lor au spus;
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Мано Маноле, младо майсторче,
тоа не каза свое невесте.
Рано ранила Струмна девойка,
рано ранила ручег сготвила
и им отнесла най-рано ручег.
Кога я виде младо Маноле,
на часот викна той да си плачит.
И я грабнаа девет майстори,
и я фатиа млада Струмица,
и я дзидаа темел да траит.
Им се молеше Струмна невеста:
- Девет майстори, до девет бракя,
остайте ми а десната ръка,
десната ръка, левата бозка,
да си надовям мъжкото дете!
Я остана десната ръка,
десната ръка, левата бозка

Mano, Manole, tânăr meşteraş,
el că nu a spus nevestei sale.
Devreme s-a deșteptat Strumna tinereaua,
devreme a zorit, bucate a gătit
și lor le-a adus cea dintâi bucate.
Când o vedea tânărul Manole,
Atunci că țipa şi se tânguia.
și că mi-o prindeau cei nouă meşteri,
și că o țineau pe tânăra Strumiţa,
și că o zideau, ca temelia sădăinuiască.
De ei se ruga Strumna nevasta:
- Nouă meşteri, nouă fraţi,
lăsaţi-mi [nezidite] mâna dreaptă,
mâna dreaptă, pieptul stâng,
ca pruncul să-mi alăptez!
I-au lăsat [nezidite] mâna dreaptă,
mâna dreapta, pieptul stâng.

Struga-Macedonia (Miladinovți, № 162; = M. Arnaudov, Studi vărhu
bălgarskite obredi i leghendi. III-IV - SbNU 34/ 1920, p. 340, № 2). Date of
collection: 1861.

Struma nevasta
Зид ми зидале девет майстори;
денье дзидале, ноке пагяло.
Облог фатия девет майстори да не си кажат на невестите.
Шчо си пойдоа девет майстора,
облог не додържеа, вера и беса,
и си кажаа на невестите.
Най-малиот майстор вера додържа,
не си кажало на невестата.
Шчо си стана рано, най-рано,
ручек ми уготви, во бело се промени,
(во бело се промени), киниса да оди.
Я виде най-мало майсторче,
и солдзи пророни:
- Бог ви уби, вие, майстори!
Облог шчо не държафте, вера и беса!

Legământ făceau cei nouă meşteri să nu spună soţiilor lor.
Plecând dară cei nouă meşteri,
legământul nu l-au ţinut, credinţa şi
prinsoarea lor - și au spus soţiilor lor.
Cel mai tânăr meşter credinţa a ţinut,
nu a spus soţiei sale.
Că se sculă de dimineaţă, în zori de zi,
bucate îmi pregăti, frumos că se primeni,
(frumos că se primeni), și la drum porni.
Văzând-o pe ea cel mai tânăr meşter,
lacrimi amare că vărsa:
- Trăzni-v-ar Dumnezeu meşterilor!
Că nu aţi ţinut legământul, credinţa şi
prinsoarea!
Şi îmi ajungea Struma nevasta,
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И ми дойде Струма невеста,
и ми зазидале зид бела града.
Айде вие, девет майстори.
Струма вели-говори:
- Слушайте ме, девет майстори,
остайте ми десната ръка,
десната ръка, десната пазуа,
и дайте ми го мъжкото дете ушчесега да го доям,
да го доям, да гонадоям...

și că mi-o zideau în zidul cetății albe
Hai, voi, nouă meşteri!
Struma, mări, că grăi:
- Ascultaţi-mă, voi nouă meşteri,
lăsaţi-mi mâna dreaptă,
mâna dreaptă, sânul drept,
și daţi-mi pruncul ca acum să-l alăptez.
să-l hrănesc, să îl alăptez…

Krușevo - Macedonia (Tahov, 1895, p. 106; = M. Arnaudov, Studi
vărhu bălgarskite obredi i leghendi. III-IV - SbNU 34/ 1920, p. 342, № 4).
Date of collection: 1861.
Zidul care se surpa
Зид ми зиздайе девет майстори
деня зиздай го, а нокя пагяй.
Се зачудийе девет майстори,
се зачудийе, се обложийе:
- Шчо да клайеме, темел да бидет?

Zid că îmi zideau nouă meşteri
ziua îl zideau, iar noaptea cădea.
Se mirau cei nouă meşteri,
Se mirau şi se legau:
Ce săjertfim ca temelia să ţină?

Galicinik, Debăr - Macedonia (Jivaia starina, XIV, 1905, № 1-2, p.
182, № 2; Sbornik - Panaoit Ghinoski, „Galicinik of Debăr‖ Date of
collection:1861.
Cetatea celor trei frați
Троица братя кале заправиле,
си собрале седумдес майстори,
си собрале кале да им праат.
Го правиле три години токму,
не можеа кале да напраат.
Деньо зидат, ноке оборай се.
Сън сънило най-мало майсторче:
- Дури чоек в кале не турите,
ваше кале кале не бидует!
Се собраа свите троица братя,
да им кажет най-мало майсторче.
Троица братя беса си фатиа,

Trei fraţi cetateînălțau,
că și-au adunat şaptezeci de meşteri,
că și-au adunat cetate să facă.
Au înălțat trei ani bătuți pe muche,
[dar] nu izbândeau cetatea să o ridice.
Ziua o zideau, noaptea se surpa.
Vis a visat cel mai mic meşteraş:
- Până ce om în cetate nu veţi aşeza,
cetatea voastră, cetate nu va fi!
S-au adunat toţi trei fraţii,
ca să le spună cel mai mic meşteraş.
Cei trei fraţi legământ au făcut,
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да не кажат на своите люби,
коа първа ручек ке донесет.
нея в кале мие да зидаме.
Бог да и биет по-старите братя!
Обаица беса не държаа.
си кажаа на нивните люби.
Па си стана по-стара ятьрва:
- Татко м' болен, одам да го видам!
Па си стана среднята ятърва:
- Майка болна ми е на умрене
и я сакам д' одам да е видам.
Си остана най-мала ятърва.
па си стана ручек да си готвят
Си готвила ручек на майстори,
си готвила, ручек си однесла.
Бог да и биет седумдес
Майстора.
Не земаат ручек да ручаат,
ту зедоа убаа нееста,
е фърлиа широки зидои,
едни държат, други да е зидат.
На нееста вера не се факят,
ал вистина ке е зазидаат.
Па им викат убаа нееста:
- Бог ве убил, седумдес майстора
Не правите голема страмота,
пущите ме дома да си одам!
Сум остайла дете плачейки.
дур сум ручек за вас уготвило.
бели пени дете пропущило.
Зазидаа нея до пояса,
тога му се вера зафатила,
па се молит убаа нееста:
- Ай ве и вас, седумдес майстог,
донесите мое мъжко дете,
да го стаам на десна пазуа,
уще еднъж, да е за до века.
Бог го убил моиот саибия
и од нищо аер да не видит!

să nu spună dragelor lor:
care prima merinde va aduce,
pe ea în cetate să mi-o zidim.
Dumnezeu să-i bată pe fraţii mai mari!
Amândoi jurământul dat nu l-au ţinut,
nevestelor lor au spus.
Că s-a sculat cea mai mare cumanată:
- Tatăl îmi e bolnav, mă duc să-l văd!
Apoi, s-a sculat cumnata mijlocie:
- Maica îmi e bolnavă, pe moarte,
și vreau ca să merg să o văd.
A rămas cea mai tânără cumnată;
că ea s-a apucat bucate ca să pregătească
A pregătit bucate pentru meşteri,
a pregătit bucate ca să ducă.
Dumnezeu să-i bată pe cei șaptezeci de
meșteri!
Nu au luat bucatele să se ospăteze,
ci au zidit-o pe frumoasa nevastă,
şi a cuprins-o zidul cel lat,
unii o ţineau, alţii o zideau.
Nevestei credinţa nu i s-a stins,
Cu toate că o zideau cu adevărat.
Că le striga frumoasa nevastă:
- Dumnezeu să vă omoare, şaptezeci de meşteri!
Nu faceţi mare ruşine,
lăsaţi-mă acasa ca să mă duc!
Căci am lăsat copilul plângând;
până ce bucate pentru voi am gătit,
pruncul în aburi a adăstat.
Au zidit-o pe ea până la brâu,
atunci cu credinţă a început
să se roage frumoasă nevastă:
- Hai voi, şaptezeci de meşteri,
aduceţi-mi pruncul,
ca să-l aşez la pieptul drept,
încă o dată, pentru totdeauna.
Dumnezeu să-l omoare pe al meu stăpân
și din nici o parte lumină să nu vadă!

Kunovo, Gostivar - Macedonia (M. Arnaudov, Studi vărhu bălgarskite
obredi i leghendi. III-IV- SbNU 34/ 1920. p. 343, № 6). Date of collection: 1861.
Meșterul Danail
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А що бешеДанаил майсторче!
Дзид ми дзида беле карагроше,
а пенджере од жълта дуката;
дъне го прави, ноке се расипува.
Сън ми сънил рано у неделя:
- Дал ме чуеш, Данаил майсторче?
Да дзадзидаш своя верна люба,
ако океш кукя да направиш!
Ако нечеш, не мож да направиш.
А що беше Данаил майсторче!
Одма стана рано понеделник:
- Дал ме чуеш, моя верна любо?
Тежко съне ядно съм сънило.
чуеш, любо, тебе да дзадзидам.
да дзадзидам темел у япия.
Ако очеш, кукя да направим,
ако нечеш, не мож да направим.
- Оре муже, мои мили муже!
Окем, окем, и я како некем!
Лице д' остаиш од бела мегдана,
кад ке върви, све белия народ,
да ми гледа мое бело лице,
да е люба лице заковано,
заковано, дзиде дзадзидано.
(...)

Și ce a fost Danail meşterul!
Zid îmi zidea pe caragroși4 frumoși,
iar ferestre pe galbeni ducați;
ziua-l înălţa, noaptea se risipea.
Vis îmi visa, în zori, duminica:
- Mă auzi, Danail meştere?
Să zideşti pe draga ta credincioasă,
dacă vrei să înalți casă!
Dacă nu voiești, nu poţi să înalți.
Şi ce-a fost Danail meşterul!
S-a sculat degrabă luni în zori de zi:
- Mă asculţi, a mea dragă, credincioasă?
Rău și amar vis am visat.
ascultă, dragă, pe tine să te zidesc.
să te zidesc la temelie, în zidire.
Dacă vrei să înălțăm casă,
dacă nu vrei, nu putem să înălțăm.
- Măre, bărbate, scumpul meu bărbat!
Vreau, vreau şi cum să nu vreau!
Chipul doar să-l laşi spre frumoasa piață,
când trece toată lumea luminoasă,
să privească la faţa mea albă,
că e chipul dragei zidit,
prins - în zid zidit.
(...)

Rogacevo, Tetovo - Macedonia (M. Arnaudov, Studi vărhu
bălgarskite obredi i leghendi. III-IV - SbNU 34/ 1920, p. 344, № 7).
Date of collection: 1861.
Kemerkiopriika
Троица братя, Станке ле, градом градяха,
(градом градяха), Кемер-кюприйка;
деня я градят, нощя се сипе.
Троица братя вяра сторили,
(вяра сторили),
вяра и клетва чието любе най-напред дойде,
него да сградят
в Кемер-кюприйка.
4

Trei fraţi, Stanke, cetate zideau,
(cetate zideau) Kemerkiopriika;
ziua o zidau, noaptea se surpa.
Cei trei fraţi cu credință s-au legat,
(cu credință s-au legat),
legământ întru credinţă [au făcut] a cărui draguţă întâi va veni,
pe a aceluia să o zidească
în Kemerkiopriika.

Turkishcurrency (coin) with variousvaluesthrough the ages.
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Двамина братя на любе казали,
Павльо майсторче на любе не каза,
ами хи наръча много работа да ми опере бялото пране,
да ми умие до девет кила,
до девет кила бяла пшеница,
да ми окъпе мъжкото си дете
и да си сготви ручок-пладнина,
та да занесе на Павле майсторче.
Тя е свършила много работи,
и е сготвила ручок-пладнина.
И си повика нехни етърви:
- Хайде да идем, мили етърви,
ручок да носим, ручок-пладнина!
- Иди ми, иди, мила етърво,
ние сме ходили, и сме се върнали!
И Станка отиде ручок да носи.
Кога я видя Павльо майсторче,
той взе да плаче, тя си го пита:
- Защо ми плачеш, Павльо, любе ле?
- Как да не плача, аз си упуснах
пръстен меновник, пръстен венчален;
я се наведи, та го извади!
Станка е хитра, хитра-разумна,
тя си се сети, но що да стори тя се наведе пръстен да вади,
тровица братя Станка сградиха,
(Станка сградиха) в Кемер кюприйка.
Станка се моли (Павлю майсторче):
- Павльо майсторче, първо венчило,
я ми остави малко прозорче
да си нахраням мъжкото дете!...

Doi dintre fraţi dragelor au spus,
Meşterul Pavliu dragei nu i-a spus,
dar i-a rânduit multă treabă să-nălbească și să oprească,
să-mialeagănouă chile5,
nouă chilede grâu frumos,
să-mi scalde pruncul
și să pregătească bucate de prânz,
ca să le aducă meşterului Pavel.
Ea că a sfârșit treaba cea multă,
și a gătit bucate de prânz,
Şi le-a strigat pe ale ei cumnate:
- Haide, să mergem, cumnate dragi,
bucatele să ducem, bucate de prânz!
- Du-te, du-te, dragă cumnată,
[căci] noi am fost şi ne-am întors!
Şi Stanka a plecat bucate să ducă.
Văzând-o meşterul Pavliu,
a început să plângă; ea că l-a întrebat:
- De ce-mi plângi Pavliu, dragule?
- Cum să nu plâng - [că] eu am scăpat
inelul de logodnă, inelul de la cununie;
ia coboară-te ca să-l scoţi?
Stanka e isteață, isteață, înțeleaptă,
ea a priceput, însă ce să facă? -,
că a coborât inelul să-l scoată;
cei trei fraţi pe Stanka au zidit-o,
(pe Stanka au zidit-o) în Kemerkiopriika
Stanka se ruga (de meşterul Pavliu):
- Meştere Pavliu, cununie întâi,
ia să-mi laşi un gemuleţ,
să-i dau să mănânce pruncuşorului meu!...

Haskovo (M. Arnaudov, Studi vărhu bălgarskite obredi i leghendi.
III-IV. - SbNU 34/ 1920, p. 345, № 53). Date of collection: 1883.

Podul de la Dervent

5

Measure for grain in the past, of Turkish origin, variable according to region. In the
Bulgarian pachalik, it measured over half a ton.
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Троица брайкя Дервен мост града,
що денем града, все ночям пада.
Па си думая троица брайкя:
- Бре, вала нийе, троица брайкя,
да си речем, та да си дойда,
та да си дойда утре одзаран.
Кой че рано да си подрани,
та да си донесе той сладок ручок,
та нея, море, да си заграда,
у моето, море, да я заграда!
Двамина брайкя дома казали,
дома казали на нихни жени,
да си не дойда утро одзаран,
да си не дойда да си донеса,
да донеса той сладок ручок.
А един братък нестел да каже.
Кога било кяро одзаран,
кога йе дошла Струма невеста,
та си донесе той сладок ручок,
та да си руча Маноил юнак.
Кога я виде Маноил майстор,
порони сълзи през бело лице,
накриви калпак над църни очи,
та па си дума Маноил майстор:
- Е, Струмо, Струмо невесто,
кому остави мъжко детенце?
Па си станаа тримина брайкя,
та премериа Струма невеста,
та премериа, та задзидаа,
та задзидили Струма невеста,
та я у моето, бре, задзиздаха.

Trei fraţi podul Dervent făceau,
ce ziua înălţau, totul noaptea se surpa.
Că s-au gândit cei trei fraţi:
- Bre, noi zidari, trei fraţi,
să ne legăm că dacă-mi va veni,
că dacă-mi va veni mâine, în zori de zi a căruia care mai devreme va zori,
ca să ne aducă bucate gustoase
că pe ea, mări, să mi-o zidim,
mări, să mi-o zidim!
Doi dintre fraţi acasă au spus,
acasă au spus soţiilor lor,
ca să nu vină dimineaţa în zori,
ca să nu vină să aducă,
să aducă bucate gustoase.
Iar un frate nicicum nu a spus.
Când s-a luminat de ziuă,
că a venit Struma nevasta,
ca ea să aducă la al ei [soț] bucate gustoase,
ca să se ospăteze voinicul Manoil.
Când pe ea o vedea meşterul Manoil,
lacrimi că vărsa pe obrajii albi,
calpacul își trăgea peste ochii negri,
că atunci grăia meșterul Manoil:
- Ei, Strumo, Strumo, nevastă,
cuilași pruncul?
Că s-au sculat cei trei fraţi,
că pe Struma nevasta măsurau,
că o măsurau, că o zideau,
că au zidit-o pe Struma nevasta,
că mi-au zidit-o, bre, pe ea.

Suhodol, Sofia (SbNU 43/1942, № 126 - „Struma nevesta vgradena‖;
= M. Arnaudov, Studi vărhu bălgarskite obredi i leghendi. III-IV. - SbNU
34/ 1920, p. 380, № 50). Date of collection: 1883.
Zidirea Manoiliței
Маноил майстор мостове гради;
що деня гради - ношкя се рони,
що ношкя гради - деня се рони.
Маноил майстор тиом говори:
- Бре, леле варай, мои дружина!
Айде, дружина, курбан да колим

Meşterul Manoil poduri zidea;
ce ziua zidea - noaptea se surpa,
ce noaptea zidea - ziua se surpa.
Meşterul Manoil domol îmi grăi:
- Bre, lele, lele, cetașii ai mei!
Hai, cetași, curban să jertfim
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курбан да колим, бога да молим бога да молим, дума да кажем:
чийо ще либе заран да рани
да ни донесе топла обеда,
него ще либе в зид да зазидем.
Кога е било заранта рано,
рано ранила Маноилица,
та им донесла топла обеда.
Ка я е видел Маноил майстор,
наднесе калпак над църни очи,
порони сълзи до църна земня.
Узе търслига, премери сенкя.
Доде си она дома отишла,
люто я грозно гърло заболе,
люта я грозна треска разтресе.
Па е умрела Маноилица,
та оставила Павел детенце.
Детенце вика - млеко да цица,
млекото капе низ вити мости,
низ вити мости, от студен камик...

curban să jertfim, pe Dumnezeu să-L rugăm pe Dumnezeu să-L rugăm, cuvânt să legăm:
a cărui dragă în zori va zori
ca să ne aducă prânz cald,
pe a lui dragă în zid să o zidim.
Când s-au revărsat zorii, dis-de-dimineață,
Devreme s-a deșteptat Manoiliţa,
că ea le-a adus lor prânz cald.
Când meşterul Manoil o vedea pe ea,
Calpacul peste ochii negri că lăsa,
[și] lacrimi până la negrul pământ vărsa.
Trestioara întindeau, umbra măsurau.
Acasă dacă a ajuns,
îndată gâtulgroaznic că o înțepa,
îndată pe ea groaznice friguri o scutura'.
Că a murit Manoiliţa,
că a lăsat ea pe pruncul Pavel.
Pruncul cerea - lapte ca să sugă, [Însă] lapte
picura dedesubt la podurile arcuite,
dedesubt la podurile arcuite, din piatra rece…

Lokorsko, Sofia (SbNU 2/1890, p. 69, № 1; = (M. Arnaudov, Studi
vărhu bălgarskite obredi i leghendi, III-IV. - SbNU 34/ 1920, p. 345, № 9).
Date of collection: 1884.
Manuilița nevestița
Заградил ми е Мануил майстор,
заградил ми е с девет майсторе,
заградил ми е голямо сграде;
градили го са девет години,
дене го градят, ноще се сипе.
Маноил майстор тихо говори:
- Ей си ви вазе, девет майстори,
какво да сторим голямо сграде,
като го градим девет години дене го градим, ноще се сипе?!...
Всичките майстори дума думаха:
- Кому булката най-рано готви,
най-рано готви, най-рано дойде,
да си донесе топла обяда,
да я вградиме в голямо сграде,
да се не рони девет години.
Всичките майстори дома ходиха,

Îmi zidea meşterul Manuil,
îmi zidea cu nouă meșteri,
îmi zidea preaînaltă zidire;
o înălța' de vreo nouă ani,
ziua o zidea', noaptea se surpa.
Meşterul Manuil domol îmi grăia:
- Ei, voi, nouă meşteri mari,
cum să isprăvim zidirea cea-naltă,
că de nouă ani înălțând-o ce lucrăm ziua, se surpă noaptea?!...
Meşterii cu toţii astfel că grăiră:
- A cărui soţioară va găti devreme,
devreme, în zori - şi-ntâi va veni,
ca să ne aducă prânz cald,
s-o zidim pe ea în marea zidire,
să nu se mai surpe, ca de nouă ani.
Toți meşterii acasă s-au dus;
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който не ходи - хабер проводи;
Маноил дома не ходи,
дома не ходи, хабер не прати.
Рано ранила Мануилица,
Мануилица млада невеста,
та е ранила, та е готвила,
та е готвила и занесла е,
и занесла е топла обяда.
Кога я видя Мануил майстор,
сълзи порони до черна земя,
шапка нахлупи до черни вежди,
па на невяста тихо говори:
- Ей ми те тебе, Мануилице,
Мануилице, млада невясто!
Как си остави мъжко детенце!...

care nu s-a dus - vorbă a trimis;
Manuil acas' nu s-a dus,
acas' nu s-a dus, veste n-a trimis.
În zori mi s-a deşteptat Manuiliţa,
Manuiliţa, tânără soţie,
că ea a zorit, că a ea a gătit,
că ea a gătit, îndat' a venit,
cu prânz cald la zid.
Meşterul Manuil pe ea o vedea,
lacrimi că vărsa până la pământul negru,
pălăria îi cade pe negre sprâncene,
soţioarei lui domol vorbe-i cerne:
- A mea Manuiliţă, tânără nevestiţă!
Cum dară tu laşi al tău copilaş!...

Koprivştiţa, Pirdop, Bulgaria (SbNU 16-17/1900, p. 141, № 5; = M.
Arnaudov, Studi vărhu bălgarskite obredi i leghendi. III-IV - SbNU 34/
1920, p. 335, № 23). Date of collection: 1888.
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UNE TRIBUNE DE L‟EUROPE
MULTICULTURELLE1
Roxana-Magdalena BÂRLEA
Académie d‘Études Économiques, Bucarest
roxanabirlea@yahoo.fr
La revue ―L‘Europe‖, fondée par l‘écrivain serbe Pavel Gătăianţu en
2008 à Novi Sad, comme tribune de la fondationqui porte le même nom, est
l‘un des périodiques les plus modernes de cette partie du continent. Son
contact avec la problématique des relations culturelles européennesest
assuré par son rédacteur en chef, qui est son fondateur même, et son
adjointe, Madame Virginia Popovič, soutenus par trois organismes collectifs
de coordination – un comité de rédaction (de 4 personnes), un comité de
lecture (6 membres) et un conseil scientifique international (29 membres).
En fait, tous ces organismes ont une structure internationale, comme il se
doit pour une publication d‘un tel profil. Les deux rédacteurs sont serbes
d‘ethnie roumaine et parmi les autres collaborateurs il y a beaucoup
d‘intellectuels serbes et roumains (même serbo-roumains ou roumanoserbes). A eux s‘ajoutent des personnalités de la culture et de
l‘enseignement supérieur de la Pologne, la Russie, la Chine, la Biélorussie,
l‘Estonie, la Slovaquie, la Géorgie, l‘Ukraine, l‘Italie, la France, La
République de la Moldavie, la Bulgarie, la Lettonie, etc. – nous
mentionnons les pays dans l‘ordre où figurent leurs représentants dans les
comités mentionnés.
Formeet graphique élégantes, illustrée avec des reproductions des
œuvres des artistes plastiques de valeur, la revue, biannuelle, ades numéros
thématiques : Idées européennes, Les élites, L‟interculturel, Les migrations,
Les influences sur les médias, Le régionalisme, Religion et croyance,
Minorités, Ecologie, La sous-culture, L‟Ethique, Les Balkans, L‟Union
1

Europa, Revue de science et d‟art dans la transition, 14, VIIème année, 2, 2014.
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Européenne. On y voit clairement la préoccupation pour les bases historicogéographiques, économiques et socio-politiques des peuples européens.
Ainsi, on débat les problèmes de l‘interculturalité, de la communication et de la
construction des nouvelles formes de cohabitation sur le vieux continent.
Le numéro le plus récent dont nous disposons, 14 (72, 2015), est
intitulé de manière générique, Le Danube. Le sujet est captivant et incitant,
bien-sûr. ―Le roi des eaux‖ de l‘Europe réunit des pays et des destins,
emportant avec lui toute une histoire qui remonte à la nuit des temps. Dans
la première section de la revue, Idées européennes, les contributeurs traitent
le sujet à partir de trois perspectives différentes : livresque, de l‘expérience
personnelle et du commentaire politico-culturel. L. Végel parle des
frontières ―visibles et invisibles‖, à partir du roman Le Château, de Fr.
Kafka; M. Sosič parle, dans son article intitulé ―Il paraît que je comprends,
enfin‖, des espaces culturels, de la perspective du slovène né et qui a grandi
à Trieste. N. Iuga fait une analyse scientifique de la globalisation, avec ―ses
échecs oranges‖ qui s‘opposent à un monde multicolore.
Plus ―danubiennes‖ sont les études de la section ―philologie‖ de la
revue. V. Popovič analyse le fabuleux espace folklorique de la poésie d‘I.
Barbu. P. Ionita présente la poésie mystique de l‘espace danubien de
Teodora Laţcu. C‘est d‘ailleurs la section la plus riche de la revue, de
manière que la thématique s‘élargit considérablement. A. Lupu-Schindler
parle du manque de communication en tant que thème du Long voyage du
prisonnier, de S. Titel. S. Milancovici écrit sur le rôle de M. Fumaroli dans
les Ateliers de la modernité; successeur d‘E. Ionesco à l‘Académie Française,
celui-ci a analysé la francophilie de l‘Epoque des Lumières, dans une étude
traduite en roumain par l‘auteur de l‘article en question. Les contributions à ce
numéro sont, comme nous le disions, beaucoup plus nombreuses.
Les autres contributions visent les sciences socio-humaines, les arts
plastiques, la cinématographie, la musique, etc., dans une vive alternance
genres d‘expression – de l‘interview à l‘essai, de la recherche académique à
des critiques de livres et de revues.
Malheureusement, nous ne savons pas si nous devions parler de cette
revue au temps passé. Peu de temps après ce que nous avons reçu
l‘exemplaire ici présenté, son fondateur et rédacteur en chef est décédé
prématurément. Sa mémoire restera vive dans les pages des livres qu‘il a
écrits, tout comme grâce à cette revue.
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